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Abstract

This report provides a final, comprehensive description of the navigation of

Mariner 9 - the first U.S. spacecratt to orbit another planet. The Mariner 9 navi-
gation function included not only precision flight path control but also pointing of
the spacecraft's sci(_,tific instruments mounted on a two-degree of freedom scan

platform. To the extent appropriate, each section describes the pre-flight analyses
on which the operational strateg.es and performance predictions were based. The
in-flight results are then discussed and compared with the pre-flight predictions.
Post-flight analyses, which were primarily concerned with doveloping a thorough
understanding of unexpected in-flight results, are also presented.

!

I["
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Introduction
W. J. O'Neil

Mariner 9 is the first U.S. spacecraft in orbit about experimental basis. The optical data were obtaine,: by
another planet. Launched from Cape Kennedy, Florida, imaging the Martian natural satellites (Phobos and
on May 30, 1971, Mariner9 achieved orbitabout Marson Deimos) against the star backgroundwith the spacecraft
November 14, 1971, after a near-nominal interplanetary television system. The JPL Orbit DeterminationProgram
flight. The spacecrafttransmittedapproximately54billion (ODP) operating in a Univac 1108 computer was the

i bits of scientific data representing observations of Mars primarytool used in the orbitdeterminationprocess.
while in orbit, including over 7,000 television pictures.

_, The mission ended on October 27, 1972, when depletion Thc required propulsive maneuvers were computed
of attitude control gas resulted in loss of attitude stabtli- with the JPL Maneuver Operations Program System

I zation and consequent loss of solar power and telecom- (MOPS), which also operated in the 1108computer.Eachmunications, maneuverwas defined by four "commandable"quantities,
i namely, the spacecraft roll and yaw tm_s required to
! l_is report describes the navigation of Mariner 9, achieve the proper thrusti_Jgattitude, the engine ignition
|. which included not only precision flight path control but time, and the velocity increment to be achieved. After

also pointing of the scientific instrumentsmount_,don a translationof these parameters/nto commandwords, they
[ two-degree of freedom scan platform. Flight path control were transmittedto the sImeecraftby the DSN. A single,
| involved the determination of the spacecraft trajectory 1300-N (300-1b)thrust,bipropellant, liquid rocket engine

(classically to as determination) wasused forall prolmhive maneuvers.
referred orbit t,nd the de-

sign and execution of the propulsive maneuvers required
to effect the necessary changes/n the trajectory.Rnd/o- Pointing of Mm'/nerffsscientificinstrumentsinvolved
metric tracking data provided by the JPL Deep Since the des/gn of the sequence of scan plat/one n,.o_ts
Network (DSN) were the principal data type used in the which would came the tmtmnamts to observe targets
orbit determ/mtion process. During the MarsaF'_ specifiedby these/eneeInvestigators. C,enerally, a se-

I phase, optical tracking data were alto used,but only owlan quence was designed for a _ m'b/talrevolutionbegin-

1974021007-020



nmg at apoapsls and ending at the tollowmg apoapsts. 1), under the dtrection ot the Chief c_f_lission ()perahons
with the majorit) of observations made near periapsis, (CMO) The CMO was the final authority for most de-
where th_ greatest resolution was achieved. The sequence cisions, although conduct of extremely critical operations
desigl, further involved the precise specification of the such as tl,_. propulsive maneuvers required authorization
time at which each television: picture was to be shuttered, from the Mission Director. As illustrated in Fig. 1. the MOS
The JPI, Planetary Observation Geometry and Science organization was functionally divided into two tiers: the
Instrument Sequence (POGASIS) Program or)erating in Navigation. Science Hecommendation, Spacecraft, and
the 1108 computer was ,le principal tool used for se- DSN Project Engineering Teams comprised the upper
q:w._:,,, do¢ign. Th,_ observation requests made by the tier; the Command, Science Data, Data Processing, and
seien(',, investigaror,o and ;__prPcise prediction of the space- I)SN Mission, Gpcratiolls Teanta tile" lu,_er tier. During
craft trajector;' based on the aforementienc8 orbit deter- orbital operations, the upper tier performed tb,e day-to-
ruination process were tl e princ;pa! inputs to the sequc ce day, adaptive, mission planning, analysis, and sequencing
design process. The outputs were instr'_ment shutter times functions. The longer-range (i.e., more than :3 weeks
and the required oositions of the scan platform, ahead) planning was performed by the Mission Analysis

and Engineering M_.nager and his staff, with extensive

Mariner !/ tmwgation was the responsibility of the support from the upper tier teams. These long-range plans
Navigation Team within the Mission Operations System were finalized in 20-day segments known as cycles, which
(MOS). The Navigation Team was functionally organized established the framework within which the daily se-
into seven groups. This report is similarly organized and quences were developed. The development of the daily
represents the final report of the in-flight and post-flight sequences by the upper tier was coordinated by the
activities of the Team. There is a direct correspondence Mission Sequence Workinh Group (MSWG). The MSWG.
between the Trajectory, Science Sequence Design, Man- which w,'.s chaired by a member of the CMO's staff and
curer, Interplanetary and Satellite Orbit Determination included representatives from most organizational ele-

Groups and major sections of the report. The activities of ments, successfully adjudicated nearly all sequencing con-
the Advanced Sequence Planning Group are included in flicts and, thereby, largely determined the course of events
the Science Sequence Design Section and those of the Op- within each 20-day cycle.
tical Navigation Measurements Group in the Interplane-
tary Orbit Determination Section. With few exceptions, At prescribed times each day, the upper tier delivered
the contributing authors were members of the Mariner 9 to the lower tier the detailed spacecraft sequence of
Navigation Team. events (S/C-SOE) and the command file to be executed

by Mariner 9 on its zenith/nadir revolution pair 8 days

To the extent appropriate, each section describes the and 1 day her_ce, respectively. In other words, deliver_ of
pre-flight analyses on which the operational strategies and the S/C-SOE preceded delivery of the corresponding eom-
performance predictions were based. The in-flight results mand file by 2 days. In fact, the preparatlou for a given
are then discussed and compared with the pre-flight pre- revolution pair was a serial process of 6 days' duration;
dictions. Post-flight analyses, which were primarily con- consequently, every stage of pr_-paration was under way
cerned with developing a thorough understanding of for different revolution pairs each day in assembly-line
unexpected in-flight results, are also presented. Each fashion. The upper tier worked 7 days a week, and both
major section is essentially self-contained, so that the the Navigation and Spacecraft Teams worked two shifts
reader can easily focus his attention in the area of his a day, hut different functions were performed on each

interest. The remainder of this introductory section pro- shift.
vides a description of the Navigation Team operations
and a synopsis of the most significant navigation events. The upper tier performed its functions essentially "off-
The synopsis chronologically summarizes the mission line" but was "on-line" to effect final updates and monitor
from a navigation standpoint and indicates where in the propulsive maneuvers. In contrast, the lower tier was oc-
report additional details can be obtained, line continuously (Le., 24 h a day, 7 days a week) und_;_

the direction of the Assistant CMO - a position rotated
among five individuals. The Sequence Group on staff to

I. NavigationTeam Operations the ACMO generated the detailed operational sequence
of events based on the S/C-SOE and other inputs. The

The Mariner 9 flight operations were conducted by the lower t,.'erwas r 'sponsible for transmitting the command
Mission Operations System organization (depicted in Fig. files to t;_ spacecraft, continuously monitoring the telem.
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etry and tracking data and effecting tilt' delivery ,ff these Based on prescribed observation times r,:lati'_c to l,,:li,tp-
data to the uplwr tier, preparing the science data records. ,ds, tht POGASIS Pregram was then t,sed to tar,,et the
and providing the necessary computer support to all the _equired scan platform pointing directions. Constraint
elements of the organization, s iolations uncovered in the targeting process, such as in-

sufficient time to slew tl;e platform between observations,

The key interlaces of the Navigation Team with the wpre resolved by timing and/or target adjustments
other elements ot the organization are described in the nercotiated through the .MSW(;. The final sequence for a
following paragraphs. The principal fimctions of the Na_ i- revolution pair was defined in ter,,._; of observation times
gation Team were (1) precise trajectory determination and platform cone and dock angles, and was delivered
:md predit :ion, t2) design of ih,_.propulsive maneuvers, bv the Navigation Team to the Spacecraft Te:::n for lm-
;rod 91) design of the science sequences. The trajector._ ph,me,ltation 4 days before execution. The sequence evo-
estimates and predictions _ere used internally in the de- lution process is described in considerable detail in Sci-
sign of the maneuvers and science sequences, and they enct" Sc¢lucm'c Design.
were also exported in the form of Probe Ephemeris Tapes
(PETs) to the I)SN Mission Operations Team and the The Navigation Team controlled the Mariner 9 flight
Science Data Team (SDT). The DSN NATTRK !Network path through Slwcifi,,,,tion o,f the propulsive maneuver
Analysis Team-Tracking) element used the PETs to i)ar'uneters to the Spacecraft Team. These parameters,
generate the I:acking station obserwlble predictions, which uniquely defined each propnlsive maneuver, were
NATTRK was also responsible for delivering the DSN the spacecraft roll and yaw turns, the .XV to be imparted.

:' tracking data to the Navigation Team. The SDT used the .rod the engine ignition time. Throughout the mission, the
PETs for generation of the post [acto estimates of the Navigation Team adiustcd the overall maneuver strategy

" coverage and goometrical observation conditions actually in acoordance with the evolution of the mission obiectives
obtained by the science instnmlents. This information and consiraints, as discussed later in the Synopsis. The

_ which was an essential element rff the Supplementary maneuver strategy determined when a maneuver was to
Experimenter Data Ret,ords (SEDRs), was mechanicadly he lwHormed and the targeting criteria for the maneuver

_. generated by the ,qDT using the LIBPOG Program (a (e.g., the desired post-maneuver orbital period, periapsl._
special version of POGASIS developed and maintainexl bv altitude, etc.). The precision targeting was performed
the Navigation Team - see Section II of Science Se- with the Maneuver Operations Program System described
quence Design) inputting the appropriate PET and esti- in Section IV of Maneuver Analysis, The required inputs
mates of the actual scan platform pointing directions were the latest pre_.ise trajectory prediction, the pre-
der_v_: from spacecraft telemetry. As discussed in Satel- scribed ignition time, the targeting criteria, and pertinent
llte Orbit Determination, very stringent accuracy require- Sl_icecraft characteristics. The spacecraft characteristics.

t ments were placed on these "smoothed" PETs required which were supplied by the Spacecraft Team, included
; for tbe SEDRs. the mass and the thrust components in spacecraft coor-

t dinate, as a fimetion of time from ignition and predictionsIn es_mce, the science sequence design involved inte- of thrust pointing and shutoff accuracy. The MOPS

I grating the experimenters' observation desires into viable output the required ._V and eight roll-yaw tnrn pair#, any

scan pktform observatkm _.qut.nces. The observation one of which would achieve the required thrusting dtrec.
' - desires, ats formulated by the Science Recommendation tion. Plots of the traces of the Earth, Sun, and Mars in

Team (SLIT), were grossly cor_patlble with the geometrt- spacecraft cone/clock angle were also output for each

c_d constraints as a result ot continuing interaction be- turn pair. The Navigation and Spacecraft Teams ja_intly

tween the Navigation Team and the SRT. Through tht, analyzed these plots with comtraint overlaysto mlect the

interaction, the Navigation Team kept the SRT apl_'d best turn l_ir. ThL_ process is further discussed in
of what at_ woukl be. vlewable on future revolutions Alaneut_'r Analyaia. All significant elements of the ha-
and gained an early understanding d the FlIT desires, neuver clesl_, were _t._'_ to the CMO and Mimton _
lk.em,me the Nmtgation Team's tnte,daee with _e SET Director for apinoval prior to tmplmnen_tion, it is note-

was the most demnumding,a staff position to the Navtg_. woithy that the monumental effort of the Navtgatio_
! t_on Team Chief - that d SRT lielmmmtattve - was Team required for pree/skm flight path _.xmtroi(i_,, the
I _._.tml to mordlnaUng this tnterf._,e and representing _ of iiterall_ thoummds of tmdaag olmn_ttom
I the Nav/gationTeam intheMSWC. Six days before _ to solve for teasof tmk_ aad model parametersand

euttou,theobsm,atlmml_ fora g/yenmvolutlmga_r the da_lolz_t of the maneuverm_toCrr_
weref_llml anddal/vemdto the Nav/gationTeam. exhaust/restat/stic,danalysis)d/st,BedIntofoureruehd
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numbers d.c.. the roll/._,_ hn, pail. ignition time. and In general, and with the exceptim_ described aboxe, all
_V) delivered to the Spacecr::ft T'.'::m for execution of a Navigation l)r,,grams were loaded at the U::ivac 93(_
given maneuver, remote bulk terminal_ by the Data Processing Team

(1)PT) in .. area adjacent to the Naxigatiml Area. The
The fi,nctions of the seven groups and three staff posi- I)PT was resp,.Isd_h, for picking up the run deck., from

tions within the Navigation Team are summarized in the engineers in the Nay Area and delivering the output
Fig. 2. During the orbital mission, the funetio,ls of the to them. The DPT controlled Tektro,:i:. :v.'c,";s to the
Trajectory Group were absorbed into the Advanced 1108 also, They conic, rated to the fullest possible extent
Sequence Planning Group when the le.tter group was in serving the computing needs of the Navigation Team.
formed. The number of engineers that staffed eaeh ele- and in fact. the 1108 eompl,ting priorities were essentially
ment is indicated. The computer programs used hy each estahlished l,y the Navigation Team Chief or his Jepn.-
group are described in the respective sections of this sentatiw,. It was found that the runs to be loaded into
report, the 1108 had to be very jl,diciously selected in order to

maintain a run mix in the 1108 core and backlog corn-
All the Navigatior, Team co,,purer pr(;g,,m'J._ ,,vert l,atil)l_- _,ith the atdumatie job swapping of the 11(18

operated in the Univac 1108 computers, whereas the pre- Executive. The difference in the ratio of throughput time
processing of the tracking data and the generation of to central processor unit (CPU) time 1,etwee_, judicious
station observahle predictions by the DSN were per. and indiscriminate loading could easily be as high as
formed in the IBM 380/75 computers. The deliveries of a factor o! ten - that is, the ratio would il,cl't.asc from
tracking data to the Navigation Team and of PETs to 3 to 30.
the DSN were accomplished by hand-carrying magnetic
tapes between the computers, which were located on The most serious 11(18problem for the Navigation user
adjacent floors of the Space Flight Operations Facility was created when the 11(18 Executive system was en-
(SFOF). The Data Processing Team coordinated these larged to the point that 130K words of core were no
data transfers: however, any technical problems with the longer available. Tht. Navigatirm programs were tailored
data were handled directly between the Navigation Team to require no t,,ore than 65K words, so that two of them
and NATTRK. Althot, gh considerable problems were could co-reside in core ba._d on the original allocation o!
experienced in this tracking interface during pre-launch 130K words to the user programs. Consequently, few of
testing, the interface worked quite well throughout the the Navigation programs could co-reside, and the judi-
flight. The Navigation Team and NATTBK closely mona- cious loading became even more inlportant. Another
toted the incoming tracking data on closed-circuit "IV problem was the lack of a roll-out/roll-in capability
displays of the raw data being received over teletype and whereby the load on the 1108 could have been amine-
the pseudo-residuals of the data, which were computed diately reduced by entire_y removing selected jobs,
based on the tracking predictions m the 380/75 computer, completing a very high priority job(s), and then retunl-
The pseudo-residual displays were also used for realtime ing the removed jobs to continue computation at the point
monitoring of the propulsive maneuver through the of interruption. In critical situations, _t was necessary to
doppler signature. "kill" jobs in order to expedite those of higher priority,

and those "killed" had to be restarted later from the

l_e I_3ASIS program rum for science sequence de- beginning. How,.ver, in spite of these problems, the over-
sign were run from remote 1108 demand terminals located all performance of the 1108 was truly excellent from a
tn the Navigation (Nay) Area. The graphical display Navi_tion standpoint throughout the mission.o

capability of these Tektronix CRT terminals was emen-
tial to rapid sequence design, it provided an Immediate

' display of the pred_ed coverage, which the POGASlS II. S_ of Navtptton Activity
engineer would tmpe4"tto judge what r._n_._ dmuld be
made in the _p_q_'e l_r_n_ Inputs. He would enter A _l immmmryo_ the most dlp_tcant maya-
thesechanMs at the keyboard and obtain a new _ge gation events is presented in this section. 'fhe Icm of
cltq_y. This procedurewould be reixmted until n ram. Mariner 8 due to a bunch vehicle failure resulted not
fie,troy mluenee was _. The Tektronix terminal rely. tn the rexl_s,n of the clesh_ orbit about Mars to
sire imwided hard copies when dmtred; th_ m W- ncc,omnmdat_ the ob_,tivm of both Mimiom A real B
tlmim_ useful wh_ it was necmmry to dimum a cover- into the single mbston remaining but smo in an tncmm_

prob_m with peop_ in a dffferemt Ioattiom. empha_ on reliability. Vi_mily all the lllound-lm_

4 J_ lrl_CmgOM.IIBPOIff _._
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..... i_l,_i+i+t.d ' , , ,rt'sot,rccs (i.e.. nl,t l[+++x_,,,' ,,,I t.(it;ii_mctlt ) iuJ ]+t' ]mst'tl, ,uld t.-_) lUt'clU(le tilt. i)erturi)_tttm+ (_ll tllt' post-

lit(. tx+_ mission+ were relahled ;tnd concentrated <>is tht' ,ni(h+'otmse lraje('tory.

_ingh. spacecr,flt. This rt.st,lted in c,;+t.ntially tOlltillllt)llS
tr;lekin_ cow,rage ot Mariner 9 h'mn launch through the I+'olh_win+¢tht' mdatch and w'ntin_, the ('hief of ._lis-
end ot the prim._rv <_rbital missiml. A sh_ht n,l_mfliml ul sin10pt,ratiuns requested tot Iogistit,al reasons ti+:,t the
Ihe t<)ler;mees +m the desired Mars orbit was negotiated mide<)urse he atlvaneed t<>laura h plus.5 days. Because the

witl_ the S('ientihc hwt,stig.+ttors m order to utilize a orbit determination was _<>ingexceptionally well - the
m;mt'uver str;Ite_y which w<mhl +u.hi<,ve t'._t, tinal orbit quality ot the (hLta fits was signiticantly better than oh-
with _Lsingle in-orbit trim maneuver r_flher th;m the two rained on previous l)lanetary missions - and the expected
trims t)rcshm:t+,.' pl,'4mc(I. The t.limination ot the second maneuver ext,cution error would dominate the expeete.l
in-orbil trim prior to the e,¢t'cution ot the primary scientifk, ()1) error, the Navigation Team concurred. At mideourse
mission was co,lsiden'd avcry signitieant redt,etion iu minus 1:2 h, the orbit solution for the final first mid-
risk. since ._,l+vpropulsive mant'u+er could result in _ eoursc design was seh'eted. This solution estimated solar
<'.fl;istrot)hic tatltlr(,, pres'+ure ct>inpont,nts and st_ition locations in addition tu

state. The exeelh, nee of the data fit, coupled with the
\l-tr+twr _+_w,_, !:mnd.ed hy .Xtlas/i:cnt;mr A(+'-:2:3trom reasonal>h.ness of the solution parameters, gave high con-

(:,)mph.x :38H at the :Xir Force Eastern Test i_an_e tidenee in the soh, tion. The pre-mideourse orbit deter-

(AFETll) on .%fay:_0, 1971. at 222:3 (:.',IT. ahout 8 .fin ruination activity experieneed no significant diftieulty,
ilfl,_+_l-h launch window, l)ctails of the launch trajectory. Early ranging data again proved their wdue in that the
which was very near nominal, are given in the Tra/ect+_r!/ Hiffi,rt.nees hetween tlw doppler-only and doppler-plus-
I)+'._'cripti+m.Estimates ot the Ce,flaur trajectory trans- range solutions facilitated the identification of data hiases.
,,fitted to the Navigati(m Team hv voi<',,a,_d teletype from (See Sections CI and C'2 of Interplanetur!t Orbit Deter.
flu, ltcat Time t+'_m_puterCo,nplex at AFETH during the mi,,ti+m for details.)
first hnur after launch ir.dieated tint the trajectory was
sufficiently lit'at nominal for the already generated nomi- The lirst midcourse design w,is an integral l)afl of the

hal I)SN predic'ts to be adequate. (The estimates were overall maneuver strategy. The l)redieted orhit insertionf, •

b;Ised on tracking the Centaur C.hand beacon from errors were much too large to l_L,rmit inserting directly
Antigua and Ascension Islands.) This was later confirmed into the final desired Mars orbit within the tolerances
by the first precision orbit determination by the Naviga- specified. (:onsequently. the strategy was to insert into an
tion Team hased o. DSS 51 doppler and angle data from initial orhit that would hwilitate achieving the final orbit
the spacecraft. At this point, it was clear that the first with a single orhit tri,n maneuver in most eases. The final
midcourse planned for 8 days after launch wm, ld easily ,tesired orhit orientation and perial)sis altitude could ix'
remove the launch guidance errors and bias. _ttisfaetorily achieved at insertion, thus requiring the

single trim only for orhital period adjustment, The target

: [ I)uring the ne+ir-Earth mixsion phase, a nx'mher of the v+lhie of the initial orbital lx.riod was to be 1'2.5h. and the

i

i)SN Network Analysis Te+tm (NAT) resided in the Navi- arrival time at Mars was to Ix such that the first periapsL,+
gatio++Team to expedite the production and tr:msmission imssage would occur "2.5h be+ore the middle (i.e., zenith)
ot the DSN tracking predicts aml the receipt of tr_,:ki_+g ++fthe Goldsttme ,vit_, ix.riod. ThL,¢would ensure that

_: daLz..+,!so, Fg'¢.z,_. uf t+*ul,lr,,._ rai_.+;_,i_._+_ll,y ilsc _,_N tq'en m the prt..seneeof dispersions as high as :3+, the time ;
during pre-laum.'h ft.'sting in preprot_sing the tracking of perial_is pas_,ge on subsequent revolutions would
data in the .300./75 computers, tracking data tapvs were migrate qpickly into the l-h window following Goldstoue "

-. gtqwrated in imrailel on the 7004 system tor the first few zenith. At the periapmb occurring within this window, the

hours of the flight. Fortumitely, the 3011/75 pedonned single trim would adjust the orbital period such that every
zatlsfactorily in producing the tracking tape; during this _>ther.,mbseq,.zentpt'_l_tS mid or,cur _;thin the win.

,. phaxe, and the 701)4.produced tapes were not re<iuired, d_m,throoglmul the prinmry mi_ton.

Since the st,an platform unlatch and engine veuling The orhit insertion was to be a c_planar maneuver ol t
wmdd perturb the spacecr_t ttajectmy, these events were 1810 m/s targeted to the l£_-h period and a pertalUt., ++
commanded l day after launch to (1) provide in unix, f- altitude of 1:300 km. with the B-magnttuda d the ap-
luched, l.<hty, ne_r.Earlh tricking arc to obtain a rewm_ promch tr_je_toey Imtgetnd to maxlmlze the resulllng +
ably gond orbit solutk_ (_) provide a 5.d_y arc for the apsidal rotatioa ot the orbit tn the presence ot dtsper.
orbit re-detenniutton upon which the mtdeounte would slom. To emure ratation greater than 138 dell with high

+
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prol)al)ility, tim target _alue ot B-magnitude was selected 19.S;_9kin, and arrival time = Now,tuber 14, 19,'35(:NIT,
as $2110kin, wlth the mlderstanding that the l)eriapsi_ alti- correspondi.tt, to a Centaur injection error of slightly more
It,detargetwouldbc alh)w_'dtolloat1,pward(andwould thanI,,.The ()I)uncertainty(l,,)was 119km- well

,ot be correctedafterinsertion)foractualapproaches withintheProject-specifiedaccuracyrequirementof250

above 82.50kin.'Thisstrategyisillustratedi,Fig.4 of kin.A 6.7:H-m/,_maneovcrwas designedto achieveB'T

._la,eurerAnalysis. = 547:3kin,B'R = 6106 km, correspondingtothe B-

magnitudeof8200km and inclinationof6.5c':..,_.and the

The foregoing dictated the aim point for the midcourst., arrival tim_. of November 14, (1029GMT. The sl)acecraft
,anwl.v, a B-magnitude of $200 km and an inelinatio, to (X:&S was updated accordingly, following the fin'd corn-
the \lars equator of K5deg. The predicted accuracy was mand approval conference. The maneuver was executed

such that a planetary qnarantine bias was not required, as phmned. During the motor burn, realtime monitoring
The arrival time target of November 14, 0029 GMT, was ()i the doppler shift indicated that it near.nominal man-
intentionally hiased _5 rain late so that the likely second curer was executed.
midconrse 211days Imfore encounter wonld I_t, a 2-m/s
m;meuver along tht. approach directio,. Sm,dl adjust- For a |cw days folh)wiug the midcourse, orl)it deter-
ments in lit(, maneuver direction would pnKluce the re- minations werc performed daily to gain confidence that
quired correction of the II-magnitnde error from the first the maneuver had. in fact. been normal and. therefore,
midcourse. This technique would minimize the second ,o corrective maneuver would Ix' re_luired until the
midco,rse execution errors by orienting the dominant scheduled set_)nd midcourse. Full confidence was
error source (i.e.. the fixed shutoff error is dominant for achieved when fitting post-midcourse data with an ex-
small maneuvers) nearly perpendicular to the B-magni- lremely hmse a priori estimate produced satisfactory re-
rude gradient. The B-ntagnitude was by far the most criti- suits. It was then known on the basis of radio tracking
eal delivery parameter, and the stress on this parameter alone (i.e.. no reliance on telemetry) that the midcoursc
will be evident throughout the interplat,,,tary phase of executiml errors were less tha, tA _. The execation errors
this synop.sis. The probability that a second midcour_, could be fairly well determined at this point b,, differenc-
would !_, necessary to achieve the required B-m..tgnitude ing the pre- and post-midcourse orbit solutions since the
accuracy of .'t,50km was estimated to be 40% at the time major errors in the orbit determination process would be

of the first midcourse, ctnn,non to tbe pre- and post-solutions. Thereafter, the
Navigation Team updated its estimate of the trajectory

The latmeh injection aim point had been ._,lected to weekly during the interplanetary cruise.
satisfytwo constraints:(I)a propulsionsystemconstraint

thatthefirstmaneuverexceed5.6m/s.and (2)theton- Shortlyafterthefirstmidcourseand periodicallythere-

strainttoutilizeamaneuverdirectionsuchthatthelow- after,the NavigationTeam designedan orbitinsertion

gainspacecraftantennawould pointtoEarth,providing maneuver which would placethe spacecraftin a 12-h
engineeringtelemetryduringthemotorburn.Thesecon- .Marsorbitbasedon the currentpredictionof the en-

straintsrequiredbiasingthe injectionaim pointover counterconditions.The maneuverwas thenloadedinto

: 40,000 km and the arrival time about 1 day late, The aim the spacet_aft CC&S along with a repetitive orbital sci-
: point bias easily utidied the planetary quarantine con. ence imtnone.t sequence which would provide the best
_ _traint and carrt_rmnded to a nominal midcourse of about chance of obtaining some orbital science d,tta in the event

8 m/s. _mmand capability was lost before encounter. See See.
: lion IX of Maneuver Anal_lt_ for details regarding the

o. the third day after launch, rileNavigation Team tk.sigltof this "automatic" imertkmnumeuver.
Chief presented a review of the _verall maneuver strategy
and the preliminary lint mkicmm_ design to the Mission Became the actual first mtdcoune execution erron

_ Directorfor his approval. Follo_ng approval, the man. were known to he smalland the orbit determination tru-
er,vet paramete_ were transmitted to the spaceerdt and certainty in ll-magnitude wu mdy 119 km (1 _) at the
storedin the ctmtral ce_puter and sequencer (CC2,S).The time of the maneuver, the probability of needtnll the
orbit mlutinnselec'tedfor the final_ on the day _,condmlcl_ounedroppedcemtdmblylined eo the

i of themam,verl:xlk.,_edII.r = _,Sl_ Lm.I1.11= fmmalmti_.Howev_,thems:enltydful_/_ :_
" for the tecond mtcksane unu unt_ The Mmap.

,s,. s_,,,,, n ,_r,,,m,_D,,rn_,f.__ ,_S._,. Wmd_ _t-,mr_wastobeco,trdlMto_I0Im ($ .,) i.

!_ _ lkma_/t.de, conmi_d/.S to ,: _ ,dt/tt_ emr

tl ,m, _ Rimer M.lmS
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of:3(X)km. The pre-ilightallocationofthlstolerancewas l)ytilt.EphemerisGroup illordertoevolvethebestpo.s-

"equally"dividedbetweenorbitdeterminationand sec- sablelocationsand ephemerisforencounter.
ond midcourse execution - '2.50km (,3 o) each. Because

of the special biasing of the first midcourse to minimize Throughout interplanetary cruise, orbit solutions for ,t
the errors of the second as described earlier, the exccu- variety of data sets and sohltion vectors were analy_ed,

tion errors would now be negligible relative to _50 km, and the effects of mismodeling certain key parameter.s
Consequently, the entire :350-km tolerance could have were studied. This approach would ensure obtaining the
been reallocated to orbit determination, tlowever, the best orbit estimat," for tile second midcourse by identify-

emphasis during the interplanetary cruise would be ing the optimum data set :rod the most reliable model
placed on gaining a thorough understanding of the po- l_:lr:unt.tcr wdue_ Orbit solutions were released wt,,,klv
tentially serious orbit determination error sources both in for generation of DSN tracking predicts an¢! to keep other
the tracking data and the model parameters in contrast elements of the Project apprised of the current I_.st esti-
to "beating down" the formal statistics, mate of the encounter conditions. Trajectory geometry

data were supplied to the Spacecraft Team regularly for

Because of the potential second midcourse, the Naviga- their telecommunications and celestial reference system
tion Team had to he prepared to accurately redetermine ix.rformance analysis and prediction.
the approach trajectory using only the medimum arc of
r:tdio data obtained during the last 18 days of approach. (;ruise .activities went smoothly until September 15,
This would ensure detection of any maneuver execution when one of the spacecraft attitude control system (ACS)
anomalies and would also provide a solution insensitive roll jets failed to close properly after firing. The resulting
to unmodeled nongravitational forces on the spacecraft, gas leak produced a continuous torque large enough to
At 6 h before encounter, an orbit solution was required to prevent the spacecraft from returning to that side of the
effect the final adjustment of the orbit insertV'.. "laneuver linlit cycle which would cause another firing of the leak-

commands. In fact, the requirement tha* .c B- agnitude ing jet. Con_,quently, ground commands were sent to
uncertainty was not to exceed 50 km (.. ' " ", time was switch the spacecraft ACS from celestial to inertial mode.

the most stringent interplanetary orbit determination which would result in the firing of all jets once again. As
qecuracy requirement. I,Ol_'d for, this resulted in the leaking jet reseating pro-

perly after firing, indicating that some particle had been
The medimum-arc orbit solutions would be particularly caught between the valve and its seat during the previous

susceptible to DSN station location errors. Although the closing movement. While leaking, being unbalanced by
approach Optical Navigation Demonstration was ex- its companion jet in the couple, the jet produced a serious
lX'Cted to obtain very accurate estimates which wou:d he translational acceleration on the spacecraft. The accelera-
fully independent of radio error sources, these e_timates lion was _rtou_ not in ".erms of its perturbation d the
were experimental and could not be relied upon to navt- actnal trajectory but rather because of its potential t4fect
gate the spacecraft. Consequently, the DSN Inherent At'- on the estimation process. Such acceleratinm, if not very
curacy Group, supported by Navigation Team permnnel :locurately modeled, can cause substantLd errors in the
mounted an intensive effort during cruise to obtain the e, tinutte of the encounter conditiom. Since t'..e aceelera-

best possible station locations for use with the planetary tiom could not be very well determined from the tracking
ephenw_ being developed for encounter activities, data, accurate modeling was unlikely. The corrective ac-
Station Iocatiom are inttmatel> tied to the planetary tlon described above wu. there|ore, required not only to

e_. JPL planetary ephemet_ Dl_8, which _ anest depletion of the limited apply M ACS gas but also
developed for Mariner Mars 1_ encounter opemttom, to avoid serious errors in the e_inmtleo e6 the encmmter
was used in the design of the first mfdcou_. Because conditions.
mcul_ dr_tswereobservedin the DEe9Marsepheme_
hated on radar rl_ to Mars since, its relearn, a new The jet leaked Slmtltdkmlly thrtmghout the remaimier tff
elthemer_ wN to he develeped by the JPL _ the flight, at illmtratod in l_g. 10 of Intmp/nefm_ OdNt
Creep for Mariner g mcount_ baud on the O_ data Def_ton. Whenever it did not clear itself thmtly, ,
_t#uspertinentetm_ mtl radardataobtainedrace theomeet*ve_S wasumd.at_t,_. ,
I_, _ Marsradardatatohe_ _ the_ _ wereuat.i_dy ,fffe_Ni
crufR. Statkm lacatton _tmstm would be obtsined by m- n_ dfd any _us loss M ps occur. For the mnain d_ 1
pmm.._ _e azoum_ _ dm fromill l_V*om d _e m_._ _ _ Tram_ me IC,v_-
MmMa ati.dau for md_mterfmephema_produced tim Te,m withettinutw _ the_ farceFro- 1 :

i
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(h,ct'd by A(;.S h'aks hascd on their tclcuwtr) a,ial_si.s. As _d,cd. The l-,, i,ncertainty in tl,e estimate ',',',is con-
a rein,It ot the collahoration of the Navigation and Space- sidered to be ,95 kin. See lntt'rldanctar!l Orbit Detern,ina-
craft Teams in ;malw'ing the "h'akv" jet. it was also em_- tim_ for additiomd details.
tirmed that ;mother jet had a very small, constant h'ak

within spec since launch. This had heen suspetted earlie;" l)z,ring cn,isc, the Scientific ln,.'estigators became
I)et'au_c of the secular behavior of the solutim_s for s(,l;_r more concerned over the laek of an upper bound on peri-
pressl,re coeffieients, as seen in Fig. 12 of Interplanettml .q),;isaltitude and negotiated a re(:uiremes;t th;it periapsis
()rbit Determination. A disel,ssion of the handling of the .dtitl,(h. It. eontrolled to lie I)_, ten 1°00 and 15(10 k,n.

acceh.ratious indl,ced by the gas leaks in the in-flight They turther specified ;i preference toe an ap_ithd rotation
orbit (h'terminatio,i process is presented in interplanetcir U ot 140 deg instead of the maxi,m,, lmssihle. The maneu-
(_rbit l)ctermination. Post-flight studies of this problem, ver strategy was modified accordingly. To m;_ximb,e the
inch,cling the use of advanced filtering teehniques and i_roh;d,.ilitv th;_t one in.orhit trim would suffice, the prol)-
dual station tracking, are .'dsodescribed there. .ll)ility of requiring a periapsi,, altitl,de correction had to

I)e ,ninimized. Thin was acet'mplished by set:i.g the alti-
The e_timates o! the encounter conditions were qt,ite t,(le tar:_et ;,t 1:'t50km - in the middle of the aceeptahh,

s,d)le throughout the c:'uise ph;ise. As the sche(h,led d;ite r;mge - since the dispersions in altiwde were essentially
h)r the seeond midcm,rse approached. October 19 was set s_mmetrical. Tlwre was now a small but significant
as the date to decide whether or not the maneuw,r shouhl chance that ;m altitude trim would Ix, required. In this
be _,erfi)rmed. The orbit estimate was. of eourse, critic;ally event, a three-'-im sequence wol,ld lm performed; the
import;rot to this dee;sion. Fortunately. ;_ long, t,nl_,r- tirst _d seet)nd trims would correet the orbital timing
turbed data arc I,p to September 15 was available. When .rod the third the £eriapsis rltitt,de. The m)rrelation be-
station Ioc.ations were included in the solution vector, the

twee, lmst-in.,,.rliou period and periapsis altitude was
longitudes moved about 7 m from the pre-flight value - such that if altitude was out of toleranc'e, it was very

considerably mort, than the a l)rtori uncertainty. This was likely that the period error would Ix., so large as to re-
not of immediate concern, since encounter estimates oh. quire two timing trims, For B-magnitudes between 81.50
taincd with long dat;_ art,s would be insensitive to station ;rod 8'2._ kin, t',e apsidal rotation of 140 deg -'ould be

location errors. It was aho known timt the gas leaks could t "rgeted by varying the insertion AV as illustrated in Fig.
lint have ehanged the actual encounter conditions a large !_ of Manem_er A_l'js_. Fortuitously, the new n'quire-
amount. The main concern was the selection of an orbit

ments and maneuver strategy preserved the optimum
determination strategy which would take full advantage B-magnitude elo_, to 8200 km - the first midcourse
of all the data available, including those obtained after target.
the large sporadic leak started, without allowing the leak
acceleratiom to corrupt the estimation pr_,ess. After con-
sidering several alternatives, it was decided that the best In support of the second mkk_urse decisim_, the trade-
strategy would be to (1) solve for the small constant leak off data presented in Tahle 5 of Maneut_r Anal_ were
acceleration since launch and the solar pressure codfi- generated based on the u:bit solution described earlier
cients using the Io, g arc ixior to the sporadic leaks, (_) in- (i.e., B " S_,q5km). it is seert in the table that very little
put the values obia:i_-d in (1) and the Slxlcecraft Team would be gained by performing the rnan_wer. The 25-
estimates ok the spo,'.:J_c leak acceleratinm obtained from rain arrival time bias, introduce! with the first mkleourw.

could be t_mpemated for by simply ta_T,_4ing to atelemetry to the tra|,._c:,_3'model, and (3) then obtain It
state-ouly mlntiou f_ the entire data are to date. Based on slightly smaller orbital perk_. On October 19. the Navi-

: (1) t,,e resulting solution, (_) Indications that flw yet.to- gatlmt Team rt_,mmnended that the secm_ midams_ be

be-delivere@new _ wouldreducethe ll.mgni, canc_.lled,andd,e M_toa Dtrectorapprove.
, tude estimate by about SO kin. (3) the pmsibi|Jty d

additlmml sporadic gas leaks, ,rod (4) lesser fac¢o_ the Because the wcmd mklmune was t_t required, the
B-magnltu6e estimate was set at _S :t: 1'_0kin. The lO0- iong.m orbit d_lerminatkm t_lmtqm _ now he

km tolermtce was not a statbttad qu,mdty but rather a utilized to obtain the eato, mtor es_iamtes to be used in
conm'v_;ve jud_pne_ ok the mlximum mnotmt the elti- computtag the Mars odllt la,ertk_ maaeuv_r eoatmml(_
mate could rmmmbly dlanlle betwem then mid aear, it was no lam/ler neeemmy to rely oa the atedhsm, l&dty
oncounter (i.e., b_ore _ trajectory bemliUll dee tr_dd_ dsIm arc as _ pllmmed. AnflCtlXlttm d
to Mm gravity) Ix,..d m _11know, me, _ tbis_l,_d mr.bomb. _ tbemamd
mid t_ nddttinmd bl/_ (e41.. mL_ing dat_) to be mideoune daddml. AH elmaeats d the _
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ilwlu(ling tile Navigation Team. w,,re hdly preparo(I t,_ _erfi_,,_man_'u_er ha_od ,,_ .my _t th- (.r_.dibh' m,'Jlum-
•upport the second midcourse if necessary, arc solutions would have bct.n sati_tactorv.

Attention was now f,,,.u_o,). ,a.nproparing for the orbit At 5 days heft,re encounter, the contingcllcy "',tuto
insertion. A series of well understood, stable, long-arc matic" in_ertiol_ maneuver in the CC&S was replaced x_ith

solutions existed. It was anticipated that there would be the insertion commands for the qantlard orbit inscrti,m
recurrences of the large, sporadic gas leak; however, these and trim seque'ace. The insertion commands had been
would not significantly perturb the actual trajectory. Only computed using the man,,uver s_rateg,' described earlier
a near-catastrophic event on board the spacecr_fft (e.g., ,rod an o,bit solution having a B-magnitude estimate of
rupture of a pressure vessel) or a large ephemeris error 820:3 kin. This solution (POSTMC-42-A) wa_ obtained
could invalidate the fidelity of the present estimate, with the long arc ot doppler and range data ._oencomiter

minus 7 (E-7) days employing the same technique used
According to plan, the DSN Inherent Accuracy Croup to obtain the second midcourse decision orbit, as de-

had been processing encounter tracking data from prey- scribed earlier. POSTMC-_I2-A was selected because the
ious Mariner missions to obtain the best set of station long-arc solutions were well behaved, and it was clear

locations to use with the new planetary ephemeris, DE78. that the sporadic gas leak could not have altered the tra- z

Develo'-ment Ephemeris 1")E78was now available; how- jectory significantly. The maneuver strategy had been
ever, t],e Navigation Team was awaiting the correspond- well established ;,nd _,pproved earlier, and the command-
ing new station locations before incorporating DE78 in able quantities for the insertion maneuver were computed '.
the navigation operations. In spite of very substanti,1 routinely. Details are provided in ._tlam,ut:erAtud!lsis.
efforts, the DSN was unable to obtain a Location Set

(LS) that a_eed satisfactorily with *'ach previous mission. The next update of the orbit insertion conunands was
i Furthermore, the intense scrutiny revealed that this prob- scheduled for the day hefore encounter at about E
_ lem existed for all ephelnerides under consideration, in- -24 h. In addition, there was to have been an opportunity

cluding the current standard, DE69. This was the most to update all four maneuver parameters (i.e., turns, igni-
distressing problem experienced in the interplanetary tion time. and ±V) based on tcacking data to E- 12 h and

i navigation operations. However, since it was no longer an opportunity to update ',V only based on data to E

l necessary to rely on the medium arc for the orbit inserhon -6 h: the commands would be prepared, approved, andcommand generation, the station location problem was transmitted by E-6 h and E-8 h, respectively. The
[ not of immediate concern. Medium arcs would now be of final AV update incorporating tracking data to E-6 h ?

prime importance only in the event of a spacecraft failure wo_ld allow the orbit determination process to begin to
capable of significantly perturbing tue actual trajectory. "see" the Mars gravity bending the trajectory and, there- _.
It wa_ decided that station location set LS35, which was hy, significantly reduce the B-magnitude uncertainty. The "_
based on uncalibrated Mariner 6 encounter tracking data navigation design for the Mariner i/_71 mission was, in _:

and DE78, would be the best set for the Mariner 9 short fact, based on reducing the B-magnitude uncertainty to
arcs. The station location problem is discussed in detail 150 km (3 _,) by tracking to E-6 h and then updating
in Section D of Interplanetary Orbit Determination. the ,xV command to achieve an accurate orbit insertion.

ttowever, following the E-5 day update, the Mission

On November 1, 1971, DE78 and LS&5 were incorpo- Director declared for reliability reasons tha_ the E-24 h
rated in navigation operations. As anticipated, DE78 update would be the last. The later updates would be

caused the B-magnitude estimate to drop about 50 km ustd only if mandatory to save the orbital mission. .
into the 8200-8220 km range, as illustrated in Fig. 11 of -:
Interplanetary Orbit Determination. Medium-arc solu- After the E-5 day update, sho_t-arc orbit solutions _
tions were obtained in addition to the long-arc solutions were obtained in addition to the medium- and long-arc

throughout the approach phase (i.e., the last 18 days be- solutions. The short-are solutions would best "see" the
fore encounter).Thls gave maximum possible assurance gravity bending near encounter and, therefore, detect
that if any further problems developed, they would be any serious Mars ephemeris error. The optical-based solu-

detected because the difference in arc length would make tions would detect an ephemeris error much earlier, but,
the solutions sensitive to different error sources. Although as mentioned before, they could not be depended upon.
statistically consistent with the. long.arc solutions, the ':

'I medium-are solutions were unstable, exhibiting changes A few days before encounter, it was learned that the _
in B-magnitude of over 200 fan. Nevertheless, an orbit in- Mars radar data taken during the summer, which were

I ,.
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included m the !)E78 data set, }lad a 1-s timing error. The The ONI) was based on imaging Mars" natural satel-

t'q_hemeris t, roup immediately launched a crash ettort to lites, l)eimos and Phobos, against the star background t_
_e_,t'rate a new el)hemeris with the data error corrected, obtain measures of the direction from the spacecraft to
The n(.w ephemeris, DE79, was produced in 1day and was the mass center of Mars with respect to the stellar refer-
hmnd to increase the estinmte of B-magnitude by about en_'es. The demonstration was funded by NASA's Office
:30km. Since it was clear that DE79 was very little differ- of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) to demon-

ent from. and prol_ably slightly better than, DE78. the strate the feasibility of using optical approach data to
Naxigation Team incorporated _t into operations on navigate outer planet missions.
November 12. This "last-minute" ephemeris dmnge was
made in order to ohtain the 1)est I_)ssihle estimate of the I)uring the last ._ day's before encounter, three pre-
encounter condi'Aons for the E-24 h orbit insertion corn- orl)ital science picture sequences (POS I, 11, and III)

mand update. The differences between the three ephem- were to be taken. Each POS sequence covered a 2-I-h
codes (!)E69. DE78. and DE79) were sufficiently small period during which 31 pictures would be recorded on
that the use of one rather than another wot, ld not in any I)oard the spacecraft and then transmitted to Earth at the
way jeopardize the mission. Therefore, the decision to end of the sequence during the Goldstone view. The
use DE79 was known to be of little consequence. ()NI) was alh,cated six, seven, and eight pi, ures in POS

I. II, and III. respectively. Because orbit insertion would

The h)ng-arc orbit determinations were still clearly ooc.or early in the Goldstone view period, the POS Ill
superior to the medium arcs. The orbit solution selected picture, would not be played back until after insertion.
for computation of the "final" il_sertion command update Consequently, only the POS I and II data would be avail-
at E-24 h indicated a B-magnitude of 8_1 kin. TF _ able for Mariner 9 navigation purposes.
changes in the other eneounte.- parameters (i.e., inclina-
tion and time of arrival) were so slight that the significant The entire l:3-picture allocation in POS I and II was
advantage of the ul×late could be achieved by simply targeted for Deimos observations because it was superior
updating the AV magnitude command by .'t.7 m/s to to Phobos for the OND purposes. The first of the six
1604.2 m/s. The maneuver commands presently _n board POS I Deimos pictures was lost in transmission. The
the spacer'raft (i.e., those loaded at E-5 days) wouhl OND estimate of B-magnitude was about 8290 km based
result in a nominal post-insertion period of 12 h :32 rain on the POS I data, which compared favorably with t'ie
based on the current B-estimate, rather than the preferred then current radio estimate of about 8235 km. This was
value of 12 h 24 min. Consequently, without the update, conclusive proof that there was no large error in the Mars
the nominal situation would require the orbit trim man- ephemeris and the insertion commands on board the
euver near the fourth periapsis, where_as the update would spacecraft were satisfactory. By E-8 h, when the POS
delay it to the sixth pet'iapsis. II data had been processed and combined with the POS I -_

data, an optical only estimate of 8280 km was available.

Pertorming the trim at the sixth periapsis was preferred Statistical combination of the radio and optical solutions
because there would then be an additional day to prepare ,dso yielded a B estimate of about 8280 but indicated an
for the trim following insertion. The nominal placement inclination several tenths of a degree larger than either
of the trim was, in fact, the only significant factor relating the radio or the optic:d solutions. The change in the in-

_ to the update. The Mission Director considered that the clination estimate was consistent with the eovariances of
advantage of the update did not warrart the risk involved the indel__ndent estimates and, therefore, not disturbing. ;:

"_ in commanding the spacecraft at this point and canceled The Optical Navigation Demonstration plato and results
the update, are discussed in more detail in Section F of Interplanetary

Orbit Determination. A post-flight _nsitivlty study is also
Now, 1 &Lybefore insertion, the stage was coml31etely descril_t there.

set for the execution of the orbit insertion maneuver. Only .:

_. a truly extraordinary event could warrant updating the During the remaining 12 h to encounter, the orbit de- t

_ insertion commands during these last 24 h. Aitention termination effort concentrated on the short-arc radio .:
turned to the Optical Navigation Demonstration (OND), solutions. The rapid increase iv the Mars gravitational

"_: which would shortly provide a completely independent acceleration of the spacecraft during these la._ hours of _L
_ estimate of the encounter conditions. In fact, processing approach would be clearly visible in the doppler data, :
•'_ of the first set of optical navigation pictures was already which would provide a continuing reduction in the en- i _

', under wey. counter parameter uncertainties. The encounter plan pro-

?
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vided for updating the orbit insertion velocity increment post-il_scltlon urbit determinations. To avoid ,:,timator
command at E-:3 h based on tracking data taken to div_'gt_icc dt:e t- ;1_o,_cmlincarities Iwhich could t_asilv
E-6 h. Howevzr, ,,.smentioned earlier, this update would occur using the ,tandard, full-step correction algorithm
now be used only if the encounter estimate based on the existing m the ODP) an optional, parttal-step algorithm

stronger doppler data changed so drastically that the (PSA) was implemented in the ODF, ,ks described in
primary mission could not be achieved without the up- Section B of Satellite O.bit Determination, pre-flight per-
date. Following the excellent agreement between the formance analysis of the PSA demonstrated that it would
long-arc radio and the optical solutions, the update was achieve convergence in the worst imaginable situations,

irtually out of the question. Nonetheless, continuing the
short-arc solutions all the way to initiation of the insertion The values of the harmonic coefficients of the Mats

maneuver was important for two reasons. It could pcovide gravity field were unknown except for the oblateness
evidence of a spacecraft anomaly, and it would provide coefficient _1_),which had been determined from observa-
for increasingly accurate predictions of "he post-insertion tions of Deimos and Phobos and from Marincr 4 e'_counter
orbit. Accurate prediction of the post-insertion orbit was tracking data. The a priori values of all the other coeffi-
particularly important to facilitate rapid post-insertion cients were zero. In order to develop the orbit determina-

"- orbit determination convergenee, tion strategy to be used in flight to cope with the unknown
field, it was necessary to establish realistic bounds on the

Because of a 880/75 computer failure, no tracking data coefficients. This was done by extrapolation of tl,- Earth
"_ were delivered to the Navigation Team from E-8 h to gravity model to a body the size and mass of Mars, assure-
: E-4 h. At E-4 h, the missing data were delivered. The ing similar material and equal stresses, as discussed in

short-arc solution obtained with the addition of the_p data Section C of Satellite Orbit Determination. Table 5 in that
indicated a B-magnitude of 89211km (within 1 km of the section simws that the uncertainty in acceleratton near

! best post-flight estimatel). The Navigation Team now periapsis due to the unknown coefficients would be much
_f predicted with virtual certainty 2 h before encounter that greater than that du_"to all other effects combined.

the orbit trim maneuver w, mld be required at the fourth
periapsis after insertion, providing the spacecraft exe- Inclusion of near-periapsis tracking data in the pres-
euted the insertion maneuver within specification (i.e., ence of these unknown accelerations could severly de-

| execution errors less than 8 c,). Operations col,tinu_d grade a state-only orbit solution. Processing a nearly corn-
|. without further incident, and the spacecraft aeeun:tely plete single revolution of data - deleting only the data

._ _ executed the orbit insertion maneuver, as shown in taken within 1 h of periapsis - would yield a locally
Table 8 of Maneuve_ Analysis. The 15-rain engine burn. accurate state-only solution, since the unknown gravity
which imparted a 1600-m/s velocity increment, began at accelerations would not significantly influence the motion
E-18 rain, following a roll-yaw turn sequence of 42 deg away from periapsis, and their perturbation of the actual
and 1_ deg, respectively. Realtime monitoring of the state in the periapsis region would be locally insignificant,
doppler residuals during the burn and for 15 rain follow- There would be no point in attempting _o solve for the
ing burnout prior to Earth occultation confirmed that gravity coefficients with a single full revolution of track-
Mariner 9 was indeed in a satisfactory orbit about Mars. ing data, since this would (1) provide no global informa- _

tion on the field, (2) (_mplicate the estimation process,
Accurate determination of Mariner 9's orbit about Mars and (8) probably degrade the local solution.

was known from pre-flight studies to be quite a different
problem than interplanetary orbit determination. Station It was clear that the longitude of node in the Earth's
location errors, planetary ephemeris errors, and non- plane-of-sky wmdd be the most locally uncertain of the ,_
gravitational accelerations would not be of mator lmpor- estimated orbital elements. Because of the lack of slgnift-
tanee. Rather, nonlinearities in the estimation process and cant parallax at Earth-Mars distance, a pure rotation of
lack _,f knowledge of the Mars gravity field were the the orbit about the Earth-Mars line would produce no

_ major potential problem areas. Nonlinearity problems significant change in the Earth-based tracking data. Time
arise when the _rturhations in the ,,'mervables (e.g., of pertapsis passage would be the least accurately
doppler data) are not linearly related to perturbations/n predk_ted element, s/nee it would be in error by the ,_
the spacecraft state at the solution epoch, huse of the cumulative effect of the orbital period error for each ' _
very dynamic nature of the oburvabim during a Mars revolution mapped forward. The position error _t a given
orbit and the possibility of a huge post.insertion state hsture epoch near periapsis would be the combination ,_-
knowledge error, this situation m/ght prevail for the initial of the initial node error component (... r, Aft, where rr is _;

II. _ _ N.ll 11 *
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tilt' projection ot the pt'riaP.',inh,d,u,_oil thr I",_rth's plane '1"o rxP_,dih, Ihr il,ilial l)o,,t-inst'rtloa orbit .,_)lutions.
of sky) and the time of pcriapsis passage er,'or (ATp) lht, parlial step algoritlnn wa.sadded to., .state-onlyorbit
coml_ment {VpATp. where V,n is the speed at periapsi._), dt'termmatio'_ program calh,d TRKED, which was then
as illustratrd in Fig. 9 of Satellite (_tbit Drtrr:::inati,m. rertified for ,_se in flight operations. TRKEI). with ils
In order to had,t, 'ldeqli,de time t_ generate and validatc simplified tral,-rtory model and interactive llOS COlii|JIl[Ci

the commands rc_loired to accurah.lv point the scirntitic interface, would vastly reduce the wal, ch_,..l:time required
instrmnents mounted on the spacecraft scan platform, to obtain a prclindtmry orbit solutit,n. Th ' t:-'.t _atcilite or-
it wouhl be m.eessarv to predict the spacccratt position bit solution was obtaim.d with T|IKED usn.,_ about 2 h of
iu the pcriapsis regtou to 10-kin arcuraey 14 rrwduiio,._ Ix_o-xva). l-,iin cored dopp!vr, whld: br,'a,, at earth
(7 tla_s) ahead. This was the most stringent satellite orbit occultation exit, about 66 rain from I_-riapsts. This solu,
dcterminatim_ requirement. Extensive covariancc analyses lion was within 26 km and 3 m/s of the, pr_.Jri based on
,rod simulation studies demonstrated that this requirement tiw tinal approach orbit determinatioi, and a pominal
could not Iw met tmtil at least the h_w-order gravity coeffi- insrrtion lllitllt'tlXt.t'. The orl_ital Iwviod estimate was
_,i_,nts v',,re detcrmined. Consequently. the following 12h_Sm24s - within 2 rain that l)re(li, ted immediately
strategy w',_sestal)lisht.d: lwforc inset titre. Although it was usctl, the ?SA was not

actually r,,quircd sincc the correction to d,e a priori state
was well wttiun the hnear r. gion of i',llD,ClgC|tft', T]lis

(1) Pr('-gravit!l m'_._ingmode. Using a hat('h-weighted, first solution, which was obtained within minutes afler

least-squares estimator, solve for the state (position rcccipt of the tracking data, was then input to the
,rod vehwity) of the spacrcraft from a single rcvolu- .";,XTO1)P.,rod it conw'rgcd to a stale-only solution within
tion o! tracking data, omitting tlw data within ,m 10 km of the TRKEI) solution. SATOi)P state-only solu-
hour of wriapsis which arc most sensitive to the lions were later obtained with 4, 8, and 10.5 h of data as
gravity errors. Use the partial-step algorithm for the data became availahlc. The movement of the estimate

ronvergence if necessary. If severe convergence between these solutions was almost entirely in the e_,'th's
problems arise, shorten the data spa._, and work plane of sky, _,onfirming prc-flight CXlwctatior.;. The solu-
up to a full revolution of data. lion based on 10.5 h was the first of the pre-gravity sens-

:' _ ing, singlc-wvolution, state-only solutions. According to
= _ (2) Gravity sensing mode. Accumulate several succes-

t sive revolutions of da;.,. ,.,t..... _ring the conditions the cstahlished plan, the design of the first orbit trina
"' ..... mancuw'r was hased on tiff..,m)lution exe-pt for the exact

, arrived at in step _1) as initial conditions, solve for ignition time, which was to be updated shortly before
the state plus low-order gravity c_,fficicnts." execution.

(3) Post-sen,sing mode. As more data become availabh,, The trim mant,uver was to reduce the orbital period tt_
resolve for the state from a single revolution of llh58m48s, which would properly synchronize the orbit
tracking data, with the gravity terms obtained from with the Goldstone view period, causing every subsequent

; step (2) placed in the spacecraft trajectory in_egra- cveh-numbercd periapsis to occur near Goldstone zenith,• tion model.
as explained in the earlier discussions of the maneuver

: [ The pre-fllght predicted position mmertainty for ,napping aeeuracvStrategy'Theof+0.65targr_min.periOdperformingWaSto betheaChievedtrimatwithinperiapsisan :14revolutions ahead was 400 km and 7 km for pre-gravity " --
in the direction opposite the local velocity would requiresensing alKI post-gra_ ity sensing, respectively Clearly,
the least ..xVand would not change any of the other orbit !

j gravity sensing would be essential to meet the instrnment
| pointing requirements, parameters. However, designing the maneuver for execu-

tion at 20 rain before periapsis in the direction oppmlte
the local velocity at that point would not significantly

Gravity seining would not be necessary to meet the increase the AV required or disturb the other orbit param-
orbit control requirements. The most stringent control eters, but it would be extremely advantageous opetation-

i re_:uirement was that the error in time of periapsis l_tS- ally. As shown in Fig. 17of Maneuver Amdy,ds the change

sage was not to exceed 78 rain 1_0 revolntions (ltO days) in orbital period for such a design would be quite semttiw :
after the synchronizing trim man_,uver. The preflight to the ignition time. Consequently. vernier control of the _
results indicated that a stng!e r,.v_hstion, xtate-only pre- period change could be effeeted by simply changing the
gravity sensing solution would contribute no more than ignition time. Ignition wmdd occur a fixed time interval
15 rain to this error, after receipt by the spacecraft of a direct command

f

f
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a

•. _DC-5:2) trmu I"._u'lh initialing the man,.'u,,, , st'quence, tIlt. |irst h_ ,,.;_.tback iuh_ llu. (h_ldstonc window and th,,
The Earth transmit time of DC-52 would th(u, deterlnin,, set'olld to synchroni,'e when hack in it.
the nominal period change the maneuver would produce.

: Tile operational adwmtage would be as follows. The I]ccAIIM' the 2.._-rt'vohltion. gravity st,tlsing solution
maneuver ..xV and roll-yaw turn sequence would be cal- acreed well with each of the single-revolution, state-only
eulated ba_ed on the first _ingh,-revolution orhit solution solutions, it was used to cOn.lmte the desired ignition

mapped iCorward to 20 rain before the fourth periapsis, time. It predicted an orbital pen._d in t|le fifth revolution
These parameters woold be more than adequate even for 15 s h'ss than the first singh,-revolution soh, tion indicated.
the worst imaginable orbit determination errors (e.g.. (:onseque,,tlv tilt' I)C-52 was transmitted 1 rain earlier

10 a). These calculatmns, tilt' subsequent generation and than had beet, It'tdalixely planned in order to reduce tilt,
:' validation of tilt, spacecraft commands, and tilt' loading period correction by 15 s and nominall_ h" _,' Ill(, de-

nf the spacecraft CC&S could then l_ accomplished at it sired period o! llh58m48s ill the fifth revolution. Exactly
leisurely pace well in _dvance (- I day) of the mancl,ver the same period correction could have been obtained by
execution. 7he orbit determination aetiv;ty could con- sending the DC-52 15m40s late (see F.g. 17 of Matletwer
tinue, independently and in parallel, processing data up Attal!lsis). and this would have been done if the first
to a few hours before the manettver. The DC-52 transmit tr;,:l,',ni_sim_ had not beo,s _'wcessful. In fact, if the first
title coukl then he based on an orbit sol,ltiof nhtained :rod second transmissions failed, the 1)C-52 would havey

_. just hours before ignition, bt.el, .,tnt repeatedly ill hopes of reducing tilt, periapsis "
migration away trmn Coldstone zt ;,ill,.

_' Based on the fir.,t .singlc-rcvolution. the ..W and .Monitoring ti,e re:d-tinw doppler residuals durin_ thek" •

i roll-yaw sequence was 15.25 m/s and 34.4 deg and maneuver gave immediate confirmation that the ma-128.7 deg, respectively. These parameters were loaded in neuver was near-nominal. Tile first single-revolution orbit

the CC&S about 1 day Imfor'.. tile maneuver, its pl,_tn|l_tl, solution after the ,naneuver indicated that a fifth.
Meanwhile, the second single-revolution orbit solution revolution orbital period of llh58m49s had been achieved
was obtained and, subsequently, the third. Comparison of - an error of only 1 s. Tilt, maneuver performance is
the results from the three single-revolution solutions was smmuarized in Tables 9 and 10 of Maneut:_ r Anal!isis.

diseom'erting. The dispersions of the periapsis position
estimate in the Earth's plane of sky and the orbital period On the day following the maneuver, a fourth-order :.
estimate were three to four times greater than lnediclvd gravity harmonic solution was obtained by fitting the

[ on the basis of the pre.flight gravity uncertainties. Conse- tracking data over tile four pre-trim revolutions. This }

quently, gravity sensing was begun immediately. A state model was used for the single-revolution, state-only _olu- t
plus second- and third-degree gravity coefficients solu- lions through revolution 10. The marked improvement in
lion was obtained using the first 2.5 revolution._ of data. the stability of these solutions, which is illustrated in . '
This solution agreed well with the three single revolution, Fig. 26 of Satellite Orbit Determination, gave increased ,

state.only solutions but estimated the gravity coefficients confidence in the model. Integrating the trajectory for- t

to be four times larger than expected. Since this solution ward with this model indicated that the orbital period

was based on data from only about 0% of the planet, would oscillate in a quasi-sinusoidai manner with an i :
there was no way of knowing whether the global field amplitude of __._ s and a wavelength of 32 revolutions, i :
effects were actually four times greater than anticipated Most importantly, it indicated that the mean period i

or whether Mariner 9 was simply experiencing a localized would he about 31 s less than the local value had been in i

I gravity anomaly. The former was considered more likely, revolution 5. About a week after the trim, sixth-order '_

which would mean that the orbital period would oscillate harmonic solutions had been obtained for both the four- 1 :,
much more than anticipated. The locally determined revolution pre-trim data arc and a six.revolution post-trim !
period was clearly decreasing from revolution to revoh- data arc. The estimated parameters for the latter solution t ;
tton; however, there was no way of knowing at this point included the Mars pole direction, which moved about [
whether the local value was above m below tbe mean. 1 deg from the a In'iori value. The various gravity model

There was no point in delaying the orbit trim maneuver solutions were fairly consistent and gave further evidence I :

in order to attempt to determine the true orbital period that the orbital period would oscillate. The latest model [ '_;
signature by fitting several more revolutions of data. If indicated an amplitude of ±43 s and a wavelength of !

-: the trim was not performed as scheduled uear fl_e fourth 40 revolutions. Tl-.e predicted oscillation was due to the i "
pedapsls, two trims would then be required in any ease - soh,'ed.for values of the tesserial harmonic coefficients C,, i

JM. _ MII_IW 111.1116 11 [ ,,
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and S..:, which were muc.h larger th:m antic'ipated. These tile basis of the _().65-rain period accuracy SlWC. Tile i

vahles suggested that tile cross section of Mars normal to anticipated data rate reduction from 16 to 8 kbits/s after
its spin axis is rather elliptical. The Navigation Team the 60th day removed the importance of accurate period

explained how such a mass asymmetry could l;hysically control. Unfortunately. the mapping mission, which _a_ i
produce tho period oscillation. This explanation, which to ha'_t" uomtllenct.d immediately after the orbit trim
was ._ubsequently fully confimwcl, is given in Section IVE maneuver, had to be postponed because of a phmet-v ide

L-
of Satellite Orbit D_ termination, dust storm on Mars. In its place, a reconnaissance mission I

was l_erformed. As discussed in Science Sequence Design, [

Periodically, new sixth-order gravity models were oh- the reconnaissance InlSslon involved entirely different il
taiued using the most recent four-to-eight-revolntion data science sequences than the mapping mission. The new i.

arcs. These models were used in the single-revolution fits sequences required taking TV observations farther from .!
its they became available. For the first week after the periapsis; consequently, playback of the data acquired at

• the nadir periapsis had to begin over DSS-62 at Madrid,
vnaneuver, the observed orbital period decreased at a I
nearly c_nstant rate of ahout 5 s per revolution, exactly Spain, in order to be completed early enough in the

Goldstone view for the early TV data to be recorded. '
as the new gravity models predicted. There was consider- ]
able anxiety, however, to observe the period actually Since DSS 62 could receive data at only 1/8 the rate of _'
"bottom out" and l,egin mereasing, as the model predicted DSS-14 at Goldstone, this was very inefficient, in addition _,_

would occur after about revolution 20. It was most grati- to being logistically complicated. The advisability of a i
lying when this also occurred exactly its predicted. Bv second orbit trim maneuver to alleviate this probh, m was I
revolution 42 on December 5, the achml observed period now considered. Li
had completed a fuU cycle. The observed signature is

illustrated in Fig. 25 of Satellite Orbit Determination. The By mid-December, Mariner 9's observations of the

observed amplitude of -t 40 s and wavelength of 37 revo- planet indicated that the dust storm was clearing and that
lutions clearly confirmed the recent harmonic coefficient the mapping of the Mars surface could begin at the end
solutions. The orbital period could now be accurately and of the month. A new 60-day mapping mission was de-confidently predicted. The mean period was, in fact,
llh58m13s - ,35 s less than the orbit trim target wdue. signed which would complete the three-longitudinal

circuits of Mars between the 50th and the ll0th day in
Although this 35-s error was within the ±39-s (i.e., ±0.65- orbit. This mission design required a second orbit trim
vnin) accuracy requirement, it was causing operational maneuver which would adjust the orbital period such that
difficulties, which would grow as the mission progressed, a signal transmitted from the spacecraft 15 rain after the

220th periapsis passage (on day 110) wotdd reach DSS-14
Mariner 9's primary objective - mapping the surface of within 72 min of its zenith with 95% probability. The trim

Mars between 65 deg south and 25 deg north latitude - was to be performed in the 94th revolution. Consequently,
was to be accomplished by taking a full tape recorder the post-trim target value of the mean period would be
load of pictures at each periapsis. All recorded data were llh59m32s, and the 72-rain timing tolerance implied a
to be played back to DSS-14 at Coldstone because the mean period control accuracy requirement of 17 s (1 a).
C,oldstone station could receive the data at 8 times the Since the current mean period was now known to be
rate of the overseas stations. Controlling the orbital period l lh58m13s, a 79-s increase in the period would be re-

' such that every other periapsis passage would occur near quired. The spacecraft trajectory was integrated forward
_ the middle of the Goldstone view period w_ essential to beyond one full orbital period wavelength using the latest

this mapping plan. Pictures recorded at the preceding sixth-order harmonic gravity model with a 79-s period ,_
(i.e., nadir) periapsis would be played back during the increase applied in revolution 94. A._expected, the orbital
first --3 h of a Goidstone view. A new load of pictures period signature amplitude and wavelength changed only ,-

;: would then be recorded at the "zenith" pertapsls and slightly - from ±40 s and 37 revolutions to ±37 ._and
immediately played back during the last -3 h of the view. 39 revolutions, respectively - as a result of the period :!

In this way. two full tape recorder loads of p_riap*ts data adlusttnent. Therefore, it would be satisfactory to simply ;

would be obtained each day. The mapping would be increase the local orbital period in revolution 94 by 79 s. i_
i accomplished in four complete longitudinal circuits. In addition to canecUng the period, it was also desired to i_
,_ Became of the growth in the Goldstone view period with raise the periapsis altitude about 300 km in order to i:
-_ orbital miuton tinw, a _rlapsts passage time error of reduce the gores (i.e., underlap) in the planned napping I

-t.78 ml,_ would be tolerable on the 60th day. "rhillWall coverage, i!

14 JPL 11_HNW4L _ 31-|IM :
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Becaum. ol tilt, excellent condition ol tilt' .,,pacecratt, tilt' exccutcd without incident and monitored ,t_ beto, e. Tht,

Project was not apprehensive about l_,rt'orn,ing another :nanet,_t,r performance is sul,ml,irizt'd in Tables li ;iml
propulsivemanei,ver,Normally in order to conserve [2 of .Alam'.ccrAtiahjsis.Noticethatthe localperiod

propellantwhen periodand periapsisaltitnde;iretobe error was only6 s.wellwithinthe specnfitd toh,ranee

changed,a trimisperformedat alx_apsisto adiustthe and, thisthne,the mea. periodwas co,m'olledwith

periap,;isaltitude,followedby a trimatl._:.riapsistoadjust equiv:dentaecl,rac.v.Thisconch,tiedtheXl,lriner9 flight

theperiod,Inthisparticularcasetheperiodand altitude pathcontrolactivities,no htrtherpropulsivemaneuvers

couldliecorrectedwith a sint_h,trim.as illustratedin wererequired,
Fig. 24 of .llam'.vcr Ai;alysis. The velocity increment

(:onchlsion of the flight padl control function did notrequired wol,ld lie about 42 m/s in contrast to 22 m/s for
resuh in a significant reduction in the Navigation Team'sthe two-trim sequence, but this was inconsequential hi.-
workload hut rather, in a change in enlphasis. From nowcause ample propellant was avaihlbh, as a result of the

near-nominalnavigationl_.rformancetodate.The opera- on.the Team would he involvedalmostexclusivelyin
sciencesequencedesignand i,uph,nientatm,land thetional adwmtages of performing one rather than two
veryaccuratel)redictionolMariner9'strajectoryforthatmaneuvers were overwhehnhlg. Of the two llossiblesingle
ilurpose. The Navigation Team had IlePli perhlrluin I thismallelli'er lxlints shown ili Fig. 24. the inbouml one iv;is
flinetion (,i'er silK'e ._lariner 0 b"glni its fhla] ;li)rlro;ich to

the clear choice bet.ailse lhe other required a Sl_liicecriltl %lars.Calculaiin._ the seiin platfornl cone and clock iuigle.,i;Ittitude which woiild preehlde il eoinnuinicalion link <
during the burn. As shown, the velocity increment would required to accurately capture Mars in the instrilnlent

fiehls-_i-viev" durhl I the approach was conlpletely roo-lie applied essentially llerllendicular in the local velocity
ill ori.er to raise the periapsls altihldt, wilhoiii pro.=hleing line from ;! ll:lvig'.ltiotl st,lndpoint bee:ltise (if thc large
a largeperiod change. The small required period ilK'tease dist:uict,s involved. In contrast, inlaging the natilral satel-

lites (l)einlos and Phobos) for optical navigation wasof the 79 ._would be produced by "tilting" the velocity
increment iostenoughto increase the mognilude of the quite difiicult because of the large uncertainties in their

_" local velocity the reqnired amount. Consequently. the ellhcnlerides, as discussed lit Section F of Interplanetary
,:. orbital period control error wonld be dominated by the Orbit Determination, Originally. it was planned to take

spacecraft pointing error and the aominal velocity Snore- very simple TV mapping sequences near each periapsis
ment nlagnitude. This resulted in the interesting circum- after orbit insertion only nntil the orbit was synchronized
stance that the allowable altitude increase was limited by the trini maneuver, in anticipation of the existence of

[ a relatively large orbital period uncertainty for a fewby the maximum velocity increment, which wonhi yield a
period error of 17 s (I o). Accordingly, the periapsis alti- hours after insertion, special provisions were m.'lde to
tude target was set at 1650 kin. As in the first maneuver, effect a late update of the start time of the mapping se-

I the DC-,52 maneuver-initiate _mmand would provide for quence at the first periapsis. This update was success-
t vernier adjustment of period correction based on tracking fully achieved based on the 4-h post-insertion data are fit

to a few hours before execution. However. there would
mentioned earlier.Theprimary contiguousmapping was

notbea secondopportunitytosendtheDC.59_- itwould tobeginsoonafterthetrim.

be necessary to wait until the following day. Because The TV picture_ from the simple pre-trim mapping
period control accuracy was critically dependent on pre- sequences showed that the dust storm was almost totally
cise alignment of the velocity increment relative to the obscuring the surface of Mars, and it would have been

local velocity and nearly all the tolerance was already pointless to begin the contiguous mappmg before the
allocated to the spacecraft pointing error, the DC-52 storm cleared. Therefore, the simple mapping _,quem.'es
trammit time tolerance, was only .4-14 s, compared with we_ continued after the trim maneuver. This acuvity,
several minutes for the. first trim. known as cycle 1, was terminated on revolution 15. Cycle

i 2. which provided for more global reconnaissance thanSeveral days before the maneuver, the desired At' and cycle 1, was conduct, I on revolu_ons 16 through _,
; roll-yaw sequence was computed to be 41.8 m/s and while a new reconnata_it, e-ortented science plan was|

s _ del and 118 de_ r_peetively, ba_ed on the latest orbit being developed. It was eych 2 global observations at
solution. These were subsequently loaded in the CC,&S. about 2 h before pertalXlS that neceuitated playback of
On the day of the maneuver, a sintlk,.revolutton, state, part of the nadir perlalXlil data over I_.0_ at Madrid. In

only solution from revolution 93 tracking and based on essence, cycle I invalidated the orbital period control
the latest sixth-order harmonic model was u_ed to eaicu- accuracy spee of -*-0._ rain and first prompted comlclera.
late the met DC-_ trmmmit time. The maneuver was lion of a seennd trim maneuver, as dl_ earlier.
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The new rcconnaissance missio,, pl,ln _,,s iml)hunt'nh'd scan i)lath,'m dock angle linuts, im,I ,;l_acecratt ,fltltu(h,
on revolution :'4. It consisted of two c_'cles, lh,eonnais- m;mem'ers were periormed to point the high-gain antenl|;|
sance I trcvolutions 2-1through 6:_/and Ih,eonnaissancc I I to Earth fro' pl:Lvback ot the TV pi,.'tun,s and other science

trevolutions 64 through 99L which wcre quite similar, data. Th:, involvement of the NaxlKation Team in these
Ch_bal observations with the widc-angh, A-c'amera and ,wtivities is described at the end of II.. _..",m'urcr Ar;al!l-
observ,flions of specific targets with the ,larrow-a:,gh'. _is and Science Sop.'nc, t}c,_zg, secti_,.s, I)uring tlu"
high-resolution B-camera were obtained on each revoh,- exh'nded mission. \lariner ,_tfim,:b,,d m _pping the entire
lion. The primary tcature of the plan was that the picturt,s pl;mct.
from A-camera global observations welt inspt,('tt,d to
identify _pecitic targets _s, relatively dust-free an'as tor Each o! flu, s(,icn(,c cvch,s is described in cm.sideral_h,
observation by the B-camcra several revolutions later, detail in Self'lice S('tllwllcc Dcsi_.. Setluencc Slllllln;iry
This activity required far more strcnuous scan platform t;d_h,s presented there (h'finc cvcry 1_,' scquencc a.d pic-
targeting operations by the Navigation Team than the turt, taken during the tirst 262 revolutions. Sanq)h. ortho-
original mission plan, Althougb occasionally a target was _raphit' and mercator plots of the covcragc obtained are
miss,_! a,; a re,;.lt of an nrhit prediction error, the ovt,r- also included
all performance of these targeting operations was excel-
lent, The bulk of the satellite phase orbit solutions was

goner,fled in support of science sequence dcsign, imph,-

Mariner 9's primary mission of contiguously mappin_ mentation, and ;rest facto science data reduction, As
70% of the Ma:'s surface began on revolution 100, shortly mentioned earlier, the requirement to predict ncar-i_'ria p-
after the second orbit trim maneuver. Mapping cycles, sis position within 10 km :wel,racv 14 revolutions ahead
1, 2, and P were executed on revolutions 100 to 138, 1,'39 was the most stringent of the satellite orifit determinatmn
to 177. and 178 to q17, rcspectively. These cycles mapped accuracy requirements. The 14-revolution lead time (i.e.,
the lat,mde band from 85 deg south to 25 dcg north over 7 da.vs_ was necessary to allow amph, time for the final
the full ,'380deg of longitude. Each eyele included several Jesign and imph, mentation of the science sequences ti.e.,
discretionary "1"3,'rr'; ,les which were allocated to targcts the scan l_latform cone and clock angles and instrument
of opportunity as the mission progressed. Toward the end shutter times). The 10-kin requirement was consistent
of mapping cycle 3, the increasing Earth-Mars distance with the scan platform pointing control accuracy of (i.5
and the movement of Earth away from the high-gain an- deg (3 ,,).
tenna boresight necessitated cutting the playback rate to
DSS-14 from 16 to 8 kbits/s. Consequently, two full tat_, It was known from the pre-flight studies d_at gravity
recorder loads {i.e., _30 pictures each revolution)could sensing w_mld be nece_ary for accurate 14-revolution
no longer be returned to Goldstone daily, and the number prediction; however, the unexpected "roughm.'ss" of the

i of observations had to be reduced to about 20 pictures on tield, as discussed earlier, made the sensing even m(.re
each revolution by the end of the cycle. This situation important than had been anticipated, Table 11 of Satel-
was well anticipated when the target criteria for the sec- ltte Orbit Determination lists the 23 different gravity
ond orbit trim maneuver were established. The trim was. models ge.erated. Nnte that the eighth-degree model

i in fact. targeted to maximize the probabdity that tbe (_21), which was generated by the Celestial Mechanics
, zenith periapsis time would be near the mid_qe of the Experimenters, and the Navigation Team's tenth-degree

Goldstone view at the end of this cycle, so that an equal model (=23) wer- based on 38 revolutions of data - the
number of nadir and zenith pictures could be obtained unmber required for periapsis to cover 380 deg of Iongi-

l each day. The pictum_ balance was required in order to tude. Consequently, these models were valid for all sub-* obtain uniform coverage from one side e,t the planet to sequent navigation operations, including sequence design.

l the other. The coefficients of the tenth-degree ,mdel are given in

, Table 12 of Satellite Orbit Determination. Table 13 of that

Completion of mapping cycle 3 marked the complete section summarizes the short-arc orbit solutions generated
achievement of the major minion objectives. However, in support of the science sequence design. The number

I became of the excellent condition d the spacecraft, an of revolutions over which the periapsis time was pre-
extended m/sam was authorized which, in fact, luted dieted to _._, accuracy - correslamding roughly to the
until October 27, IgT_, when Mariner 9 ceated function- 10-kin requ/remont - is indicated for each solution. Note
ing. During the extended m/i_ion, alternate roll reference that the 10-kin, 14-revolution prediction accuracy re-
stars (other than Canopm) were umd to overcome the quiremont was not met until the eighth-degree gravity
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mudel _#21) w_ls introduced. Thereafter, tile requirement worst case (revolution 157) is very atypical The periap-
was generally met. The lolLg-arc solutions used for the sis time error of nearly '25 s was the result of a procedural
post _acto science analysis are summarized in Table 14. problem wherein the targeting had to commence just
Section V of Science Sequence Design discusses all the before the next orbit solution was available; and it was this
observation targeting error sources. Table 1 of that sec- next solution that would have met the accuracy require-
tion presents the targeting error for three ca_es, which ment. In other words, the problem was of a nontechnical

: represent the entire spectrum of error experienced. The nature.
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InterplanetaryOrbit Determination
J. W. Zielenbach,C. H. Acton,G. H. Born,W.G. Breckenridge,C. C.Chao,T. C. Duxbury,D.W. Green,N. J_.rath,

J. F.Jordan,N. A. Mottinger,S. J. Reinbold,K. H. Rourke,G. L. Sievers,andS. K. Wong

I. Interplanetary Operations The group also was responsible for inclusion of new
A. Introduction ephemerides and station locations, and the day-to-day

tracking system analytic calibrations (TSAC), which will
This section describes the logistical aspects of orbit Ix. discussed later. This task involvc,_l cooperating with

determination (OD) in the interplanetary phase d the various suppliers in producing the information and direct-
Mariner Mats 1971 mission and discusses the working ing the validation and analysis d the results, when they
arrangements for the OD personnel, both within the were included in the process. Additional personnel (at

• Navigation Team and with outside groups. The section least five) participated at one time or another on a con-
also briefly describes the various types of data used in the suiting basis as requested by the group.
OD process and indicates the sources of the data. It

further provides functionaldescriptions d the individual The work v..hedules in effect during routine cruise dtf-
eimnents of the OD software and brief sketclass of their fered from those immediately before or after spacmna_
modmofopcration, maneuvers. The normal operattom called for single :

(psime) shift support 5 days a week. The I_N accumu.
B. The Intmlldanetar/OO Group hted the u'ackingdata and trandm'redthem twice weekly

During the interplanetary phase, four OD engineers to the Naviptim Team. On these days the trackingdata _.
were declared full tune .J opemtiom. They obtained the validator had the data available for the OD engineers at
trackingdata tapes from the Deep Space Network (DSN) the start of the work day. The OD eaginecrs tbmm
pertains! and pre-procened them for use in the OD pro- cm_gi the new data, perfmming the analysis and man-
grams, validating the data by iteratlve analysis of pse- parisons _ previomly, and provided an updated
ltmiun/redduab on the UNIVAC 1108. In IX'droning estimate of the orbit weekly.
the Inmle OD, the group analys_! sofutimm _ oD

solution seU, data sins, and arc kmgt_ and During critical periods, tim mare four group _
mcmdad, mmpml, sad ccatrasted sdutlom. The re- lam'tdadtheODmlRaxt, lmtonamochmmedlltdtlme-

were the., _ or _ after comu.qaUo, table. Pr_ to any uam,uv_. the Nquemeed m_mts
spscecn_ or tmcldag system _ analyst¢ da_aed a series of ttmes st w4hlchthe mmwm_ilaranb

f
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eters stored ill lilt' spacet'ratt could be tgpdated. At each ot 2. Tracking system analytic calibrations. The TSAC
these times, the Navigation Team Chiet required a set of data include m.m.g, i,ol,, motion, troposl_herc. ;rod
maneuver parameter._ based on the best availabh, orbit charged-particle t,dibrations, all of which were produced
solution. This often necessitated numerous full O1) se- on the UNIVAC 1108 raider control of the l)SN-flmded

quences each day, from initial data transfer through v'.di- Navigation Accuracy (;roup. This group wa,, responsible
dation, orbit determination, and covarianee analy,,is. The for colh,cting raw data from the available sources, con-
task ofteu required working a double shift at hours die- verting the data to a com'enient form (usually poly-
rated by tiw maneuver execution time. Immediately fol- nomials), assessing t,,e errors io the ray.' data and their

lowing launch or a maneuver, a definition of the new orbit polynomial representation, and collaborating w;th the
was usually required to ensure that it was as anticipated. OD engineers in analyzing the effect of these data on the
This _lefinition was based on a minimum of 1 h of tracking solutions. The c_dibrations were madc availabh, in card
data. form. according to an established scheduh'. Both the data

and the scheduh, s for their delivery are disemsed in Ref. 1.

C. Interfaces With Outside Groups The tracking station locations arc, also under the aegis
of the TSAC activity. They art, produced with the OD

The Ol) engineers obtained their basic data from program using radiometric data from the previous mis-
groups outside ti_e Navigation Team, and the final orbits sions and calibrations like those mentioned above. Theo-

produced eventually wer,t to other elements of the retic,lly, the data are constant and _:re made available
Mariner Mars 1971 Project. The interfaces were _seil once for the entire mission, in practice, ongoing techno-
defined before the mission; each group knew its obliga- logical advances have often meant that improved sets
tions and had agreed upon a single point of contact become available before the mission was over.
through which the data would flow. These interlaces were
tested by pre-flight simulations.

3. Planetary e_rid_. Because new planetary radar
bounce data were to be taken at Mars opposition in the

All problems and results were communicated to the summer of 1971, the Project agreed to accept an ira.
Navigation Team Chief, who was responsible for dis- proved planetary, ephemeris between launch and en-

counter. It was the respomibility o| the Pro_'ct-suplm_ed
tributing information and lequesting any necessary addi- Ephemeris Development Group to produce and certify
tional support, this new ephemeris, to speedy how it differed from the

old ephemeris and how it would affect the B-plane (see
Appendix A) coordinates of the probe, and to provide a

1. Radimnet_ data. The bulk of the information came c_variant_ on the Earth and Mars positions for use during

from the DSN, which was respomible for raw radlometrlc the mission. In addition, this group informed those in-

data and the TSAC. The tracking data were collected by volved in the station location dfort whenever the new
• the Network AmlDb Team for Tracking (NATTRACK) ephemeris changed the planetary positiom from their

in the Space Flight Operatiom Facility (SFOI_ at the Jet positions at previous mission eneoup'ws.
Propukion l_aboratocy (JPL). This group operates24 h a

day mordtort_ data fe¢ data ontage_ and system pedmm-
ance, manually adjusting certain quantities on the master 4. Space, aft data. Another tmpmtant OD interlace
tracking data file, and answering requests from file was with the Pm_ci's spacem_t analysts, who la,ovld_
various projecls for selected data from that file. During infommttms on such quantities as slmcecs_t mass, mlar
critical periods, a member d NATrI_CK was assigned _'tivity, attitude and pcopuisinn systemi__,
to the Navigation Team area to trouble-shoot aad to etc. This Information was mint helldui when gas leaks

cmu_ optimtmt communication between mppller and oceumod (see Secflms V).
user.U fo¢anyremKm theNA'I'rRACK system dalm record

(SDR) is lost, the data can be roadi_ from tamp q_y & C,mmpu_w _ The clm_t OD interlace was
sterage at the statk)n or _,t a switching computor at JPL with the Flight Suppmt Group, whose fuacitom inchded
Dusing the MLmer Mars 1971 mission, SDRs were isw _ deck setup mzl UNIVAC 1108 computer opera.
&teed and stored on an IBM M0/75. All OD rum were tlom. This gnmp handled trander el tapes between eom-
pedmmed ms• UNIVAC 1108 in the SFOF, and the data puters, as well as the _ aml sehedul_ d pro-
were tmndenmi between comimtms ms nm4pm_ tape. 8ram ezecuttom.

J
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D. Data Used in the Orbit Determination Process .m uppcr bound '.,) the hardware ,.rror_. In general, the

1. I)SN radlometrlc data. The I)SN sl,plxIrted the l;ortht'rn |.,misl)here stations (I)SSs 12, 14, and f12)show
slightly noi._ler residuals bct.ause of the increased tropo-

Mariner Mars 1971 missio, with l),ep Space Station
_:_SS)12 avd DSS 1-?at Goldstone, California; I)SS 41 _phereaml charged-partich,effects at the lower ehwation
near Woomera, Austral;,'< I)SS 51 near Johannesburg, view angles.
South Africa; aild DSS 6'2 ,wa," Madrid. Spain.' The first
tour sites tracked the _p,wecraft [,oln I,um_'h _L) through 2. DSN station locations. :)tiring the l_,riod from Janu-
Mars orbit insertion (M()I), whereas I)SS (]'2 began ary l to Or:tidier 20, 1971, three (hfferent sets of station

h)cations were ret,ommended to the Mariner Mars 1971tracking at l, + 26 dais. Because of the desire [or con-
tinuous telemetry t'o_crage, the DSN provided nearly con- Proi,'et. The characteristics of each of these sets and a
tinuous tracking from launch through encounter for the detailed history of Iheir development are presented in the
first time on an interplanetary mission, second section of Ref. I.

Figurc 1 shows the tr,_cking coverage provkled by the 3. Planetary ephemerides. "Iaree different planetary
I)SN b) data type, station, and timespan. The data types ephemerides were u:,ed during the interplanetary phase o(
availahh, were hour angle (IIA), declination (DEC), and the lnission. All ",x'erenumerical integrations fit to optic. !

one-, two-. and three-way S-band doppler (FI. F2. and F3, a,d radar Ixm.'-e data with JPL's solar system data pro-
respt_.'tively). MARK 1A, TAU, and MU ranging. =DSS 14 cessing system (SSDPS). These ephemerides were ma _e

available on tapes by the Ephemeris Development Groupwas the only station with TAU ranging. MU ranging was
available only at DSS 12, and only after July 11. The in theusual devel-oment ephemeris (DE)format (Ref. 3).
MARK IA equipment, available at all Fad DSS 14. was
originally designed for ranging at hmar distances, and, Tke el)ht.meris available in early 1971 was DE00 (Ref.
although the hardware had been improved, in the past 3), which had been created for the Mariner Mars 1909
it could only be u,wd during the first ft_' week_ of inter- mission, qllis eph-meris was based on 34,000 United
planetary missions before its ,seful range was exceeded. States Naval Observatory (USNO) meridian circle ohser-
l_.cause of the most recent hard.'vare changes at the vatiom covering the period from 1912 to 1968, about
stations, MARK IA ranging was taken at DSSs 41 and 51 800 planetary radar bounce poihts from 1964 to 1968. and
through the middle of J,ly. almost 7 weeks after launch. 200 Mariner 5 range points taken during the lO.day

encounter interval with Venus. The radar data for Man

To indicate the quality td the tracking data. Table 1 consisted of 39 meas-rerm_ts from Areeibo C h_rvatory
gives the standard deviation of the residual, for the tndi- (1964/19_) and 10 high-precision eoml_e",r.ed l_nts
viduai data types from each station. The deviation is based taken at the Massachusetts _nstitute of Technology's
on a pc.t-flight mlution which fit doppler and range data Haystack facility in 1067. In the 18 months following the
over the period from the mldemuse nmnmwer (June 5) to release of DEll, additional Mars ranging was obtained,
45 man Ix,tore MOI (Novembes 14). This mluttou in- which todieated a seeulas drift in the Mars _. as

eluded only the state vector for the probe, so that inch shown in Fig. 4. Because of this. the Prtsk_ agreed to
qmmtities as the CM" d the Moon, attitude control lea]., fund development d a new _ for encmmter
ages, and station locations still contributed their signatures support, which would include the latest ranging data
to the statistics. Figtue 2, derive] from Run 000067, lndi. a_,ailable. Although interim _ were available

cites the ixuwby.lxl_ standard deviitiom ol the MARK at the time of launch,the lint mkk, mn_ numeuver wit
IA data, whose quality degrades noticeably with inoreas, based on the weg tested and undentood DEi_.
lq di_m_'e. Filtwe 3. also from the same run, indteat_
that the rather larp stmdianl dev_ttem for the TAU and The e_i, phnncd for ent_mtes" mplmrt DF/8,
MU data types are due not m much to the hardware _ to was delivered to the NaVtl_ttm_ T_ma ea ,_,.,3er 30. °
errm_ in the GM _ the Moon and to attitude control 1971. In addttiou to the data reed fer DE_, it

_tem leakqtm. Became these phemmem haw abo USNO o_leal data from Jm_ 30. I_S. to JulF 17.
af4eetedthedoplpim, andtheMARK IA data. Table l gives the JPL Mars _ data takea Irma May 7. II1_. to

Septmthe, 10, Hffl; _ the Jl% Vt_ _ mmmm.

n_ 14II a _l-m ItmmL TI_ ethmshave li&.mi
_ _ d dmedm _ _,ewl_ Se_,m 'b a_OD W_x.,,. d_ _maty G x M b md._h_eG b d.,
Vii thnaqlkX d I_. L vetveml_ emmat md M t, timmered timImp.

N ,_Pt,VlgNNI_At, IIDOIIV lt, m
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ments taken between July 22 and December 31. 1970. verted the thrust orofih,s to acceleration protih, s ahmg the
After initial consistenev checks, this ephemeris repbced al)l)ropriat,, prt,gra:n ref-rence axes.
DE69 for all Navigation Team functions and was used to
derive new station locations.

6. Optical database. The optical navigation observ-
ables are the locations of objects in TV pi(,h,re coordinates.

Shortly before the M-:rin,,'r 9 arrival at Mars. il _.as defined as the picture element (pixel) and scan line (line)
discovered that a coCer error in the Goldstone equipment numbers. The objects include natural satellites, planets,
had caused all of the 1971 Mars rangmg data to be wrong landmarks, stars, and reseaux. These obstrvables are oh-
by the equivalent of mu, second in epoch time. The tained in either of two w_,ys: visually, hy measurements of
Ephemeris Development Group found they could correct hard copies ,:_ the TV pictures, or by compnter location
the observations in the red.etion *oftwarc, and thus pro- of object images on a tape of telemetered video informa-
duced DE79. Th- residuals (corrected data minus DE78 lion,
predictions) in Fig. 5 show the error resulting from using
the faulty data. Figure 6 displays the difference in the
geocentric range (o), right ascension (a), and declination l)uring the 3-day approach period prior to MOI, three

(8) of Mars for the period of il:terest. At encounter, the pre-orbital science picture sequences (POS I. II, and III)
differences are -9 km, -0"flS.__,and +0"04 in p, cos &an, were taken. Section VI-F indicates how the OND influ-

andAS, respectively, enced the content of these pictures and what use was
made of them.

The use of DE79 instead of DE78 induced a change of
30 km in the B plane encounter predictions, as discussed
in Section III. E. Software Used by the Orbit Determination Groups

1. Radiometric tracking. Obtalning an estimate of the
4. TSAC. The sources, characteristics, and reductinn B-plane coordinates and associated statistics of the probe

techniques of the timing, polar motion, troposphere, and trajectory from DSN tracking data involves operation of
charged-particle data are discussed in detail in Ref. 1. two sets of software, known collectively as the data editing

program (DEP) and the orbit determination program

5. Spacecraft attitude information. These data were re- (ODP). The ODP is also known as the satellite orbit de-

quired for support of the onboard optical navigation termination program (SATODP) and the double-precision
demonstration (OND) described at length in Section VI. orbit determination program (DPODP).

The data were helpful in the analysis of the attitude

control system leakages during the later portions of cruise The first step in the data processing is conversion of
(Section V). the raw radiometric tracking data file produced by the

tracking data processor (TDP) on the IBM 380/75 to
The information was made available to the optical UNIVAC 1108 format. Next, the orbit data editor (ODE)

navigation engineers on tapes produced by the UNIVAC is used to select the data types and time spans to be pro-
1219 mission test computer (MTC) from raw telemetry cessed. The ODE then reformats the range and angle
data. The spacecraft transmitted quantized values of the information and computes the doppler frequencies used

positions of celestial reference bodies in the spacecraft by the ODP. The raw doppler data are readouts, sampled
semors at 4.2-s intervals of time throughout the mission, at regular intervals, of the cumulative number of cyeles of
These values were used in the optical programs to estab- a signal that have passed through the receiver. By differ-
lish the camera pointing angles in inertial space, eneing the number of cycles read out at two successive

times and dividing by the elapsed time, an average fie-
These data were regularly monitored by personnel in quency over that interval is obtained. If noneomeeutive

the Guidance and Control Division at JPL to analyze samples are used for this purpose, the doppler is corn-
attitude control system performance. Section V describes pressed to a count time givenby the Interval between the
how these data can be used to identify gas leaks. Such two readouts used. Data noise caused by readout quanti-
leaks were in fact noticed by those monitoring the data. zatton will decrease as the count time increases. Corn-
They identified the leaking valves and computed thrust presston, if done properly, will not destroy any Infor-
proffles and communicated their findings in written form matlon Inherent in the data, and it will decrease the
to the Navigation Team. The OD engineers then con- number of points to be processed.

llCHNlf, kI. K 1,1-11111 U
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Once a lih,ofdataisavailable,itispassed:h"ougha (5)S()I,\'I"I.SOI,VI.;Isolvesthesystemoflinearequa-
l . i _ll It'.tk,. • t'"_". "i" ,'d. " ' ' .'..,.i,._,;m',. p ,,r,. II (flu :_l,uim'r .'_ia":. :,i,n_ ,,," "''. -'i" ,ili,,l .,,,,,.,ct'' u[ u.t,,,,,,' ,,,,," ,_.... -
1971. it was TIlKEI)). which eomlmtes residuals ba_ed on ing a priori uncert,finties in the variables as addi-
the most recent traicclory. If blunder points are detccted, tional information. It forms the classical eovarianee
the ODE is r,.run to ignore thv bad points and possibly to on the solution, as well as an augmonted ("eonsider")
eompr,'s_ tlw re,mdning d_,pph, r. T!'e result is a fih" of c_;x'arkmcc, which includes the et,,.ct of unerrtaill-
clean observabh's for use in OD. ties in other p.mum'tcrs that atieet the obsen'ables

but are not soh'ed for.

The ODP _sa colh'ction ol programs to perform high-
plecision differential correction of a variety of param- (61 SOI,VE2. SOIA'E2 obtains a solution, when the
eters that are used to compute obst, rcables. The "soh, e-for" simultaneou_ cqu:ltions are nonlinear, by means of
variables inch,de quantities like the spaeec. _ft position an algorithm (Hef. 4) which chooses some fraction
aml _t.h,city at some spccified epoch, solar pressure and of the correction indicated by SOI,VE1.

attitude control leakage coefficients, maneuver velocity {7) MA1)GEN..MAPGEN generates matrices of partial
increments, tracking station locations. Is(rodynamic con- derivatives of the "'mor:, understandable" coordi-

stants, station and spaceeratt ranging delays, planetary nates with respect to those parameters which affectephemeris parameters, gravitational harmonic coefficients.
et_.. The mathematical formulation of the ODP is given the motion of the spacecraft on its trajectory.
in Ref. 2.

(S) MAPSEM. MAPSFAI uses the matrices generated
by MAPGEN to convert corrections and statistics

The differential correction process requires residuals, for the "more understandabh," para,neters.
partial derivatives, and some solution algorithm. To ewd-

uate the results, it is necessary to have statistics on the (9_ OUTPUT. OUTPUT plots and prints data residuals.
solution, and it is often desirable to transform the result:: as well as linearized residuals obtained by substi-
into a more easily comprehensible coordinate system. For tut,ng solutions back into the observation equations.
these applications, the ODP includes the following pro- It then computds statistical information on these
grams: data.

: (1) I)PTRAJ. DPTRAJ uses the Cowell method to
Certain of these programs are usually concatenated tonumerically integrate the spacecraft cartesian co-

ordinate_. It displays various trajectory informa- accomplish a specific function. For example, during cruise,

tion and produces a probe ephemeris tape (PET). when w_rious solution strategies are under investigation,
the OD engineer produces a file of residuals and partial

(2) VARY. VARY numerically integrates the partial derivatives of data for all parameters that might reason-
derivatives of the spacecraft cartesian coordinates ably be soh'ed for, which involves DPTRAJ, VARY, and
with respect to those parameters which affect them REGRES. Once the necessary mapping matrices are
and writes a file containing sum and difference obtained using MAIK;EN, the effect of changing solution
arrays for the probe ephemeris and variational parameter sets on a given data set is studied using
equations. ACCUME, SOLVE1, MAPSEM, and OUTPUT. This

: latter type of run constituted the majority of insight OD
(3) REGRES. REGRES computes predicted observ- analyses for Mariner 9. As new data accumulated, they

ables and their partial derivatives with respect to were added to the file, and usually two different data
the prescribed model parameters and writes them sets were examined: (I) that using doppler alone, and
and certain auxiliary information for each data (2) that which included range and doppler. At times, these
point on a file. were processed both with and without charged-parUcle

TSAC_q. For each data-batch/calibration combination, at i

: (4) ACCUME. ACCUME uses the Householder algo- least seven different parameter set solutions were ob- i
rithm to compress all the observation equations tained, which will be described later. Previous experience
(conditional equations) into a set of N stmultaneom has proven this to be an invaluable OD procedure(see _

equations in N unknowns. ACCUME also adds cer- Section II), and the programs have consequently been de-
: tain TSACs to the data, generates data weights, and signed to optimize this sort of operatl,on. The interaction :
_ tests deletion criteria, of all these programs is displayed in Fig. 7.

14 JR 'Ir[_INN_U,_ _ll :
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"2.Opticaldata. %zn_t]a'r._oltwan, svst.qn Ll:i_. SI was r_'t'h'd hw knox_tl t'rz_u_ ,lssociatt,d with the TV
(it've]t)ih'd h) ,_atht'r alid prot't's,; ol|b(_,,' _)l_lit':t]Ua_i_.t t',.ln'i,t ai.I ,pal _'_r,dt. t)b._crvt't] hn.tK_, t,a_..,,,..,...,.,:......
tion data. "l'hi_ _v_tt'm x_a_ II'_¢'tlt_)r I1.'_ itioil _.tudit"_. t'\l)t't'tt'tl ilihl_t' hwation_, I)artial (]crivatives of
illi_SiOll Ill:;,llllill_, alld trahling l)t't,.'it, t'.is.'t)lllltt'r, ,is _.vell iillal_t'h_q,ations x_lilt i't',q_t'z'tto lllt,asIIrt,n|t,llt erl'ors.
:is for rt,al-tmlt, ()i). Ahhough tilt, ONi) was ilot t'ritit':d to .unl oi)st,l'v,Hblll_t.itlsti,'_ ,try'I)a_.'d oil t,I Ill" opti-
the Slit'Ct'.',i.N tit tilt' II)iSSit)lZ. tlli_ s v_tt'ln W',ls (|ot'tz11)_,llh._l (',l] (l!'l_.t'rv'Able _lzlt] ly,u'ti,d _t'llt'r,ltor _._t't, T _,

el'rifled, and tt'_ted to tht' Mariner ,%l.u'_i97l standard_
[(i/ T(;P "l']it' |r.ilt't'tor_. geoliit,try ilrogr,llll (TGP) is

and plat'cd witi)in tilt, mis_ion-controlit,d software _v_tt'm.
tl.'.'.'t] it_ _¢'llt'l,t_,_' _t't)lltt'il it" ([tt.ttt_ili'-"_ ttt',,'t'_try |t)

Ida. TV pit'tltrc St'tlll¢'llt't'_; _llit[ tO i)rot't'SS data from

The optit'al .a)|'twar_' i_r,)t'es'_t"_data from Mariner tht,,,,e,,t,qUt'ln.t,_T(:P can ()pt'ratt, ill all interat'tiv,,
_])a.t'cr:d't. whit'h have thrt,e-axis-stabiliTt'd attitude, a modc to cxpcditt' IIl|_ut/out|',ll thzril|_ mission _)pt,r-
two-degree-of-frt.e(_om scan platform, alld vidk_n tele- atio.x.
vision cameras. Raw data consist of telemetered "]'V pie-
turfs in digita! :rod hard-copy torm and telemetered _": (it)PC The o[_t,h'.d_d,_,,.'v,dd,, a.d partial g,_neza-
spacecraft eligillt'erili_, data. The svstt'm I)rtx.'t-sst'sthe tt)r in'ogram (()OPC) u_t.s data fr(.n (IDCR to gas-
data ;ziztl gcm'rates a file of optical-d:da rt.sithiaIs ;lilt] t'l';.ltt,td_serval_les a.d partial derivatives. Thexe are
partial (lerivatives for use ill ACCUME of tilt' OI)P. The the. written on :t file that is p,lsst,d to AC('UMF,,
specific fUl|t'tiol|S Of tile eol|zponent progralns in this _S) OI)AP. The optical data alntlysis ]'/rograln (t)DAV_
sot'_,xxale :;ystt'n_,,tit. described below: is au t,stimation ])rogratn specific,ll|y dc;'clopt'd to

Inet't tilt' needs of optical navi_atioll. OI)AP uses
(;) STRFII,. The reduced star catalogue program

(STRFII,) scans a tape containing tile qr250,(XX) a sequt,t)tial formulation of the miuimum variance
entries from tile Smithsonhuz Astrophysical Observ- filter with a gcnt'ralized consider optio.. The se-
atorv (SAO) star catalogue and creates a subset quential formulatioo allows tilt, evahmtion of

• opti(.al data errors, wluch art, modeled as expo-
cat;doguc of stars within user-speeified right ask'n-

' sion, declination, and visual mag.itutle limits, nentially time-correlated processes. Tile gellt, ralizt_
consider opti(m allows tilt' evaluation of filter per-

(2) XTR. Extractor (XTR) computes the celestial point- formanee in the presence, of unmodeled or rais-
ing direction of the sc;'a platform at the time a "IX" moth.led parameters. Errors ill a priori parameters
picture is taken, using telemetered spacecraft engi- aml data noise can be aeet_,umodatetl. B-plane and
nearing data (pitch. yaw. roll. and scan platform plane-of-sky mapping is availabh,.

gimhal angles). (9) CERPLP. The celestial and residual plot program
(CERPLP) plots optical data (pixel and line)

(3) CGG. The celestial geometry generator (CGG) corn- residuals from OOPG, and ODAP data files and

blnesspaeeerafttrajectory, satellite ephemeris, star for B-plane estimates obtained from ODAP,
catalogue, and camera pointing data to compute CERPLP als,_ plots spacecraft-centered and target- =

a priori star- and satellite-image locations. Plotted _ntered celestial geometries of spacecraft, planets,
output for each picture is scaled to match near-real- natural satellites, stars, _nd landr_rks from TG.P

time hard copy to assist in locating and identifying data files. ?
obser_,ed images,

_4) IMP. The image processing program (IMP) is used
to search for and graphically display star, satellite, II. Pre-flight Analysis
planet, and reseau images contained in the tele- A. Introduction
metered "IV video data. IMP will a,tomatieally :
scan an entire TV picture, producing a line printer This section discusses the analysis which served as a
"plot" of video intensity in a 20 line by 20 pixel basis for spacecraft delivery accuracy predictiom, It
portion of a picture, centered about each detected enumerates the major error murces that affect the data

| bright spot. u:ed _nd presents the best pre-fllght estimates of the
uncertainties in these parameters. Whenever appropriate. , '

(5) ODCR, The optical data calibration and rectiftca, the means by which these estimates were modified or _ /,
lion program (ODCR) estimates measurement confirmed by actual flight experience are indicated, The

errcrs and computes _ image Ioea_ons cor- discussion includes a description of the strategies devel- i

I
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op_'d t_r t,_mdu_.tm,_tilt, ()l) .rod tlu.iz I.Ltio:l.dr. ilrt- 'l'h_'.sl'i,l_'ts must It' _'_msitlr,t'd wir'u str_m,gr..sar(. de-
....... , ..... ,, • • ,.,,_,,,,_,t;,*i **_l_'tltl,ttikilt tl;! ( llOi _t tt*|Pt _[ I |it' ('lll)] _',tilllUt'N _lltb:

%011|'t'('_ tills,: slI'.IIV,I_.i_"_

Ll] ('l|_o_.rd-lrillr'l_" ctl¢_'t._'."l'lr' r:zdio sign_d_tr_lve]-
Tb._. l'|ojr_.t ._'cll|.l,", rt'gIih_ lilt'IllS I_,)l' ilitt'ill1.lzzzI.il_ IIl_ bt'lV.'t't'll II sl,||iOII ,lilt| ;I sPat'cc|Idl Imsstllrotl_|l

(H) L'l'.ddt' 2_ wt'|'_' _P_'cit'z0'dill h'|'ms ot thre(' st'P_l._ztu llW io,osPl|t-|_. _1 lh¢ I"_.,'th. lie' i,h'rl'd_mettlry
l)h;Is_...,:kl _I_zr-m|dv',l|'st '. Iro|u sl);l_'_'t'l,llt illlt't'tlOil tO the ._l_:lt'(' I_l.lsu|.z..rod. hd|t'gm'.lly, the. iout_,.Plwresof
fi|'sl |,idcour_P m.m_.zzvt,l'.(_ I'_o_t-|uiJt'_:rs:.. l'r_.hl the ollwr I_l:mt.ts. "l'ht. hd_'r:ze'tiot_bt'tWc_.u tlr' rlzdio
I'ir,_t |||idcom's_,m.ul_'.v_'|' t_l al'q_l'O\ull:ltl'].'¢M(-H - :t0 _i_||.ll .lUd the _'I|_.'.K_'Jp_u'ti_'h'si|| the uwdium
d.|v_..rod (:_1_pr_..M()I. I'r_.. MOI - :1('1d:_vsto M()I. _'_.|._'_,_||uo._ olh_,r lhiu,_s.._ _.h_m_,iu lhc propa-

,R_lliou vt'lo_'ily. "l'h_' group velocily dt'crcltscs.
._llho._h _lr:_h'Rirsw_.|-_'_1_'__'lupt'd 1oh:..lh" .'dl lhr_'t" wlr.|'_,i_sph.u_,'v_'locilv iu_'|'_,_._,siu lhc inc.s_'nc_' of

ph.zst..,,this ,,t,t,liou will ('ollt'_'lllr_lt,.'Oil tho.s_,d_'siR|r'd for _'h:zrgedp_lrt.ch,s.As tie' dcusily of dzargcd parti-
!h.., third ph:z_,.,.._.dwill i|_dit,:_h,wh_'r_'v_'rl_O._._ihh• h_w ,l,-s i.ii II'_, lh, |'_s_lllm.i iiuw |,dr' ot" t'll_lll_l' O_ tlw
lh_,_.,_ _.|hl h,. ||,ud_fi_'dI'o| lilt. nile': ph,_st's, pl.._.,_"v_'locil) co.i.pl._ dUl_ph'r measur_'mt'ul._

m_d_"trom lie' r.rlio sigu.d.
B. Major brror Sourcesfor Radio Navigation

Tlu' l':,u'th's iozl_splicrc rt.sults from so::Ir ultra-
"l'hest"s_tii't't's onus|stof (l_ ohs_,rvt'r-r,'l:m'd. {2_.sp.zce- viol,'t r;zJiatiou iolli/illg the Ul)lr,r atmosphere.Con-

,'r.ltt r(.llll.,,i. :u.i (3_ t'ph_'n.,'ri._-r,'i:m'd t,rror_. The firsl s_,gm..lh', llw io.ospIr.r,, _dmve;i tracking stilt|on
t,r|'ors tc.sull from lh,. usa,of .._&,l._ .ot .iccur_,t_,c.uu,_h i|**'r,,_,.,,.._aud dt,,'rc:ls,,._with. roughly, a diun,.d
Io h_'_m,llw ohscrv_'ri. iuerli_d_p_,t'_.;.ui to old|brim, out pt,ri_i. If tlw iouospIr,ric efG'cl is .ut measures:or
lie' ,'fG'¢t,_,_f the tr:msmissio, mt'Ji_, l'h_, ,_.co.d tyl_. of m_h.h'd, it c.m .or bt, distiuguish_,J from errors in
errors.rise from iu;iJe(lU_m,uzo(h,ling of ;dl of the accd- tr_tckiu.Rst;ttiou I_..;dion zlnd may causesignificant
|,rating forces (m a spacecraft. "rhc lest _.rr:'_rsi.volvc errorsill the rc,I]-ti|lle(')D.
i.('orr,.ctly Sl_,cifi('d I'_)sitim;sof tht' phmet:'.

"['h('uncert:zinty in the magnituJe of these effects

I. Observer.related errors. Tilvse f;z]l into two m_zin |'|,suits |hurt. from the abseuoL"of continuous raw
r.zteRnries: calibratiou dZlhl during the nli_sion thzln from the

qualityofthemcasur_.mentsthemselves.The qual-

{I_Thosethatcor|'uplordislortthe_wtualinformation it.vdg_cndson themeasurementnoiseand bias.the

conh.utof the observation,e.g..chargt'd-p:_rtic]e l_roximityof tlr.m_,_suremc,tsto the spacecraft
efh'etsi,thespaceplasmaand Earth'sionosphere, line.of-sight,etc.

(2) Those that iufh|.,.c_, the l_sili., of lhe olxs,,rver
(tr_zckingshztion)iu inertialspace,s,ch aspolar (2_Trol)Osl)h,'ric effects,llefractloninthetrolmsphere

: motionand variationin the Earth'srotationrlzte slowsthephaseand groupvelocitiesequally.The

(time v_rildio,s'_, r,,hzrdationis minimal at the ze,ith, where the least :.
atmmphere is traversed, bnt the |monna varies

All produce d!ur,_l signatures..rod at any i,stani their I.t-_.alt.wof daily ,nd st.asonal we|Slier changes. The
= ,'o|,l_inctl_.ff.'<,lc,m lw representedby a, t_i,dvalentset refractiveindexofthetropospheredependsonpres-

ofstationlocationswhichwouldproducethesameohserv- sure,temperature,zmd relativehumidity,and itis

able.Hence,theyareoftenreferredtoaseqnlvalentst|- the nnpredlctablevariationsin thesethatcauses

tionlocationerrors(ESLEs). thenncertaintyinthetropospheremodel,

Errors, real or eqnivalent, in the coordinates of a (3) Polar mot/on. Although the DSS locations may he
tracking station have different etfects for different data relatively well fixed o. the Earth's crust, it is the
types, geometries, and station combinations. Range rate station coordinates with re.qx.ct to the Earth's

data. from which the right ascension and declination of imtantaneom spin axis. and with impect to the "
;. the probe are wimarily obtained, depend heavily on the equatorial pirate defined by that axis. which are

absolute longitude 7, and the spin axi, distance r, of the important for navigational accuracy consider|flora.

station. Ranging data, w_,en mo_e than one station is The F_rth's crust b not fixed with respect to the
tracking, are egtremely sensitive to errors in relative iongi- spin axis. and it is this m-called polar motion (the '

_- tude_ spin axis distances, and a heights (off the equator), motion of the Earth's crust with respect to the spin
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axis) which cause..,the I)SS locations to Iw a fum'- A('c_'h'lattt)ns h'omthese _-urces are very _mall (-_ I0 *_
lion of time relative to the spin axis. km/,_g and ,It,, d:lpgt._m,_ not flu" the amounl by which

lh,'_, perlHrl) tilt, a('hlal IIIolioll ot th(, si'.,Wt'c'raft,bill
polar motion data are availabh, from a number of rather flu" the way lhe_ can r,',.'tnlde oth('r forces being

iustitntions,whose resldl_ olh,n disag.ee lw .t_ m,,'h _o1_ed ior in tile data tilh,r. Thi_ ability to be "soaked up"
as9-m. The unct.rtaint_ in polar motion is due to by other p.tr.imetcrs can somt'tinu's decrease with in-
tht, I|oisPon the raw data used for detertuin;lli_m of crt'asin_d',tta.zr_,if t]w ch.z|igizl_g_'tHl|ctry ht']ps the _ther
the pole ]oc:dion and disagreement aboutwhich Iorces (usually ,Kraxitalion,d} to distinKuish themselves.
sour_,s produce tile "true" pole position.

(ll Solar pr_'.sslo'c.The ,uost obxio,s so],lr pressure m'-

(4) Tinlin_ _'ln,s. Accurah, specification of the inertial t e]er.ltion is in a radial direction away from the Sun.
position and velocity of the tracking station requires There are also tx_o smaller forces orthogon:d to this
knowledgeof theinstantaneousrotational positi:m becauseofas_rant,tryofthespacecraftconfigura-
ofthe F,arthon itsaxis.lh'causeof tidalfriction, lion(e._..thehid1-_ain.mtmma,whichiscantedoff

etc.,theEart]fsrotationrateisdecreasingas time thespacecraftrollaxzs_.The magnitudesof these

goeson so thatthetime_I,niv_'rsalTime IUTI]_ threelorc'esdependontheprojectedcross-sectional

derivedfrom therotationalpositionof the Earth areasand reflectioncoefficientsinthosedirections,

differs from the nnifi)rndv thmung (NewloniarO which are verx difficult to measure in a laboratozy,
ephemeris tinm(ET). Moreover,experiencewithpreviousMarinersindi-

tab's;I slow but lwrceptil_]eseculardecreasein
The variations in rotation rate art. measured from solar pressure (3C_ ovcr the mission). This decrease

Earthby (a) usingphotograplde_,enithtubesto iscommonly attrilmtcdtodegradationofexposed

observe the International Atomic Time (IAT) of surfaces, which results in decreased rcflcetivity,
transits of selected stars over the meridian or

(1,_ using astrolobes to observe the IAT of sch'eted (2) Propulsion s!istcm. Gas h'aks can arise from ira-
star transits over specific circles of elevation angle, perfi'et seat tolerances on the valves of the main

" The errors in meas_ring the star positions, the errors propulsion system. Because the amount of pro-
in the star catah,gut.s, and the discordance among pellant carried to Mars for the orbit insrrtion far

: results from the w_rious suppliers of UTI all con- excc:'ded the amount required for any past or
tribute to the remaining uncertainties in time. present mideourse requirements, the Mariner 9

: , spacecraft had a significant potential for leaks after

(5_ At'tual DSS locations Except for geologic effects its midcourse correction. The tolerable magnitude
soch as earthquakes and continental drift, the of such leaks was included in the design specifica-
tracking stations do not move with respect to the lions.

; _ Earth's crust, ltowever, because the locations are (3) Attitude control system. The attitude control thruster

best determined by analysis of existing tracking imbalances which arise from imperfect matching of ;
: data, there are location uncertainties because of the jets on opposite sides of the spacecraft, and the
_. ESLEs discussed above and from other lesser leaks from ineomph, te seating of the associated

sources, valves, are much more difficult to model because so

• little is known about their temt_oral characteristics.

2. Spacecraft-related errors. These errors include any The effect of imbalances would presumably vary u
: unmodeled or mismodeled forces that affect the motion the number of gas firings, lint the valve seating
: of the spacecraft on its trajectory. Some of these forces problems could improve or degrade with time.

am gravitational, resulting from attractions by massive Here, again, the design specifications included the
, lmdles; if the masses are not known accurately, the corn- tolerable leak m'_gnitudes.-¢

_. puted trajectory will be inerror. Other forces arbe from
engineering particulars of the spacecraft. These non- 3. Planetary ephemeris re'tom The accuracy with which
gravitational forces tndnde those involving the space- the Mars-centered position of a probe near encounter can

, craft's Interaction with its environment, inch as solar be predicted using Earth-hosed tracking depends on the
_ Immure and drag, and others Involving spacecraft opera, accuracy of the prediction of the geocentri_ positionoftile
_. flop. like propellant I_ks and attitude control thruster probe and of Mars at that time, Determination of the geo- .:

, imb_lanem, centric pmition of the probe from mdto trading is
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coltupt(,d I)_ fir' _'rror,_mentioned above. The g_.o(..entric tl.,.se()r tl., ,d)ox,, ('o1_5.i,,rx.d.,,s wt.rt, ust'd a.,,. priori
l)ositi(m ol Mar,, zsobt.i,m'd (lirect]x h'onl the piam'tarx hflorm.ltio,l., .i ,ohlt.)i, for ,,m'h (lua.titit,,_ l)ecaus(', in
ephemeris,soitserrorsart',_imi_lythevectordifference g,.'m'r,d,todo s. r,',_triut_,dthecai).d)dityto th't_'rmin(.

h_,tw(,_,,th(,absoh,trpositi()nerrorsforEarthand ,Mars tl.,mi.d,.p..,h,11!l:'_si!h.:!':::'r'.ati()Ha!data.Thismay b_.
on thatepl.,merisAdmittedly.thetrajectoryoftheprol)t, .lr_..,.ltofig.()ri._ _'ort,,lati()nsintit'um.ert.'fintiesorof"

dt'pcmls o. the ,d)s()lut_'po,dtion of Ma_'s.which is an mal_Prol)riate data _s_'ights,both of which ueed to be
attracth)g body. and the l'_,_;tion of tl.. ()l_,_ervordepends il_xt,,_tig,lh,(lfmth(,r.
on the absoluteposition ,)f the Ea,.q:: !,ut the displaet'ment
of Mar,, from wl.,rt, if i,_exl'_ectedto be when the spat,c- The (l,tl_, (,r,'or.,,a_s.m_,dh.' the accm'a('ystudies were
('raft arrives is the most easily nnderstood effect. The h'ast 3 mm/s lot a 60-s (,omit lime doi)l_h'r point, and I(X) m
obvious, but .ev(,rth(.h.ss important. ('fft'ct is ix. the de- for _,mge d._ta, l)uring the missin., these err(,:s wer(.
terminatio, of station locatio.s, whk'h are "ol)serv(,r- ¢l_:mg,,dto [ mm/s an(l 30 m. respectively, in light of the
related"error,_(SectionsII1and IVL r(._.Itsshow. i."l'ald(,I.

C. Assumed Magnitudes of the Rad,o Navigation O. Error Sources for Onboard Optical Navigation
Error Sources

The onboard optical data d:'terminc tht' (listanc(..nld
Beforeev(.rx."missiot_,Of) anal.vstsassessthestate-of-the-dir(.,.,lio_to.M'wsILv,d-_(,rvingh-w tlw:q_l'_;.-,,.!,..h;t,_,_f

art a(:coml)lishmrnis in t,achof th(' abovc areas and ,.'stah- l'hoi_os ;[lld l.)eilnos challge against tiw background stars
lishtheunecrtaint.vof theirk,.)x_lcdge:d,o.iil,em.In asthespacecraftaplwoacl.,sMars.The two main classes

s.bseque.tstu(lies,theyus(.thisini:ormation,alongwith of.rror,_lh,_tcorrol'qopti-a]navigationresultsarethos(,

assuulptiolls about the measurement errors in the real which affect the measuriP instrnnR.nt (TV camera_, and
ohserval)h,s, to compute mleertainties in the deliveral)le fllosc whith affect the ,.'onqmted .q)l'_arentcelestial coor-
B-phme results/The same procedure is used in ,p(,rations. di.ates of tht' ol)st,rved objects.
when tht' fi,vd m-leutlo, of data i3 asailable. The delivery

mwertainties quoted later in this section are based on 1. Instrument errors. The measured line and pixel lo-
such eo,_sider cowiriances. Tilt. accuracies predicted by cations of imagcs are uscd to determine the directions of

iwt'-flight analysis can be achieved i. opcratio.s if the objects. Electromagnetic distortion in tilt, electron beam
estimate of error magnitudes is realistic. The magnitudes sca=.ning circuitry, optical distortion in tile telescope of
assumed for considering and estimating these parameters the instrnment, and errors in instrument parameters (e.g,.
are listed in Table 3. The consider values, which will be f(_'al length) can corr.pt the measured direction.discussed first, are the best estimate of tile tn,e uncer-
tainties.

: Eh.ctromagnetic distortion can be caused by (1) a non-
.,liform magnetic deflection ficld, {2) a fringe fiehl out-

: The sola' l)ressnre values reflect the laboratory ,.,,
I • sidr thu drflr_.'tio. _cgion of a xidK,o,, iula', {,0! inle, aulio.
[ measurement uncertainty mentioned earlier. The attitude between the focusing and deflection fields, (4) a nonuni-

control estimates wcre based on propulsion and attitude form electric deceh.ration field, (5_ electromagnetic bias
•[ control leakage speeifieat'ons. The station location errors shifts. (t}) a common rotation of the scan deflection fields

t .,,e the combined equivalent of all the observer-related with respect to the target raster, and (7) nonorthogonality

i errors (DSS location, timing, polar motion, charged par- of the scan line apd pixel deflection fields,tides, and troposphere). The ephemeris values give a

| geocentric Martian position uncertainty of 10 km in the Opti,:ai distortion results from: (1) imperfect design

plane of motion and 50 km perpendicnlar to it. and/or construction of the telescope lets, (2) misalignment(nonorthogonality) of the lens optical axis with the target

As the mission progress,-d, some of these quantities, like raster, and {3) decentering of the lens optical axis in rela- I.
1 solar pressure and constant attitude control accelerations, tion to the center of the target raster.

became better defined. However, it was very seldom that

; An error in the value of focal length used to describe the !_
i 'Tim ODPobtains• coy•fiance on the mlved.fo_ qulmtltlmhaired i,,strument transfer filnction causes a symmetric radialon data noise•lone, andmndlfimit toaccount forthe effect onthe
: computedobliervablmof errorsin the other not-mlved.for (con- distortion about the principal point. Errors in the values
• sider) parameters._For a mathemat/ealdescription,Ice Sections of the pointing direction used to describe the Imtmment
: xv and XVl of Rd. _.) transfer function have an effect similar to errors in the

M jilL TI!_HNI¢_I. _ _FIi
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values used for the location of tht- i)lint'ip.tl point on tile sensitivities to many phenomena. For example, doppler
target raster, can easily mistake nongravitational for gravitational forces

because it determines the position ot the probe from its
2. Celestial direction finding errors, l lere, the primary observed geoce,lric acceleration (time rate of change of

contributions to errors are _atcllite ephemeris errors. Since doppler). Using the planetary ephemeris to determine the
the :,ize and shape ot the apparent orbit determine the relative acceleration between the Earth and the body

probe's position, errors in the satellite ephemeris have an whose gravitational acceleration is currently dominating
important efteet, the probe's motion, a,i O1) program would deduce the

prob_-hody acceleration by vector subtraction. It then

E. Assumed Magnitudes of the Optical Navigation simpk infers the i_robc-body rela;ive position using the
Error Sources law of tmiversal gravitation. Nongravitational spacecraft

accelerations can obviously degrade the determination of
Because of the TV and scan platform calibration se- the distance of the probe from such a body unless another

quence performed about 30 days before MOI. there was means is found to constrain the solution for position.
an opportunity to assess the magnitude of the errors in Ranging data often fill this gap because, in conjunction
the optical navigation instnm_ent in its flight configura- with a planetary ephemeris, they can independently set
t;on. The TV geometric distortion was calibrated to better limits on the probe-planet distance (Fig. 10). However.
than 0.5 picture elements, (3';0) 1 a, usiug the reseau grid. this situation makes ranging particularly susceptible to
_i_ residual .3.........

,._,o, hvh after c,ilibrMgon "_;':_:; r,_:'x_om and epllemerls exrors. (h_i_oar(| optical data a_e insensitive to

did not change in character through MOI. Since the ability. _'ithcr of these _,rrors but arc depender:,' on satellite ephem-
to image a number of stars was proven during this ens errors, and so ,m. If solutions using one data set differ
sequence, it was obvious that the TV pointing direction noticeably from those using another, or fro_,_those using a
could be determined to the limiting accuracy o: the combined data set. then probably something is mis-
residual TV distortion because the positions of the stars modeled.
were assumed to be perfectly known. With this as back-
ground, it was decided to weight tl,e Pbobos and Deimos
data from star-satellite pictures at 3'.'0 in the ODP. Another technique is comparison of solutions obtained

using different parameter sets, with an accompanying

The a priori uncertainties in the satellite ephemeris ele- evaWuation o! the new solved-for values. If these values are
ments are given in Table 4. unreasonable in light of what is known a priori (e.g., a

changed sign on the transverse solar pressure), then it

i F. Development of OD Strategies may be that thes,- parameters are absorhing some other
i; error. Another indication is poor consistency between solu-

Pre-flight analysis and past mission experience show tions using different parameter sets. This entire concept,
that the best way to detect the presence of errors is to of course, assumes that sofficient data are being used to

l and contrast a variety of solutions based on make meaningfulsohtion possible.
compare a

differing data ares, data types, and solved-for parameters.
: i Then, after identification of the errors present, strategies

can be applied to obtain a good solution in spite of them. After detection of mismodeled phenomena, it is not
always easy to correct the model. It may he that the detec-
tion scheme showed the difference in effects on two runs

One effective means of ferreting out problems is to and did not indicatetheabsoluteeffect.It may be thai the
cotr.pare solutions using different length data arcs or arcs
located at different places along the orbit. Often a short phenomena can not be parameterized m the software. It Is

often more important from the enginee_iag point of view
arc will erroneously absorb phenomena into the state to find an approach which minimizes the effect or avoids
which would not be Interpreted as the state in a long me the problem than to obtain a questionable solution. The
because of the distinguhhhlg effects of changing geom. runs that constitute the detection scheme usually indicate
etry (Fig. 9). For example, the deleterious effects of the course to be taken.
ignoring certain 'rSAC.,sseem to decrease as the data arc
is lengthened. A similar sltuatlc,n oecurJ when stochastic
gas_ on bothMariners4and 9 areignored. The strategyforthismissionwas to e_mpan, n._ndts

using long, medium, and short data ares starting at the
_ A mamd approa_ is to play different data types first midenurse maneuver, the second mideourse nm.

against each other. Doppler and range have dlffenmt neuver (planned br MOI - 20 days), and MOI - 5 days,

,j ,
_q. _ _ I_.U_ D '

• . L.-,-. - _, ill .... _" " _ <" " _ ilit* i .......................... _ - =_'" *_'_ _ '
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I¢'sl'k't'll_t'l_.. Ill t'.|t'h ¢',l,t'. lilt' t'olllll,ll'l_l)ll _',olild b¢' t'_- t'_ t'lll ha'toll' tht' tllsl IllldCI)lll'.'.t' Ill PIL't'hlllt" I_,rturl);|tions
h,lldt'd to ._l()l - ,_h klr,h_l_, ,Knl_t,_liou,_l l_t'n_lllIK_, ol the, I)._,l-Illltl_,ll, st. II.llt't*lt)l_, I_t't'All_,t' t)( lht" Vt'lt_'llV

_'h:m_, _ Illch r_,_ldts h_ml Iht' flriu_s, tlw Pl_'-.llld_oursl'
I,'t, I',l_'h .Lr_'. doPPh,I ,rod nm,_,' d,_l,I wt,rt, to I_' Pro- Pll,l,,,I, t_ dl_ Id_'d rot,) t_ o d,lt,I bloc'ks, till, Pr_'-Iml:_'h ,rod

.ll_.a._ul_,ln_,llt,_would b_, ;_V.lil_ddt, o_llv ,il'tt,r M()I - :_

d,l.v,%tlw short .zzt' _vt_uhl ,dtoz'd tilt' oldv Ol'll_._l'tllllilV tO TIe' IHl.',,f ,:llth'tllll'sl' l)]l,l'_.t' '*V,IsIIt',ll t)llllllllllll trOlll tht'

Izst' th_'s¢ d,'ll,z b_ lh_'mst'lv_',_. IIoWt,_t'r. tht'v w_'n, lo bt, _P,z_'l'_'r,dt II,ll_'Vh_l_ _t,mdlr,zzl 'l'ht,_t, W_,._, _ul.dl ,_t_

it|tcrlllt'di_lt¢ ,It,ll sh_rt zlr('_. It ,,vzl_ :list) dt,sindd_, to Z_l_il,_) lh,lt ,Iit,'t'l_,zl t)l), I_llll th('nt' mll,dlh,,ikswt,r_,withill
illV_'stig-ltt' n'sult._ obt_ml_'d _ith ,1till witl'out charged- d_,_i_._ _p_,_'iti_,.ith)zz_.Ilox_,vt,r, ,z sl'nt,s ot mlz_'h l_zrg_,t',

P_lrtit'h, c:dibnitlozzs on tlw t_lditmr,tri_" d_it_z,l:o_ t'_lt'lz of intt,rtltittt'zit h',lks. Iwclzz'l'm,_.d_h'r ,_,l_t_,ml,_,r l,%. lt)T l, h.ld

thest, d_lhl t,.'lr'/;|rz, s_,l.%rt'su]Is ',vt'rt, Io bt, ,,'onIP_lr¢,(i ;I m,ilor t'tt_'t'l oil lh_' ()l')_h,ll,'Kw,_ ¢'mPhw¢'d.
b;lsed on two or Illllrl' Ill tlw __'('tor_ ";hoWII ill 'r:|bll, ,_.

l;lzm idt'lltiti_'.itioll_ ,ire" ill_'llidt'd wzlh Ill:' t_ll_zzl,li"I'¢'s11]ts

Tiler,, w_c_ IIo ¢',mullilnl,'lll I_,'hu_'h_md t_ b_u_t, the, b_']_w to t'zl,d_l¢, ,,','t's_ It) the ,zzi_'l'otil,llt'J listin,_._. All

tin_tl rt'_'omlm.mhdion_" oIl _m.v P.Irticlll;lr d_it_l t_.'Pt'/:lrC/ tlm_,_ :In" ,_iv_'ll izl Ullivt'r_l| 'film' ('_nliludt'd LI.tTC_.
I_,lnmleh'r st't t'olllhhl:lliml. S_'t'tiun Ill will imlic_de IIo_ ,rod .el] _';lrtt,,_l,m _'ot_rdhl;llt'_ ,Ira" n,f_-rlt'_! tt_ fir' l"._irth

list, stndt, gi_,s w,,r_..It'tu,dly ,q)Phed ul flight _md whet ,_lt',m _,qtl_dur _md _'tluizlox of l,tk_41.0Imlt, ss other_ls,,

t't,mllimzlIOzls were, _zst'd to proJzlct, tlw OI)n,suhs. t_oh'd. APl_'mli,_ II _'md.mls :l ]istizlg of tlw b;Isi_, _'_m-

st:lllt'_ hllmt to tilt' ()DP.

III. Orbit Determination B. Pre-midcourseResults

A. Introduction hiiectioll into the I':_lrth-M;Irs tr,m.,_h'r tr,iit'ch_ry t_'-

_'llrn'd ;It '?_"34'"59:T0 on Ms.,,' :10, lgTI. Withi_l 2 h _dt¢,r

Thi.,, s¢n.'tion summ_u'izt,s the rt'sults obt¢iiued I_y the illit'_'tioII, tilt' _mgle tl_itzt r,._'orded h.v tht' DSN became

()]) gl'OUp of the N;ivigation "l'e_un usillg int_,rphmet_lry hl_iguitit',ult t'_mzp.u'tn.! with nmgt, ,111_!doi_pk'r iz_ tlw

_l,it_z.It dvst'l'ibes the, m_ijor prohlems encomdt, red aml ()D tmx't,,,_s.Only ,me, solution VVllS_'omlmted using the
italic'ales how the strategies discussed m St'_,tion [l wt'r,., _mgh. tl_it_l, _m(| it imlie.m'd that !h,, init,cti,m wa_ mffi-

_q)plied to obtain the fined re,'omlnen(jtltiolls. II comP_m,,_ cit,zzlly _w_'unde to makt, tht, prt'-_,_mqmtt,d DSN Predicts
the alL_wt,rs derived in flight with those i)rt_.hwtxl I_y Imst. IIs_dd_,.
flight analysis _md ex_mdnes the I_,rforma|we iu light of

the pre-flight l'¢edicatio|is. Finally, it discusses nt,w deter- As more :rod mort, _lzltiolls beg:m t.,, !r::cE t|:v ::i_.,_,',,'_f!.

minations of various t'onstailts using this data span. Rrfer- a serifs of datz|/st,ltitm t'tmsistency checks were made to

ences S and 9 contain _dditkmal information alx)tit the t,llk_tlre that i_,rformance tmtl calihration within both the

iuflight zmd IX_St-flight result._, i)SN and the tr_cking system software were as anticilmtt_|.
"llzis prot'tq.hlre, st_tmhlrd thlring lilly mi._._liolZ,tlncovt, l'ed

As indictded pr_,vkmsly, the mis._ton plan :dhm'ed for :mint, orrt't'l r-raging tr.mslmnder dt, lav input to the

two midcour_, maneuvers. The first would t'orrect the ODE. This phase ot tht, mission is the only one in which

launch bias required by planetaP.." quarantine constraints, it i_ ixx_,_ible to calibrate the basic tlelavs in the ranging
as well as any launch vehicle errors. If necessary, the machines using spacecraft d._amics instead of ground

would be designed to remove OD and maneuver t_quipmenthecau_ the deceleration mzthe probe tamed
execution erron associated with the tint, and to allow hy the Earth is _ large that the h|w o| univer_l gravtta,

any late change of planned'insertiou altitude or incline- tion allows determination of the ,_pacecraft range by dop

, tion, In practice, the second mtdcourse maneuver was not pier alone to - 100 m, The fact that ranging date agreed

nec_ary and was never performed, with doppler-mdy orbits to tlmt acquracy indicated the
Imsic delays were reasonahle, Other cbeeks at thla time

The continuity of the p#e-mldcour_e phase was broken ami later during the missk_ emured that the bluel he-

",._ :1 by. _quih firtng_ to tmlateh the _t,_eraft _n plat_ tween ranging p_ from diffcrmzt stahom (esuled

from the stowed position. Previous exlperlencewith either by mLu'alibratedstation delaD or i_ velum
Mtrine_ 0 and 7 dmwed that the squib firings could for the dblmlce o_ the stations from the equito_r) twvor

noticeably affect the trajectory, and thus they should exceed_ _0 m,
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Pre-flight analysis indicated that the prime error sources to the combined SP and AC errors. The pre.unlatch data
during this phase would be mismodeled solar pressure are not strong enough to correct the a priori values for
(SP) forces and/or attitude control (AC) system leaks, these quantities, which are given in column F of Table 6.
Errors from these sources could not be particularly well
determined because of the shortness of the data are, and,

if errors occurred in either of these sources, they would The veloc;ty increment to the spacecraft was obtained

map to a large dispersion at encounter because of the Iw combining data on either side of a 3-h period during
which the small nongravitational unlatch and line ventinglength of the trajectory. It would be impossible to obtain a
accelerations occurred, and estimating an equiva!entreal separation of the two because of the restricted geom-
_W using the instantaneous maneuver model of the ODP.etry and range of Sun-probe distances; thus, they were

combined as SP. All available ranging data were used The results given in Table 11 include the effect of the
because they gave the most information about these non- unlatch itself, which occurred at 22h32mon May 31, 1071,
gravitational forces, as well as of a gas venting from lines upstream of the en-

gine values at 0lUg-,8mon June 1, 1971. The two events were
modeled with a single burn at 0_=0.'0 on ]une 1, and a!l

Table 6 compares the pre-flight SP and AC parameter the data between them were ignored. The B-plane effects
values with those obtained during the pre-midcourse were obtained by differencing the B-plane estimates of the

phase of operations, those derived by post-flight process- pre- and post-unlatch orbits computed using the same
ink of pre-midcourse data, and their current best esti- model.
mat,_s (CBEs). The uncertainties in the estimated values
can be found in Tables 7 and 8. When comparing these
values, it is worth remembering that the uncertainty Because there was insufficient experience and confl-
quoted in the pre-flight values was _-2-0.03. dence in fitting maneuvers in flight, most of the effort to

obtain a reliable orbit for the mideourse maneuver calcu-

lations was spent processing the post-unlatch d_-ta. The
The scan platform unlatch was scheduled for L + I day solution recommended at midcourse - 12 h was PREM/C-

to allow sufficient time to redetermine the orbit before the
10-C, chosen over the A and B solutions based on the same

first mideourse maneuver at L + 5 days. Although there data set because of superior fit to the data and because
was no critical requirement for an orbit prior to that for the soh, ed-for parameters had undergone reasonable
the midcourse maneuver, a solution based on data to changes from the anticipated standard. (There were other
L + I day was provided to support preliminary maneuver solutions with unreasonable changes.) The inflight and
planning, post-flight estimates appear in Table 7. When these solu-

tions are adjusted by the final a's caused by the midcourse
Although station location errors were known to have maneuver, they produce the results seen in Table 12. The

little effect on the B-plane results at this stage, they were same qualifications apply here as for pre-unlateh. In both
included in a solution set to serve as a indicator of cases, the rather large To, errors in flight are due prl-
abnormalities. Solution sets A, B, and C (Table 5) were marily to the incorrect a _ value of SPIn seen in
examined using doppler alone and doppler and range in column C of Table 6.
combination.

Table 12 shows that the error in B-magnitude w_ well
The pre.unlatch orbit solut/on quoted in flight and the within the 9_0-km (1-_) accurac7 requirement at L + 5

final post.flight orbit hosed on the same data appear in days. Pre-flight analysis tndk_ted that an uncertainty of _"

Table 0. When the solutlom are adjusted by the final 223 km tn IB[ should be expe_ed at this time; the Inflight
estimated A's caused by the scan platform unlatch and the uncertainty was 119 kin.

i midcoursemaneuver,they give the IS-planeparameters
displayed in Table 10. The remarkable perfommn_ of

the Inflight pre-unlateh orbit should be qualified by C. Midclmrse Maneuver Analysis
pointing out that there were a number o_ canceling errm'

sources. The timlnts polynmn/als, station locations, SP, AC, The midcoune maneuver was • &ll-s burn that started
and planetary ephemed_ reed in flight would have caused at 0(,"_P'_.'0 on June 5, 1971. The d/ffenmem
much larger arro_ than are Ind/_ted in cohnnn D. the final aiming pant fro' the numeuver sad the eun_

: Colunm F illustrates this because it is due a]mmt entirely best estimate of the, achieved ll-plane pammetem am

Jl_ _ _ lia.ll ,ILl

[

, ,J , _ t-_ _
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given in cohmm A of Tanle 13. These differences are due Cruise was the period chosen for phasing in the new
to a number of factors, chief among which are: ,.l_l.....ri,_ ;..I lh,, .,.h,mct,d _.t.rsiom|sof _hc SATOI)P

which were to be used for encounter support. As each
(1) Errors in the geocentric orbit determined from the was ineorporated, extensiw, ¢,omparisons were made be-

pre-midcourse tracking data, which inelude errors tween old :rod new to facilitate understanding of the
in the geocentric state, as well as errors in the SP resulting B-plane changes. In all, four different versions
and AC forces mentioned previously, of the SATO1)i' were used:

(2) Errors in the Mar_ ephemeris used for designing the (1' Phase A, prc-tlight through A.gust 13. 1971.

maneuver. Even if the gc _centric orbit were eor- (2) l'hase B, August 5, 1971. through September 28.
rect, a Mars ephemeris error would cause the 1971.
achieved orbit to miss the aiming point.

(3) Phase C0.0. Septeml_er 29, 1971, through October

(3) Omission in flight of the effects of the sporadic gas 0,20. 1971.

leaks which perturbed the post-midcourse trajee- (4) Phase Cl.(I, October 23. 1971, oi..
tory.

The three different ephemerides were employed as fol-
(4) Spacecraft maneuver execution errors, lows:

Column B of Table 13 shows the effect of changing (1) DE89. pre.fllght through October 31. 1971.

ephemerides from DE80, which was used in flight for ('2) DE78, Novemla, r 1. 1971, through November 11,
computing the midcourse, to DE80, which was used for 1971.
the post-flight analysis (DE80--DE09). Column C is an
attempt to determine the errors described in (1) by ad- (3) DE79, November 12. 1971,on.
justing the differences of Table 7 for the change from
DE60 to DES0 (post-flight - inflight is shown). Column D Some post-flight analyses used DES0, which was available
gives the best available estimate of II|e sporadic gas leak in earl)' December of 1971.
effects of item (3),

As more data accumulated and the newer ephemerides
Table 14 compares the commanded maneuver with the and software came into use, the B-plane parameters from

: best post-flight estimate of its components. This post-flight the long arc solutions (set A, Table 5) displayed the be-
analysis was based on data dlrough August 1, 1071. and is havior seen in Fig. 11. The discontinuities correspond to
subject to the uncertainties indicated. The effect of using software or ephemeris changes, whereas the gradual drifts
the different maneuver values in inte_at;ng_ __'_,,q;,._nm,,.,,_,_..,indicat_ the pff_t nf inerea,_ed amonntx of data in th_....

to encounter is seen in column 1_,of Table 13. The residual presence of modeling errors.

error in column F (Table 13) is the combined effect of the

errors in all the above items. Additional study is needed The gradual degradation of solutions up to August 4,
to explain why column F does not equal column A. 1_1, and the noticeable discontinuity at that time were

fully expected. They indicate the effects of outdated

O. Poat.mi_,ounm Ruults t;-,.mg and polar motion, which were replaced when the
change was made from SATODP-A to SATODP-B. Up to

The planning and execution of the tint mldcourse ma- that time, the timing and polar motion data available at
neuwr are dmeribed in the Mtmeuvtr Ana/ym_ seeUon of hunch were used. The accuracy d the_e data decnmed
this report. Following the _ver, an estimate d the the further they were extrapolated into the future. How-
orbit had to be reestablished. Once this was done, the ever, the data were used until August 4 because SATODP.

somewhat stable routineof cruise albwed time to prepare A required the data In a format that had not been pro-
for the neat major orbit delivery dcadlfl_ at MOI - 18 ducad at JpL since January l, 1071. The hunch deck was
da_ (October98, 1071),when the reecmn.a_Uom for producedby hand and wu believed to be adequatefor
the m_eondmldemu_ maneuverwere due. Mostd the hunch and midcour_ mplam. With the advent of
soJutkms studfed _Jurfng this period had their epoch on SATODP.B, the new hwmmt decks could be mind. The_
June5, 1071,bsmsedlatelyafter the flat mkllcounema. daclawen,updatedweekb, throughoutcruiseand dally :"
mttlvw, hem encounter.

• It Jg IlO4NF, K ff IJ-lS
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Tile other notice:d_h, breaks occurred on Octolwr 31, Tilt" SP/AC model in the OI)P computes spacecraft
when DE78 lepl.wed I)E69, and on Noveml_'r 11, when acceh,ratitms in three directions ;_,'cording to tile expres-
DE79 replaced DE78. As Table 15 indicates, the size of sitm
the breaks in the solutions correlated very well with the
differences seen in trajectories integrated using the dif- k
ferent ephemerides, and in that sense were well under- i: = (ACR + -_ACR + -_-SPR)
stood.

+ (AC_ + ._AC_ +-_P_)X

Although the drifting hefore August 4 is partially ex-

plained by the outdated timing and l_flar motion, o_her + (AC_. + _ACr + _ SP_) !'
results indicated that additional problems might be r'
present. As was mentioned in Sectiou II. throughout the
long arc, estimates obhined were based on a number of where

the solutions sets listed in Table 5. By comparing w_lues
of the solved-for parameters from nm to nm with their r -- Sun-probe distance, km

_zpriori values, It could be see1, that certain parameters k -- a factor depending nn 0aeeeraft mass and
changed to new values and staved there, whereas others" area and solar flux cm_stant
_howed secular trends. Among the first type were DSS
station locations and the GM of the Moon. Solar pressure R - unit vector directed out from Sun to space-
coefficients are an example of the other class, craft

X = unit vector along spacecraft +X direction
(pitch axis)

G,%!of the Moon was the least controversial. The values

that kept recurring were in fine agreement with tho._, Y _" unit vector along spacecraft + Y direction
obtained from Mariuers 6 and 7 and were believed to be (yaw axis)

quite reasonable. The DSS absolute longitude changes. SP-,x.r " solved-for reflectivity coefficients along R,
however, were significantly larger than the a priori un- X. and Y.
certainties were estimated to be and were outside the

spread of solutions used to form the recommended set, ACa.x.y " solved-for comtant leak components

I_ 3,5. These results were not r_rticularly damagit,g to -_Ca.x._-= additional nonsolved-for, time-varying leak
the long arc B-plane predictions because the sensitivity of components
the solved.for state (and thus the miss parameters) to

10-m longitude error). The implications, however, were Over a small range of Sun-prohe distances, any gas
much more important. If, for some reason, a short arc L_ leaks, ACre z.,, could be absorbed in SPa.x._ and, as long
data, whose sensitivity to station Iocatiom is high. had to as they were small enough, would give SP values within
he relied on. ti_,n a longitude error of the size indicated reasonable dispersions from the a priori , "'_oned In
in the long ares ( -7 m) could have a 50- to 100.km effect Section II. However, ,usthe Sun-prohe distance increases +

so that the 11," fs_,,to_ comes into play, the cootinuedon the miss parameters. In view of this, every attemp_ was
mada torcinvestipte thedata that went intoLS35 and to absorp_ion of comtant AC Imdm into SP would meen,a
study the pa_ibility of obtaining ercdible DSS locations ._ularly changing set of SP coefficients. Becaum tim be-
from a long arc. This is dls_ased further in Section IV. Imvior shown in Fil_ I_ occurred, it was deduced that the

im_ n_st _ve _1 a stall AC_.

As for _ pmm_, time coofi_den_ or an}_thing that Mmmwhile, the AC mlmystem _ msm nmkin_ .
rmemb_ them. hove a ./Snifeant _ om_ tin- estinm_ o_thomqu/tudm o_ dmle.]m.wb_ d_.lumd
lectoek, bmme their .ee,_mUmm mm intqmte to a _d U_kpmdmt_ tlmmSb_ o_ tim
,ul=WU.! pos*tiou_. 11_ wm_. _, uem_ t,_mm_. Th_ me,_m w.m dm ftm mo-
timdominu/m wurc. fo_timps'_mldm_ OD .rod flnnatlondmtthe'OD _ were w_ll_ m_l
aim f_m'all mlutiom wha,e epodm are em-lyin tho dm_,,edthat tim Imlu,wm wdl ./dUa tim ,u_mm ;
uau_o (e.l.,_louS,urm). dm_ _ Wlmt Womp_ them to b,_ i _

!

_ IBl,OmIS41M IS t
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these leaks to the Navigation Team's attention at all was sporathc h,al,,_, but the informatio,., content of thc_e data
the concern the OD engineer_ showed over the muc! was insutflcwnt to meet tht' Project's rcquired delivery
larger sporadic leaks that began on September 15. aecurac.v. A decision was m:,(h, to pursue options (l) and

(2/simultaneously and t,) postpone the final decision for
The character of these leaks is discussed at greater a,_longlts possible.

length in Section V. Briefly. one of the roll.axis valvcs

would aperiodically fail to close entirely, possibly because
of small particles caught in the valve scat. The valve Option (1_ used., long arc, of data up to 0 h ,m Septem-
woold leak until such time as it was required to) tire again, bar 15. Until the Of) engim't'rs were officially notified of

when the particle would be blown away. The new fi1:,g the gas h,.'lks, the.v had I,ccn fitting the data with tra-
would come either as a response to normal torques on the jectories that had zero values for ACR._r. According to
spacecraft or, in the case of large leaks, after specdie plan. they had generated partial derivatives for those
corrective commands from the ground, parameters. They found they could obtain nonzero valnes

for them in the solutions, but that their effect could

The appearance of these sporadic leaks, and the (,on. :alternatively be absorbed in the solar pressure to give an
firmation of a long.standing constant leak prompted t'quivalent B-planeresult to within 10km.
renewed analys_s of OD strategies. The strategies would

depend on the expected magnitude of the B-plane changes Table 18 shows that the solved-for ACt.._._ results were

caused by these leaks as well as the ODffs ability to ,ioticeahly different from Iho_e _ugg_.sted by the AC sub-
handle such phenomena. In general, the long-arc solu- system engineers, ttowevcr, after consultation, the engi-
tions, which included nonstate parameters, gave results neers indicated that the uncertainties in their estimates

significantly different from the state-only cases, when would not exclude the OD values, and that the greater
sporadic gas leaks were present in the data. Some very magnit,de in the Y direction could be caused by leaks
disturbing correlations were observed between station from two opposiug roll jets on the +Y solar panel, which.
locations and AC coefficients, which will be discussed in turn. would explain some additional anomalous be-
further in Sections IV and V. When it was found that the havior they had observed. Therefore. the values in column
constant leak would move the trajectory only 50 km in E were adopted for option (2) and all subsequent OD.
the B-plane and that the sporadic leaks would probably The current best estim:_te of these parameters..letermined
mean less than 10 kin. it was easier to put these problems from post-flight analysis of the same data arc. is also
in perspective. It was important to choose an approach iucluded in Table 16. The solution based on approach (1)
that would not allow these accelerations to corrupt the in flight is compared with post-flight solution in Table 8.
estimation process. The choiceswere: The covariances here did not include the effect of

"comld,'r" parameters and so are somewhat optimistic.
(1) To n,commend the results based on long-arc solu- Pre-flight studies suggest a ,r [B[ ofg5 kin.

tions up to the beginning of sporadic leaks.

(2) To solve for AC and SP using the data prtar to the On October 2ft. when the orbit estimates were due f_r

spomdtc leaks, and Inputting these data to the tin. designing the second midcourse maneuver, only long.arc
jectary along with the sq3orndt¢ leak magnitudes mlutiom were available, based on DEe0 and the AC
provided by the AC subsystem personnel, fit the information to Table le. Initial indications from the

entire Jong arc of data, and use the state-onb/ Ephemeris Development Group were that the still-to-be-

ml.ltcm, delivered new epheme_ (DK'/8) would change I!1[down-
ward by 50 Inn. From analysis e( the first three sporadic

(3) To rely on the appros_ d (|) applted to a short arc leaks, the OD ongineen concluded that. ff such leaks coo-

,tarns • week, tued,theywod totncrmISl. byno
mJdcourse nnneuver to minim_ the anon caused tJun 10 lun. (The flrN throe le_s amounted to +lt.O0 lun

by tn4kesrsflm over a Jou8 trsjectot,/, in [BI.) In sddltlor, tf the station locations were in fact in
err_ b,/the-1 mlnd_stai,theloeb-arcsoh_o_ would

Other optimm were _ m the mmmberd sporadic be dfected by no more thu 5 Jan. After fsctoth_ ell this
Imbl_m_lias_mu_mmnumb_dadml-io¢ idmmU_a in withthesoluUmmseen_ Tsbb8. fl_J

_ 4 to _ 16. during which time Ihece were no 8_6_--- lflOkn_

M Jlq. MNNI_L MP_ _.ISM
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E. Pre-MOI _,,pport errors. The GM of Mars was not a_ important a,_the station
locations bveause three flyhy determinations had alrcadyXVht,n the second midcourse m:meuvcr was canceled, l_t'en made t)t it. The e|[ects of SP and AC errors on the

the continuity and "_ntegrityof the long are could be pre- trajectory would be ahno..,t il)signific:ult het'atl_;e 'd the
served. Nonetheless, aeeording to the planned strategy, it _hort integration time, which, in combination with theseries of mterme(liate-arc sohltfons was initiated. If these

result_ agreed with the Ion_ arcs, it would indicate that tmpredictahh, sensitivity of their partial derivatives to the
intermittent gas h':tks, would tna_;t"thcln had candidates

there wits no prohlem: if not. the varying sensitivities of for inclusion in the solntion.
the two data spans might help to pinpoint the problem.
The results obtained are _hown in Fig. I1.

At MOI-5 days, there was an opportunit} to update
the Sl'_acecraft central computer aml sequencer (CC&S)

The epoch was chosen at October 4 because, at the time with a new set of maneuver comm;mds. To support this
the (leeks were set tip for these runs, there had been no ttpdate, the OD team had to pro'¢ide :l recommended orbit
gas leaks since October 4. The dispersion in the solutions, and associated uncertainty. Of the long- and intermediate-
although within the considered (-ovariance, was none(he- arc solutions available at tilt, time. POSTMC-42-A was

less disquieting. Attempts were made using simulated chosen. The B-plane parameters were:
data to determine whether ephemeris errors could pos-

sibly cause such behavior before MOI - 5 days, but the,," (1) IB] m 8203.41 kin.
were inconclusive. A more readily accepted explanation /',
wits the corruptive effects of the possibly poorly modeled (2) B'R - 0004.71 km.
sporadic Ioaks. Once the a priori state was constrained to (3) B"@ =B 5589.'22km.
1OOkm and 0.1 m/s. state.only solutions matched their

long-are counterparts to within a few kilometers. (4) T,, == 0_31"46"(M.November 14, 1971.

This .,,election was based on the comparative stability of

Eventually, the awareness that these ares were really the long-arc _olutions which had been obtained through-
being processed as a backup for the long arcs lessent_l the ont the mission and the assumption that there would be
concern about their instability. There was not enough euough inertia provided by the data up to September 15
time during the actual operations to explain their be- to maintain an even keel througt the period of inter-
havior adequately, and, because there already were a mittent gas leaks.
_des of understandable stable solutiom, no crash effort

was made to resolve the problems. Nevertheless. inter- The resuits of the radio short-are solutions, whose

nwdlate-are solutions were made up to MOI. _ po_t- epoch was MOI-5 days. are plotted in Fig. 11. This was
flight analyses of the intermediate are are discussed in the span during which optical data became available.
Section V. The results based on POS I and POS I1 data, alone and

in combination with radio data, also appear in Fig. 11.
In addition, according to the pre-flight strategy, short-

arc results were studied. The epoch for the short are win At MOI- 12 h, another orbit was required to prepare
November 9 (MOI - 5 days). Since there were still for the final possible full CC&S load. By this time, all
sporadic leaks at this time, in addition to the long stand, orbits had been recmnputed using DE79, all the IN_ l
ing constant leak, all _rt-arc trajectories included the and POS 11optical data were available, and the duwt-arc
solved.for values o_ Table 8 and the latest estimates oGthe solutions were improving. The individual results
sqptmuiicleak magnitudes by AC mbsystem engineers, s._.red are dm_ in Table 17. in which the long-arc

s_lutlon was supplied for the MOI computatic_. The
experienceoGpast miss|ore was that the shaft _-,. very _ocl agreementbetween the optical.¢_ and radio,

would not provide mlutimu d comixtrubleaccuracy to only re_dts renewed coefidence in the Ions-arc mhstton.
tlumeottbekmlgmeuntfltbespacecrdt wtuwithinaday Them had to be no dlt_lctnt Mm _ error
armootmtet.Aftartl_,..-.dtortctmrmulttdtot_llX_. bt_use the opticalt_duttm,which was epb_.e'.
_ide t _ dteck on the Imqg-trc atdutt¢2m,rod, pedmlm, indelmtdent, and the rad_ _ wh_ wu h_ :v
a better estimate of abe psmmetm Te,. TI_ stnttesy wss et_amegls-dtq_ were nemly |dan(talL
tondym themluttomforthesUtwoulym_dtheinto m_d
station Iocattom. "!_ _tation kamflmm me kaporta_ I_ a At the time d the final Ipomilde update, the mshattom
shaft _urcIs to absorb mw _ tfminlg_ epbemeds ouly bad chttaup to IdOl-8 h Ixmu_ o_a fafltm _ tlbe

JPt, IID4NS_L MPONY 11_.118 85
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NATTHACK conllmter. The short-arc soh,tions ,d F. The Current Best Estimaie

drifted upwards in tBI and were holding at the vahies Till, current best estimate (CBI'_)was obtained by corn-
shown in Tabh' 18. q'h_. hmg-are solutio,s, also shown in parison of po_t-flight results using three strategies: (a) a
that table, did not move as they experienced more and long ar_' from midcourse maneuver t,, MOI. (b) a short
more gr:lvitational bending, are fr;ml MOI-5 days to MOt. and (c) a short arc cover-

ing MOI-5 days to MOI + 10 h ;.hat included an MOI
There were four possible choices for the final uixlate burn model. The resuhs shown in Columns B. D. and E of

reeommend;'tion: Table '20 apply to strategies a. b. and c. resl_'ctively. The
individual values were thv ' ' d,,v,,,(JiJi I t'i U .'l_• ,I ,.'t If Oft i .'i

(1) Use the IOlig--'irv ,,ohition lip to Septl'mb.r 15,col stlidv of a variety of dahi sets and sohilion l),lrametfrs for
reeled for tile new ephemeris and the trajectory each arc o; ' ' Str,,t_,v was believed to be the Ix,st• II.l,i I ,i ..... _,. C

effect of the subsequent gasleaks, sohition far orbital inelination and the one thai would t_.
least dependent on ephemeris and staticn location errors.

(1) Use the long-arc, ._tate-onlysolution, fit In all the
data up to 1%tO1-8h. "llle dilferel,ces between inflilht and po_'.-iligtlt res,llis

.'ired,_eprimarily to the use of npdah,d liming, AC eoeffi-
(3) Use the short-arc solution with diita up to MOI- 8 h. cil,nts, and ephemerides. The improved AC coefficients

came from post-flight analysis of the arc from mideourse
(.4) Use he combined optical and radio sohltion, maneuver to September 15. using tighter doppler data

weights. Although DE80 was ll_d for all but the long-arc
The large movement in B'R on the short arc was unex- post-flight analysis, comparison of column B, Table "0
peeled but was somewhat confirmed by the optical data. (which solves for the ephemeris) with eolum C (which
Hoe, ever, the short arcs were susceptible in unmodeled estimates or!v the state) shows that the long.are cases
leaks. Thus, the final recommendation, based on (2) was seemed to comlwnsvte adt'q,ately for the change in the
POSTMC-56-A, which was bolstered by its reamnable relative lmSmon of Mars with respet-t to the Earth.
similarity to the pre-Septemher 15 data result.

A still unresolved probk'm is the apparent inertia of the

As e_a he see:, from any of the above tables, the inflight hmg-are ml,tions during the last day. It is believed that
recornraev.d:tiom w_ quite accurate. _'-flight analy ;is the problem lay with a particular operation,al procedure

had predicted a _3-km uncertainty in iBl at MOI-5 days. for adding new data to an existing data set. All the Inflight
and 120 km and 50 Inn for the sb:a't and long ares, respee- long-arc results from MOI- 1 day on relied on this pro-
ttvely, at MOl-12h. eed.re heca.se of time constraints. When post-flight

analysis used a snpposedly equivalent but more time.con-
quming technique, the problem disappeared. The ques-Figure 13 gives at, indication d the overall OD per.

formanee from lalinch to encounter. The 50.kin bards ti,mahle D"x't'dure will be revisa,d for f.ture missions.

around the current best estimate represent the allowable

i lq, ill] deltvery erroi at MOI-O h. The hiertkm mmleuver G. An Evaluation of Idus Od_l Insertion With
'm  tu'lly o"" Jill *- s8I,,. ,om,c hi,
eventhoughtherem improvedorbitsavailablein time
toreloadtheCCk$ (e4batMOt-llh). Theaeeelerati_,oftheSlag'ee_tcausedby•molor

lamaIsrebec]liedintheODP by

Table 10amta/8 bdomtlae aboutthe radiosolutions
i_t. tII IL Y - cU[.(t - 1",) - u(I - Tl)l (1)

where
1'I a_alabl da.ild,,ipant.l. _a_ _,_re,,axl ia

_iliht oil lill llll_ lllllli All_ till luldll wile
i i iwt_ lllxld qllwmell wllb lilt ¢.,imlt i i m mallnftud¢ olrr
i tllw ablmsti alto dl/lxm i i i. U- .all --i dt_ o/i
mali_Itl Tltll are _ i
&,..-'qli idmb/d Bd. Lm_i 1".- effectiveltime d'motm.
did mldlm_ tlw flm_ odl _ T_ - effective q dmedmo_

M Jt _ IEl_mr _IIM
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t = curreot time (2) November 13, 23:00:00 to Noveinber 14, 01:49:00,

for t > T weighted at 0.120 Hz.fl

u(t-T,,) = "_01fort < T (3) November 14. 01:49:00 to November 14, 11:00:00,
weighted at 0.010 Ha.

The effective stop time Tt is given by The secon'.l data span was weighted loosely because the

Tt = T,, + T spacecraft turns and maneuver occurred during this
period.

where T is the ;nput burn duration. The quantity Tt can Three basic strategies were examined in solving for the
alternatively be computed within the program as the maneuver parameters. The first restricted the laVl to
mstant at which the accu -ulated [±V Iof the burn reaches 1600.6854 m/s (which was a preliminary result obtained
an input value, from the Navigation Team's maneuver group) and solved

for the F,'s, a, an ] 8. The a priori values were obtained by
The acceleration magnitude a is given by telemetry anal? _ls and are given in Column C of Table 21.

The iterated snlution appears in Column D. The rather

F(r) Fo + F1_ + Far: + Fsr 3 + F,r" large change in Fo, as well as the considerable difficulty

a = _ C- M_r2 M,r s Msr" 12 in fitting the data, suggested that the laVlmight be
mo - Mo¢ - wrong. The second and third approaches both allow the

2 3 4 ODP to obtain its own best estimate of laVlby patching
(3) the pre- and post-burn data together.

where The second scheme estimates the Fi's, a, 8, and the
duration T without using radiometric data taken during

F(r) = magnitude of thrust at time t
the burn. The results appear in Column E of Table 21.

F_, F:, F._,Fs, F, = polynomial coefficients of F(r)

From the estimated model, the laVlimparted to ther - t - T,, seconds
spacecraft was computed using

re(r) ffi spacecraft mass at time t

rt
-- 'f For + T1,"+ F2r2 + F3_* + F.r' dt

m, spacecraft mass at To ImI ffi C M,r" M2r_ Mar"
M0, M_, M_, Ms ffi polynomial coefficient of propellant Jr m° - M,_

mass flow rate (positive) * 2 3 4

C ffi 0.001 for F in newtons and m in kilo- (5)

grams

giving 1601.852 m/s. The det ,ed ]AVI is remarkably
The unit vector U in the direction of thrust is given by stable regardless of whether the basic trajectory includes

or excludes gas leaks. The rather large correction to T is

[ U'] Fcos 8cosa] disconcerting heeause the prolmlslon engineers feel they ;
U - Uu [ cos 8 sin a | (4) know '.he instants of motor start and stop to within 00 ms.

U, [. sin a J However, since including the data taken during the bum i

improves the value of T while maintaining the same IAV], I
where a, 8 = right asce'aslon and declination, respec- this solution, given in column F, was chosen as the best

tlvely, of U, referred to the mean Earth equator and maneuver estimate. The commanded IAVI and roll and
equinox of 1950.0. yaw turns are given in Column B for comparison.

The finite bum model was estimated using doppler data H. Determination of Astr_yMmic, Constants
only over the Feriod from MOI-5 days to MOI + 11 h. From IntwplsnCa, ry D_s i
The data were broken into three spans:

lnflight and post-flight analyses have yielded new de-
(1) November 00, 00:00:00 to November 13, 23:00:00, terminations for the GMs of the Earth, Mars, and the

welghtod at 0.015 Hz. Moon.

JIq. TI_HNICAL REPORTS_ISN 17
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The solutions for Earth. usm_ four different data spans. Case 3. I)ol_ph,r .rod range (1-,, doplder aml r,mge
,q_pear hi T:d)le 22. I)ata _p:-, 1 give_ the most reliabh, noise assumed to be 0.015 Hz and 100 m, re-
_oh,ti, m 1;ec,m_c it co,tains unadultcr:_tcd data closest to 'q)ectively) with standard estimated parameter
Earth, trom injection to scan platform unlatch at I, + set, giving 81.30067.
1 day. Data span 2 (injection to mideourse mamq,ver),
data span 3 tiniec'tion to 1, + 25 days), and data span 4 Ca_'e 4. l)oppler and range weighted the same as Case
(unlatch to midcourse maneuver) give results consistent 3, with standard estimated parameter set plus
xvith .hose from span 1, which further increases confi- Mars and Earth-Moon l)arycenter ephemeris
dencc in span 1. The ,ew vahw is compared with deter- parameters, giving 81.30067.
minations from other missions in Ref. 10. Table 23 shows

the sensitivity of the soh,tion to varimls error sources. Case 5. l)oppler and range (1-, doppler and range
noise assumed to be 0.015 llz and 50 m, respec-

New determinations of GM Mars came from two data tively) with the estimated parameter set the

arcs: the first extends from MO1-5 days to MOI-45 min same its in Case 4.
and includes both doppler and ranging, whereas the sec-
ond conti,mes on to MOI + 11 h but contains only dop- All solutions yielded nearly the same nmss ratio. Cases 1
plc_. The _alues obtained (in kmTs-') are 42828.60 : 0.60 ,rod 2 indicate :l remarkable agreement on the mass ratio

(E001WL) and 42828.2.5 + 0.55 (MOI08A). respectively, between the two data types. With such good agreement,
As _t,is the case with GM Earth, a variety of different the relative weight of the two data types becomes less
solution sets and input models were investigated which significant. Cases 3 and 4 show that the lunar ephemeris
gave results varying from 42827.98 to 42828.65. Tile re- error is probal)ly too small to have an effect on the mass

suits quoted its the AC subsystem engineers' sporadic ratio estimate. A possible error source is the periodic
leak model with the current best estimate of the contin- wiriations in the interplanetary medium. Melbourne (Ref.
uous leak from Table 12, and the tenth-order Mars 11_ has shown that a 28-day sinusoidal variation of solar

flux of 0.1% could prmlucc an error of about 0.001 in theharmonic model referred to the updated pole given in
Table 4 of the Satellite Orbit Determination section. The mass ratio, but he also pointed out that it is not likely to

bum model for the second arc is that of strategy 2 in be the case. The agreement of the mass ratios computed
Table 21. from the data gathered from several interplanetary space-

craft also does not include this sort of systematic error
unless the phase of the flux variation is the same for each

The GM Moon solutions ,ire derived from processing mission, whiel, does not seem likely.
the long data arcs of interplanetary cruise because the
monthly revolution of the Earth around the Earth-Moon

barycenter impresses a periodic signature on the cruise I. Determination o! D$$ Locations From Interplanetary
doppler and ranging data, whose amplitude is a function Data
nf the ratio of the Earth and Moon masses.

Four different data ares have provided station location
estimates: (1) Pre-midcourse, from unlatch to mideourse

A number of solutions were examined with different maneuver; (9.) post-midcourse, from mideourse maneuver
combinations of weights for each data type and diK*rent to September 15; (3) pre-encounter, from MOI-5 days to
sets of estimated parameters. The standard set of esti-

_ MOI-45 rain; (4) pre- and post-encounter, from MOI-5
: mated parameters includes the probe state, SP, AC, days to MOI + 11 h. Except for the post-mldcourse, *

_ station locations, and the Earth-Moon mass ratio. An which was processed using DE79, all ares have been fit

: a priori uncertainty of 0.01_ was assumed for the mass using DES0. Final Bureau Internationale de l'Heure (BIH) :i
; ratio parameter. The solutions were: timing and polar motion were used, although no charged-

particle calibrations have been applied.
Ca, e 1. Doppler only (1-¢ doppler noise assumed to be

0.015 Hz) with standard estimated parameter The results of the estimates are shown in Table 24.
set, giving 81.$0008. Both DSS 14 and DSS 02 show 2- to 3-m changes in spin

axis near MOI. Changes of this size are not disconcerting
Case 2. Range only (l-f range noise assumed to be in view of the absence of charged.particle calibrations and

100 m) with standard estimated parameter _t, the well-known seasonal character of these effects. What

giving 81.30007. is noteworthy is the 7- to 9-m deereaze in absolute longi- :

i M JFt 1T_HIq_tl, _ I,t.UlM
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tudes throughout tile DSN. This effect was seen in flight diurnal signature on range rate data can be approximated
as well as in post-flight studies o! the intermediate arc bv
(October 4 to MOI-45 min). There is currently no ex-
planation for this phenomenon. ,,,r_cos _ sin (,,,UTI +,_ + A-.) (6)

where

IV. Station Locationsand the Orbit .o = instantaneous right ascen'_ion of mean Sun
Determination Process

,,, -- mean ,ct::t_e.n r_t_. of Earth of date
A. Introduction

,_and _ = instantaneous coordinates of l.'r_o,;'
This section is an investigation of the use of deep space

station locations (DSSL) by the OD groups of the Navi- ller(., the amplitude and phase of the sinusoid depends
_,ot only on the tracking station location but on the space-gation Team. The discussion indicates why DSSL are so

important for OD by providing a simplified analysis of craft angles as well. Indeed. uncertainties in 8 (through
the diurnal data signature. It then establishes the concept cos 8 ! are indistinguishable from uncertainties in r,. Simi-
of "true" DSSL determined by post-flight analysis of lady, uncertainties in ,\ are indistinguishable from un-
previous missions and discusses the extent to which these certainties in ,. For this reason, uncertainties in the loca-
can be employed for inflight OD support. The discussion tions of the tracking stations are the principal limitation
also shows that the effect of DSSL errors on real-time to determination of spacecraft geocentric angles from

OD results is a fur, ction of tracking data arc length, with single passes of tracking data. Accordingly, when short
sht.rt arcs being most error-prone. Finally, it explores the data arcs are used, station location uncertainties usually
benefits and hazards of estimating these parameters in prove to be the major error souro, in determining the
flight, orbit of an interplanetary spacecraft. Station location

errors of 3 to 7 m can produce orbit estimate errors on the
order of 100 to 200 km at typical Earth-Mars encounter

B. How DSS LocationsAre Involved in OD distances of 10_ km.

The current Deep Space Instrumentation Facility In addition to the major effect of the station location
(DSIF) radiometric hardware measures range and range
rate to better than 15 m and I ram/s, respectively. Even errors, there are other secondary effects in the radiometric
with this accuracy, it is remarkable how well the three- measurements which, when unaccounted for, introduce

" error _ig, mtures essentially equivalent to those of station
dimensional motion of a distant spacecraft can be deter- location errors (viz., the ESLEs mentioned in Section
mined with only a few days' data. The explanation lies II-B-1). In addition to the actual location errors, ESLEs

with the daily rotation of the Earth and tb"_movement of include Earth polar motion and rotation rate variations, as
the tracking station with it. For range rate aata, Hamilton well as tropospheric and ionospheric modeling errors.
and Melbourne have presented a simplified analysis in These errors not only additionally corrupt spacecraft
Ref. 12, which will be briefly described below. Reference orbit estimates, but they also degrade attempts to recover
13 and Section II-A-3 of Ref. 14 explain the role of station the actual station location errors from spacecraft tracking
z heights in processing ranging data. data.

The basic parameters involved in the range rate effect C. Obtaining "True" Station Locations
are illustrated in Fig. 14, which shows a d/stant space- _!
craft being tracked by a station on Earth. The spacecraft There is a set of numbers which indicates the position of
position is expressed in terms of geocentric range (r), right each physical DSS with respect to imaginary rotes fixed
ascemion (a), and declination (8). The Earth-fixed location somehow in the Earth. Except for such geophysical pro-

: of the tracking station is g/ven by its distance off the spin cesses as earthquakes and continental drift, these DSS
ax/s (r.), longitude (A), and distance from the equator (z). locations are absolutely immutable and, at least theor_c.
The rangerotemeasuredat the trackingstar/on(Fig. 15) ally,determinable.

; resultsfromthe combinedmotionof the spacecr_tmad
the tracking station, with the stetion imposing a sinu- Stat/on mordinatm can be "absolute," i.e., g/v/ng poe/. ._
soidal signature on the observed range rate. Exdudlng the tlom with respect to the 1903.0 pole and pr/mem_r/dian,
effect caused by geocentric mot/on of the probe, the or "relative," ghdng positions of one station relat/ve to

IICI_IICK _ $1.1t It
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another. Thr lattt'r t_ Iw ,)t ulfi)rmation i_ most easily oh- hunre ob_'rv_ltion el Ihr nl,,t,|l|| Of the planet's meridi:m
tamed lwc.msrthrdim'n.drotationoltheEarthbring__he rro_ingIo eliertn'elvthe same preei_inn(-+'_.5ms or

stationssm'ce.:sivt,lvintoview of tilt,same sparerr:fft 0"0-I).The hour:mgh'IIoftheprobt,isex'.etlv_,eroat

When tilt,spacecraftison :tn'asonablvsmoothballistic trausit.Further.itdependson the truesiderealtime0.

trajcclor._, its '..herr-term behax ior i._quite prrdictablr ,rod thr ¢',,_thm_itudr of the station ,\ relative to the true pole
provides a vrrv strong common link Iwt_rru thr p,u'lici- (cturrctt'd for polar motion), and the truc right ascension
pating st:'tions, el thr prohc ,_ (which is tied to _lle planet's _ to within

0"04). a¢'('ordin!._to
l)('termination ('| absolute I)SS Ioe:dions at any given

t;m(., rvc'n post tlight, when all the avail.d4e calibrations I1 = (e + ,\) - . (7)
.n_ hl. i_., lask ma(h" dift'i('ult I)v:

Thus.e-rotsin eithrr Oor. could attcct the determination

I)The qurstionahh,e,,isten('(,ofan "'absohde,'"_ell of,\.Iftheseerrorswere constantbiasesovertheyears,

defined reference frame against which to measure then, except for media effects, the longitudes obtained,
1)S',;locations, although in error, would be the same for different flybys.

If the errors were not constant, the derived longitudes
(2_ Th(, nature of the attempted tw b,'twren the DSS

would ('hallgt" from mi,;_ion h) mission.
and tilt, reference fr:mle of ( l _,

_3)Th,.'in.q,.:,.'n(',.'of ESI.Esmentionedabove.(The Then.i_mountingevidencethatl/l(,starcatalogsdonot

mediaeffi't.tsalsohaveastrongbearingon relative represt.nta trulyioertialsystem.When thefundamental

locations.) catalogs liOXVill US('were _reated, the designers adjusted
tilt, observed ('t.ntenuial variations for the drift between

1. The reference frame. Tim (lue.;tiors of a well (h fined the equinoxes determined at different epochs. This adjust-
reference frame is philosophically the most interesting and ment was intended to remove the effects of precession

from tile centennial variations, but, in the process, an errorl)rrlmi),_ the most difficult to solve. Because of tile oceans,
it is impossible to determine relative distances between given hy tlle algebraic difference of the errors in the
stations on different continents by rod and chain methods, individual equinox determinations, divided by the time
Surveyors have long since resorted to astronomical tech- between them. was introduced. This fictitious rate has

niques, hoping that observation of the slats would help no basis in reality but nevertheless affects all the derived
them. For their purposes, the frame of reference provided star coordinates. The fourth Fundamental Katalog (FK4),
by a star catalog was sufficiently close to inertial to pro- for example, to which both UT1 and the planetary ephem-
_,ide the accuracies they hoped to obtain. Even through erides are referred, is believed to be drifting with respect

to a truly inertial system by about 1"" century.the early years of the space program, when the star cata-
logs were replaced by numt,ically integrated planetary
ephemerides, such techniques were feasible; however, as Because the ODP computes the sidereal time #, using
technology progressed, the ability to determine the tope- the UT1 provided by BIH. it is obvious that the angular
centric range of the probe and the instant of its meridian position of the Earth's prime meridian in space is not
crossing has improved far beyond the precision and accu- represented with respect to an inertial frame of reference.
racy of any astronomical techniques for measuring the
same quantities for celestial objects. For example, in the This would not be a concern if the planetary epbem-
absence of transmission media effects, a full pass of typical erides conld somehow be adjusted to absorb the fietitimls
DSN two-way doppler data during cruise or flyby can rotation. However, the advent of precision planetary
determine the instant of meridian crossing to ±2.5 ms. ranging, better planetary masses from spacecraft flybys, •

Obviously, errors exceeding this amount in the star cata- and numerically integrated planetary ephemerides, based
logs or in planetary ephemerides would have some influ- strictly on relativistic gravitational theories and fit to
ence on the derived station locations. It remains to be seen lmth optical and radio data, is making such distortions
how such errors would manifest themselves, ever less possible. Whether the current best JPL ephe- _';

mertdes themselves define an inertial reference i_me is

During a flyby, because of the very high planetoeentric open to question, but it is also a moot point became, until ;.
acceleration on the probe, the law of universal gravitation the FK4 equinox drift can be rectified, the derived station
allmvs detcrmtnation of tht, dist_aJ_._of clmmt approach longitudes will still be drifting at apprommately 0.3
to within 1 or 2 ken, irrespective of ephemeriserrors,and m/year. _:

t
40 Jl_ ,'a,L:_meAL R[I_)IlT 1_-11 _.
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2. Tying the probe to tile reference frame. Assuming 3. Tile influence of ESLEs. Usually after a mission is

there were a well defined inertial coordinate system to over. time is available to carefully reexamine the calibra-
which time and the planetary ephemeris could be re- tions and support infonnation produced in near-real time.
ferred, there is still the problem of determining the space- Additional data are oiten taken after the mission, which
craft location in this system. Planetary encounters, as men- puts earlier results in a different light. This imppens with
tioned earlier, can give the probe's position with respect the timing and polar motion data, the planetary ephem-
to the target pla._et very ace,,rately. The strer gth depends eris. and the media calibrations. In fact. as often as there
on the gravitational bending of the trajeetory, which, of art, improvements in the reduction procedures, revised
course, continues after the instant of closest approach, estimates of these will be obtained for long dehmct space-
Unadulterated data of this s,Jrt are available for the craft, providing the raw data are still awfilable. The fre-
Mariner 4 spacecraft, which encountered Mars on July 15. qut ucy of the ulxlates is a sufficient disclaimer about the
1965, and for Mariner 5, which flew by Venus on October "al,solute'" accuracy of any of the calibrations.
19, 1967. Mariner 2, which flew past Venus on December
14, 1962, had serious gas leaks and was tracked using
I,-band. which is more susceptible to charged-particle The Bill "final" timing and polar motion data are pub-
effects. Mariners 6 and 7. which encountered Mars on lished approximately 6 months after the fact. The data

July 31 and August 5, 1969. respectively, both had gas represent the smoothed results from many observations,
but they are kn,_v,n to be biased from the results of otherventing at encounter minus 45 min (E-45 rain) to cool an

experiment. In addition, Mariher 7 had an unexplained agencies producing timing and polar motion. Because
"happening" at E-5 days, which caused perceptible these other agencies differ among themselves, there is
nongravitational accelerations until E- 1 day. Mariner 9 currently no way of telling which is correct.
started the MOI burn shortly before encounter. Obviously,

for all but Mariners 4 and 5, there are limitations to the The planetary ephemeris is subject to change as more
strength of the tie to the target planet, but there are con- data are added. Better topography for the planets will
tinuing efforts underway to better model the various dis- mean improved radii and, possibly, different orbits, when
turbanees and thereby increase the samples, radar data are employed. Incorporation of Mariner 9

orbital phase data will provide geocentric ranging to the
The other customary geometry for determining station Mars center of gravity good to approximately 50 m, inde-

locations depends on the low sensitivity of Eq. (6) to pendent of topography, over nearly a one-year period.
declination, when the declination is near 0 deg. Various
spacecraft have passed through the 0-deg declination
region (some more than once) and have provided data The media calibration data are also nondefinitive. The
used extensively for the determination of r,. Efforts have models used in analysis of the raw data are state of the
centered on the Mminer 5 0-deg declination crossings in art and are under ccmtinuing investigation. The final re-

; August and November of 1987, but the appropriate arcs suits must be represented by a smoothed curve fit to noisy
; from the various Pioneer missions will eventually be data because the sl:ecification of all the possible causative

added to the selection, effects is too complex.
i

[ The classical approach for both of these situations is For the above reasons, it will always be impossible to
! the use of a short arc of data (,5-10 days for a flyby, 6--8 obtain the final _deftnitive, absolute locations," although
! weeks for a 0-deg crossing) centered around, or leading the uncertainties may reasonably be expected to decrease

up to, in the case of Mariners 2, 6, 7, and 9, the critic_d in time.
event. The short arc of data limits the accumulated effect

of unmodeled forces in the tralectory and minimizes the "

• '.i number of unmodeled random effects one must contend 4. Def.lnitlon of the current best set of deep space sta-
" _ with. More recently there has been some interest in the tlon ioeattom. The locations publishedas "current best"

!
me of longer arcs of data, linking Earth and the target are obtained by combinations of results from the various
planet for example, in the hope that this might diminish missions processed. The amount of data included the
the effects of certain ESLEs for ro and allow gravitational ephemeris and TSACs used, and the combination pro-

b,mding by the Sun, in conjunction with the ephemeris of cedure employed, change from time to time. The produc-
the Earth, to help establish the probe's right ascension and tlon of l,,e_,_, the set recommended for Mariner 9, is de-

i thus the longitudes of the stations, scribed in the second section of Rd. 1.

!-] J,
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By modifying the combination procedure, including as the data arc lengthens. Fo,"example, Fief. 15 shows that,
corrected charged-particle calibrations, and incorporating on a representative Mariner Mars 1971 trajectory, with
all the results in a matht,matically simph, r way with no tw,)-way doppler data from two stations (DSSs 19.and 41)
,dtel,q)t ;it applying engineering judgment, a new set, over tl,u pcrio,I MOt-5 d_s to MOI-8 h. a a-m error
1,537. also descrilwd in the above artieh,, has been de- in r. and a 5-m error m x would cause an 85-kin error in

rived from post-flight analysis. This set uses the same the predicted B'T aud 13,3km in B" R. When the data ;,re
ephemeris, timing, and neutral p:_rticle_ at LS35, and ,;tarts at ! + ,5 days (and the arc is 160 days long), the
therefore suffers from their shortcomings. Otherwise, it same errors cause less than a 2-km error in either B.R

represents the best software, calibration, and combination or B" T.
techmques.

There has long been the feeling that the longer ares
D. Locations Recommendedfor Real.Time Use somehow "'average" the ESLE effects, a,d allow decent

solutions despite the,n. This phenomenon was studiedThe current best estimate described above is the kind

,ff information produced in advance e( a mission requiring _Ref. 1, Section 6/for tropospheric refraction calibrations
by comparing the solved-for spacecraft state using slightly

critical station location support, llowever, in practice, different refraction models. The results clearly indicate
these locations could not be used directly in the OD the decreasing error with increasing data arc. Similar
process because some of the calihrations used for post- investigations arc currently underway for charged-particle

flight analysis are not available for all the stations in near ,and timing effects. What is realty needed, however, is a
real time. Charged-particle information, especially when technique t() show why this should happen.
obtained from Faraday rotation devices, has been rou-

tinely mailed to the SFOF. (From Australia, this can take The so-called "C function" approach currently being
2-4 weeks.) If "absolute" station locations, which were de- applied to this and a numl',er of other data-selection-effect
termined using charged-particle calibrations, were used problems at JPL may provide new insight into the reason.
when processing data for which no such calibrations were The concept is basically quite simple. The classical least-
available, significant signatures would develop ,ha! squares estimation formu!-t is
might have a deleterious effect on the OD. In such a situa-
tion. there is the choice of (1) providing calibrations based

dx = (ArWA) -' ArW (o-c) - C (o--e) (8)
on a model for the charged-particle behavior, or (2) apply-

ing appropriate ESLEs to the absolute locations to where
' account for the predicted effect. The selection is usually

: made on the basis of availability, x - the vector of n solved-for parameters

i For Mariner 9 encounter support, it was decided to use e -- an m vector of computed values of the actual data,
the Mariner 6 unealibrated locations for real-time en- whose observed values are o

counter support because of W _" an m × m weighting matrix

, (1) The absence of charged-particle calibrations for the A = the m X n matrix of partial derivatives 0c/0x
overseas data and the rather spotty coverage at

C.oldstone. The various rows of C are called the C funetiom, each of

(2) The absence of appropriate ESLEs to account for which indicates the sensitivity of that particular param-
these effects for Mariner 9. eter to the individual data points. The functions obviously :

depend on the numbe !istribut/on, and weighting of the
(3) The excellent prediction (post.flight) of Mariner 8 data, as well as on th, particular parameter set being .

, encounter afforded by the unealibrated Mariner 6 estimated. Because the total adjustment to a given param-
, station locations used for LS_. eter value is given by the dot product of its C function
. with the residual vector, o -e, the more the residual sig.

natures resemble the fnnetion, the larger the parametert. Sensitivity to Station Locations or ESLEaas a
Functionof Data Arc change.

I. Smaditlvttyof lemg arcs to ESLEt. It has been deter- Although the technique lure not yet been applied to
mined firomcovar/anee studiesand actual data precessing Mariner 9 data, there are plans to do so. Hopefully, it will

that the probe state becomes ever less sensitive to ESLEs then be possible to bettm' understand the sensitivity of i
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solutio,s to data arc lcrJgth, par,tmt-ter ._t.t_, and data In the presence of aU these uncertainties, only one tiling
weighting and thereby to develop 1)etter OD strategies for is sure: if, in fact, the true station locations were available
future missions, but one of these other errors were present, :: _ignature

would arise in the data which, if the choice of data arc

2. Status of short arcs. In v,,w of the decreased sensi- ,rod solution parameter set were unlucky, would at a

tivitv of long arcs to ESLEs, it is reasonable to ask why critical time be disastrously absorhed in the state. It
ESLEs are of so much concern, a,d wl,_ not simply would be better, then, to use the incorrect station Ioca-
process long arcs of data and reduce the TSAC effort, tion that compensated for this effect. This is the ratmnale
From the mission operations an:t OD standpoint, there for estimating station locations in flight. Such reasoning
are two reasons: w;_ used during the 1,<)69and Mars missions, not so much

a.s ilJv ,q)provcd sQ,ttt.g} but as a means to detect the
(1) More tracking support is required if a long arc is other errors. Other means were soughtto avoid the prob-

carefulh" monitored than if a short arc is intensely h.m_ ¢'anst.d by such errors, if they were present, and
covered, solutions that included statim_ locations were to I)e use(1

only as a last resort. The hesitation comes hecause moving

(2) Projects often require spacecraft events close to station locations to compensate for other errors ,.a, pos-
encounter which militate against long-arc fits. The siblv create more problem_ than it snh'o_. St.,.t.;on locations
Viking Project, for example, wishes to make a final will pick ,p timing, lmlar motion, ephelnt'ris, and n,,,tr_d
mideourse maneuver as late as MOI- 10 days. and charged-particle effects: ht, t they also tan behave in

a mo_t p,,r.,li.:r manner when mmmdeled gas leaks arc

F. Estimating Station Locations in Flight present. For a single spacecraft, moving station locations
may be justifiable, but for a dual-spacecraft mission like

Total dependence on pre-eomputed "absolute" station Mariner \lars 1t309, it gives absohttely no indication of

locations to fly a mission may justifiably c_e,tte an uneasy what the true errors actually were, and there is no recourse
feeling. As mentioned before, the"absolute"locatior.s were but to do the same for the second spacecraft.
obtained with the full benefit of the most and best media

calibrations available. Such plentiful dat_ are seldom
available in real time so that, even if the "absolute" sta- It might be helieved that the types of ESI,Es acting

tion locations were the true ones, they would not be corn- during a mission could be understood by solving for sta.
patible with the data because there would be no way to tion locations in an academic fashion during cruise, when
remove the media effects, no harm can result. A study of this belief was made during

the 1971 mission, both on the Mariner 9 data and on

The timing and polar motion calibrations are obtained data from previous missions. For Mariner 9, it was neces-
by fitting polynomials to raw (a,,d usually noisy) data. As sary to wait until after encounter to grade the experiment,

but with Mariners 4, 5, and 8, the long-are cruise results
each new day's data are introduced, the computed poly- were compared directly with the short-are encounter solu-
nomials change, with reverberations that may extend as
far back as three to four weeks in the previous tracking tions used in the generatien of LS35. Only Mariner 9 gave
data. The end of the data span (i.e., today, when daily cruise solutions comparable to those from post-flight
t,pdates are received) has more than likely the least well- encounter analysis. Continued research on this problem isneeded.
known calibrations of any time up to the present. With a
short arc, near encounter but not close enough to sense
the planet, bad timing maps directly into the derived

: right ascension of the probe. V. Attitude Control Leaks

A. Introduction
The planetary ephemeris in use at the time was proba-

i,ly the basis for the "absolute" station ioeatiorm, which This section discusses the gas-leak problem which oe-
makes the station location errors highly correlated with cuffed during the interplanetary portion of the flight

_ the ephemeris errors. In particular, station locations are operations. The gas leaks occasioned the use of special
dependent upon the characteristics of the given mphenmris we-flight strategies and the de_tgn of nay ones on-line.

: ' for Venus, the barycenter, and Mars at earlier epochs than They alto warranted comdderable pmt.fl/ght analysis,

, the one now in questio;L Whether the pmsible earlier Three separate apprmel_ were used in the post-flight?

enon will map stm/hu'ly to the present time is unknown, analysis. The _ involves the determination of leak nmg-

Jff. _ _ lll-HIm 4,1
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nitudes from eugineering telemetry to include this infer- lions, Ih,c,mse tin. roll jt.t_ were canted :21 deg. com-
mati(,n in the trajc('tory acceleration model. The second pou(.nts ot .lc:'eh,l,flion occurred in both lh(, pitch and
,lppro.tt h attei_H]tsto use scqu(Titial tiltering tec'hnk|uesto x,,twdu'pctl(m_
overcome the deleterious effects of the leaks. The third

.H)pr:,ach differences two- from three-way doppler taken "_ |)t.|i_,Ml(il_ of thrHsl magnitudes. Figure If_will f_.'il-
_imultaneouslv at different stations, thereby eliminating ""

• irate mlderstandin R how i," :k thrust maRnitudes are de-
the unnlodeled a('celerations commozl to both data types.
Continued development of all of these approaches will _i_,'d fr(un the telemetry data. The partr laheh,d a. b. e.and d arp th,' h)llr ,'oll-axi_atlitu(h' control thrusters. The
Impefully give independent and. therefore, redundant

arrows at the center of massin(l_('atethe torques resultingmeaus t_ de;H with this lwol)h'm on future missions.Be-
from h'.,k_ in the j('l ]abeh'd a. The arrow_ _l| tile jet indi-

causethereal-timeresponsetothisproblmnwas _is(,ussed
c.m'thecomponentsofthetranslatis(,torte.The distancei_SectionsIII-I"and III-E.thediscussionhereconcea-
l),stheoH.setolthecenterolmassIr_tmtl:ecenterofthe

trates(m thepost-flightdevelopmentsm thesethreeareas.
ro[l-axi:jetcouph,.Tiledistancem isthe moment arm

forthetorquearoundtherollaxis.Tabh,25 showswhat

B. Determination of Accelerations Induced by Gas torques would hc caused about each axisby a leak in any
Leaks From Attitude Control Telemetry of Ill(, lets. A right-h,md coordinate system is :lssumed.

,rod tor(lue_whi(,h cause a counterclockwise (CC_A')rota-
I. Baekgrm,nd. The Marincr 9 spacecraftwas attitude- tiotl of the _p:_('e(,r:_ftas viewed by .m (_l_serverat thc

stabilizedlw asystemwhirhc'nnrirt,_of.qzm,rod(::mc,i',as "'('lid"ofapositiveaxisaredefinedtohe positive.
sensors:rodcouph,d pitch,roll.and yaw gas jets.The

pitchand yaw jetswere alignedperpendicularto tile

planeofthesolarpanels,buttherolljetswereintheplane Attitudecontrolwas maintainedby anegativefeedback

and canted by 21 deg to keep the jet plumes from ira- system whose inputs were voltage signals derived from
pin tr,ing on the panels (see Fig. l{]). sensors directed at the Sun and at the star Canopus. The

m_tput of these sensors was proportional to the angular
separation between the null point of the sensor and the

In September 1071, the roll jet on the -x-axis began reference celestial object. The output was sampled at
to develop occasional leaks. These h,aks are believed to approximately 4.9-s intervals, digitally encoded, and re-
have heen caused hy partk,h,s from an eroding valve stem turned to Earth as part of the engineering telemetry.
which were caught in the valve during the dosing of a
normal firing. The wdve remained ajar until the space-
craft fired that jet again, and the particles were then Figure 17 is a plot of the sensor telemetry data for each
presunmbly hlown away. Tile jet would fire when the of the three axes over a typical time span of 3 h. The
acceleration from the leak diminished sufficiently(because ordinate is raw tehunetry units or data numbers (DN),
of crushing of the particle) for the spacecraft to swing to which are equivalent to approximately 0.27 mrad/unit
that side of the deadband, or when ground action was for the pitch and yaw axes and 0.52 mrad/unit for roll.
taken to switch the spacecraft from celestial to inertial The scales cover about 0.5 deg for each axis.
reference. The leaks produced spacecraft accelerations

with magnitudes above 10-" km/s _. To facilitate the analysis, so that preliminary reduc-¢

tions could he r.rformed and the results evaluated, the
The leak magnitudes and duration times were calculated following assumptions were made about the spacecraft

from telemetered data of the time history of the limit motion:
cycle position error signals from the Sun and Canopus

' sensors. Given the moments of inertia of the spacecraft, (1) The spacecraft acveleration around any axis of tota-l
the sensor data can be translated into the rotational time tion could be treated as a constant between two

history. The fact that the center of mass of the spacecraft sm_.,essive i_t firings. (This does not necessarily ;did not lie in the plane of the solar panels me_nt that gas mean two succes_ive firings from the same Jet.)
" leaks from one roll jet would produce torques about all Thus, the motion between firings could be repre-

three axes. Hence, when the roll jet leaked, slight rotations sented by a quadratic of the form:
also occurred in pitch and yaw, thus eliminating the :.

ambiguity in the determination of the leaking jet and _ :
enabling computation of the resulting acceleration direc- fl- O. + .,# + T (9) _.

44 _ IlCI4NWM, IWIPOfflI'_1_HI88
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where II|_,t'i_iOIIot the t'oli-a'is equation gave

fZ= angular position of spacecraft at time T T = 5.. |,: (12}
iT,,= angular position of spacecraft at :.arlivr fir- m cos 21 dcg

ing T,, for the thrust magnitmh'. Exan,mation of the sigma
_, = angular velocity o/spacecraft el" ,,,_ ,.,d .... hh t.u,,j,.,,;; ..... ;tl, T,,I,I. _ ;s6i_kl

indicate which jet was leaking and hence give the
t = T- To thrust dire('tioo.

= angular acceleration of spacecraft

Tlu, ri.tr,orou_ C(llmtion_ for the rotational dynamic._

Figure 1.7 shows the quadratic fit to each of the are
data arcs as a solid line. r_ = 1,,;,_ - ,,,,.....(lvv - I::)

•_ = I_,;,,, - ,,,:,,,,(l:: - I,,_ (13)
This assumption appears to be reasonable inasmuch
as the leaks typically lasted for several hours, r: = I::,:,:- ,,,_,,_li,_- I_D
whereas the duration })etwt'en firings was on the
order of a few mim_tes, which, because of the nonequality of the diagonal

terms of the inertia matrix, will not agree with Eq.
(10_ for each arc. The values of r item Eq. (10)

(2) Initially, the torques for any roll axis leak were would be expected to fluctuate by some "+'At
approximated by the expression around the true value. Fortunately, the average r

appears to be generally quite close to the true r, so
ri = _,_I_ (10) that the results to date are credible.

where 3. Fitting the telemetry data. The process used to break
the telemetry data into discrete arcs and to compute the
angular acceleration over each arc was as follows: An

_._= torque about ith axis arbitrary time span of 83 s (15 data points) was least-
= angular acceleration about ith axis squares fit with a quadratic polynomial. This polynomial

I, ==diagonal term of inertia matrix correspond- was then extrapolated forward until an arbitrary number
of data points. 15. differed by more than a specified

ing to ith axis tolerance from the extrapolated curve. Any new points
were then added, and the curve refit until a ttage was

This led to the equations reached where 15 consecutive points lay outside of toler-
ance. The arc was terminated at this point, and the process

,;,I, ==±Tin cos 21 deg restarted.

;,,_I_ " +_.TO sin .Oldog (11) Figure 18 is a plot of the resulting angular accelerations
from a sample period. The center bar in each box is the

t ;,_I=, - -t-TO cot 21 deg computed acceleration. The top and bottom of the box

1 are the computed acceleration ± l o, where the sigmas are
where computed from the least-squares fit. The units of the plots

are DN/s', and the plots are on a folded log scale showing
the values from + 10-' to + 10-* and - 10-" to - 10-', with _:

T = thnua due to leak values from - 10-"to + 10-' being shown as zero,

_*, *b, _, " angular am.'eleratiom in roll, yaw, and
• pitch, respectively As may be seen, the scatter between consecutive accol-

--. m I moment arm of roll jet couple eratton values tends to be larger than the formal l-e sta.tistics. This is believed to be caused by cross-coupling
0 -- off'.et d center d mm from conter o_ between axes d the tmque from attitude control let

roll jet couple Patnlpl. For example, In the fom'th are ot pitch m data
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in Fig. 17. there is ;in apparent discontinuity at a time these accelerations, wluch required a significant use of
which is c(Jiucident with a jet firing in the roll axis. tit, re, lnanpower fro ,Mariner Mars 1971. Coordination of these
Iht' ch,Lnge in angular w'locity in the pitch axis is large effm't_ with the attitmle eontrol personnel will enabh"
.,,m_gh that tlw filter used was able to separate it. For routim, determinations ot spacecraft moments of inertia
slightly smaller changes, the filter is unable to discrimi- trom flight data.
hate the angular velocity change as a separate delta and

"" ,,,t,,,_s"..... ,,_,. it i,to the acceleration. A more sophisticated (',m_timwd ,dudv is necessary to determim, the uncer-
algorithm is being developed, which causes a firing on any tainties associated with tlwse estimait-s ,_l.,l to, _Ft:lip, "

axis to terminate the data arcs on both other axes. reliable values for the long-term "constanf" h'ak men-
tioi,,d earlier.

4. Locating and quantifying leaks. Figure 19 shows a
plot similar to Fig. 18 but covering the period shown in
Fig. 17, The acceleration in the roll axis and the coupling C. Use of Advanced Filtering Techniques

into the other two axes can be seen. The h'ak model pre- I. Background. "lhe OD fillers that have been used in
seuted in Table '26 was prepared by scanning ph)ts like
these for the two munths prior to MOI and recording the navigating past interplanetary missions are fundamentally

equivalent to thc well-known 1,_ast-squares methods de-
start and stop times and acceleration magnitudes of veloped by Gauss more than 100 years ago. These tradi-

periods exhibiting a similar signature. Table 28 is repro- tional methods have been r:'tained despite the consid-sented gr:q_hieally in Fig. 9.0.
• erable theoretical and practical filter dcvelopment_ of the

The spacecraft accelerations _AC,, and ,.XAC,of Stction past decade. Theoretically antiquated, the least-squares
III-D were obtained by filter has nevertheless proven to be a sin'ple yet accurate

means for providing intm phmetary orbit estim._tes, largely
because of the accuracy of the dynamic models of inter-

T sin 21 deg × 10_
AAC, = planetary ballistic spacecraft motion, llowever, the in-

M creased accuracy requirements for radio OD and the
(14)

T cos 21 deg X 10_ availability of progressively more accurate radio mea-
--- surements are making even the current models inade_iu.'tte.

_ACw M The principal errors arise from unmodeled small forces

where caused by spacecraft attitude control anti propulsion sys-
tem leaks, and mismodeled solar radiation pressure. The

M -- spacecraft mass. 995 kg direct effect of these unaccounted-for forces on the com-
puted trajectory is usually small, but they e:m severely

T - thrust from leaking jet, given by Eq. (10) limit the capability to soh, e for the orbit using Earth-based
radio measurements. Fortunately, the advanced filtering

llere methods developed by Kalman and others are well suited
for these dynamic systems influenced by dynamic model

m ==3.05 m, I:: = 55"3kg-m =. and _: '- _ errors.

where As stated in Section IV-B. accurate OD estimates rely ,
on the stability of the range rate and/or range measure-a "" quadratic term from da'.a fits
ments over a 12-h period. For example, a 3-m error in a

¢ " (0.0'298deg/DN) (0.017 rad/deg) tracking statmo coordinate produces a daily oscillating ;
range change as large as 6 m. Similar range changes can

& Discussion. The basic analytical _pts described arise over 12 h because of the accumulated effect of
abeve are not particularly new. They. are discussed in nnmodeled spacecraft accelerations as small as 6 x 10 -*= !
Section IV-D of Part I of Ref. 10 and have received addi. km/s'_"

: tkxml study in Ref. 17. The Mariner 9 analysis, however,

has developed some basic software which can be used on Because of the random nature of the spacecraft accel-

future miuiom to provide near.real-time determinations eration errors, the advanced flit, ring te,ehnJq,_ e_n. to
et thrust magnitudes. Such pmgranu will relieve the some degree, distinguish their effect from the station
drudgery of visual inspection and manual computation of location errors which so strongly affect the orbit estimates.
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2. OD filter algorithms (Ref, 18). Consider asp ,cecraft where ,I,(t, s) is the state transition matrix tor x obtained
with cartesi:m l_sition and velocity vectors X. V, respec- from a variational analysis of Eq. (15) for the rominal

tively. The spacecraft motioJ_ is rt,plesented ill terms of a trajectory. X* and V*.
system of differenti.'d equations:

The i_roblem in orbit determi.ation is to estimate x(t).

= V given z(t,), for t, < t. If u(t) = 0, or ,-an be represented
in terms of a limited number of parameters, then estimat-

e, = r,,v_ 4- ._t_ t > t,, ,15/
•-,_.,, / _ ing x(t) reduces to estimating x, and the u-parameters,

i.e,. a set of fixed quantities, The problem can be solved
X(to) = X,, with conventional least-squares or "batch" filtering algo-

V(I,,) -- V,, rithms ltowever, if u(t_, is too complex in structure to
per,nit represe,_tation by a limited set of parameters, an
alternate approach is required.

where C(X) repres,.nts gravitational aceelerations and u(t)

represents spacecraft acceleration errors. The spacecraft It is assumed, then, that u(t) can be represented as a

motion is observed via data equations: piecewise constant function; i.e, for a sequence of break
times T. "" ", T., u(,t) satisfies

Z(t,) = F(X,V,t,) + ((t,) for i -- 1, • •., N

(18) uff) ---ukif Tk < t _< T_ + l,k = 1, "'. M (21)

where F(X,V,I) expresses observables llke doppler and where uk (k- 1..' ",/if) is a sequenceofconstant vectors.
range in terms of the spacecraft sta_. '1he t(t) represents The linearized system can then be recast into a sequential
data errors, form as follows:

Analytical procedures for data filtering (i.e., estimating x_ = x(Tk) (29)
X and V from the data sequence in Eq. 16) usually rely on
linearized forms of Eqs. (15) and (18). These involve the and

linearized state z(t) given by /_ z(tmtl)/

. z(,) (_) :
(X(t)- X'(t) _ (17)

•(t)- _v(t) v*(t)/

and the observables • -" (Z - Z*). Here X* and V* are where

nominal spacecraft position and velocity functions, chosen
(by iteration procedures) to ensure that the following rela. T, < h, < h s """ Tm._
tionships are app_oainmted to a sufficient degree:

Then

x(#) - _#. t,,)z. + _(t,#Nm) _b (18) _,., - 4.(T,.,.T,)_ + F(T_,,T,)ol (24)

where

[ fT,.,
•(t,)- A(t,.,.)..+ / A(t.,_,)d,+.(t,) (m) I.j, r(Th.,.T,) - o(T_.,,s) de (_) .

4Jl

Here
In addition

at0)
• ,g_.,). _ ,(_,,) (Ira) _..,_ + _ + _ (_)
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where for treating the acceleration error sequence u_. In the
following application, the u_'s are not directly estimated

= 3. Data used in the filter evaluation. The data span
used in the filter e,'aluation was the intermediate arc

mentioned in Section Ill-E, which began at 06 h UTC on
and October 4. 1971, an,l continued to MOI-6 h.

/ f h, Two sets of station locations were used. Set 1 was LS36A(t_*)ds _ (see Section IV-D). Set 2 was obtained by post-flight
" Tk processing of the last seven days of the Mariner 9 cruise

data. The primary difference between the values of the

Bh = ftk_. (28) two sets is the 7-m longitude difference mentioned in

/. A( t_2,8) cls Section III-I.
• T_

• Solutions were obtained by both including and exchd-

• / ing the leak acceleration model (,f Table g6 in the space-
" craft equations of motion.

and

4. Batch filter results. Figure 21 illustrates the history

I_ * l(ttl,) I of batch processed estimates of B.'r and B.R as a func-

tion of th,, time of the last data point processed (in days
= e(:) (20) past October 4). The last solution, for day 41, includes

data to November 1,3, 18 h. Because station location Set 1
was used in the observable model and no acceleration

model was included in the equations of motion, this figure
The above system of eq,ations is referred to as the represents a conservative, realL¢ic solution history.

hatch sequential fdter model. The dynamical systems
associated with OD are, typically, slowly varying with
respect to data rate, which meam that the batches can Most of the movement of the solution. _s more data are
contain many data points. This is the prime motivation included in the processing, is in the B"_ direction. The
for the batch sequential form: allowing improved filter lack of orbit bending perl_ndiodar to the ecliptic plane
models without sustaining the decrease in data-processing makes the solution for B •R prone to stahon location and
efficiency associated with a "point sequential" model, for acceleration errors, with semitivlties that fluctuate In
which each hatch break time is an ohsorvatton time. magnitude as data are added to the span. This large

qcmitivtty is also illustrated by Fig. '_, in which the

Algorithms for constructing an estimate of x,, given aj B-plane parameters of the batch solution at November 6,
for t " 1, "" ", k, isually require specification of a pHo_ 06 h, are compared to the current best estimate. A I-B
quantities: dispersion dllpse for each value is also presented. The

of the dtspmton ellipse at November e is due l_-
(1) Inttlalstate apHod: marily to the ephemeris-error.associated station location

E[x,a, r] uncertainties of 7 m in A and 3 m in r,. The m_ountm'

(I_) Data no/N a prod: solution ellipse (data to MO1-45 main)is due pehnarfly to
E[_r], k = 1,...,M Mm eOmnemu.em_t_.

(3) Acedmtlon ram'(pmoemno_) a ;s_s_:
£f.,_,], k = 1...., M Bec_j_ethemltentmhtkmbehaviorobvtm,_ lira in ,

the B.R _ the rmaining _ time hJstorJm
qumstitins, _ with the bet_ structure Tj,, .,, l_,sen'u_d w_l illustrate that coordinate only. Fflure 13

T.,ambeeomideredutbedm_Immmsmfmthe sirestheB.R Nduttonsu a_,ctkx_of thetimeoftheiut
mquonti_ filter.Add/tfona_, there mdstmversdoptfom processeddatapointrains mtim Io_tim Set I, with
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v.'ttllout the acceh'ration model (._AC) ol Tahlc 21_.When con,dant at't'eh'ration o'_er th,. IS-h duration of the pre-
the first leak of this data arc occurs on October 25. the _io,1_ bat_.h. Thn.t, magnitudes of assumed at.cch, rations

,4utiou_ separ,dv, the solution without the AAC model were ('onsidercd in this study: l0 _" km/s 2, 10 " km/sL
h.nds t()ward a larger B'_ error, while the soluti,,n con- and 10 '" km/s:. The values of iz:stant:meous process noise
tainin_ the ._AC model improvcs and remains more art'(',,mputed ol, the basis o_ these acceleration levels.
accurate for the d.m,tion of the approach.

Fi_,ure 28 presents the B'_ solution timc history for

Figure 24 illustrates :1 similar solution history for the sequential filh,r construcie0 with _V process noise

station location Set 2. The _4utic, ns are shifted from the corres!_onding to an acceleration error of 10 '_ km/s =.
Set 1 solutions ,11the - B"R direction hy approximately Station location Set 1 is employed in the obscrvahle model,
2(N)kin. which (h'cre.lses the total crror, and supports the ,rod curves for AA('-!n and AAC-out art' shown. Figure 27
conclusion that the values of the station l(wations deter- illu,_trates the same sequential filit'r results for station

mined for Mariner 9 (Set 21 art, naturally more consistent location Set 2.
with the Mars ephemeris in lq71 than the Mariner O(Set l)
v,dues. Again with Set 2, as with Set I, inclusion of the The ditferences between the .aAC-in and _AC-out solu-
,_AC model determined b_ the engineering data results tions appear much smaller for the sequential processor
in a morc accurate solution after the start of the ga_ leaks, than for the batch. The final difference in B.R for both

,,tation l(w,,,tion rots is only a few kilometers. Thus, the

The batch solutions ;111have a characteristic sensitivity l0 _-'kin/s- frm, ess noise appears to decrease marke(hy
to tlw ;ahlcs of the station h)c,itions and of the random the sensitivities of the solutions to the presence or absence

of the gas leak model. In addition, the solutions are.icet,h,r:dions. Station location tliffercnces between Set 1

,rod Set 2 " in A. and 3 m in r,) map to a 200-kin differ- brought closer to the current best estimate by the addition
ence in B('_mor data taken to November 8. The ._AC-in. of process noise into the filter, and they are within 50 km

for the Set 2 station locations. The trend continues as the
_AC-ont difference in the equations of motion results in a
B"_ change of more than 150 km with either station loc:t- process noise is increased to correspond to accelerations of
tion set. A hatch solution with the .XAC included and 10 t, km/sL as shown in Figs. _ and 29. 'the AAC model

has little effect on the soluti( ; t_havior, and solutions
using Set 2 naturall.v is more accurate than the other :ire more accurate than those v,,th the smaller values of
solutions. However. the rapid solution improvement
_hortly after inclusion of the data in the vicinity of the process noise.
first gas leak (October 25) is not predictable from the
.,wnsitivity analysis performed to date. The time histo_ The sensitivities of the sequential filter solutiom to
of perturbations in the solution of B'_ }_ause of eorrelaL-A, station location errors are presented in Fig. 30
+7-m A and +3-m r, errors in all of the trackin,7,stations and are seen by comparison with Fig. 25 to have been
is given in Fig. 25. Although the drop in sensitivity to decreased by the addition of 104t-km/s * process noise.

spin axis on October 16 can explain the rapid solution These small.e_ sensitivities m'e consistent with the smaller
change in Fig. II on or around October 16, no such :lhsolnte B R errors occurring with the sequcnthd Pro-

sensitivity change is evident in Fig. 25 near October 25. ee.ors.
Thus, either the estimate Is strongly sensitive to some
model parameter other than the station location, or the 6. Condmiom. The results presented in Sectiom V.B-4
value for the leak magnitude is strongly ovennodeled, and V-B-5 are summarized in Fig. 31 wherein the E-plane
This problem hal not yet been remlved and is cunontly solutions with data up to November 8 are shown for the
under study, batch (B) and _.quentlal filters (S. S,, S,), with process

noise values rqxtn_mting teceleratkm mm ot IO"', I0-",
andlO-'"km/s', reqx.ettvely.BothSet I andSet2 res.ltJ

& Sequential filter remits. The sequential film used are shown, with the _tC-in and _xAC-eet mluflom
for comparison proceutes mcet_ve hatches 18 h in din- sented by the beads and talh d the arrows, req)ecttvely.
tie.. While _ e_ batchd da_ the cemtn_t.

imposed on the state solutkm by the data in previous The following eonelmtem tim he drawn:batel_ are Iomonedby the .ddl.o. d into.trams
"imx:em noise" on the velocttk_ at tl_ _ oi the (1) The mluttma fmmthemqmmtialflltermmadmdly
Im_ (Seet_ v.a). 11., inS.it.de d t_, dq_l_ av tmWovedoverthe b_t_ ml.tkm. 11., m.m_ty
is determined by intesrsUn 8 the vaJuesd an mmmm_ to the _dl_ modd i8 dlntflcantJy diminished, £_di-
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eating that the sequ.mtial filter does "filter ont'" the Although range data are also scgisitive to oscillator fre-

effects of random gas leaks, qttency instability, the primary error source for three-way
rang(' is asynchronizatiox_ of the clocks at the transmitting

(2_ The se(|twnti,tl filter alleviates the effects of st.((ion and receiving stations. An epoch ,.:feet At between the
location errors during the approach phase of clocks will cause a three-way range error equal to cat,
the mission. A comparison of the sensitivity analysis where c is the _peed of light. For example, to reduce this
plots in Figs. 2,5 and 30 bears this out. The phc range error to less than 1 m. it is necessary to ensure that
nomenon may very possibly be. peculiar to the the bias betweer, ibe transmitter and receiver clocks be
Mariner O geometry and tracking patteta and may less than 3 as. which is extremely difficult, even with very
not occur generally, h-lg b:_selin, interferometry (VLBI) te,'hniqt,es. This dif-

f;c'ulty m::y be circumvented, however, because most of
(3) The sequential filters appear to perform better than the information contained in simultaneous two-way and

the batch filter over a wide spread of process noise three-way range data map' also be extracted from near-
magnitude assnmptions (10 -t° to l0 -t= km/s:): simultaneous two-way range, taken from thesame stations.
hence, performance does not seem to be very semi- The primary difficulty associated with this technique is
tive to the user's choice of process noise also, the the m(xleling of the spacecraft motion so that range data
times of th{ chosen batch separation points do not taken at different times may be inte-polated to a common
co,.'ncide wit}, the times of gas leaks. Thus, the filter time, as shown in Fig. 33. If .%#is the error in the corn-
behavior is probably not significantly degraded by puted topocentric range rate and T is the interval between
the choice of any reasonable batch-break structure, near-simultaneous d:ita Ix, ants, the error in the difference

between the interpolated range points will be ,%_'f. For
example, if the topocentric range rate is known to IO s

D. Differenced Radiometric Data as a Countermeasure kin/',, it is necessaryto take two-w;_y points eveO' 15 min
for the Process Noise Problem to keep the rang(, error under l m.

1. Baek_ound. The process noise problem my be ad-

dressed with the use of newly envisioned Earth-l_sed 2. Theoretical development. For a distant spacecraft,
radiometric data types that involve simultaneous or near- the two-way and three-way down links can be repre-

simultaneous tracking from widely separated stations, sensed by the same plane wave propagating toward tim
Simultaneous data by themselves will not help, but when two receiving stations, which gives the differenced
they are used in a new data type formed by simply dif- doppler observable the same form as the fEnge rate of
fercm-ing the data taken at one station from simultaneous claxsical VLBI. viz.:
data taken at another station, the geocentric information,
which has been corrupted by the process noise, can dfec.

• tttivelv be eliminated. The basic concepts are elaborated 1_2- F3 - v - - -- rt cos 8 cm (Ab -- m) + &vm+
further in Ref. 13. A

(3O)
Table L_' gives a brtd description of how the bas,ce

doppler and range data types are formed, where

Amillustrated tn Fig. 32, the tranmtitting and rt_tving rt. baseline projection on equatm'iml plane
statiom may or may not be tim same. If they are, the data
are called "two.way'; otherwise they are re,erred to u M I baseline longitude (defined below)
"throe.way."Thetwo.waydataareInherentlysuperiorto
tha three-way beomse, with two.way, the frequency m m Earth rotati_m rate
mndmd(ordock)usedtogemstte(ortime)thetrans- A = wavelength ol received radio waveminedJigmdUtl_ um meu_dto_dy-_ the_

_way dopplerdatahaveneverbee.relied
uponi. imet#tneuuymv_ttm becaw thediffering .,8 - ri#t ucemtmmddadtuUmoiq_
mblllt_ of then.btdtummdlimn canprodr:e_ a,,,.- errorem_ bymmnalu_ media
b throe.wry dsu M Im_ M 14 mm/s. T_,e m d byclhro-

Wnm_n_ dh_ethe_ _Uty Wd,b_ _ - h,quencye_betbetweentwo_lueney ma-
and make it poadlAe to me throe-wry da_w. dm_ at two mtk)m

W _ _ mIpom' 9_.11

m nm.... ram- LIIJ.... m= ..................... =M -- -- " ..... a
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These quasi-very-long-baseline interferometry (QVLBI) and expressing the station location quantities in terms of
data give the right ascension and declination of the space- baseline vector parameters to give
craft, provided that tile frequency offset ._Xfand media

noise Avu ca_ be well calibrated and the baseline param- P'-'- t_,_= a - ,or_Aa cos 8 sin _(t - tb)
eters r,, and At,art, well-determ,ied. O:,,: should note that (39)

- ,,,r_cos 8 cos o,(t - t_,)
the differenced data are sensitive directly to the baseline

parameters, and only through them to the individual where a = AN1 - AN.., the errors caused by frequency
station coordinates, offsets, transmission media, etc.

The relations between baseline parameters r0, Aband 3. Description of the expt,'iment.: The latter part of the
the station location parameters for stations 1 and 2 are cruise phase of Mariner 9 provided an opportunity for
as follows (see Fig. 34): experimental verification of the differenced doppler track-

ing technique. Hydrogen masers provided by Goddard

rb = _r_ + r2 - 2r r cos AA (31) Space Flight Center had been installed at DSSs 12 and 41,
t % _ z which had a 4-h overlap of their view periods. The space-

craft had been experiencing gas leaks, which would make

Xb= Xx+ 0 (32) the results an excellent test of the scheme. Consequently,
permission was obtained to extend the coverage by DSSs

where 12 and 41 to track throughout their mutual view period on
16 days during the period Ootober 4 to November 14, 1971.

=x: - (33)
The DSN was requested to perform the handover (re-

and assignment of transmitters) at the center of the overlap,
so that equal amounts of three-way data could be ob-

r,_ - r,_ cos AA tained from both stations. This request could not alwayssin 0 =
rb be met because it was often necessary to have command

(34) capability from Goldstone until DSS 12 set. As a result,
re2 sin AX only four handovers were executed in the center of the

COS0 ----
rb overlap.

The F2 and F3 data obtained at DSS 12 and DSS 41

F°rthec_"ewhenr'x = r°e during the experiment were specially compressed to

AX synchronize their timetags while maximizing the number

0 -- _ (35) of usable points. This gave count times which varied from
2 to 10 min. All F2 data were deleted except for those in

the common view period (called the overlap set) and thoseThe z component of the baseline vector, which does not
appear in the equation for v, is related to the z components within ½ h of the adjacent meridian passages (Fig. 35).The distribution of the differenced data is shown in

of the two stations by Fig. 36, while the toi,,l count appears in Table 28.

= - z, (30)
The ODP was not designed for differenced data types,

Equation (30) can also be derived by directly differeacing so auxiliary programs were written to difference the data
the Hamilton-Melbourne (Bef. 7) elpress_ons for the an.l compute partial derivatives for the baseline param-
simultaneous two-way and three-way dopple_ eters and frequency biases.

,;s = _ + ..r._ cos 8 sin ,.(t - t_) In the initial stages of data analysis, the ODP was used
(37) with a trajectory which had been corrected for gas leaks.

+.r°_ Za cos 8 cos .(t - tt) + 4Nt The l_-only solutions were so close to the current best
estimate that there was little hope of improvement when

_;, = r + ._,, cos 8 sin .(t - t,)
(38) "Amoredetailed discussionof the experimentand its findingssp-

+mr.. 4a cos8 cm m(t - t,) + 4N, pen ia Re/. 19.
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three-way data were added. Consequent!y, a trajectory _2) They should be h,ss than 0.01 Itz and be fairly con-

which ignored the gas leaks was used, so that improve- stant over tile 40-day span.
merits obt,d.ed b) employi.g two-stahon doppler could

ql show the advantages of this technique if the occurrence of (3) They should be consistent with the residuals when
the differenced doppler was T,ot included in the

gas leaks could not be well-determined or their magni- solution.
tudes were highly uncertain.

All of the analysis was perfornwd after the flight. The 4. Discussion of results.

method used was to process the data as though any gas a. F2 data only. Two different nominal trajectories, with
leaks were unknown and to compare results using various aud without gas leak corrections, were used to process the
combinations of four data types (F2, F3, F3-F2, and F2 data described earlier, giving the results shown in
MU). It was assumed that some F2, F3, or MU data wer,, Fig. 37. The solution_ Iw,sed on the trajectory w_th gas
needed to establish the geocentric orbit, but a way had leak correction (case A-J) agreed better with the current
to be found to weight the data to give only as much gee- best estimate than the other set (ease A'-J') without the
eentric information as necessary to avoid the process noise corrections, and they were not particularly sensitive to any
problems. So, he criteria had to be d_'_,eloped for judgir, g parameters except solar pressure. The way solutions with-
the quality of the results, because they showed the typical out gas leak calibrations spread out in the direction per-
intermediate-are dispersions ot 100-200 km in B'_. pendieular to B bears out the predicted sensitivity of

station location and solar pressure solutions to gas leaks
.Some difficulties were expected in the analysis because when only F2 data are present.

the area was new. The majority- of thesr were software or

operational problems, for which remedies have been or When all F2 data from DSSs 12 and 41 between

are being found. The greatest difficulty occurred in October 4 and November 13 (2600 points) were included,
attempts to eliminate the frequeney biases, the results based on the trajectory without leaks improved

somewhat, but the solutions involving station locations.
Even though the expected frequency biases using the solar pressure, and GM of the Moon were still quite

hydrogen masers were about 0.003 Hz, they still could be volatile. For example, when the GM of the Moon was not
seen in the data and had to be removed one way or included in the solution, the longitude corrections became

another. Analysis of the instrument calibration data as large as 18 m. Thus, it was concluded that the observed
showed that the uncertainty in the determination of the sensitivity was not just a data selection effect but involved
clock drifts (which cause the biases) was much larger than an inherent difficulty with the F2 data.
the magnitude of the drifts themselves, which seemed to

indicate that those measurements could not be used to The sigma used for weighting all the F2 data was
model the biases. The only recourse was to estimate the 0.045Hz for a 60-s count ti,ne. All data with elevation

biases in the ODP. There were some constraints that could angles lower than 10 deg were deleted. The results of th*

be applied, however. The exceptional stability of the overlap set of F2 data processed without gas leak coffee-
masers would suggest slowly varying biases, if any, al- tion were chosen as reference for later comparisons because
though short period (8-h) changes might be induced from
other portions of the traek!ng system, like the synthesizer. (1) The set involved the same number of passes as were

, For analysis purposes, the biases were assumed to be available for the F3 and F3-F2 data.
: constant over any pass from a given station. When there
• was a handover from one station to the other, the biases (2) The set gave reasonable solutions for the various

for the two station weie assumed to be equal in magnitude estimated parameters.

but opposite in sign. Highly correlated a pr/or/covariances (3) The al: ._enee of gas leak corrections provided an
were also used to constrain biases in consecutive passes opportunity to prove the effectiveness of the dif-
from the same station not to change by more than 0.003 Hz. ferenced data.

The following criteria were established for judging the b. F2 and MU data. When 14 MU ranging points (rNv

credibility of the solved-for bias values: - _1,50m) were included with the truncated _ data, the
II.T components of the errors were all decreased by

(1) They should be invartant with data weight and 50 Inn,' into elmer agreement with the current best esti-
parameter set. mate. Although the longitude at each station changed I m
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from tht. 1:2-o,tlv .soh,tion. uo other p.u,onctt',:, ch,m_cd I.dt,d bt,cau.st, ot tilt. poor gt'ouletr_, coxcrt'd by till.,,partic-
.siguiht',mtly. The H_rt'.,I ot the_e rrsults in the B-l_],ule ular art'. As mt'uti_med c.u'her, the ddtelent'ing de.,.trovs
mdwates that _olution,_ iu_ol_mg sl.dml_ hwalious .'rod _eo_'uulrk' r,mgt'-r,de isdorul.dunl, h'._,mR ollh,' the right
GM ot the Moon ,ut, .stdl atfct'ted Iw the gas h,aks, but .l.,,cen,,,mn,rod declination ot the .sp.wet'r,dt. A.,,_ ith classi-
that the so],lr prc,s_ureIr,,rameters n(_ longer ;ire ;is imlmr- cal a,,tnummk'.d obserx,ltiou_, the restrit'tion lo allgtilJr
talltl)('('attst''.'t'rt.lpl.........._...........t--'"-"".-"_o| tilt'l_O,;ilionof Ih,. llIC.l.glll(rat',Usdt'maud,longerae<'sora hctte,geomt'trv

spacecr,dt arc well determined hy range data. to determim' tilt' orbit. TIros. Iwo-_s,l_doppler aml rauging
data were introduced to resolvethis probh,m.

c. 1,'2,I,'3, M{'. Oucc V3 points xscre inclmh'd, the hr-

qu_'ncy oftset Iwtwt'en the tv, o st,|tIOII ('hwk,_ trom the v. 1"3-1"2, 1:2, ,ml M!'. Once the geoceutrw iuforma-
data had to he (,stiln.d(d. A total of 2S bias par,lult't('rs Ibm _1:'_ and MU_, is im'lu(h,d, tht' ind('termin.uWy of the
representing the frequency offset at each station oil each ,)rbit dc('re.lscs. Although ahout halt the correlations
day were added to the "solxe-for'" sets A through J. The among thestatel_arameterarcstillabove0.9when I"2and

rt'snlt,.;fortilt'biaseswere discouraginglw_'auscthey ML' dataare included,tilt.improved B-pl,meheh,lvior

_ariedwithchangesintlat,Iweightand solve-forp.u'.uu- suggestedthattheproldemwas disappearing.Theruwere
eters:rodwerenotslowlyvaryingasanticipated.The bk,s otherencou,'agi,lgresultsas well.Becaoseof the corn-

parameterswert,absorbingnotonlythefrequencyoffset, meutsmade inSectionV-I).the.partialderivativeswith

hot ab,o alltheconstantbia.seso,,erthepasslwc:mseof respecttobaselinel),iramett.rsrt,and XF,were insertedin

processnqisest,oh:isga,_h'aks,uncalibratedmedium placeof thoseforstationlocationparanwtersforthe
effects,etc.Uniortunalely.therewas no way tosepar;ite F3-1:2,data.The estimatedcorrectionsto station]oca-

thesephenomena, tionsprovidedby tile1:2and MU dataareabout-4 m in
.\and -.2m illr,.The correctionto,\_,isalso-4 m, lint

..xr_,.at1:2m. islargerthanexpectedfrom ther,and X

Table29 selvestoillustratethesariation.st.t.nlO'show- changes.Thiscm,ldbe causedby thelargea prioriv.due

mg results tor typwai days. For example, on Octol,er 23. used tor rh (aq, = 1 kin) and the relatively high correla-
when the data (F2 and F3) were almormaliy noisy be-
cause of thc .sporadic gas Icaks. tilt. estim.ded v,th,e of lions with tilt. I,ias paranleters (p _ 0.7).
the bias reached -9.2 ,,,tl/. at DSS 41. The values

changcd drastically from case J to case C. wherever sta-
There also was good repeatability of the estimated bias

tion location parameters were estimated.
values for solutions with different data weights and esti-

mated parameters. The average magnitude of the esti-

The station locations remained essentially unchanged mated biases was abont 4 mllz. and they were slowly
for DSS 12 but, when the F3 data were tightly weighted, saryiug most of the time. wI"'ch means that the earlier

;, moved 2 in ill r, and 1.5 m in h at DSS 41, where most of variations wcrc, in fact, caused by ahsorption of process

the F3 data were taken. The inconsistency is probably noise on a pass-by-pass hias. The B-plane solutions show
related to the questionable results for the solved-for biases, significant improvement when the differenced data are
The B-plane results were not noticeably differen t from tightly weighted (Fig. 39). Among the solutions, cases A,
those in the F2 and MU data set. B. and J coincide with one another, as do cases E, G, and

! !. This fact indicates that solutions based primarily upon
differenced data with some F2 and MU are not sensitive

d. F3 - Fg. Differencing F2 from F3 data gave signifi- to .solar pressure, attitude control. GM Moon, GM Mars,
eantly cleaner residuals than either data type taken sep- and ephemerides, which is to be expected since they all
arately. Figure 38 shows the residuals of F2, F3, and affect the geocentric motion. They are sensitive only to
FS- F2 during two relatively noisy passes on October 28 station locations and ba:,eline parameters.
and 29 and clearly indicates that the process noise which :,
is common to both F2 and F3 data has been removed "_

during the differencing, t. F3 - F2, F2. Solutions (a_._._,_= 0.002 Hz, _r_ ffi
0.01l Hz) without MU data were attempted, but they :_

: moved the B-plane results further away from the current
Solutions which contained only F'8-F2 data were best estimate. The residuals induced in F2 were far too

studied, but the six state parameters were highly corre- large, and the station location changes were unreasonable.
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Vl. Radiometric/Optical Navigation T',' di,h,,li,,n errms corrupt tilt' relative geometry of
i,na_t's within a picture. They are caused |)v nommifornl

A. Introduction dctlcction lieldsx_liich s_eep Ihe electron readout beam
Although there _,=s an m;oilk.ial optical navigation across the _idk'on target nonuniformlv. TV distortion

demonstration (OXi)_ _mUl_ durin_ the .Mariner Mars causes image Iocathm errors in r.=w data of a few pixels
19(_;9mid,i,,;; !h:tt -,'o_;,h,clnear r,.,.,.I-ti,m.()!) c._tfi":=te:;to ,,,':u" the c,,,lt-'r _t" the ",klic¢_;;to tcx=sef Fixel:; near the
the X:wig.flion Team Chief ¢hiring the 19T] mi_,;ion, the ed_t's of the vidk'on. This distortion can be aecurate]v
(')XD per_,umel were ,u'hv,dlv madt. a b(m',xfide part of i,_(,(h,leda_a sixth-order l)Olvmmii,d ofthe radial distance
the Navigation Tt',lln, contrilmti,lg t,_ the pre-fli_ht t,-om the center of the vidieon, as diset,,;sed in Bef. 00.
studies, i_.l,'tit'ip,din_ in all the trainin_ and testing t,xer- Either respau or star im,|ges may be used to ealil,rate "IX,'
,.i,.e_, ,nd l_mviding Oi) estin,,flt'.', that xxcre considered in distortim_, l)istortio,! from the optics is negligible.
the ,drah,_ie,; tinall.v adopted.

TV pointing errors (i.e.. imperfect knowledge of TV

This section (lis(.'u.sst's the u_e of opti_.al tlata in co,n- pointing directions at shutter times) cause a global shift
binalion with radiometric data to determine the Mariner 9 of all images in a picture and also corrupt the relative

appro;wh orbit. The discussion includes the basic TV image geometry within a picture bee;u=se of the non-
instrument and the information content and error sources linearit_ of the TV distortion. These errors can I_, elimi-

in the various optical data. After a hrief a,ml.vsis of how uated if stars with known directions are iaeluded in the
the optical _md radio data eomph'ment e:wh other, it pieturc. Preliminary estimates of the TV pointing diree-
shows how piett,res were chosen and processed in real tion can Ix, obtained from either reduced telemetry data
time to aeb_ieve the eomhined radio/optical estimate. The or the desired (planned) TV pointing. Using the desired
discussion includes the sep.sitivity of the optical data to pointing direction gives errors of hundreds of pixels.

the numl_er of stars per picture, the amount of "IV dis- l'r_x,t,ssing telemet O"reduces errors hy an order of magni-
tortion, the availability of a priori trajectory information, hide and makes them random in nature from picture to
and the quality of the .Mars ephemeris, pietl,re. Star data further decrease them to the pixel level.

B. The Optical 0ata Instrument Image center.finding errors re_uh when finite-size
images, such as those of Deimos and Phohos. are dealt

The narrow-angle scienee te|evi,;ion camera provided with. Also. limit-cycle motion during exposure, diffraction
the optical navigation observations for Mariner 9. This in the optic,;, and t)looming of saturated images eo,nbine
device had a ,.,_)-nnn foe,d length with f/2.5 Schmidt- to yield finite-size images. These random center-finding
Cassegrain optics and a selenium-sulfur vidieon tube with errors are of pixel or suhpixel magnitude for Phobos and
a 7 x 9 reseau grid. The eh'ctronies se:umed a 9.6 × Deimos. Ramlom measurement errors result from random

12.5-ram area on the vidicon target with 700 lines and center-finding errors and TV rt.solutio..
832 pixels per line. The video inteusity of each pixel was

digitized to 9 hits. Each pixel, therefore, was defined by Model errors include satellite ephemeris errors as well
its pixel numlwr (1 to 832), its line number (1 to 700), and as planet gravity and spin-axis errors. Deimos and Phobos
its intensity (0 to 511). The active area of the vidicon ,'sei,serides were modeb,d by a first-order analytic theory
target gave a l.l × 1.4-deg field of view with a pixel ,;_-f.21). For Mariner 9, the effects of these model errors

angular size of 6 are see. were minimized by including Deimos and Phobos orbital '
elements and the GAf and spin-axis direction of Mars as

To allow _uffieient time to read out aod record a pie- estimated parameters.
ture, the camera could not be shuttered more often than

once every 84 s. Exposure times could be changed by
i gro,nd commandfrom O.(Xl8to 0.144s.enabling detection D. Optical Data Tl_)et md Their Information
i of stars as dim as ninth magnitude. Content ;

; The optical navigation observables w_=rethe image Iota.t C. Optical Data Errors
tions (pixei and line numbers) of D_imos, Phobos, stars,

, [ Optical data errors are classified as instrument and and reseaux. Figure 40 shows an approach picture con- :
.!_ | model errors. Instrument errors include TV distortions, taining the images of Deimos, ten stars of magnitude 3,9 to

I "IV pointing errors, image center-finding errors, and 9.2, and the 7 × 9 reseau grid. Stray light from Mars is

; | random measurement errors, seen in the lower left portion of the picture. The picture _
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was enhanced to bring out the dim images. Figurt- 41 is Regardless of whether the optical observation is of the
a computer-drawn version of the predicted picture, which planet's limb or its natural satellites, basically, an attempt
is used to distinguish the star pattern from noise or _'idicon is made to measure the angle between the planet center of
blemishes, mass and a reference direction, e.g., a star direction. For

the purpose of this analysis, the error in this angular mea-

Re_eau images were u,,,ed durii_g tlw mi_io, to corn- suremcnt represents the total from all sources, such as
pute the coefficients of the sixth-order TV distortion poly- center-finding errors, satellite ephemeris errors, biases, and

camera pointing errors, all of which effectively degrade
nomial to subpixel accuracy. During post-flight analysis,
star images were used instead of reseaux to yield equally the observed angle.
accurate calibrations. The reseau data used for real-time

operations and a majority of post-flight evaluation were Assume that the spacecraft is moving on trajectory 1
obtained from pictures taken about a month before orbit (Fig. 42). Let 0_ and Ozrepresent two angular measure-
insertion. With the TV distortion being stable to pixel ments of the direction between the reference star and the
level, no additional reseau data were processed during center of mass of the planet. For simplicity, the reference
Mars approach. The star and reseau data were indepen- star is assumed to lie along the V® vector. In general, the
dent of the spacecraft trajectory for this application and observable equation is
could be processed either separately or as the satellite

data were being reduced. IBI
tan 0t - V**T_ (40)

Star images were used to compute the TV pointing
direction to an accuracy commensurate with the TV where
angular resolution of 3"0, 1 _. Star directions, accurate to

1';0, were assumed to be perfectly known. T_ = T - tt (41)

The satellite images contained information on satellite and
ephemerides, the spacecraft trajectory, and the Mars GM

and spin-axis direction !B] = magnitude of R vootnr

V** -- velocity on approach asymptote /
t. Advantagesof Combined Radiometric and

Optical Data Sets T : time of flight

Solutions which use a combination of radiometric aud :

optical data are of particular value during planetary t, ffi time of its observation
: approach because these data types complement one

another. The primary error sources prior to encounter in From Eq. (,10), it is seen that the time of flight T can be
solutions using only radiometric data are target planet determined from two perfect observations of 0. However,

ephemeris errors, station location errors, and nongrav/ta- only the ratio iBI/V® can be determined from observa-
tional accelerations. Optical data are insensitive to these tions of 0. This is because the observation history for any
errors because the data directly relate the planet and

parallel trajectory with the same value of IB!/V® (for
spacecraft positions. On the other hand, optical data suffer examplc, traiectot3' 2 in Fig. 40) will be identical to that
from the inability to determine accurately the time of for the true trajectory. These parallel trajectories also will
flight and velocity (V,,) of the spacecraft, quantities which have the same time of flight as the true trajectory. Two

are well determined by radiometric data. Hence, the com- perfect direction observations determine the plane of
bination of radiometr/c and optical data yields extremely motion. !.
accurate solutions. In particular, they may be combined to
give a good estimate of encounter conditions much earlier .-

,'_ than either data type taken _l_u'ate_¢. This is of prinu_ From _" (_), rF

Importance If an additional corrective maneuver Is con-
templated, This subsection presentl a simple analysis a0 sIBI sV.. aT :

illustrating why combined solutiom _re so powerful, sin Ocos O = IB--T"- "V. T (42)
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or tor sin,ill values ot 0, E(luatlons t44) 'rod t48) indicate why the quantities V=
and T are weakly determined by optical datP Because

81B[ 8V= 8T 80 these same quantities are determined very well by Earth-

TB"----7- = V-"'_ t- _ + T (43) hased radiometric data, the combination of the two data
types tan yield good solutions much sooner than either

Consequently, even with perfect ol)serwdions, the limiting typ(, used separately.
accuracy for B t is determined by 8V_, i.e.,

The above analysis shows how the individual weak-

iB1 nesses of optical and radiometric data a few days out

SlBI= nv= (44) from encounter are offset bv each other's strengths. Justas with radiomctric data, the closer the spacecraft gets to
the planet with the ophcal measurements, the better the

Even though in theory two perfect observations of 0
solution that results. As the spacecraft approaches the

uniquely determine time of flight, in practice this quantity planet, parallax effects in the case uf ,atural satelh'te oh-
is rather poorly determined bv optical data because it is servations allow solving for V_, Also, the time-of-flight
extremely sensitive to errors in O.This can be illustrated by solution hecomes less sensitive to pointing errors. Further-
examining an expression for the time-of-flight uncertainty, more, by then, sufficient data will have been taken to

estimate the natural satellite ephemeris relative to the
Assume that two observations of Oare taken. Then sole- target planet, thus zeducing effects of this error source.

ing.Eq. (40)for T yields In the case of planet limb observations, V_ can not be

accurately determined until planetary bending of the

T = t_ tan 02 - ta tan Ot approach trajectory occurs.
tan O: - tan 01 (45)

For Deimos, parallax effects are discernible hmg before
Assuming that O, and O_are small, planetary bending occurs. In addition, its small size makes

image center-finding errors negligible. These two factors
t 02 t 0 nlake satellite observations significantly more accurate

T - 02 - 0_ (46) than Mars observations for approach navigation.

and F. Selection of Approach Pictures

During the 3-day approach prior to MOI, three pre-
(t2 - t_) (0_0t - 0_80,) orbital science picture sequences (POS I, II, and III) were

8T- (02- 0_) (47) taken (Fig. 43). Each POS sequence covered a 24-h
period in which .ql pictures were recorded aboard the

Assuming independent observations, the standard devia- spacecraft and then transmiPed to Earth during a 3-h
tion of T becomes period near the DSS 14 meridian. Since MOI occurred

early in the Goldstone view period, the POS III pictures

[ V.TIT. (T21 _ r_)l_l I were p, a y_d ba_k after orbit insertion._ "' = iBI(T,- T,) o, (48) Not all of these pictures were available for OND. The _
Project required that a minimum of 24 of the 31 pictures

"_ From Eq. (48), it is seen that the uncertainty in time of in both POS I and 11be used to obtain two full revolutions

flight is ve.'T sensitive to the uncertainty in pointing angle of Mars sudace coverage at 15-deg sudace longitude
when the spacecraft is far from the target planet, and intervals. Also, a minimum of 23 of the 31 pictures in
decreases a_ the spacecraft approach(., the planet. F.qua- POS Ill were required for additional Mars sudace cov-
tion (48) emphasizes the importance of stars in the data erage and for photometric calibration of the wide-angle
because they minimize the contribution of pointing errors camera. Despite the fact that the OND was on a non-
to _,. Obviously, a larger ]B], which increases parallax, interference and noncommittal basis with the mission, it
minimizes the error. A sm,_ller V,, also gives more was allocated all but one of the remaining pictures.

j parallax by decreasing the range at which the observa.

tiom are taken. Finally, for a fixed measurement time T_, OND personnel were given complete freedom in select-

Eq. (48) is minimized as T_ is taken closer to encounter, tng the targets and exposures of their pictures, and the •
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only timing constraint was noninterference with either the and satellite images. The solution list contained tile space-

Mars pictures (1-h centers) or the 3-h playback periods, craft state, and four elements of the Deimos orbit. Because
Because only POS I and II pictures were to be pl::yed l)eimos is in a near-circular, near-equatorial orbit, only
back priol :o insertion, the optical OD engineers targeted two orientation angh,s, inclination and mean anomaly,
Deimos in all 13 pictures in these two sequences to reduce were included in the solution along with semimajor axis
its ephemeris uncertainty to a level which would not and eccentricity. A trajectory based on radio data only was
serionsly degrade the approach spacecraft trajc_.tor) esti- u.,,_dwith a loose a priori uncertainty (thousands of kilom-
mates produced during real-time operations. The small eters). The spacecraft trajectory parameters were included
angular separation of Phobos and Mars during this period to allow a more accurate satellite ephemeris improvement,
_nade Phobos an undesirable target because of possible l)ut the new probe conditions were not used for the tra-
Mars stray-light interference. Three of the eight satellite jectory enaph)yed in the third-stage processing. Instead,
pict_r,_ i. POS 111were of Phobos. the same orbit input to the second stage was used.

,v___,,,_posl;.io,s of Deimos as viewed from Mariner 9 The third stage involved the actual combination ,.r
against the star background are shown in Fig. 44. The radiometric and optical data to solve for the spacecraft
orbital coverage of Deimos is listed in Table 30. Because trajectory and the Deimos ephemeris. Once the Deimos
the first Deimos picture was lost during transmission to ephemeris had been updated by use of POS I data, the
JPL, real-time and post-flight data processing had only second and third stages were combined by adding the
five POS I pictures. Also, one of the three Phobos pictures pointing parameters to the solution list.
in POS III was missed because of improper pointing of the

TV camera. With only two Phobos approach pictures and The optical residuals before the first-stage fit for
large a priori Phobos ephemeris uncertainties, the Phobos Deimos (D) and stars (O) are shown in Fig. 45. The
data did not improve the navigation accuracy beyond that residuals in Fig. 45a were obtained using a priori Deimos
achieved with the Deimos data. ephemerides, a short arc trajectory based on radiometric

data to MOI-19 h, and "IV pointing based on reduced
G. Operational Teotmiques and Results spacecraft telemetry data. The clusters of star residuals :

reflect the global offset of the images caused by 'IVOptical measurements and radiometric data are com-
pletely independent data types, which have some eom- pointing errors. The TV pointing errors became large at

the end of POS II and throughout POS III in the pixelmon information content but _re _,bject to many error
sources not common to both. Because of this, procedures direction but were smaller and more random in the line
were established to eliminate, as much as possible, the direction.
error sources peculiar to each data type before they were
combined in a single solution. This served to reduce the The residuals in Fig. 45b are before the second-stage
number of iterations required on the whole data set. The solution and were generated using the same conditions as
processing of radiometric data toward this end was those in Fig. 45a, with the exception that TV pointing
described in Sections 11 and III. Analogous preliminary errors were removed by using the star images. The star :
reductions were performed on the optical data. residuals, which are only sensitwe to pointing errors, now

have a zero mean. With these errors removed, the Deimos

The first stage of the optical data reduction processed residuals reflect Deimos ephemeris errors and spacecraft
only star images to estimate TV pointing errors, which trajectory, errors. The Deimos ephemeris errors are evident ?.

were usually large enough to be outside the linear region in the 30-h periodic cycle seen in POS II and POS III
because of the nonlinearities in the "IV distortion. A residuals. The spacecraft trajectory error is seen as a slope

second iteration, required to ensure that the pointing in the periodic line residuals.
parameters were within the linear region, was performed

in the second stage of processing. Figure 45e shows the residuals after solving for the
spacecraft trajectory and Deimos ephemeris in the third

As an additional goal, the second stage was to make stage. Here, the residuals are random with zero mean and

'_ preliminary, rreetions to the satellite ephemeris, which a standard deviation of less than 0.5 pixels (3?0). The corn-
was expected to be in error by as much as 500 kin. This blned solution of optical and radlometric data indicated

' error was large enough to require another lteratlo:_ which a 400-kin correction to the Deimos orbit and an 80-kin

was left for the third stage. The data included both star spacecraft trajectory error. _
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Figure .l(_shox_sthe B-plane lrajectory estinmh'_, which the exl)t'cted m,eur:lcv ,rod lilt, actual traje(,h)ry estimate
_(,re ,_ener_fledin ne,lr-r('al time. The radiometrk'-(,dv of ease 1 (Fig. 4,_) .'l_compared to crscs :?,and 3. The
solutiml and its l-o error ellipse were h_sed ,_n d_ta In case I tr_ljeclor.v (stim,!te is _ae]] I)ehrved. when com-
.M(H-- 13 h. The r_ldiometri(' plus optic:d iterated solution pared to ils expected accuracy, until the last picture in
and 1-,, error ellipse were based on radiometrie data to P()S II (No. 12/. Then the large, nonr:mdo,n TV pointing

MOI- 1.0h and optical data from POSt ;rod !I. Solutions ¢'rmrs (modeled as random errors_ in the rem:dninR pie-
1

............ '.lIO I, .._denoted as optic;d w,.r,, o'pwlor,lt,,,l ,,,-"11_,-:1 tr:_;'ctor.x' tree', flw mdectm)_.,hm,dt io,t3-,,¢.ll,,, improved
b_lst,d on radiom,.t,ic dal;i but processing optie;d data traiectorv act.uracv may he possibh, by modeling the TV
only. These optical st_lution_ were obtained from the l)ointhlfferrorsastime-t'orrelated processes.
se('ond ih ration of optical data to remove nonlinearities.

These star-sensitivity r,,sults can be expl_dned by ex-
Post-flight studies have given greater insight into the amining the TV pointing errors. For a given picture, all

data ,rod h.Lve ('onfirmed the accuracy of the real-time souree_ of pointing errors (';m he m,_deled as thret' inde-
trajectory estil lares, pendent rotations about the axes ,,t ;,n orthogonal coor-

dinate system (e.g.. TV pointil.g has three degrees of
rotational freedom). One star image (a pixel and line

H. Post-flight Sensitivity Studies ol)servation) yields two of the three degrees of rotational
l. Number of stars per picture. In analyzing the depen- freedom. The third degree of freedom is obtained from a

dence of OD accuracy on the number of stars per pieture, second star or from , priori "1_r pointing, which has an
the following three cases were studied: accl,ra_" of a few tenths of a degree. A priori TV pointing

to this aceuraey can be obtained from either reduced

(1) No stars per picture, spacecraft teh,metry data (0.015 deg. 1 ,,) or from the

{'2_One slar per picture, desired pointing (0.15 deg. 1 a). Additional stars, however,
do not _mprove the Deimos inertial reference information

(3) An average of five stars per picture, in ;i picture. Measurement errors in the Deimos image
Icx'ation control this accuracy and are not affected by

All three cases had a priori "IV pointing informatiop from star observations.
reduced spacecraft telemetry data. Also, the nominal tra-

jectory was based on radiometric data only from MOI- Even though only one star per picture is needed, it is
30 days to MOt-18 h. OD accuracies for the three eases desirable to have many. From a reliability standpoint,
are shown in Fig. 47, and the associated trajectoryesti- many stars per picture give independent cheeks on the
mates are presented in Figs. 48 through 50. In these last 'IV pointing and also indicate the accuracy of the 'IV
three figures, the re,tubers on the broken lines indicate the distortion model. Any discrepancy between image Ioca-
number of sequential pictures (starting from No. 2 of tion residuals within a given picture would flag it for
Tablr 80) used to produce that result, further evaluation.

Figures 49 and 50 show that the first picture in POS I 2. Sensitivity to TV distortion. A comparison was made
for cases 2 and 3 drives the trajectory e_timate to within of OD performance as a function of the data type used
15 km of the current best estimate. The ime behavior of to calibrate TV distortion and as a function of the order

ease_ 2 and 8 is very _imilar, with the traiectory estimates of polynomial used to model it. Data used included
agreeing to within 10 km at the end of the POS I and
POS II data and to within 2 inn at the end of the POS III (I) O_1)' reseau ima_,e$ from ground pictures.
data. 1'he expected accuracies of eases 2 and 3 (Fig. 47)
are the same. It is seen, therefore, that the fidl accuracy (2) Only reseau images from flight pictures.

potential of the optical data can be obtained v ,th only (3) Only star images from flight pich_res.
one star per picture. This would also be true if me desired
11/pointing were used a._ n pv/or/ instead o.t reduced Distortion polynomials of first and third order, determined

spacecraft telemetry data. from flight reseau images, were compared to results from
the siath-m'der polynomial.

"IV pointing derived from spacecraft telemetry is an
order of magnitude less acc_rate than pointing derived In comparing calibration data, It was found that all
from star images. This degradation is reflected in both three types gave equivalent tra_,tory estimation rmdts.

II JilL _ _ 1111-11111
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The difference between reseau images from ground and Initially. only I'OS I ,rod 11 data were iterated because
flight pictures was _ul offset and rotation comm.u h_ :dl onlx tht,._ were axailal,h, in real time. Fixe c.mph'te
reseaux. This ddferenee was easdy absorbed in the TV iterations ot the I'OS 1 and II data were needed to obtain
pointing error model. Approximately 2t_}star images from a comcrged solution because of the nonlinearity caused
Pleiades pictures and optical n;lvi_ation pictures were ILvthea priori trajectory error. After a conw,rged solution
used to produce results equivalent to those from reseau wa,, c,bt_dnt'd for the POS I _md II data, an additional solo-1 . r . • . v . 1tldt;.I. In I,,.'t, stars are more oesmtble tl,an rcscau data rio, _,_s ,,ad0. _mcn included du, p().s 111 data. Tins

because they en;tble the calibration of optical as well as tinal solution _lllox_ed the full potential of the al_pr,ach
electromagnetic distortion and are more easily detected .ptic:d data to be evaluated,
than reseaux in pictures used for 'IV calibration and

navigation. The B-plane trajectory estimates are shown in Figs..51
,rod .52 at the end of a complete iteration of POS I and
II data. It ean bc seen that an accurate estimate of B'_

The tradeoff between increased optical data linearity and B"_ can bt. ol,tained u_ing only POS I and II data
and reduced accuracy was examined, and it was found as expectt.d. The B-plane estimate after five iterations was
that a third-order distortion polynomial gave equivalent within 10 km and 10 s of the current best estimate. This

trajectory estimates to the t_mninal sixth-order model. The estimate would easily have met mission accuracy require-
increased linearity was accompanied by a slightly noisier ments for inserting Mariner 9 into orbit al)ovt Mars.
trajectory estimate behavior, which was, however, well Adding the POS Iii data brought the B-pl.'me estimates

within the predicted aceuraey. The trajectory estimate from optical &tta only to within 5 km and 3 s of the
obtained using a first-order distortion model was in error current best estimate.
by only 15 kin. Therefore, it was concluded that a first-
order model would have sufficed if time constraints had The time-of-flight ,'stim;Ite and expected uncertainty
not allowed iteration of the optical data. If time is avail- from the final solution are shown in Fig. 5& It is seen that
:l_le, which is goner,ally the ease, the sixth-order model the uncertainty .loes not go below a few seconds until 10 h
will give the full accuracy potential of the optical data from MOI. This level of aeeur;_c;" would be available
with iteration of the data. about a day before MOI from radiometric data. It is

concluded, therefore, that optical data only' can yield an
accurate trajectory estimate using data within !0 h from

3. Sel_itivity to the amount of radiometric data. To Mars MOI. By combining optical and radiometrie data,
evaluate the stre_gth of optical data alone, a tr,_iectory an estimate of comparable accuracy can be obtained much
solution was made without the aid of any other tracking earlier.
data. From the considerations of Section VI-E, it should be

expected that POS I and II data ._lone would yield an 4. ,%nsitivity to Mars ephemeris, Ow., major sourc_e of
accurate B'_ and B,_ solution, but that limited pictures error in the use of radiometrie data for navigation esti-
and observed parallax would degrade the time-of-flight mates is planetary cphemeris errors. The reason for this is
accuracy, whereas POS III data, containing both Deimos that the data are taken by stations on Earth and must be

parallax and trajectory bending, would yield a complete related to the target planet using a._sumed station loca-
trajectory determination from only the optical data, tions and a planetary ephemeris. However, from on-board

uptical data, the spacecraft state is directly related to the
target planet. After the insertion of Mariner 9 into Mars

A nominal trajectory was generated from Atlas/Centaur orbit, there was an update to the planetary ephemeris
injection conditions. These injection conditions gave a affecting the position of Mars by about 40 km. The optical
_,000-km aim-point bias at Mars for planetary quarantine, navigation estimates for the ILplane parameters remained
The use of this trajectory did not allow the optical data essentially the same with this change in ephemeris.
to "know," a prt_. that a midccurse maneuver had be_,

performed 5 days after launch. The midcourse maneuver To demonstrate the independence of optical navigation
changed the a_tal trajectory aim point by some _,000 km estimates from the planetary ephemeris errors, a solution

• and the arrival time by 19 h. in other words, this a priofl was made with a Mars ephemeris error ,;f about 500 Inn.

trajectory indicated to the optical data that the spacecraft The results of processing the optical data with this ephem-
was go/rig in the vicln/ty of Mars. Moreover, the pre- eris error are shown in Fig. _ which gives the B-plane
flight Deimos ephemeris having a 400-kin error was used. solution history. The origin of the plot is at the current
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best estimate. The figure shows that the first pass threugh TV poivlting and distortion error,, to arc-second accuracy.
tI:e data moves the estimaLe from a- a _ri.ori estimate _m_,,r!,lo,ltly. ,_.ltollit,, im_agolnc'ationerrorswerer_mdom,
more than 50(1 km away to within ill .k,.i of the current with a measurement inuise of 3"0 (1 g). These satellite
best estimate. The final iteration rr,oves the estimate to images allowed the Mariner 9 trajectory and the satellite
within 2 km of the current best estimate, ephemeris to be determined independent of a priori

I. Conclusions uncertainties in satellite ephemerides. The addition of the
optical data to a few davs of radiometric data allows the

The radiometric plus satellite/star trajectory estimate approach navigation process to reach its full accuracy
for Mariner 9 was the most accurate solution generated potential and become insensitive to planetary ephemeris
during any real-time approach operations. The new errors, nongravitational spacecraft accelerations, and
optical data navigation techniques wer_ successfully Earth-based tracking station location errors. Thus, a
demonstrated during real-time and post-flight analysis, demonstrated navig_.tion capability now exists which can
Star and reseau images were used to reduce all systematic meet the demanding requirements of future missions.
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Table 3. A priori uncertaintiesin radio tracking parameters

Param_.er= Units Con_i,lrrint, _stima_ng

r of state kr_ 105

r of state km/_ 1

Table 1. Standard deviations of residuals basedon • Solar pressure unitless ratios 0.03 0.05
state-only solutionfrom Run 000967

Constant attitude km/s _ 10"a2 I0 -I_
control leaks

DSS F2, Hz" MARK IA, m TAU, m MU, m
rj of stations m 3 Fd)

12 0.00_6 20,313 935.07 h of stations m 5 50

14 0,004_ 56_.89 GM Moon kin.V-_ 0.06 1

41 0.00345 21.895 GM Mars kms/s 3 1 1

51 0.00349 ,9.3.233 Ephemeridm radiam or unitlet_ • 10-.
0'2 0.00474 22.887 ratios

sl Hz _ 6.5 cm/s at S-band. *CovariarK,es provided hy the Ephemeris Development Group.

Tlbll 4. A pr/avi uncc_tIMtkm in elements of the Marthm
natwsI sataWNs

Table _. Trmstiw tmjectoqf mwlSotion,¢emtt7 Pm.aete_ Unit= Phol_ Dein_

NIquInlmwtts, 3 • a km 3.0 &O

• O.Ol 0.01
Allowable _ In

Time at which OD mUmsta predicted mallalt,_ d M, de_ 2.0 1.0
is required IJveer:r, Im t des OJ 0.1

Laus_ + 5 days 780 w des 10J} IO.0

MOI - 30 day, o dq S.0 S.0

MOI - Oh 180 ,Rdmedto : Mantrueequat_d date.

i

l

I
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Table5. Ikwne_p4cal l_ram_r s_

Solution
set Parameta

A State

B State, solar pressure (SP)

C State, SP, DSS

D State. DSS

E State, SP, DSS, GM of Moon (CMM) and/or
M_rs ( GM4 )

F State. SP. DSS. attitude control ( AC ) leaks

C S_ate. SP. DSS. GMM and/or CM4. AC

H State. SP. DSS. GMM. GM4. AC. M.us and
barycenter ephemertdes

1 State. satellite ephemerides

J State. SP. GMM. CM4

K State. SP. CMM. GM4. Marsand baryc_nter
ephemeride,. AC

A B C D E F

_.t._

$P m l.itf134 l.&l149 1.31S9 1.2406 1.2320

SP= - O.O,4a -0.0143 -0.0911 -0.050_ - 0.01$97

SPr -0_!8 -0.014.5 -O.0RO -0.0404 -0.0500

ACa, Juu/P O.m80 E- 12 0 0 0.1847 E-It 0

ACj_ km/P 0.11m E- 11 0 0 0.1115 E- !1 0J018 E-lit

AC_ lun/_ 0.1OSl E- !1 0 0 O.lSa E- 11 0.15M E- It

OOr/ItL.G PREM/C,. IO,,C PRF.DIT-E

_j Jlq. _ fMPOMf_m m +

i
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Table 10. Comparisonof B-planeparameters for pre-unlatchorbits, adjusted for unlatch and maneuver _'s

A B C D E F

Current best Inflight Post-flight
Parameter estimate pre-unlatch A( C- B ) pre-unlatch A( E - B )

IBI, km 8261.4 8233.8 -27.8 8815.6 54.2
^

B • R, km 6081.8 6066.2 - 15.6 6092.4 10.6

B •T, km 5591,3 5567.2 - 24. I 5659.6 68.3

T¢,a', 0_+ 31"'08".72 29m16."26 - I12.m46 31m55!68 48.190

Run identification MOI08A PREUNL-9-A UPBMI7

tNovember 14, 1971.

Table 11. Orbit changescaused by scanplatform unlatch and
engine gas line venting(Run UPBM16)

Velocity changes B-plane changes

aV x = 2.99 _+ 1.63 mm/s ,xlBI= -_.8gkm

AVv = 2.82 +_ 1.38 mm/s AB ._ = 2.62 Ion

aV z = -0.13 -+ 2.84 mm/s aB._ = -M.Mkm

laVl= 4.11mm/s aTc, t = -0'70

Table 12. Comparisonof B-plene parameters for pre-midcourseorbits, adjusted for maneuver .Vs

A B C D E F C H

Infllght Post,flight Post-flight pre-
Parameter CBE post-unlatch A(C- B) post-unlatch A( E- B) and post-unlatch A( G- B)

[B[, km 8261.4 8280.3 -0.9 8281.1 -30.8 8288.7 27.3

B ._ 80.81.8 8055.6 -26.2 0066.3 - 15.5 6121.0 89.2

B *_ 5591,3 5618.0 26.7 5583.4 - 27.9 5588.8 -2.5

Tea,a Oh+ 31"08_72 29m27t61 - 101!11 31m09,75 lt03 31m25:61 16:89

' Run MO108A PBEM/C-10-C PRE017-E UPBM18
identification

t *Novmnber 14,1971.

|

. Table 13. Diffemm_ betweencurrent best eettmate of en_unter omit and final aiming point for tt4 maneuver

Parame_ A B C D E IF

!1. _, lun 18,8 14.9 - 4.2 15.1 73.7 - 80.7

II ,_, Im 78.8 -34.9 - 19.7 4.3 - 187.8 - 114.9

To_t,I I_,72 - 3.84 105.98 - 0.4,q 20.88 18.1

I
: [ JilL TIIOHNI_Lk _ ,_-INI ID'
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T_.ble14. Commandedmidcoursemaneuverand current Table 18. PredictedB-plane parametersat MO1-2 h
best estimateof achieved mcneuver

A B C D
Current ACommanded

Paxameter Commanded best estimate current best Current best
(UPPBMS) estimate Parameter estimate Long-arc r_dio Short-arc radio

MOI08A POSTMC-58-A POSTMC-57-A
AVx, m/s 2.707 2.695 _- 0.0013 0.012

AVr, m/s -4.682 -4.698 + 0.0016 0.014 IBm,km 6261.4 8231.1 8275.8-- A

AVz, m/s -4.007 -8.997 - 0.0018 -0.010 B • R, km 6081.8 6036.5 6125 '_

laVl,m/s 6.731 6.730 0.001 B *T, km 5591.3 5595.5 5566.4
Tea,. Oh+ 31"'08'72 31,.08."27 81"_07:3

aNovember 14,1971.

1able 15. Coml_tison of B-plane estimates using diffe;e_R ephemeddes

Orbit POSTM_-qq POSTMC-39 ._ solution A trajectory POSTMC-48 POSTMC-50 A solution .3 trajectory

Ephemeris '3E69 DE78 ( DE78 - DE69 ) DE78 DE79 ( DE79 - DET8 )

IB], km 89.79.4 8209.0 - 70.4 - 51.4 8206.9. 8232.5 9.8.4 25.8

B ._1, km 0080 7 6011.2 - 09.5 -53.2 6007.7 60,38.8 31.1 33.6

B ._, km .__18.9 5590.4 -_.5 - 18.1 5590.0 5595...'3 5. ° 0.9

Tca,* Oh+ 32m1671 31m15s.7 0.4 - 10.9 31"'04."2 31"'03_2 - 1.0 0.9.

aNovember14, 1971.

Table 16. Comparisonof ACcoefficients using post-mklcour_ data

A B C D E F _

Post-flight Ix_t-midcourse AC subsy_em !
Parameter current best estimate engineerl _ ( B- C ) Infllght post-mideoune A( B- E ) _

AC m,km/s s 0, r2_9 E - 12 0.0 0.2260 E- 12 oo 0.22,¢_ E- 12

ACz, hn/s s 0,1188 E-' I 0.2401 E-19, 0.0928 E-11 0.8918 E-. 12 0.0277 E-11

ACt, km/s s 0.1831 E-II 0.6254 E-12 0.19,08E-11 0.1509. E-f1 0.0329 E-11
%

Run identification 00979.L- G SKW789A | "

; Table 17. PredictedB-plane parlmQters at MOI- 12 h

A B C D E F
lo

Current best estimate Long-are radio Short-are radio Optical Radio + Optical [
Parametw MOI08A POSTMC_9-.A POS'IMC-,_-A ODAP.POSI2 GHB009 ;

t
Inl, s.L4 8s.o 82 .9 ueo.x !A

B._, I_ (1081.8 80_.5 8149._1 6033.0 6079.8
] !A

!

To,,,. 0a+ 31m0817_ 31"03119 31"q)6f99 9.9m50_0 81"18185 t
!

e8 JPLTECHtqCAL_ 9,1-1806 i_
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Table 19. PredictedB-plane parameterafor .-.electedra_io-oniyaolutions

A B C D E F G H I

Run Time of last data
T, ( 11/14/71) Doppler/identification, Parameter point used IB. km B • R, kn, B • T, km _ " Are_

POSTMC-xx set, ( 1971 ) h :rain :_ range I'

1 A 06/05 135000 8770.10 6800.99 5537.25 ou:_a::J9._O L

2 A 06/05 195332 8345.26 6196.00 5589.76 L
3 A 06/07 150302 8279.73 6119.98 5576.71 00:29:41.90 L

4 A 00/08 152802 8322.75 6114.34 5646.51 00:30:00.35 L

4 C 06/08 152302 8272.17 6049.78 5641.71 00:30:00.38 L

4 A 06/08 152302 8:333.74 6099.75 5678.41 00:30:08.16 D L

4 C 06/I)8 152302 8289.18 6055.61 5660.40 00:30:02.58 D I

5 A 0a/10 14.q_o2 _5_.79 3072.06 5598.C_ 00:29:59.47 L

5 C (16/10 14_802 8279.84 0017.94 5686._4 00.30.03.90 L

O A 06/14 144602 3225.27 _058.76 5502.95 00:29:48.82 L

6 ,2 06/14 144602 8244.98 8011.36 5642.99 00:30:16.53 L

7 A 06/17 152702 8279.55 6036.38 5686.85 00:30:16.43 L

7 C 06/17 152702 8213.21 6015.25 5592.28 00:30:51.99 L

8 A 06/21 144002 82'0.60 0029.85 5818.88 00:30:18.50 L

8 C 06/21 144002 8188.88 5995.75 5577.52 00:30:16.50 L

8 A 06/21 144002 8274.50 6064.10 5629.74 o0:_0:09.19 D L

8 C 06/21 144002 8265.78 6041.89 5640.99 00:80:34.35 D L

9 A 06/21 144002 8200.49 6002.52 5587.29 00:30:05.77 R L

9 C 06/21 144002 8245.87 0047.52 5605.51 00:30:30.72 R L

10 A 06/23 164702 8200.25 6017.55 5570.75 00:_1:21,14 L

I0 C 06/23 164702 8181.62 5975.05 5589.08 00:50:08,72 L

10 A 06/23 164702 8245.15 6055.96 5595.34 00.30:19.53 D L

10 C 06/25 164702 8264.19 8027.30 5854.00 00:30:33.16 D L

12 A 06/25 171002 8201.95 6017.07 5573.78 00:30:24.68 L

12 C 06/25 171002 8178.04 5988.83 5592.82 00:30:04.43 L

12 A 06/25 171002 8247.34 80_5.99 5598.58 00:30:32.34 D L

12 C 06/25 171002 8262.27 6022.26 56,56.63 00:30:36.91 D L

14 A 06/29 164602 8201.12 6313.94 5575._12 00:30:9,3.22 L
14 C 0_/29 184002 8182.96 5f_70.Sb 559,5.52 00:30:19.88 L

i 14 A 06/29 164_02 8247.7,'t .80._2.75 r,_02,81 00:30:31.75 D L

14 C 06/29 164002 8283,09 0045.74 5602.63 00:30:55.68 D L
14 E 06/29 164002 8263,01 6052.34 5825.53 00:31:01.80 D L

i 15 C 07/01 145002 8254.41 6032.07 _.66 00:30:38.44 L

15 E 07/01 145002 8261.27 8050.03 _._ 00:30:47.89 Ll

r 15 C 07/01 145002 829,5.6,t 6057.19 $66,5.2,5 00:30:59.38 D L

! 15 E 07/01 145002 8271,45 6058.06 5631.77 00:31:01.48 D L
i 15 C 07/01 145002 8255,79 6037,86 5630.48 00:30:41,64 R L

i 07/01 14,5002 8242.91 6360.79 5586.80
15 B 00:30:59.78 R L

18 C 07/06 _£3102 8285.45 6056.46 5651.88 00:30:$6.41 L
18 15. 07/06 29,310o- 8954,03 6041.77 5623.71 00:30:47.89. L

8
!

• I .From Table 5.
I
• _D = doppler only; R = range oaly; l,h_,k - doppler and rm,ge.

_L = long; I = Intermediate; S - short.

I :

I JK TECHNICAL REPORT _-IINM I_

i :
I
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Table 19 (contd)

A B 12 D E F G H I

Run Time of last data
^ Tca (11/14/71), Doppler/

identification, Parameter point used IB, k.u 3 "R, km B .T, km Arc c
POSTMC-xx seta ( 1971 ) h'min:s range b

16 C 07/06 225102 8.%488 609:3.96 5686.29 00:31:12.55 D L

16 E 07/116 22:3102 8289.20 6069.88 5645.11 00::31:00.91 D L

18 C 07/13 155302 8368.72 6118.06 5710.07 00:$1:21.88 L
,,,)..,0.59.0_ L18 E 07/13 15530 °- S305.09 6077.50 5660.25 o, .o . o

18 C 07/13 155:302 8367.90 6111.74 5715.63 00:31:30.68 D L
18 E 07/13 155302 8294.2-t 6065.41 5657.$2 00:31:07.83 D L 0

19 E 07/15 165002 83i6.46 6088.87 56_4.78 00:$1:02.02 L

on E 07/20 212.502 8357.23 u,.....,, ..,-_ .,,,.,.,._a°4_.., _u_.ql...........9q 9A D L
21 E 07/20 212502 8379.02 6142.41 5699.01 00:31:17.92 L

22 E 07/26 150302 8343.$1 6166.25 5620.34 00:31:21.88 L

22 E 07/26 150302 8:'A4.28 6097.66 5652.06 00:31:09.54 D L ,

23 E 07/26 1.-30302 8299.09 b085.74 5642.57 00:30:57.16 L

24 E 08/04 201.502 8293.80 6091.48 5628.59 00:$1:22.09 L

24 E 08/04 201502 8290.30 6089.71 5625.33 00:31:22.45 L :

25 E 08/10 205602 8285.10 6083.42 5624.49 00:31:31.76 L

_5 F. a_/ln 20%02 8204.35 6001.59 5618.42 00:31:21.78 D L

26 E 08/14 101802 8282.84 6070.26 5825.65 00:31:22.62 L

26 E 08/14 101802 8260.45 6054.93 5618.97 00:31:22.27 D L

26 E 08/14 101802 8301.91 0107.16 5623.55 00:31:20.31 R L

27 E 08/22 212402 8282.27 6075.86 5628.48 00:$1:23.78 L

27 E 08/22 212402 8258.72 6048.27 5622,°.50 00:21:25.68 D L

28 E 08/31 170602 8265.68 6055._8 5626.28 00:31:24.55 L
28 E 08/31 170602 8250.92 6039.49 5621.56 00:31:23.11 D L

30 E 09/12 2311142 8280.81 6076.32 5628.84 00:31:22.57 L

30 E 09112 231642 8259.14 0051.62 5620.02 00:31:22.21 D L

31 A 09/28 233252 8281.60 6081.47 5621.44 00:31:H}.42 L

81 E 09/28 233252 8266.14 6079.24 5601.00 00:31:16.11 L

32 A 10/07 040000 8279.36 11080.73 5618.95 00:31:10.11 L

32 E 10/07 040000 8275.00 6097.80 5593.97 00:31:15.50 L

32 G 09115 0000(_ 8274.95 0075.77 5617.81 00:31:17.42 L ._
35 A 10/13 162402 82.%1.56 6051.98 5584.04 00:31:14.70 D =

35 C 10/18 182402 8240.19 6059.58 5584.11 00:31:13.23 D 1

37 A 10/13 000003 8252.02 0063.53 5597.27 00:31:03.32 R L •

88 A 09115 000300 8240.24 0027.71 5618.57 00:31:00.55 D L !:

38 C 09/15 000030 8199.14 5991.40 5597.23 00:31:05.55 D L ,

89 A 10131 000000 8208.98 621.22 5590.41 00:51:15.74 L

89 G 10/31 000003 8180.92 6004.24 5556.67 00:31:17.81 L

59 A 11/01 070000 8218.54 6018.73 5590.37 00:_1:04.84 D L

5_ A 09115 000000 823.1.49 0018.76 5615.32 00:31:18.79 L :

41 A 11197 000300 8279.04 6112.77 5583.59 00:31:01.15 I

41 C 11/07 000000 8173.53 6025.82 55'22.33 00:31:10.17 I

42 A 11107 000000 8203.41 0004.71 5589.22 00:31:40.64 L

43 A 11/07 000000 8207.54 6025,89 5569.21 00:31:97.30 I

i 43 C 11/07 000000 8234.87 6055.22 5580.99 00:31:05.34 I _-

70 Jlq. TE©HNIC_k _ II-IW$ +-.

l
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Table 19 (contd)

A B C D E F G H I

Run Time of last data ^ ^
identification, Parameter point used IB:, km B "R, km B .T, km T_.i ( 11/14/71 ), 3oppler/ Arc"'
PO3TMC-xx seta ( 1971 ) h. ram. s range b

44 A _1/08 140000 8227.83 606,3.19 5561.91 00:31:07.07 I

44 C 11/08 140000 8221.18 6040 10 5577.18 00:31:06.18 I

45 A 11/10 190000 8284.64 6145.58 5555.84 00:31:08.40 I

45 C 11/10 190000 8444.29 0341.22 5576.28 oo:30:58.41 1
45 C 11/10 190000 8313._1 8180.02 5560.29 00:30:48.45 D I

46 A 11/10 190000 8203.96 6014.00 5588.84 00:31:04.24 L

46 A 11/10 190000 8224.38 6036.16 5586.18 00:31:03.54 R L

48 A 11/12 000000 8206.17 6007.70 _)590.05 00:31.04.19 L

50 A 11/13 061800 8232.53 8038.81 5595.29 00:31:0:3.19 I,

,_0 A 11/13 051300 °225.46 C,032.$7 5592.77 O0.gl.9_.Ig D L

51 A I1/13 061800 8260.46 6098.03 5572.19 00:31:03.75 S

51 F 11/13 061800 8305.98 0174.12 5556.03 00:31:03.19 S

51 A 11/1:1 061800 8056.49 5964.47 5415.92 ()0:.30:_.24 D S

51 F 11/13 061800 8194.75 8101.64 5470.28 00:30:59.00 D S

52 A 11/13 101800 8232.36 8038.52 5595.35 00:31:03.19 L

52 A 11/13 1(11800 8226.56 6033.12 5592.79 0(I.31:05.12 D L

_3 A 11/13 101800 8290.97 6149.18 5581.27 00:31:06.99 S
53 F 11/13 101800 8338.28 8224.85 5544.80 00:31:00.48 S

53 A 11/13 101800 8152.69 8075.99 5435.87 00:31:01.44 D S

53 F 11/1:3 101800 8313.43 6228.14 5508.93 00:31:04.93 D S

54 A 11/13 141800 8231.70 6037.52 5595.47 00:31:03.23 L

54 A 11/13 141800 8228.93 6033.48 5592.83 00:31:05.08 D 1.

55 A 11/13 141800 8286,25 8142.08 5562.08 00:31:07.04 S

5,5 F 11/13 1,41800 8314.44 8188.90 5552.25 00::31:08.78 S

56 A II/13 161830 8230.97 8038.49 5595.51 00:31:03.28 L

56 a 11/13 181800 8228.96 6033.49 5592.84 00:31:05.07 D L

57 A 11/13 181800 8275.64 8125.03 5565.39 00:31:07.31 S

57 F 11/13 181800 827_, _9 8124.78 5585.44 00::31:07.31 S

57 A 11/13 181800 6280.14 8192.86 5498.29 00:31:04.67 D S

57 F 11/13 181800 6280.08 6188.9_ 5500.57 00:31:04.83 D S

56 A 11/13 281S00 8281.27 8103.32 5567.80 00:31:11.49 S

59 A 11/13 214800 8281.85 6104.13 5587.58 00:31:07.87 S

59 F 11/13 214800 8281.81 8104.14 5567.50 00:31:07.88 S

60 A 11/13 234800 6262.43 8104.97 5567.51 00:31:07.92 S

60 F 11/13 234800 8262,27 8104.78 5567.48 00:31:07.93 S

• ) A 11/13 234800 8282.59 8111.80 5580.47 00:31:07.87 D S

60 F 11/13 234800 8282.21 8101.79 5570.1_', 00:31:08.04 D S
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Table20. Solutions supportingcurrent best estimate of ,-plane parameters

A B C D E

Short arc CBE short arc
Parameter Long arc Long arc MOI 5d --_ ._._OI-4_5r,, MOI-5d --_ MOI+ 10h

001009-H 001009-A E001WL MOI0gA

IBI, km 8261.7 82R0.8 8262.0 89-61.4

B ._, km 6088.0 6100.6 6087.0 6081.8

B • T, km 5590.5 5583.2 5586.6 5591.3

TEA,"0_+ 31"'09."52 31m08:50 31m0._.54 31"'08:72

•November 14, 1971.

Table21. Comparisonof estimated maneuver parameters=

A B C D E F

Commanded
Psram_or maneuver A pr/orl from telemetry Strategy I Strategy 2 Strategy 3

Fo 0.13290676 × I0' 0.13363450 × I0' 0.1331191 x I0, 0.13298025 x I0,

F t -0.70234773 x I0-' -0.706"/9196 x 10-t -0.70067575 x I0-_ -0.69835305 × 10-a

F: 0.29411911 X 10-a 0.28530662 x 10-s 0.29473017 x 10-s 0.29352292 X 10-3

F, -0.41188397 x 10-'; -0.42682429- X 10"" -0.41235486 X 10.4 -0.41060609 X lO-_

F, 0.19269307 x 10-0 0,18995651 x 10-o 0.19246737 X 10-o 0.19385616 X 10-'
: =, red 2.5365883 2.5301710 2.5364832 2.5366572

e, rut o.2_7_oa 0.1_43 0.206889_ 0._,0052894
T,, (leVI cutoff) (IAV[ cutoff) 914.7534 915.2659

[&Vl, m/s 1800.500 1600.685 1600.665 1601.653 1601.912
Roll turn, dog 42,705 42.519 42.557 42.578

Yaw turn, deg 124,898 125.206 I_,5.215 125.o_I
Run identiflcatioa MOI91G MOI08A MOIOSW

=For all the mlutiom, the other applicable burn pammetm we:e:

TO= Nov. 14, 1971, 0a18=20:5111 ET Mt = f '728_k_18 X 104

M e = 995 kg bt i = 0.1181t9_1 X 1O-'
_/o " 0.40051544 _, = -O._N4SO44 x l0 '*

n _q. _lr, N. mJ,owr I=.lslls

] 974021007-09]



Table 22. Determinationsof GM Earth from Marinerg data ,

Run
Source GM Earth, Standarddeviation, idoofi-

km3/s2 ]crnS/sZ ficstion

Data span 1 398600.67 0.220 UPBM 17

Data span 2 398600.67 0.150 UPB,'v118

Data span 3 398600.75 0.133 UPPBM6

Data span 4 398600.71 0.3,59 PBE017

Table 23. Influenceof considerparameters on GM
Earth determination

Assumed Absolute value of change
Comider parameta _t'y in GM Earth, km3/s= _*

ACmACxAC r, }_n/s s 0.5 × 10-11 0.06, 0.08, 0.10

z (DSS 51), m 30.0 0.05

GM Moon, kmS/ss 0.0,5 0.004 ._

Is, Is, I. 0.5 X 10-7 Negligible

Cs,2, S=.s 0.5 X 10-' 0.001, 0.001

F_.m'thoPottal ¢J_mtJ 1.0 X 10"T Negligible
(ms)
Moon orbital dem¢_ 0.12 x 10-s Negligible
(_t3)

AJtronomical unit 8.0 ]un Negligible

/

i

t

1 '
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Table 25, Torque directions around spacecraftaxes causedby individual roll-jet thrusts

Label in Direction jet Direction of H)acecraft
Fig. 18 exhaustpoints motionin rollca_Lsed Roll Pitch Yaw Locationof jet in

by jot firing torque torque torque spacecraft coordinates

a CW CCW + + + - X_
b CCW CW _

- + -X

c CCW CW - + - +X
d CW CCW + _

- +X

Table26. Current best estimate of accelerationsdurlnll interplanetary phase Induced by roll.Jetleak

Date Time,
(1071) GMT

h:m u. DN/s= T, N X 10', (/dh) _,AC:, k,./s_ x i01_ 3AC v,kin/s: x 10J:

9/15 13:55 -0.14 x I0-,_ 2.68 (5.9) IO.l -26.3
23:15 -0,48 X I0-_ 0.91 (2.0) 3,4 -8.9

9/21 20:25 -0.80 x I0-, 1.54 (3.4) ,'5.8 -15.2

9/_ 02:30 -0.45 X I0-_ 0.88 (1.9) 3.3 -8,5

9/24 09:17 -0.70 X 10-* 1.88 (3.0) 5,1 -13.4
12:48 -0.45 X 10-, 0.86 (1.9) :L:3 -8.5

10/03 21:38 -0.82 X 10-. 1.59 (3,5) 8.0 - 15.6

10/04 05:10 -0.37 X I0-. 0.73 (1.8) "2.7 -7.1

" 10/25 04:18 -0.20 X 10-s 3.85 (8.5) 14,5 -38.0
90:18 -0._0 X lO-a 3.85 (8.5) 14,5 -38.0

: 10128 0e:18 -0.38 X 10-. 1.13 (9.5) 4.3 -: 1.2

10/27 11:38 -0.51 X I0-. 1.00 (2.11) 3.8 -8.3

1012"/ _:38 -0.10 x lO-s 1.9! {_.2) 7.2 -18.8
_:84 -0,50 x 10-, 0.95 (2.1) 3,0 -9.4

10/28 21:4Z - 0.80 X 10-, 1.54 (3.4) 5,8 - 15.2

11,/02 18:00 -0.6_ x IO-, 1.22 (I.7) 4.8 -I£.I

11/05 08:19 -0.60 X 10-4 1.91 (4.2) 7.2 -18.8
_0:28 -0,42 X 10-' 0.82 (1.8) 3.1 -8.0

11/I}6 11:49 -0.&q X 10.-4 1,27 (2.8) 4.8 -ISL5

11/1)7 00:0_ -0,38 X 10-. 0.88 (l.S) 2.8 -8.7

11/07' 111:26 -0.11 X lO-a 2.04 (4.5) 7.7 -2C.!

11/08 14:29 -0.48 ,< 10.4 0.91 (2.0) 3.4 -8.9

11/00 Oi:lO -0.48 X I0 -4 0.8?. (!.8) 3.1 -8.0
03:01) -0.40 X I0-' 0.77 (1.7) 2.9 -7,0

11/08 10:10 -0.78 X 10-4 1.48 (8.2) 3.5 -14.8

11/10 l$:ltl -0.56 X 10-. 1.00 (11.4) 4.1 - 10.7 ,_

11/11 18:49 -0.20 X life 3.8il (8.8) 14.0 -_t.9
_:U -0.15 X 10-s 1.4_ (_LS) 9.4 -24.5

11/11 Sk_:_4 -0.10 X lO-a 1.91 (4.1D 7.11 -l&8

11/18 19:17 -0.44) X 10-4 0.91 (IL0) 8.4 -&9
11/14 01:41 -O.IB X 10._ 0.50 (1.1) 1,.9 -4.9

0&81 -ON X 10-4 0.50 ( 1.1 ) !' -4.9
.m,.m..

m. _ am,am m_Hm
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Table27. Formationof certain radiometricdata types

Formation of
Data .type Transmitter fdnctlon Spacecraft function lh'ceiver function data

Doppler Transmit signal with fre- Receive signal and retran_m. Receive signal with fre- f,-f,
quency ( ft ) generated by via transponder quency 1,, and compare with
transmiRing station frequency _lation frequency standard f.
mmdard

Range Transmit range code at time Receive signal and retrammit Receive signal at time t,, as t,'-t t
t t as measured by transmitting vi_ transponder measured by receiving
station'sck_k station'sclock

Tobie 28. Summacy of data used in dual-stationezpertment

Data type DSS 12 DSS 41 Subtotal

: Oval_ 1_ 295 1_0 425

I. Meridian pe_q_e 1_ 130 _ 1_

F3 36 lSO 21_

[ lem - 1_ _5 170 205

MU 14 0 14

Toad ,_-" _ 850

i o

_'_ .

] 97402 ]007-095



Table 29. Estimated frequencyoffsets in mH'zfrom F3, F2, and MU solutions

Oct. 4 Oct. 23 Oct. 29 Nov. 6
Solution code Weight

(Table 5 ) code" DSS 12 DSS 41 U "5 12 DqS 41 DSS 12 DSS 41 DSS 41

I 4.88 3.42 -6.07 -8.88 5.13 2.41 -2._0
A 2 4.97 3.58 - 5.88 - 8.42 5.25 2.55 - 2.28

3 _,70 4.35 - 5.84 - 8.20 5.24 2.58 - 2.82

1 4.65 3.11 - 5.97 - 8.54 5.08 2.,'_4 - 2.24
B 2 4.86 3.38 - 5,82 - 8.39 5.24 2.53 - 2.30

3 5.63 4._ - 5.8_ - 8. I',, 5.24 g.58 - 2.84

1 4.62 2.74 - 1.84 -4.41 5.38 2.59 -3.89
J 2 4.78 2.89 - 1.53 - 4.10 5.5..'I 2.T;' - 3.86

3 5.04 3.08 -0.88 -3.44 5.80 2.84 -4.01

1 1.86 0.37 - 6.94 -9.20 $.65 1.55 - 4.17
C 2 1.94 0.I0 -8.82 -9.28 3.83 1.4,5 -4 45

3 2.92 0.59 -6.18 -8.83 4.05 1.28 -4.41

I 2.09 0.58 - 4. I0 - 6.41 3.58 1.62 - 5.3,5
E 2 2.24 0.49 -3.74 -6.20 3.50 1.28 -5.65

3 3.03 0.95 -2.36 -4.90 4.12 1.37 -5.50

1 2.02 0.42 -4.07 -0.38 3.00 1.00 -5.28
G 2 2.14 0.20 -8.79 -e o-_ $.81 I.S8 -5.62

1 2.03 0.41 -4.08 - O.SS 3.01 1.50 - 53rT
H 2 2.13 0.24 -8.78 -0.14 3.01 1.8.q -F.O_.

8 1,88 - 0.20 -LS0 -b.48 4.35 1.00 -5.81

°We/sht code:
F2 1=3 MU

1 0.015Hz 0.075Hz 150m

2 C',J0Hz 0.015Hz IS0m

3 0.073 Hz 0.015 Hz 150 m

Telde90. OeJmoeN

Number Jn Tim before Mere Number Jn Time bef_ Morn
Pls.44 POe ,martin.h mxn_, ¢bS _q.44 I'OS JmwUm.b ...ore,d3,.m8

1 ! 00.0 08, 1o D 90.0 1"/0
J i S0.0 180 11 !1 _ 1_

8 ! 17_ 904 IS I! 9O0 tit
4 I SS.0 JB0 18 ll _ _1
$ ! 54.0 248 14 m lOS Ms
o I SS,O MS 11 m lO4 aM

7 n u [] LU 18
8 II I04 17 m 10_ 41
0 II 84,O lie 18 m e.o m

q...tda,.e_b.dr.
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DATA TE_V_INATIC)NTIME, day_after Oct 4, 1971
, - 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 41

6000 I "_ __ 1 I 60001 1' 1 r" 1 T t I I " ! t

PuANEt _.• _RRcNtBESt.Est.I.mATEOe0 • _ _ ,

DATA TO _. 0200 /NOV 13, 23h /

t % ,_ AAC MODEl. OUT

6300 '*"._ _.,s
6200 %..__.,-.--.-,"

1 - -FIRSTLEAK ENCOUNTER

_l 1 I I I 1 ] k ,L l l
6300 Oct 16 19 22 25 28 3t Nov 3 6 9 12 14

"_ DATE

BATCHSOLUTION @
m (FROMFIG. 21) Fill. 24. Time h_tory of B ._ solutions from

6400 DATA FROM
OCT4, o6h the batchfiRer (set 2)

TO
NOV 6, 06 h

6500 / DATA TERMINATIONTIME, daysafter Oct 4, 1971

J 12 15 18 21 2/ 27 30 33 36 39 41

300 1 I I I 1 I 1 ......I I

6600 _,i 200 i _""- - : _LONGITUDE

c,_ t0o
e

6700 I 1 l |
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s,10o s,s0o _ 570o _ o i
I • _l, km II

-I00 I I t t 1 J 1 I ENCOUNTEI[I
Fill. 22. Comparisonof November ipprol_ solutt_ oc, 16 _9 li 2s 28 31 Nov3 6 9 12 14

with current best estimate OATE

F1E.25. Time history of perturbations in B ._ caused by +7-m
x and +3-m r. errors in III st•Urn1k)citkms u_nl • batch fl_er

DATA TERMINATIONTIME, d_t after Oct 4, 1971
12 15 I1 21 • 24 27 3Q 33 36 39 41

(l_OGi I 1 I I I I" I 1 J I I
CURRENTlESTESTIMATEOf I •

I DATATERMINATIONTIME, de_ eh_ Oct 4_ 1971
24 27 36 ]9 41

610n _'_OAa4 , ,_L ENCOUNTER-Ii 60O012 15 I1 21 30 33
PI4ASl T I_E -I I t v '1 t I 'l I l i f

_2_ • - I CUIIHNT. lIsT ESTIMATEOF • • g

--'..w-----.._.. / .J/'6ACMOOELOUT" • 6300

A ----- • L
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DA'It
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12 13 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 41

DATATERMINATION TIME, _ after Ocl 4, 1971 J 2001" SPIN AXIS
12 I'; 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 41 <_" •

5900 l I I ! I ! ! ..... I l

6(X_O_ LONGITUDE
J CURRENTleST ESTIMATEOF II • _ 3 J I I I _ I J ENCOUNTERJ

<E" 6100 - ,1_.____ _._______.,ql I Oct16 19 22 25 28 31 Nov3 6 9 12 14
• --_.Q.._ p DATE

".. -''- Fil. 30. Time history of perturbations in O._ due to +7-m ),
6200 "_---..w"* &AC MOOfL OUT• and +3-m r, errors in all stations located for the 10-_1 km/_:FIRSt LEAK E_COUNTE !

I I 1 i I I l I [ process noise sequential filter
Octl6 19 22 25 28 31 Nov3 6 9 12 14

DATE

Ill. 27. Time historyof B ._ solutionsfor the 10-" kmle t
processnoisesequentialfilter (set 2) 6ooo- , , ,

$3_
6100. - !s3>3T • cse

$2 _ $2DATATEIIMINATION TIME, de_ eflw Oct 4, 1971
12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 41

I l | I I I I | l I

6200, S
CUIUtENTNESTESTIMATEOF Ill • _ J 1

61oo _
J

6.'00 6300._C MGOELOUT ,as_ '_

_AAC MOOELIN

FIRSTLEAK ENCOUN.'_,.R _ .
I I _ I I I I I I i

Oct 16 19 22 23 211 31 _ 3 6 9 12 14

DATE

Fill. m. 11me hlstmy of B. _ Nk4iom Mr the 10-- kin/s" _00 s."--_, m'---_, ,
ix_ecessexNsesequentialflltar (set 1) _ _ _ 5_0o

II • _ e--

w_.31.s.mm,._OfNoweberS_,Umu
In the I_I_ ,

DATATEIIMINATION TIMI, dley_e#terOct 4, 1971

121L 15 II 21 )4 _19 30 33 36 ]9 41 /TWO- A/_O __$I100 I I i I I ! I i I THREE-WAY
TRANSMITTING AND /im_ kY
TWO-WAV,_CelViN_ / "_""'_-_/"- / I

J I _ ._.cum_u, ,S_A,O,',.i .._'-..--

• i _ ____-- _ &ACMO011,iN

laml I _ , e i i i i i | r.,_,. I / _"THU|-WAY

Oetl6 It tt _j II 31 N_3 6 t I| 14 _ /J D_/NUNK _4.

IqlFD. 11e_IdeWyof_ .t iugem Mrflu lO--ImVe_
m mdNmlm_id mMr(we_ vmn-wAv /II_MNO STATION

ms.u. Tm_m_ ,_ m**m8m_mU_ Mr_
ml_it,

II Jfl. _ IIgOIIl' II.lll

-I
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5700 -- 1 I I I I

A STATE /6 STATEr SP

C STATE,SF, DSS C*

E STATE,SF, DSS, GMM, GM4

5800 G STATE,.SP, DSS, GMM, GM4, AC
H STATE, SP, DSSpGMM, GM4, EPHEMS, AC

J STAff, SP, GMM, GM4

• /
H"

._ G'E" O' H'

(m6ooo A
i

/
E"

C H"

_E

_ r

? A"

J"

A - J F2 WITH GAS LEAKS

CCCST3 A' ° J_ F2 WITHOUT GAS LEAKS

CCCST2 A"- J" I_ WITHOUT GAS [YAKS(ALLDATA)

CCCNMI A t= J" F2 +

_no , I i, "r I I ,,I

I "
_m

JPL_ ItiPOilVIJ.ll 101
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3700 1 1 I I I

A STATE,_$ELINE (IL)

| STATE,SP, IL SOLUTION DATA 1a L'SEDINCOOE TYPE _IGHTING

C STATE,SP, 0S$, IL F2 0.0_
E STATE,SP, DSS, GMMo G_, EL A - J F3 - F2 0.04-5 HzRUN ID CCCGE6
O STATE,$P, DSS, G_, G_, AC, |L MU 10,_nt

51100 ) STATE,$P, GMM, GM4, IL G' F2 0.035 Hz
K STATE,SP, GMM, GM4, EPHEMS,AC, IlL RUN ID CCGE16 F3 - F2 0.007 HzMU I_ m

F2 0.225 Hz

E" F3 - F2 0.045 Hz

RUN 10CCCF_ _ 1_ m

" / 1' \ /• G'

\ /
, /

!._" ClIE

61_ /

J _

- / ,.
/ .

.. I . I i I i
go _ _o _ _w Moo _ao

g.?. ,.-

L
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-20

-30 __.L....__.._.--.,L__ J [
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HOURS TO ENCOUNTER
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3O _)
20

10 o D D o ;

: I r, i•< 0. _---@-_ - _-e@- ...._ _ o- i_ --_ _o
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D
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HOURSTO ENCOUNrER

(_)
2

O D O _'0 D u "O'----
E_ D D o O D 0 O

-I
O

: _) -2

2

!

O O D O o O 0 O D
0

• l 0 0 • O O
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5950 I I

A - RADIO ONLY TOMOI - 13h

B - RADIO + OPTICALTO MOI * 19 h 10O0 I t
C- POS I OPTICAL \ _: OPTICALONLY

D - POS I + II OPTICAL _ k /'-- WITHOUT STA_S

E - POS I + *1 + III OPTICAL 5U0 _ WITH STARS

F - CDE(FROMSECTION If-F)

6O0O

I-or ERROR E 200 _
ELUPSEFOR v._"
SOLUTION x

< 100

A O OPTICALAND RADIO

._ O" _ WITHOUT STARS

_DS0 WITH k

1"--" _ 2o \
/ . / _ \ '

E O° Z
I F ELLIPSEFOE _ 10

SOLUTION Z

6100 IIl • .L
C 5

280 J 2 **,

I6150 J J ! I I J I
_ _ _ $ 4 3 2 I

• • _), km DAYSIEFOtE ENCOUNTER *

fill. 41. Near.reM-UmetrajectoryesUmatN Fill.47. ExpectedtrajectoryIMimltion iiccuracy -_

JIq. _NIICAL _ I1.1111 ° 10'/ _"
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ITERATION I N-150 .s-
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Fill, 52. Opticaldlti solution (timeof fliilht) e J \ FROM

<o:" [ -1oo4- \\{ _.,. • ? 3_.._,.,
SECOND \ A PRIORI
PaSS--,-- -so \

I

v_ , - ,,,H _o,2,,500 I I I

io, -15o .ioo -5o _CSE _ \\150

2o0 so- _- \\
\

" IO0 \

O ERROR IN

_ _ ESTI_TE _ AB • T, km

i _ (_ONItU_) J• __ FiI. 64. SeMIUvi_ to Mmrsq)lllmNwll

i"
$

2

I I I
2 I 0

DAYS IRFOI_ ENCOUNTEI

_ _ of time of flil_ uMn8ol:4lcll dMI
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AppendixA

Definitionof SpacecraftTrajectoryParametersandAssociated
Statisticsat ClosestApproachto Mars

B a vector from the center of Mars normal to the incoming asymptote of the spacecraft Mars-centered hyperbolic
orbit (This conic is computed for the closest approach time.)

S a unit vector along the incoming asymptote

T a u,it vectoi normal to S and lying in the ecliptic plane. T is directed very near! 7 "ow"-'_ tb,• Sun.

B a unit vector making up a riglat-handed RST coordinate system

TeA the actual closest approach time of the spacecraft to the center of Mars

Rea the closest approach distance of the spacecraft to the center of Mars

0' the angle from the +T axis to the B vector measured positively t_ward + B (downward)

SMAA the square root of the largest eigenvalue of positional uncertainty in the B-plane (The B-plane is normal to S.)

SMIA the square root of the smallest eigenvalue of positional uncertainty in the B-plane

0 the angle from the +T axis to the SMAA measured positive from + T toward -B. This is the opposite conven-
tion from the #' definition.

The SMAA and SMIA form the semimajor and semiminor axes of the 40% dispersion ellipse; i.e., there is a 40% proba-

bility that the predicted target point lies in a 40% dispersion ellipse centered about the "true" target point (seeFig.A-l).

110 Jl_ 11WHNI_kL_ IZ-|lll
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_ I / -_-HYPER_U¢ PATN

V _ TILJ,JECTORY PLANE

_' - INCOMING ASYMPTOTE VC0 = VELOCITY AT INFINITY

II - MISS PARAMETER (LI. S) Tf - UNEARIZ|D TIME OF FU&HT

- PARALLEL TO ECLIPTIC PLANE _ • SFMIMAJOR AXIS OF ERROR ELUPSE (1o')

AND J. TO _ ._MIA - SEMIMINOR AXIS OF ERROR ELLIPSE (lo)

R. tk,,?

Fil. A.1L.Deflnitloe of B-ptlme penlmete_

JFq. TE_INICAL REPORT J12-1_ III
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AppendixB
Mars MissionLockfile

$ * * * * * * * • * MARS MISSION LOCKFILE • * • * • • • • *
$ PHASE C VERSION

$
$ THIS LOCKFILE IS DESIGNED FOR PROCESSINO REAL DATA ON MARS MISSIONS
I IT CONTAINS:
$

I. THE 'UNIFIED" LOCKFILE (ODINAI
$

$ 2, TIMING AND POLAR MOTION INPUT _- |ODINA)
$
$ 3. INPUT TO INSURE TRAJECTORIES (ODZNAI

$ ACCURATE ENOUGH FOR O,O,
$

$ qo MZSCELLANEOU _. INPUTS DESIRED (ODINA)
$ BY O.D, ON ALL MARS MISSIONS

$
$ 5, MISCELLANEOUS NON-TRAJECTORY (ODINB)
$ INPUTS
$

$ * • @ @ * 4 # * 4 • • 4 • le * * * * • • * • * * * • #

$
SDPODP

OPT:'LOCKUP' • AFILE:'LOCK't BFILEztLOCKZ'w $
I
$INPUT

$NOMINAL VALUES OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS -UNIFIED-C 0.2•
$DPTRAJ/DPOOP OOINA- KI':ATIB- 3/?.q/71 ,

SASTRODYNAMIC CONSTANTS •

GMIII=.221815977D. _ • RADIflI--.2q350_ t FLAT(I;--O.000 •
GM(ZI:.32_GGOlOSD6 o RA_I(ZI:.6052Dq o FLAT(2;-O.CO0 •
GM(3;-'o398_O12D6 o RADT(ZI:.63791£;Sq o FLATIS;=.33528918£E_.SC-_•

GM(q):.q2828q_.39D r • RADI(qI-.3393_Dq t FLATIq;=.IOSD-I•
GM(SI=elZ6707719D9 , RACI(S):.71372D5 • FLATfS;=.EETD-lt

GM(£)=.379ZGS25BD8 e RADI(£I=.CONO1DS o FLAT (C I--°IOSDOt
GM(7;=°S787723_GD7 o RaDI(7)--.2353SD5 o FLATI7)=.o_ED-1,"

GMI_I=.E89057£27D7 o RADI(8)=.ZZ32qD5 o FLATtGI=.ITTD-1,

OH(9) =. 732NOS93SD5 o _ RACIIS)=.7CISDq . FLAT(9) =O.ODO•GMIlOI:.132712q9939QBO. 5D12•RADIflOI=.Egrgg_.Db o FLATfIGI:_.ODO,
GM(11)=._902783_oDq • RADI(llI:.173809C_ t FLAT(11;=O.000•
AU(lI=149597893.ODO • KEtl)=S378.1q925£927£1OrO • C(1;:299792.5C(_ ,
BETRELII)=I.000 o OaMRELIII=I.0DO o

STIM[ AND POLAR MOTION TRANSFORMATIONS
STPO¢ 1l =8SqOO.ODO, DTSBt 1l=32.15D0, ORFJ (1) =2q33232. SOO•

RFJDfSI=SH_T o3H_T t FRGC(1):91928_177(_.ODCw F'AKEI=2• :
$ EPOCH• SEC PAST SOw A.1-UTC, RATED 12 SETSo REAL INPUT IS TP
IT(l) =510101_TP(1) =o3153GE8o9°9_9.0o
ITI _)=S90101eTP(_;=. 15qSSOOeE10_g.g2oO.Qo
SEPOCHt SEC PAST SUe AB1-UTIB RATED 1Z _ETS• PEAL INPUT IS TP.• $_HE EPOCHS
TPIqO)=o3153GE8,9.SZ•O.O_ TP(qS)=.lSqF.3038ElOe9.92•O.Oo
$POLAR MOTION_ SAME EPOCMSe•SEC PAST SI, e XeY•OX eCY• REAL TP• 17 SETS

TP1151)c. 3153GE8eO.O,O.O,O.O,3._ Tn(1SE ):.lSq6_O0 e*-lU _
SNEW TRZC AND COORDINATE TRANSFOR_ATZOM DATA
SNODEIS) FOR ALL PLANETS *SUN *MOON qESPr_CTIVELY

CONGOA( 1 • 1l :U. alT73859D2 _ -O .125 S 9DO _ -O * _9D-3 •
CON(OA ! 1• 2 ; =G. 76229S 702 •-0 • 2778 SC_ • -O .lq D- .1•

CONE8 A (1 • 31 =_. 17_ atOSS(OS•-_.2qlSC DC •0. SOD-q • C-
COH[O _( 1 • _; :0._ $1 ._193D2 • -O .29007ODD •-0 • _GS C-2 o

CON(GA 1 leg I :O°SS_.q335_ •-0o 1672800•0 • _.Sp- 3 •
CORE_ A( 2 • 61:0,11322015D3 _-O o2S_73D0•00 &2D-3 o
COHEOA¢ 1,7| =Oo737qS22D2_Oo6671D-l_'O o0680-2 •

• CONES A ( 1 t $1:0.1_12295903e-OeSTal D-2 o-O. : 9D-3 •
COREGa ! 1•9 ) = 3*0. COO*

112 JPILTECHNICALREPORTU-Ii
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D ..anli:l!lliIikrag, :in i, i n,o:,,1 I,,. UlN i '

COMEG i(l•%0)=C.17qq(_956D3w-.2qIG6DOtO.GD-q *
DONEGAl 1•111 :O°1211279102,-O.193q139°.290q•_.2(181_- 2.

$INCLINATION 50 FOR ALL PLANETS �SUN,_MOON
CI50I I t 11:0. 700381D1 ,-0 • 597D-2•O.1D-5 t
CI 5O111.,21:D,339q13D1•-O,e£D-3•-O.3D-q•
CZ5011t 31:0° ODOr 0°13076D-10-0 o 9D-r_•
CI 50(1•q I :O°185(JDODlo-U.e21D-2*-O°ZD-q,
CI50 ( lo 5)=0. 13055201o-0° 205D-2•O.3D-q,
CZSOI l•6)--O.2qDC'36D100.186D-?o-O.3D-_,
CZ50(lo7):0. 77300D_l,-O.136C-Z*-O._D-q,
CI 50( lo 6) --O.177_I:.01trJ.37D-3,O.8D-5,
CI5O (lo9):3-.I.0D00
CI 50( loZO):U.(_DOoO.13U7ED-Io -0.9D-5 o
C150(lo 11)-0° 51_ E39EDloO.ODDoO.OD_ o

$EARTH-OBLTO(qI,RASb(qDtDZCSO(q) oDELTASLIq) o HA CCEFF(£1 RESPECTIVELY
CEPSBEI 1):23,q_57888615803389DDo-.1301_16£ 95621 r.9_80D-l•

C[PSBE( 31 :-.DqqqB16_1853D-6o 4.50003203 9151D-6 o
CEARTHI 1)-- .13q35qO79223OD-50-.EqO'-78(_C90 772S57320_ •

CE ARTPI 3) :-.839qB_61895365D-qo- .50bO326391509D-5 •
CEARTH( 5)- 89. 99979883:73189qGDo ,-. 55675nD297 q88qs__75 D13o
CE ARTN(7) :.1185£(a693158r 29D-3• .11(1185513139_D-_ 0
CEARTH(9):89,99999a656qS92068D00-. GqO27301(}DD1667635DUo
CE ARTH( 111---.30_2UTq7115U173D-3•-.SOOZ£SDOEqTO1D- _.•
DEARTH! 1_1 =00 lO027379U929_Dlo O.2q'JD3.C. 13_75.cq2GD_2030
CE ARTN(1E )=0.3£O(J(JTE 9312UB 33 D5 o O ° 38705_3D-Z • 0.58 9_.-1D,

$EARTH- COEF'F OF PA(q)o AROUM. CF P[._IH.(._I,rAoTP LONG.'T,(3)• I°E<-;PECTZVELY
CERTH2(1) :U,35B[JOO6815278I_3oB,35_990q$597r D5o -_,15_ r D-30-U °33333D -_ o
CERTH2 ( 5)=O- 28787097D3_0.5GqDqDO*O .(] _C- 30
CERTH2(8) :O.17qqO956D3_O.115q65Dl,_o37D-3o

$MERCURY-ODLIO.|I)e NUTATIONS IN LONG. AND OBLZ9.I2)o HA COEF(2)* RESPECTIVELY
CMERCIII=3eO._DO, O.3q35q?2D3,O.G13CD1

$RA5Qi2I•D_CSGIZ)oNUTo-LONG(Z)eNUT-OBI.ZG(2)oHA CCEFIZ)eRESPECT3VELY FOR
SVENU5_ MARS* JUPTT.e 5ATURoo URANoo NEPTU.o SUNo RESPECTIVELY.
FLANV(%):O. 9802255DZo 00000 _-0.6898877C20 5*0 .COO*

PLANV( 91-_031769558qD3_O.lq8392q_l o
PLANM| 1):0- 3168538D3e-OoD°.6D -1,0.53006692o-00566_- 1o q*O.ODO,
PLANM ( 91:Oolq$672501D3,0.350891962D3o
PLANJ| 1)-O- Z6$OqqTD3e U°ODOoDoSq5528D205,0 .dCO*
PLANJ(S):OoZ39751D3oU.8779(_D20
PLANS( _)--0,38q131qD20 OoODOo 0 • 83310_9C20 GeO .O CO° 0,8_303,
PL ANU(ll =D.TG781DZ•O.UDOoO_lq92D2,GeOoGDUoG .7987( 703•
PLANN(1) :9-295571203• O.O90_ Do qlqSG35 C2,6"0.0 DOe O°E17 lq303 o
PL _NSU| 1) :O.286019303_O.OD(_•O.S37718D2 o 5* GoODC_D .qZSqZZSDOeO.lqloq3971£O2•

$PLUT£- RASO( 11• CECSO(1)oNEAN AUTU, EGUTN, II|eOEL]OoIlloNUTAT°(21• HAe
CPLUTO I 1 ) :0.31309138D3 • (_°_35q2 D2 oG ,E 913587 D2 • 3* O ,000 DO,56338 D2 •

$NOON-LON OF NOOE(E_t)oARO. PERIHlq)e PAIq) fl-CBLZD(I)o ESO M-OELZO|_),

$HOON CONTINUED - FREE LZBRATZON COEF'f3)_ RESPECTIVELY
CNOONI 1)--'0 °20- S•D.196731198D3•0. 60031E362°. cq •-0 °12qZ5D-1 e -0 °1 qD-q •
CNOON( $1 = O°Z15531qS3D3 •0 ,q?719885831DG _O ,921q D-2 oO°Xq D-lit
CMOON! IO)'-U. 667900701•0.23qq57885902oo,3qlso(;,.q,3qS893•O,187C2 •

SCO[F' OF LUNAR PHYSICAL LZBRATZON TA(9)* SB(5)• RC(SI
T41 1l=1.7•91.7,-1.2 oqoz•-3.So-18.Sol,OolSoZolG.O_
SB ( 1 I=- 3.2•- 10.6•-23.802.50-100.7•

RCI 11=-3.2 •-11.0o23.9o-1.9,-98.5 o
STRAJECTORT CONTROL

TENO(3I=3HUTCo3H[.T • F'BF'L(I|=6HF'ORWRD• CTF'L¢I) :6HAUTO •
CBFL I II--6HP C8 • RSPHIlI:t,205* 2,5D6,2,506•2,00E• 5 ,DO7 •5 oOO?*

RSPH¢ 7):5, ODToB,OD7 oq°OCT• O,ODO•q,ODq•2,5D6o
$][NTI[ORATION CONTROL •
_¢1|-'1.0o P_COP=3• [PSL¢I)=I,O[-6, TOLR=2oE-9• [RMX=I°['9•
[RHN:X.E-xqo HflAXIX)-G92200.O[O. HMINI1):I.OEO• ',

L

J JK 117.,HNICAI.IIII_RT I_-l_ll 11_
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P

RLD(II:.3D2t.3D2P.3D2o.3DZt-EC2_ .EOZt*6C2p.ED2e.30£o,,768D_•-3D2*
RLRI 1, ") =SE3mI2E3* 27E3o 38E3, 6Zg3 t_-&E3,140E3,1E20,4 *O_G*

RLR I 1.21:8E3,) GE3, 3CE3,SUE3,1ZOE3, qOOE3o_O(JE'3*I E6*1.8E6*2.8E6t
RLR( 11.,2 ):lE20,O.OEtl,

RLR( 1.31:8E_ * 16_3* 30E3* 80E3 _ 121_'3o qDLC3 J6COE3 tlEG !1.8E6o2.8EF, t
RLR 111 * 3)-lE20,O°OEO•

RLR( 11],.51--3E6,5E6,1E2[`,
RLR( 1, 5) =100E3, 200[3,31.]0-r3• qOOE3,600E3,81]I'lE3•lE,_ * 1-2E6•2 EE•

RLR I 1C* 41 --2E6 o IE2OoOoOE_,
RLRII•4I=6E3,ZZ r-3,2._E3,GOE3,1OdES,SdOE3,SOOE3,BOOE3,1`2E£,

RLRI ] ,61 =IOCE3 •2U[`ES,3(_UES, qOOEZ,EL_OE3,8OO[3 •1E6, 1.2EG•2E6,
RLR( 10 ,g ): 3ES• 5E6, IE20,

RLR I 1,71 : 10£'E 3,21]_E 3 • 300E3, qcoES, 6 bbE3,8Or E3 * 1E6,1.2E6,2E6,
RLR (10,7)= 3E£, ST-6,1E20,

RLRA 1,81 =lOOE3•20UES,300[3,qOC[3,600[3, BOOBS,lEG, 1._'ES•_r6•
RLR(10,8):]EG•SESelE-'O,

RLR( 1•91 =8E3* 16E3, 3OEZ, 80E3,12[,[3, q1]_E3,COOE3,1E£ ,1.8E6•2.8_6*
RLR(11 •9 )--IE20,U.OEO,

RLR(1,10) :IEZO, 11* U.O[_[J,
RLR(I* 11)'5£.%12E3*20E3*SOESoq5"-3,7_ES*lE2UeS$O*OEU•

RLR(1•12) =12*U.1]EUe
$GRAVITATZONIL PERTURB,ITICNS ,

PERB=Zlel,EF1TfS)=2HET•2HET,EF2T(3)=2HE'T•ZHKT,EFZTfSI:2H(T•ZHET,
EFIB¢ 1 ! =6H •EF2B ( 1 ) :EH , EF 3e ! 1)= EH *

OBAF-6HEARTH ,.q. i,
OBllO = 2.0D6 *
'BAR = .63781£DIJ ,
OBAJtZ)= *10827D-2* CBAC(2*2): .15701]-_* OBAS( 2*21)= -.89"/110-6*
OBAJ(3I:-.2SG[IU1]-S• OBAC(3,1): .211]0D-5, OBAS(S,1)- .1GOOD-E•
OBAJ(4)= -*158000-5• C9AC¢3•21= .25000-G* OBJS(S,2)=-°27CC0-6,
OBAJ¢S)= -o15000C-6e OBAC(3,3)= .770flD-7, OBAS¢3,31= 01¥30D-£,
08AJ¢6)= .590000-6• CBACIq*I)=-o5800D-6, OBJSIII*I)=-.qEl;CC-_•
OBAJ(71= -.qqo0()1]-I;• OEAC(qtZJ= .TqOOD-T• OBAS(q•2I: °1GOOD-G*

OBAC|4*3): . $3000-7• OBAS( _, 31)= .qoccC-Ot
OBAC(q,qI= -.GSOOD-8* OBAS¢q. elll-- .2300D-Be

OBBF=6HNOON *2,2*2•
OBBD = q oODq •
OBBR = 0*1738090q •
OBBJ(2) : 2.OSqD-q *
088C(2*2) = 0.2310-4 *

OBCF=GHNARS ,2•
OBCD = 2*ODG *
OBCH = Oo3393JJ_ •
OBCJ¢2) = 0.197D-2 •

$SOLJbH PRESSUR£ t
SC111:100qO8 oSABTI3I:SHUTC• CINOI1)=-.OSOSq3tITDOe. SO342g83DO,
CANOISI:-o79512962DO• SASPIII=le$qDO• R[KEIII:_NCANOPU •
SliT TZTUD[ CONTROL e
SiiJTI 3*II:SHUTC•SJIJIT! 3eZI:SHUTCe
SEXPON(NTZJIL gAS L(AK •
ZSTR[X|$•It=SHUTC•3HET •ZSTR[X¢3•21=SNUTC•3HET ,1[$TI_EXI3o]I:31_UTCo2HET,

ZSTP[XfS•I):SHUTC•Si_.T tZSTPEX¢Se21:3HUTCt2H[TtlrSTP(X(SpSI:SHUTC•2N[Tt

BNOTOR BURNS o
NJIITISI=SNUTCe2NET oNA2Tf_IzSNUTC•ZN(TolqA3TISI=3HUTCe2HET •NAIK:elD-?e

NJ2K:o 1D-Z• HA 3K: • 1D-2 * !_81 T ! 3) = 3HUTC • 2NET * 1(02 T ¢ ) ! =SHUT C• 2NET e
NBSTISI=3NUTCo2NCT o BURN¢l1:3*1*
BLTFT AND DRAG

SKFIII=X,OD-So
SNS = 3.90_•

BTRAd[CTORT ZNZTZAL CONDZTZONS t
ZflI[S'-|HCART[Se_[XAX=$HSPJiC[ oZCI[N:GH[ARTH oOZEIl:lSSO.O00,

X[BX(31zSH(T ;3'HIT oZZAX:$H(ARTH eSNM_[IN eSH[0UATOe0(BXIS):SH[T •

114 JPL TB_INI¢_ IEPOB II-llN
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OH(S-GHCART(_$oOXlllX-OHSPAC[ *CC[N:GH[ARTH tOZJX--EHI'ARTH ,GHIq(AW •
OZAX(3):GH_�UATO,OO_.G-19SO.QDOo PHZL-28.3U9DO,ZTZMIZ)=ZHUTC,

][TOP = GHSPHERZ. (:TOP :6HSPqERZ*
$TRAJECTORT OUTPUT CONTROL •
FZL[-I, Hp[p'I.008eSKZp:I. (PSN-.1D-$ a,PR TT (1) :I•_T IN(3) "2H_T * 2HE T•

LABL(1) : 38*6H • PAGE(1)"l�e£H •
IdROSP--6HC-O *

AOS T(3 *1) =2HIT tZHET •JIBST ¢3e2) :2HETeZH(T •,tEST (3 o3) :2HET o_ HIT •
&BSTI 3* q):2H(Te 2H[Telt BST ( 3• S)--2H_'T • 2HETt ABS 1 ( 3•G )-2H[ T* 2HET *

JIBST(3,TI'-ZHET*2H[T ,ABST( 3o8)--2HET •2HIT oABST (3,9) :2HET ,2H(T•
ABST! 3• 10):2H[Te2H[TePCB(25* 1) :2HIT• 2HET • PCE 12S* 21:ZHf'T t2HI:'T*

CRFL(I) : 6HEXTFRN•
PCB( 25* 3)=2HET• 2HETePCBIZS•q )=2H[Te2HE'_ *PCS( 25*5):2HET•2HET e

PCB (25 •6) =ZH[T •2HE T ePCB (2S•7I"2H[T*2H(T .PRTI3e 1)=ZHr Te2H[T •
PRTI3•ZI=2HETeZH[TePRTI3e3I=2HETDZHETePRTI3oqI:2HETeZI_.T•

PRT(3tSI:ZHrT,ZHr.; ,PRT(3•I6)-ZH[ToZHrT•_RT(3tT) -','2HCToZH[T •
PRTf S *1) :6H$ZNGLE•PRT ( St 2)-OH$ZNQL[ o PRT( 5* 3|-'EHSZN_)L- r o

PRT (S• q ) =GHSZNOL[oPRT(5.S|--GHSZNGL[tPRT (StG) =SH$I'NGL[•
PRT( SeT)=6HSTNGL(e

PCB(II1):EHSUN tPCE(3tlI--I•2•PCB(le2):GH[ARTH •PCB(3tZ):lt2•
OPRI2oII=I950.OOO*PRTIG*I):OH(ARTH eGH_ARTH eGHNE_N *6H_GJUATC•

PRT(12o2):GHSUN •GH(ARTH •SHN[AN •GHORBTTAtPRTf2q•I):OHSUN o
PRT|Gt2)-'GH(JIRTH eGH[ARTH eGHTRU_ •GN[QUATOtPPT|12e2|-GHSUN ,IGHEARTH •
PRT (lq 1.2 ) :6HTRU[ , GHOREZ TA,PRT (2q •Z):(; H[ARTH m
$(JIRTH $TJITZON$ OAT,t• $TJITZON LOCJTZON SrT LS28- 12/29/73
A[ :G3T 8.. 16 DIrJB DPT E'$ f 1) :lZ* 1900.0S DOo

STANANIX,I) : 2qHOOLDSTON[ PZONE(R
STAINAN(1,2) = 2qHGOLDSTON[ (CHO
STANIIN(I•3| : 2qHGOLDSTON[ 210 FT *

STANAM¢I,q) : ZqHMOONERJI •
STANAH(ZeS) : 2ITHCANE[RRA •

STANAN¢ItO) : 211HJOBURG
STANAfl(I*?) : 2qHRO�L(DC
STANAfl¢lwB) : ZqHC[BR(RO$

IS( 1 e ID :21•SHH,t-DEC• 6HClrLZNO,
[S f 1 •Z 1:22 oS HHJI-DEC •£HCYL ZND •
(S| 1* 3)"1q• 6NJiZ-[L *GH¢¥LZND•
[$ I X,it I:ql oSHH4"O[C,$HCTLZND •
(S ( 1, St =it 2 • GHNA-O(C o I;HC TLZNO o
IS (1*1; I =51 •1[ HHJ'O[C, S HCYL ZND *
[ S ! 1,71:61 • SHHJI-OEC, SHC YLZN9,
[S I 1 •111:1;2 ,SHHA-D[C,SHCYL ZND o

(S OAT Ill 2 o 1) =Zit3.1 SOSX3qOOo 36 73.763 _• S2Oi_ .3ql S 93 00•
(SOllTll ! 1• 21) :2q 3.19_Sq S300,3665.1;2800 • _S212.0 _.319200,
(SDAY If 1,3) -"21i3ol lOitSSitOOo 3677 eOS2000o 5203 eS.eSSZSDO•
(SOJITlll 1•it): 136.1187S21800_- 3302.2it 300, S_ 50.151197q00o
[SOJIT Ill 1 * S1:1118 .S II IZTSOO e-3S ?it .SitSDOeS 20S -3SOS 37 OO_
(SOJiTJi 11•1; ) : 27.68Sit1101;O0 •- 27611. ?ititO0* STit 2. |it;lO |100,
[SOATaCX, ?) :3SS.TSOS77SDO, itll_.emSOO,itiSZ.$OTSOSO0,
[SOATli(1o11) : 3SSo I;$22 X?O?OO* it 116. SOO00, qlSO. II17 291)90 •

NVilANT ( 1 | :2H(T ,2H[ T,
STIt¢OIr¢ 1 •1,1):2., 0.0• 270o ?59iteO.O,?T.S3028it,

S TACOF| 1.2* 1) :2.* 7T.S3028it e - .1031it2 _LT(2 o- .20 803251;* ,_LSit86Slit [-le
-.2itOqOiZ6(- 3o. 83630Sl;0[- G* 113-4*

STJCOtrt 1,3o 11:10,113,0e- .it2STe$19[;_ e- 0S828itlSS* ,2Sli 1172it8[01•
- * ZOitSSit 2S(- 30. qliSS20SI;[*ll J 166 *OititS 16 *

S VAcotr¢leit * 11:3o,11;6 oOqitSXSJ311 .Sl lieiteG.OeZO0 dOSV31•
STdICOY ¢ 1 e Se 1 ):10 • 20000S731*0016SS36ST[. 5 *- 031: S?OS $1 e • ?6itit Z;_|O('Z*

• 18155260£'1i, -. 131;13 TqX['S • 228 .Do
STiiCOFI 1 *lletJ=_. * 22800o0. litSS83_J2[Z• • SSitS[lSqeo. 3535731i6 £03*

-.171i3S216['qt .it 620?3 TO[-Te ZT2.801it8 *
STiICOIr | 1 e 7e I):Z. e 2?Z. li01it |, SOoO_J ,lioO ,0,3SO .0,

Nq. T_J4NJ_L NIPONYM.1808 lllJ I
b I
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STACOFi 1,1.21 =l..O•O. 5.2.4eO.O. 360 .O,
STACOF"11,1.3 ):3., O. O. 48 .G 81l, 4*U .0,25. e7OE92.
STACOFI1.2,?I:l.oZS.870652..3ZO39522E1.-.12721327..38296G(9_-2.

-. q705163qE- q. • 17 8GEtiTSE- E, e.8.049C27,
$TACOF(1,3,_) :2. *98.0q9627.2 GS. 788 .q¢ (;.0. 180 .O*
$TACOF( leq, 3 ):2.. 180.0,96.2qG. q tO*O. 258. I_(]ETt

ST ACOF(1,5,31:1.,258•13(JG7.- .12q873 71_'l,-.83$2E;Tk'gE-1..367712;7[-3.
.q 5273767r-6.-._') 17q?O13E- e. __32.8_425.

$TACOF( 1.6,31 --'3.,333.88q29 * q8.68q, q* O*iJ, 36C.0.
5TACOr ¢1,1,q)=3*,O*O,q7*922,q*O.O,19. 3213q9,
5TACOF( 1,2,q1 :J..19.3313qgt-.qq61125G[1, .11G_C53311 .-.480Gq202E-l.

• gtJ7q9819[-3*-* G3233 Eq3[- 5, E?* (1.
STACOF¢ 1,3tq) :1.,69., .S371GTG:[;',- .11:1(725119£1 e.27988UOq[-2.

• 80357655(-4,-.qGsGq056[-6.121.32q 50,
$TACOF(1.q,q) --2.,121.32qSrJ, 257.264,4*G.Q,180.C*
STACOF( 1,S*41:2-, 180.0,100*262.qeO.O,2q6.._go12,
$TACOF( 1,(,41 -1.,2q6.3gO12,-.27832937r2..71928879,o •89998E35 [-30

• 293£8643(-G,. 51562041[-c, 3._6.2922 5,
STACOF(1,?,q) :3-,336.79225, q7-992, _.*G*0,3S(..O,
STACOF_1,1,51:3.,O.O,ilg*G.lleO*O* 27.Olq8e$,
$TACOF(2,2,S):Z..27.01q899,.62q663(JGE2,-.ro_3q72_Cl..197G9151,

-02139GSqS(-2*. 10636r28[-4, Ge..l;,
$TACOFI 1,3,5) =10*65-C,-03q75125GE2 ,.EZGGZq82, .809-rES20[ -2,

-.18321512[-3,. 812rJO981[.-G, 10_.0291Jt.
$TACOF( 1,4, S) =2 otlOq •0251q e26 e..77q ,4eO.O. 180 •O,
$TACOFI 1' 5.53=2. • 180.0, 50.371). q*O*O* 2Er*O_513.
STACOF(1,(;,rl :1o,2G5 •03513, .1386707G[3,--354792 5C, .1113q807[-_.

• .21113009(- q, • 59120q21 [.- 7,296.3,
$TACOF( 1,7,.'71:1.,299.0, •q225226611 ,-.G393SS72,.22G71_881:-2*

•53575135[.-50-.19133017(-?..13't.99321,
$TACOF(1,8,_) --3.,33q .95321,qS.s*q* _.0,360.G.
STACOFI 1e1,6):2.,0•0,255.86q,_*0.C, gq•7?2eZe.,
STACOF(1,2,() -l•,Sq •77282_r,-. 23371 603r2, .9q2172ql.- .75527187 [-3,

• . 119GTq 87(- 3e.G91G2223r- £, 118•0,
STJCOF( 1,3, _) :1., 11l_ •OI- •2 3q60739(Z* .5613201 Zt- 02917P.12G3r-2,

-•KIS8q3SSE- So._016e.110[.- 7, l?q •17 5m6_,
STACOIr(1,4,(l:3.,17q.175qq,311.1q4,_eO.O,188•35qrJ£,
STACOF(1,5,1_) :1 •, 188 •3SqOI; ,*•21788q192[.2, .117435q SS(1 ,-.12qq81 71[.-1,

• 1q323699E- *l, • 52171_q7[- 1* 218 •O,
SYACOIt( 1,6 .I; ! :1 ..218.0, - .22303883 E1 ,- oaJS8_ 12 .°0(-1 • - o151[10107 ( -3 *

• q6q21653(- S•-.111_587qlE-7•25q•q222q•
$TACOFI l*7,Sl :2.•_eJJ_.qZ22q•lO2*q28,_*OoO,360.0,
ST126211 * 1, 11=2.. 0.0• 266. Silo, _*0 *0.76 *d •
571212(2,2,1l :30 * 79 00,13 .gS8 •qeO.O•T8.O,
571262¢ 1,3* 13:Z0* 78.0*270.05*q00.0.85.74._eaJS,
5T1262(1,q,1) :l*,8907qSSqS,-.qoGss151[2, 09281i3_05C-I, 071735722(-2,

• 26767812(-5,-.q 1801925(-G, e.3.0•
ST126211, -_• 11:2. •93 *0..527 S791J1112.- .52G722113 • *2 20932|8[-2 •

• 32051217(-q•-. 1_2e.S263(*£ •1e.6° 83589,
ST12172¢1,6•1) :3o*1S6*83589* 3110q5,_l*0.0•185.7616170
ST 1262¢ 107• 13:1 * • lOS. 761 SI;•. 1922q853( 2,- • 10_2 _13q_J[1, -. 313 c._O2(* 1 *

• 31|[ 235('3•-. 787q8585(-6 •152.0,
ST12172¢ 1* 8, 11:1-* 192.0 •* 1280£705C2,-. 18101J?28,. 399300311[-3,

• 258113620(-S, -.1110352S[- 7,217 S.91q89 *
STI_S2I le9.11:2* •2SeJ*$1qli*ieJ*illl;*q*@.O.2il.O*
ST1ZSZ( 1 •10.11:3 o.281 *0.13.958 ,q* D.G, 285 oO•
ST 12S 2¢ 1.11 el):Zo *28500. 560012 • q *000 • ZSO*O •
$T12172(1*192! :20e O.Oe2SSoqTe q*O.OeS3 o302222 e
5712921 1,2, 23:10 • 63* 302eJ22e *SlqSqS13(2,-0806106 5|*- 010 |qlliel (-1,

02S990119[-3. o .1217Llq 7(-5 • 112 ._,
5Y12S2l 1.3, 2):10.112.00" .2118137q(3•. 3721i0357(1 e- .TqZ_lTZOlir*2,

-o1S3S8G37[-3• • 677'08250(-I; •151 *C *

111J Jlq. _ _ n-lNI
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STIZ£2( l.li• 2) :1. wlrl.ot o1970350 8E3,- o17Ec_3"/SIClt olC7739e2 [-1•
-.20S2£'339C-3,o7_888519E-GJ1_q._o

5 T1ZF.,2( 1,5•_.):l.tl£lioUto383_lU_772•-o12E81£b2,-.8915'_62C[-_.,
-.12ZZqO77_r'-5 • .21607587E-7 •20(3 °0•

5T1262i ltGo21:l°•ZOO.O•.12_373rJC_2,°q2qq_o89£-Zt-°lGS35"/|GE-2•
°cJqog?ES3E-5o - .1333 9£9_E-7•2q C:o0 •

STIZG2I l•?•21"l.•21iO.O•-o2531il. 8,CliE2. oT,Cqe?£79• "o29_1295c[-_•
-o67873li83['-5, °33312295C-7,2£ r .£'•

ST1262l l•8•21:l.tZSS.O•-.;,lS5231_E2•.2290G°,lSEl•-ol136521i3r_-l•
-.ZS_li(3736E-5• .s38qsq7oE-7•ZBO.f, t

ST1262( 1• 9• 2) :1. • 280.Ow, _IGgG160E3•- .E1830q37El,. 2500167c E-2•
• 10207li58[-q•- .198b 9809[-7•291.53185,

ST 12_32(1.10•2) :2-• 251- 53185, I02 ° 17_ • li*O .0,360 .O,
• SAVE AND PLOT TAP[•
SPHWTM-3HET •3HET • FERP:21• TLANCHI3):3H_'T •3H£T •
TZNJ(3I:3H[T •ZHET •
HWSPTIII=3HET •3HET •

$ • • • • • • • • • • B • • _0 q_ • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • TZMZNO AND POLAP MoT'['ON
$

S TH]'S CAUSES THE LOCKF'TL[ TO PRCD[UCE
$ ZERO TTMTN(3 ANO FOLAR I'ICTTON COI_R[CTZONS
I'T (1l =500101 •TP( 11 =U.Q• O.U• 0.0,
_Tlq) :9901U 1• TP I q 1:. 1-cq63008E10.0.0,0o9 p
$ END OF TZHZNG DATA

S • * * * TO ZNSURE ACCURATE TPAJ_CTORIES * • * *
[RMX=I .-r- lli* ERHN- 1.[- 19• TOLR:I..r_- lq. POOP-O•

$ Q • • • COHHON DESIOERATA FOR rJ.C° _NGZNEI[R$ * • • •
l

PCBil•II:'EARTP'• PCB(3•ll:Z, S EAl:TX I_ASE
PCBIItZI:*SUh" • PCBI3•2):I• S SUeZ PHASE

PCB(Z•3I=•MARS " • PCB(3•31=I•2• $ HARS PHASE
PC9¢103.3)'-2• I CCNTlqOL5 PER'_APSZ$ Pn',NT

OPR I 1•1)=195U oDD•PRT ! S•II:'DOU£Lr*•
PRT| 6.1|=•[ARTH'*" EARTH• t • ME AN" ••_AT O" • •MAI;S• •0•

PRT ( 12• | )=•SUN* t •EARTH • •*M(AN • e '('OUA TO'. •MARS' •0•
PRTI 2q .I |='SUN* e'SPaCE • •'CAC_TH" • • M[AN • • •CR_ZTA'•
PRT Iql. 11:1 • *I_.ARS t•

OPRIL•ZI:ISSO.OO.PRT( S•2I=•OOUBL[ ".
PRTI 6• 2):*HARS" • • EARTHS **MEAN" ." [ QUAT O• •l).Ot
PRTI12•21:SeO•

PRT (2q• 21 =•MARS• • eSPAC[* • •EARTH • • e I_.[AN" e • OQI_TAee
PRT| q102 ):1• • HAR_. • t

SiSJr:l•
FAKE]L'-O•
OP'. NO:l • •

IZNPUT2

• • • • • NON T"-AJ[CTORY ]INPUTS • • • •
$

• llC ¢l.qq[ ZN;'UT
_NAN[S: 500 • • • • RANAMS: TO * • * • NUMF ][L:_ •

tl CSP ZMPUT
OANAMS:2SOe• • •

DJNINSI 1)0011 :tiLL *0 DINARS ( 1*0'2 ! :•R[SZD • . OalMMSI|• 03 ): oOOPPL[R9 e
DJKAHS( X,Oql:•Flee DANAMSIL tO• I='F2e. 0JqiHsl l,OSt=eF3ee

0 ANJNS | 1 • O? ! : • F3 C • e DANANS ( 1 eO8 ) :e Oil • • 0ANANS (1 e 05 ): • RJMO[ • •
OJNAMS| IetU ) =• (YN'e 0ANAMSIte 111:*RaRX1% 0JNANSI 1. 121:•RJRRliee

Jlq, _ _ ll.llli 117
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DANJH$(Ie13)--'TAU'_ OANAMSIIIlq!:'MU', DANAMS(loIS ):tANC'LES't
D/INA"5(Itt6):" JZ't OANAWlS(I"t'/l:qEL" e OANAqS( ltlEl-°HAtt

DANAH$( 1,191:'OE: ", DANAq5 01,201 :'X3G', DANAt*S (1,2][ 1-- tT3O' •
DJINAMS(le_ZI--•X9."•• DANAMS|l.211:IY85'•

DANUIqS=G•S,lO,11•12•13,1q.21,30• 31•32' 33'3_•3- f ,50•S1,52 •53•5q e 55,5_.'57"- _ 8•
S REGRE$ _Nr'UT

eJIS[: 2eZCoOGegl_G.D6,SZ?Q.C6• PARTL<-:TC_* ' •, FLJIND:Se" "•
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Satellite Orbit Determination
J. F. Jordan, D. H. Boggs, G. H. Born, E. J. Christensen, A. J. FerrarJ,D V". Green,

R. K. Hylkema, S. N. Mohan, S. J. Reinbold,and G. L.Sievers

I. Introductionand Summary sigpal fro.n tin, spact'eraft was received. Thus, the live
satc!litc phase of the mission cndurcd for approximatcly

The satellite phase of the Mariner Mars 1971 (MM';'I) :347days 17 h.
mission began on November 14, lgTl, at 00 h 42 rain UT,
when the Mariner 9 spacecraft war injected into a Mars
orbit by a 1800.5-m/s maneuver. The i;.itial orbit had a A precbe knowledge uf the orbit of Mariner 9 was re-
period of _pproximately 12 h 37 rain. quired throughout the satellite phase of the ndssion. The

various necessary orbit determination tasks were to

The selection of the original element, for the Mariner 9
(I) Converge to aL orbit solution using data i l theorbit and the strategy of subsequent trim maneuvers were

filst orbit revolution and supply, at that time andarrived at on the hub of science and prope_mt con-
straints (Rd. I). The selected orbit maximized the ]ongi- throughout the rema/m:l_ of the m/uion, predicted
tudinal and ladtudinal coverage of the planet, ensured trajectories for observable prediction and tracking
early Earth o_dtatiom, no early Sun oceultatiom, and no station frequ_ tuning _.

violation of propellant comtmtnts. (2) Determine the predicted orbit, flx_n data in the _rst
three revolutions, to o_npute tl_ _¢zt trim ma_u-

The &_torbitaltrimmaneuverwa_pedom_ by a vet at theendofthefourthrevolutiou.Anaeeept-
I$.3-m/s bum near the fourth peflapd_ passage. The burn able trim was dependent on a predicted orbital
corr_a_'/theperiodto 11 h 58 min _,'J wnchrocdzed the :..'_riodinthe_th revolutkm aeeurate to 3.0 _,anda

periapsb l_Wage with the zenith d the C,olehtom statioa cletonnined height d peflapsis pamqie accurate to
to maxim/ze the udencedata return, u d/scumedeerUer_ 1_5Jan. Orbit determinaHon support w_ also re-

After mldent data were available to more accurately quired for the secoed orb/t b'lm.

dMsrudm the mesa m4dtol permd, • 41A)-m/s trim was (3) Provide trajectories which k_ted the predk, t _!
performedin re_,_ _ to re,_ehro,_e pe_p_ pe_oadtlw,p,u_to u_ d 10l_
p,mmge with the Coidstone zenith and to increase the in the "4arthm phmo of the sky for • periodd
per.Japslsaltitude.A_te value,d theinitial,pot. 1,weekimotlw_. Thisrequimmmtti_ Im_
trimI, andInt-tdm 2 orbi_ ek,_e_s._Mariner9 are mlou_ predictedtrajectm'_for sdenceNqua,ee
glven In Table I. piam/qr, wm d_ mint _. ¢_4t &msmlm,

mm (OD) mpmunmt mcl wu Jmt_wd,t dll
, Madner 9eontJmaedtoorblt Man as a'llw" _ times wbm m idadunn mane_en were

untilOetober_'/,Ig_-,atITh41 ml_ UT, when thelas, ne_.Tlm lO.Inmaccum_ mqu_mmm/b _

i
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with a maximum science instrument pointing uncer- trajectories is given. Also included are a solution accuracy
tainty of 05 deg. A total of more than 7000 TV summary, the history of the spacecraft orbit osculating
images, 50,000 UV spectra, 20,000 IR spectra, and elements, the results of verifying tile radio orbit solutions
400 S-band occultation measurements ¢;f the Mar- with TV imaging data, and a summary of the normal
tian surface werc obtained on the basis of the pre- points g_'nerated fnr the relativity experirr.ent.
d_cted tralectorxes.

(4) 2rov,'.ie _,ual trajectories throughout the regions in [[. Satellite Orbit Oetermination Pre-flight
which vls'._al images and spectra were obtained. Studies
These "smoet]i" trajectories were determined from
local doppler d,,ta and did not involve extrapolation A. Scope and Methodology of Pre-flight Studies

beyond the data intel'_l. The smooth trajectories The problem of determi,i,g the orbit of a spacecraft
provided the final best estimate of the spacecraft ,u'ound a planet is vastly different than when the spacecraft
position at science data-acquisition times, is in interplanetary cruise pha,_c. A spacecraft in cruise

phase experiences very low accelerations; thus, the infer-
(5) Supply Earth-to-Mars pseudo-range measurements mation content of Earth-based data is as much dependent

for use in the relativity tffort of the celestial me- on the motion of the tracking stations on the Earth's sur-
chanics experiment. These constructed Earth-Mars face a_ on the motion of the probe itself. Therefore, the
range data, refcrred to as "normal" data points, requ'rement for aeca]rate station location values consistent
were obtained at the times of MU ranging and were _Sth the planetary ephemerides is vitally important.
constructed as described in Subsection IX. •

A spacecraft in a planetary orbit experiences relatively
Orbit Determination activities performed by the Satel- high and rapidly changing accelerations, which give

lite OD Group are outlined in Table 2. The stafl_ng level Earth-based data a high content of information about the
shown in the table was maintained throughout most of the spacecraft motion relative to the planet. Dependence of ;-
satellite phase of the mission, the orbit solution accuracies on the motion of the stations

is thus reduced considerably, while other sources of errors

The processing software used by the Satellite OD become dominant. Extensive pre-flight OD studies were
Group to process data was identical to that used by the performed prior to real-time operatie.,s for reasons that
Interplanetary OD Group. This software, which was oper- included the following:
ational on the UNIVAC 1108 computer, is described in
the Interplanetary Orbit Determination section. (1) To further an understanding of the technical aspectsof the satellite OD task in terms of the _ensitivities

of the solution accuracy to quantity and pattern of
This section is concerned primarily with the history of tracking data and geometry,

the activities of the Satellite OD Group during the MM'71
mission and provides an assessment of the accuracy of the (2) To identify the most probable major model error
determined orbit of the Mariner 9 spacecraft. The results sources for the OD task and to understand the
of the pre-flight studies are reviewed, and the major error influence of such model errors on the solution
sources ,-lescribed. The tracking and data-fitting strategy accuracies.
actually us,,*d in real-time operations is itemized. The
Deep Space Network (DSN) data available for orbit tlt- (3) To develop an operational strategy, or sequence of

solution computations, suitable for performing the
ting during the mission and the auxiliary information used OD task.
by the Navigation Team, such as the nongravitational
force models from attitude control sensor data, TV imag- (4) To demonstrate effectiveness of the personnel and

ing data, planetary ephemerides, and astrodynamte con. software to complete the OD task in a competent :
stants, are describc_l. A detailed orbit-fitting history of the and timely manner.
first four revolutions of the satellite orbit of Mariner 9 is

:, presented, with emphasis on the convergence problems All of these aspects of flight readiness were addressed
: and the delivered solution for the first orbit trim maneu- in the Mariner 9 pre-flight studies. The studies employed

vet, The results of sensing the gravity field of Mars and two distinct methods of analysis. In the g years prior to
the clirect_on of its sp/n axis are discussed, and a sum- encounter w/th Mars, the dynam/c and geometric proper-
mary history of the predicted and smooth determined ties of the satellite OD problem were studied using the
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methods of covar;ance analysis. In th:. last fi.w months in_,'rtion CMOIt maneuver is composed of the en_m,nter
before t'ncOllllltT,('x|cnsivt"._nnulationexe:cist.swerecon- ph..seOf) errorand thestateerrorcausedby errorsin

ductedinasimulatedenvironmentwhichwas designedto executinRthe spacceraltinsertionmaneuver.FigureI

relh'etthepredictedr,"d-timt,conditiousasaccuratelyas illustratestlw eneomder phase ()I)uncertaintyfor

possibh'.The simulahone.erciseswere,sedtotestproee- dopph'rtrackinRof the space,craftfrom E 30 ws.

dures and _erifv the solutiou accuracies predicted from Plotted in tilt, figure ,,re the rss positiml .rod rss _. locitv
eovariance analvst, s. ilnceriaiut,es _t hypt'rl)olic periaps_s, in an ar,,ocentrie

cartesian coordinate system, as functions of the time at
"l'ht. n'sult,, tff the pre-tli_ht ',tutlics :lisclo.,,'d tw,_ di_- which the tracking is terminated. Error assumptions used

tinct OD-rclated difficulties of major importance in the to d_rive the curves in Fig. 1 are givel, in Tabh' 3.
satellite phase of the mission. The first was the conver-

gence problem, which arises in the differontial eorr,,ction The accuracy obtained from the processing of tracking
estimation procedure ap.d is caused by tilt, effects of non- data up to E - 1 h x, as taken as a nominal expected figure
linearities. Tile _,,c-n,! difficulty involved the lin,ltations lu',.'ause roll nmncuvers were t(I be inadc in tilt, la,;t hour

imposed on the accuracy of converged orbit estim ,tes by in preparation for tilt, MOI mancuver. At the initial pert-
tilt, a priori lack of knowh'dRe of the structure of the apsis, these accuracies were
Martian gravity" field. The r:,mainder of this section snm-
marizes the state of the art prior to the Mariner .9 mission 3 ,, (rss l_)sition) -- 30 km
in relation to thcse two problems and outlines the solu- :3,, (rss velocity) -_ :20m's
tion strategy that was eventually employed in actual

operations. 3. Maneuver errors. The state knowledge uncertainties

B. Orbit Convergence Problem and Partial-Step at the initial periapsis caused by errors in theMOI ma-
neuver were expected to be well within the following

Algorithm tolerances:
1, Problem statement. Nonlinearities result from the

ine.bility to accurately relate finite deviations in the data ::I,, (rss pos'_tion) _ 17 km

to deviations in the probe state with first-order partial :3,r (rss velocity) -- 49 m/s
derivatives. The colivergence problem, which arises with

a Mars orbiter because of tile effects of nonlinearities, Because the OD and maneuver errors were expected to be
was recognized some time before the Mariner 9 mission, uncorrelatcd, tht se individual errors were combined to

Full-step, weighted, least-squares differential corrections, yield the following total 3-_ state knowledge uncertain-
which are entirely adequate for interplanetary OD, were
shown to lead to divergent results in many cases, even for ties at the initial per_apsis:

small initial state errors (Ref. 2). To deal with the difli- :3,, (rss lmsition) _ :34km
eulties associated with nonlinearities, a rank deficient,

partial-step differential correction algorithm was imple- 8 ,r(rss velocity)_ 58 m/s
mented in the ODP. The partial-step method uses an
a prior/covarianee matrix to atttomatieally constrain the 4. Results of partial.step method and worst direction
relative magnitudes of individual components of the solu- for errors, Several studies were completed using the
t'ion step in the eigenvector space of the normal matrix, partial-step algorithm to aid in OD convergence. Although
thereby reducing the probability of takip.g divergent errors in all directions in the state space led to conver-
steps. The theory of the partial-step algorithm is given genee with the partial-step method, some directions ap-
in Ref. 2, where the results of a preliminary OD conver- peared more favorable than others. A worst direction for

gence study for MM'71 are presented. The final preflight errors at initial periapsis was found; the convergence
st,: .s of the tested ODP orbit convergence capability is region for this direction yielded a conservative estimate
given here in terms of the results of test cases on the mis- of the capabilities of the partial-step method. To get an
sion. The region of convergence is compared with the pre- intuition of the worst d_rection for an initial state error,
flight predicted orbit error caused by maneuver errors the doppler time history for a planetary satellite like
and encounter phase OD errors. Mariner 9 (shown in Fig. 2) must be considered. If the

solid llne represents the real data and the broken line the
L Predicted OD aeeursey at initial perlapsis. Th_ predicted data based on an a pr/or/state at pertapsis, to

orbit knowledge error at the termination of the Mars orbit and t_ are the first and second periapsis times of the true
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tr,qel'toty [l.' ,_enl'zat,_z ol tl.' re,d t.,. 'l'l., h4lo_xing Mnhip]_',_ ot tilt' x_orst-dirl'ct.m _lctor wcrc te,;tl'd

convergence t'har:lct_'rt',tics w,'re ub, 'd HI ,l[ttlob, t ;t]l ovcr '_,,|t:,}ll. _, d,lt,[ _[),ill,_ [o obt,tiii []R, _,_,Ol.St-dttt,_.'ltotl _.'_Ht-

of the l_,lrti,ll-stt'p t'.l'q',, oh',_'rxt'd to '.till', x_.lll'rl' t repre- vergcnce I)ropl.rttt ',, t.ar the Maltner 9 orbit The rl'..,u!t.,,

'_'nt,¢ the end ot the data .,,p.ut pzoc_'s',_'d dor all c,t,,e', of tl.' tt'.,t.'. ,lit. shown nl i"zg. -1mtl.' t'ornl of plot.,..,,how

t " till' prl'dich'd orbtt,d pertod_: ing t_.lllVl'l_('nct' ,llld ilOlll.'Oll_, (']._I'IICI' i'('_iOll.g Ill tt'rlns o|
initial p,_',il.,n otto| con_ctgl'ncx, hmit.., vs the tr.zckmg

_l! If tilt' .,,_'conll t:t'rt..[).'.l.',of |hi. true tralt'ctory is not d,tt,z _p,m u,,('d. The initial [)o.,,|tion ('|'rot i.',defh.'d ,Is tlw
inc]udl'd in tilt, rl'.t] data-i.e., if t .-.. tz-thl'n con- ,ll,te.mtt.h, _A_ , ..Xt/ . A: _" of the po,,tti_m d_'_ t.tt.m m

er.Rt'nce zsobt.fined, c,ntl._lan t',_ordinah's _'t;rre',l_m.lhl,_ ta tlw worst-dirc_ tion

t:2'! If the _-'t'ond peri:ll_,,ts i.,, included in till' real data-- p_.-tmb,ttzon _)I) .l_'_'ur,.'.'_ .ire ,ll_t, ult'luded _tt e.wh plot
t I', zf f "- t_-!hen convergent,_, is not obtained. I']tc r,,,, po',it.qt unc_'rt,lint,_ ;tt l_l'rt.z_y,i", (,,;' i ,,,_ ,,:)"

zs sho',v|zas .t {'unt'tion of the"data .termination time. Track

tng begins ! h aftcr p_,tiapsi_ The i_arti;d-stel _ algorithmThese ol)sl'rvations h'd to |hi. t_tlt'htslOll Ill.it tl., prcsencc
attained t'onvergent'_" from a worst-direction rss error ot

of an unCXl_,'ct,'d per,.q).,,i,, in tl,. data hlt_,r_ali:, tile most
s;gz,iGt.;mt t'ondif,on that |'.ill OCCIll"ill terms of limiting I(X) kln (AS,. :2.(10nl s'_ fitting 4 h of data. Aftcr pre

tho con,,'t'rgl'nce of the l'_.lz'tial-.,,tCl_.llgorithnt. Tin.,,,, tht' limin,.rv _'mzxl.rgence with ._uch a short d-zta arc. finer
_,XIII',,| IIlitl,ll dlr_'t'tiozt I'['l'OI kx_h('lc' ('l'lOl" I',t',ll IllitlllS "'tltllin_,'" i.P., t'ollvcrgciict, to a lllOr_., ll(.'(.'|l[_,lt( ' SO|lit|on.

predicted_,isth.'ttwhk']lresultsin till'predictedperiod c.m be l_erformt,dwith a longerdata arc.This proc_,durc

l_s'iagas much ].irgcrthan the actualperiod:Isispossible _.sillustr;ztcdinthe Fig.4.where,an il,itialposititmcrror

for ,z gixt'n error m._gnitudl....s, wor,4-du'ection iillillysis, t)[ it)0 ]',,.lit I't'lllAlll*_; I',|'slIV Ill till' t'xllt _,t't'gl'llOt' I'I'RIOII Iltltil

however, must bc conditioncdon thc, l_ri:_riprol_abilities 4 h of d.ltaare protx,ssed,bringing till'errorto the 3-_,
associated with tht, direction of tilt. initial error. Exam|ha- ()1) h'vl,I From this p_,int, more data can be added to the

lion of Fig. 3. which heuri,;ticallv dt.picts pesitio_,-velocity solution span. and the convergence procedure can be t'on-

nhase space, might suggest that tilt" worst dirtx'tion is timied After initial convergt'nce has been obtained, the

Rive. by tilt, vector A. the shortest distance to the bound- rem_lining error lies i. till' I"arth's plane of the sky. (This

.try of the nonconvergt.nce n,gion, llowevcr, if the. proof'/ l_}lenonR,non will be discusse_t later._ Hence. the _._)m'cr-

initial crror displ,rsion is represt'nted by thc ellipse cen- gence properties with additional data are _'vctl In,we optz-
mistic than thcse suggest,,d by the figure.

tered at the origin, then the probable worst direction may
]it. more in the direction of the vet,tor B. This worst din'e-

tion c,ln lie found analvtic.zllv Iw mhlmli,,inR tilt. flmt'tion C. Major Error Sources Affecting Converged
Solution Accuracy

]--AAx _ ,_(AxrI; ' Ax I_ (I'
1. Martian gravity. It was determined on thc basis of

wht,re extcnsivccovariant'ear,alysesthatthe probablemajor OD

errorsource for the satellitephase of Mariner "3would
_x - worst-directionerror(tobe solvedfor) be tht,unm_leled accch'rationscaused by an incomplete

mathenmtical model of tilt,Martian _avity field.The

A : ?a _(_/:.._ (a_ sere|majoraxis) classicaltreatmentof 6_".dsinvolvcsexpressingthe gravi-

I',--a llrioHstateknowh'dge covarianccmatrixat tationalpotcntiaIas a seriesof spht,ricaIharmonics.The

periapsis valuesof the harmonic coe.qlcientsof the Mars potential
function were nnknown, with the exccption of C,o. which

Tht: solution to the minimization of/in Eq. (1)is had becn detem_ined from obse.._,._tions of the Martian
totems and from Marim,r 4 radio tracking data (Ref. 3).

F,A r Because it was felt that accun_te values for the coefficients

Ax ----- _ (2_ would not bo determined until many revolutions of data
had been processed, the bulk of thc prc-flight studit,'s wcn"

' It was found from calculations using Eq. (2) that the concerned with defining a solution strategy which mini-

wont direction is a dispersion in position opposite the mizcd the effects of gravity anomalies.
:. position vector at periapsis and a dispersion in velocity

opposite the velocity vector at periapsis. Thus, the wont _. "Iheory of spherical harmonies. In all of the pre-flight
I direction lies in the orbit plane and results from negative studies, the spacecraft acceleration was assumed to result

perturbations in the semimajor axis and the eccentricity, from a gravitational potential represented by the sphert.
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cal harmonic expansion obtained by solving Laplace's harmonics. A noth' is defined as a point or hwus of points
equation wJl_'re

\':[' 0 (31 I"' t,in 4._ 0 (7/

The fur t'tions P'/' (sin _) cos mX and PT' (sin _b)sin mA arc
Tile solution .,r tilt" gravity pott,ntial is

also periodit' on tilt' surf,we of a unit sphere. TIwy v:uush
along (I mt latitudinal iloth,s and along 2m longitudinal

It__ _.{I : _--_---_(R)t nodes, thus dividing the surfact" into (l m t 11 zont'sr- P_'z'(sin_b) and 2m sectors. These two familit'_ of nodal lint's inter-
t ...... sect orthogotmlly, dividing the stuface into rectangular

domains or tesserat': hence, they are called tesseral har-

\. (Ch.cosmA + St,_sin re)t)} (43 monics. The Ct,. or Jr,, are termed the zonal coefficients Of

t

the potential function, and the Cz .... Sz,,.or ]_,,,are known
as tile tesseral coeflqcients when m t l. and ,is sectoral

where cot,_cients when m I.

r, ¢, X --=M_,rs-centered, body-fixed spherical
coordinates It is possible to relate the lower-degree harmonic

coefficients to physic_,l properties of tilt' planet. These

_: = Mars gravitation constant coefficients are a function of the size, shape, and mass
distribution of the planet, and. for a rigid body, are a set

R = Mars mean equatorial radius of constant characteristics of that body. For example,

P=I= associated Legendre polynomial of degree l. C_.,, C,_, and S,_ represent displacements of the center of
mass along the :-. x-. ,rod !l-,l\t's. rt'sl_'ctively, whcre z is

order m the planet's spin axis and r passes through the prime
C_.., Sz., = harmonic coefficients meridian. Furthermore, C:,. S,,, and S,.. are proportional

to the products of inertia I.:, I_:, and I_. respectively.

The coefficients C_., and Sz,. are related to the com- Consequently, if the body-fixed coordinate system corre-

monly used coefficients/t,, and _,t. by the relations sponds to the principal axes, these products of inertia and
the corresponding harmonic coefficients are zero. If, in
addition, the planet is axially symmetric about the z-axis,

C1,, = It,. cos m_.s. all coefficients not of order zero vanish; i.e., It,, -- (?.. -:
(5) 0 if m _ 0.

St. = ]_,_sin mAl,,

When this convention is used, Eq. (4) becomes Insight into the effect of the individual terms in the
expansion of the potential can be obtained by replacing
the actual distributed mass with an equivalent body of

a* !

-_-i ZE(R) I uniform density. The approximate shape of this equiva-U = 1 + _ (sin _} lent mass can be determined from a study of the variation
zo, ,,:o of the potential with ss and X at a constant radial dis-

tance r. Values of U that are greater than _/t" will indi-× ]:_. cos m (X - _,z._) (6) eate that the equivalent body has more mass in the region
than it would have if it were a homogeneous sphere.

Similarly, values of tr less than _e/r indicate a mass
In this notation, ],, is a measure of the magnitude of the deficit.
gravitational anomaly; and Xg,, orientates the anomaly
relative to the prime meridian of the planet.

For the purposes of this discussion, it is assumed that
]l.. > 0 and

The tint-order polynomials, _ (sin _), are periodic on

the surface of a unit sphere and vanish along I latitudinal Oz. = P? (sin _) cos m (x - x_.)
;i nodes on the sudace, dividing it into (1 + 1) zones. The UI. = (Is_R:/P")1_.

respective associated coefficients are referred to as zonal (8)
I

t Jill TECHNICALREPORT32.161Mi I_._,
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is defined. Then Ut,,, can I)e used to demonstrate tilt' de- t'oefl_cients. Consequently, the a pr/o,'i cstimate of each
pendcnce of (. ,n 4' or ,_..For examl)h,, _t eoefiqcwnt was zero.

1 3 Table 5 presents a comparison of tilt' expected probe
U.,, -- P: (sin 4'_ -: -2- _ 2 sin: 4' (t)_ acceleration u.acertainty caused by the gravity terms with

the uncertaint) caused by other error sources. The maxi-
the quantity has its maximum vahle at ,_ _ 90 deg and mum expected magnitude of tilt' unmodeh,d accelerations
-,90 d<'g. its minimum at 4' 0 <leg, and zt'ros at sin 4' : due to radiatioq pressure, lift and drag forces caused by
± (1 3) or 4' 35 deg and 145 deg. The results of plotting the Mars atmosphere, and spacecraft gas and propellant
_r..,, radially on tht' surface of a spherc are shown in leaks are listed along with the maximum expected un-
Fig. 5a. The shaded areas represent an exccss of mass; modeled accelerations caused by gravitational uncertain-
the unshaded, a deficiency. The results of plotting U,, t;es. The table shows that flw acceleration errors resulting
radially are shown in Fig. 5b. It is commou practice to front an incomplete gravitational model of Mars are much
designate U_.,,as the prolateness (1.,,,.'>0) or oblateness larger than the ones caused by these other sources.
(L.,, < 03 anti U .... for obvious reasons, as the "pcar-slmpe"
effect. As noted earlier, tile zoual coefficients dividt' the

4. Dependence of OD accuracy on the uncertainty of
body into 1 -_ 1 latitudinal zones and, as shown in the the gravity iaode!. To assess the relative effect of the in-
figure, 1:,, divides the body into three, and 1_,, into four exact gravit:' _aodel en the expected accuracy of the orbit
latitudinal zones. The figures presented in this section solution, the formulation of the weighted least-squares
illustrating the harmonics art, taken from Ref. 4. estimate of the spacecraft state derived from Earth-based

tracking data was examined. The data vector z (observed
An example of the seetoral harmonic U...,is sketched in minus computed values) is related to the estimated state

Fig. 5e. As seen in the figure, this harmonic produces vector x and the parameters expected to be in error y, by
no latitudinal nodes (l-m = 0) and four longitudinal
nodes (2m = 4). thus dividing the body into one zone
(l- m + 1 : 1) and four sectors (2m : 4). z = Ax + By + n (11)

Figure 5d presents a sketch of the tesseral harmonic where n is the data noise vector.
coefficient U.__..Again, as shown by the figure, there are

one latitudinal node, four longitudinal nodes, two zones, If the standard deviation of the zero-mean data noise is

and four sectors. In general, many harmonics are required given by R, then the minimum variance estimate of x
to model the gravity field of a planet adequately. As a is giw,n by the familiar weighted least-squares form
result, the composite equivalent mass model of the gravity
field is an extremely complicated structure. x̂ = (A_-'A)-: ArR-'z (12)

3. A priori uncertainties in the gravity harmonic coeffi-
cients. A pre-flight uncertainty model for the nmgnitudes and the computed covarianee matrix of the error in the
of the Mars harmonic coefllcients was developed based on state estimate is given by the equation
an extrapolation of the Earth's gravity coefficients down
to those of a planet whose size and mass coincide with F = (ArR-_A) -a (I3)
Mars. It was assumed that the strength of the supporting

material of Mars is similar to that of the Earth, and that The error in the estimate of x, based on the neglected
equal stresses are supported (Ref. 5). The existence of parameters y and the data noise, is given by
equal stresses then implies that

^
x - • = - (ArR-tA)-t ArR-_By - (ArR-'A) -_ArR-_n

: (10) (14)

Table 4 lists the a pr/od standard deviations of the The partial dc_;-,ttve or sensitivity matrix of the error in
Martian harmonic coefficients based on the premise that the estimate of • to the y parameters is given by
Eq. (I0) gives a reasonable approximation of the expected
absolute values but no information on the signs of the S = -(ArR-tA)-tArR'*B (15)
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and. d"t},' v par.un.'tt'r._ have an, pr#o_t L'ox.u t.mc_,matrix The result._ of e\h'ndin._ t}r' d:da arc Io cover two rev-
]',. tlr'n the t'on_idcl _'o_,u'ian_'e matn,_ of tl.' error in thc olution._ of data and u_c.'aqng the ._ohition h.t to iH_'h,dc
c,,limah' ot x i.,, low-d_'_n'e _lavit,c coelli,'.'nt.,, are also .,;hown m Tabh, 6

The p_','._d _'l,,_r i_ ,e.n_'n h-" the first r_,,.'olntlon ll_t_'l

l', I" ' SI_,S _ (16/ data tcrminatton. Thv l_O.,it._nerror is not changed with
_econd-de,_tee_'oet|k'i_'ntsbut i.; reduced if third-deg1_'e

li tl.. v are uncorrclatcd, the _,xpech,dca'or perturbation coeiti_'ient.,,.ue ineh.h'd m tit' solution list. Marked
ill one of tll_' x c,)llll'_on:'ll|,%. X,. L'_ltl";('(! ]')V OI|C O| |]it' V pe,._d t'lt'Of rt'dll('tiol| is st'_'n if second-degree coetG-
comi_onents.!1. i.,,giw n },v _'it,nt.. are i._.h.h'd in the solution hst. and estimating

third-degree coeificients mq)row's the estimateaccur:.'il ,
±_',, S., _,,._, tit _ fm'th_'r.

where S., .... is the i. ith eh'ment of tl., S matrix. D. Qualitative Description of Satellite OD Accuracy
Properties

To (h'tt'rnlhle ]low ('i't'¢)l_ill |hi' h;umonic coefficients

would corrupt both the local and ,'rapped state solution I.l.ongilude of node in Earth's phme of tile sky. it was
accuracies,many covari.mceanaly.scswere performed on i_.co_ni/_,d that. of .dl tit,. orbital ,'h'm,'nts d,'h'nnined
_imul,_h'd _tah' _dut.._ i,_ tl.' e.u'lv l_h._e_ of the pn'- hwall_ h'o,n E,u'th-b._ed tra_,kin_,data. tit. Ion_itud,"of
th_ht studi,,._ In tit's,' covariant'e an,d\ _,'_. the vector x the lint' ot ,._d,'._ in thc E.u'th'._plane of the sky i._ the
in l':q _11) _as usually the dt,viation _rom the .u_hc_- nlo._t m.'t','t,lin. "l'l,v uncertainty i1_ thi_ I_om'h. deh',-
pah'd ._t.Hid,lrd',t,ttt' vt't'tor (t'.trtt'si',lt| velot'dv and posi- mined angh' is equivah,nl to the ",ncertainty of O as it is
tion] ot tl.' .H_,wecraltat t].' pcriap.qs pa._.__C,' tim,' ju._t defined i. Igg. 6. which illustrates the E:_rth-station.
pn'ct,dinK,tilt' interval ot data. and .v wax mu.dlv a ' ec- Mars-spacecraft tracking gcon'_t'trv.. In the figure. ~", r.
for of harmonic t.ocillcient th,vialimts, as x_,q as other and [_ are cylindrical coordinates defining tilt. position of
modclerrors.The rcsultsofthecovarianccanalyseshave thespacecraftrclativt,toMarsattilt,timeoftrucking."rod

beenpublishedinthelih.rature,mostnotablyu'Rcfs.8 h,,h,.and h:arecomponentsofthestationinan Earth-

and 7. centeredcartesiancoordinatesystem.They aregiw'nhv
lhe expressions

I. summ,u'y,the pre.iliRht covarianceanah'sish'd t,, the
conclusion that if only tilt' state vector is estimated, no h, r. sin,,,t

more than a singh' revolution of tracking data can he
processed without experiencing seven, degradation of th,. h,, h cos _ -- r, sin _ cos,,,t
solution accuracy because of errors in thc gravity model. It: 18sin 8 -_ r, cos _ cos,,,t (18)
Furthermore. it was shown that the singh, revolution of

tracking data could not contain an)' data points within an wht.rc
hour of a pcriapsis passage without the estimate of the
orbital period being advcrsely affected. A poor estimate h : distance from station to Earth cquator along the
of the orbital period h'ads to poor trajectory extrapolation Earth spin axis

accuracies. '\_,=-geocentric dtx,linationofMars

Table8 liststheI-_valuesofthersspositionerrorat ,,,_-angularrateoftheEarth

theperiapses,bracketinga revolutionofprocesseddata. t--\timefromstationmeridianpassageo[Mars
and the 1-_,values of orbital period in the following revo-
lution. The vahws were obtained from the formulas given r, = s'ation distance from the spin axis
above, applied to a simulated Mariner 9 orbit on Novem-
her 14, 1971. The gravity coefficient uncertainties in Figure 7 _resents a geometric view of how a node error
Tabh, 4 were used to construct the a priori t_variance can affect the position error of the spacecraft. A node
nmtrix I',. Tabh' 6 also lists the deviations in the t.,sti- error is :quisalent to mislocating the oflentation of the
mates corresponding to the summed effects of the grav- orbit about th_ Earth-Mars line of sight, and the doppler
ity coefficients of differing degrees. Seeond-degree coeffi- data are relati::ely insensitive to inch a rotation. The
cients dominate the uncertainty in both position and orientatio:_ error\results in a total IXX_itionerror of r,d_fl at

,, period, l_,riapsis.Thisp6sitionerror isnormally minimum in the
\

\
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periapsis region and n_aximunl ill the apoapsis regi:m for di_persiml of flu' pvnapsl,, po_diolt u_hmah's ,_bmfl thu
an eccentric orbit like that of Mariner 9. It should bc lir_t soluhou i_ _ixcu in lq_. I(I "l'hc actual _imulat_.d

noted that r.X_._constitutes almost the entire posttion error po_it,_, _ .d_, pl., cd m the ti_mc The pq_,it,,_ d_ t_'r-
of the spacecraft, and that the errors in r and z' are Slllall mm,dion ,tl;p_',lrs to I_, von,_stvnt x_tth the' cm,lri,mcc
compare t to r_. F'igurc S presents the time history of the rv_ult_, x_dh thc q,sllll|.l|t,,_dispersed ,d_out the irm' x,din'
resp_'ctix_' l-,r Crl'tll'S in r,X_Lr, and z' for the pre-tli:_ht un- x_ith t,lrot_ m tlw 10-kin r,m_c. "l'}wposih_m cqimatcs air'
certainties in the Mars gravity coefficients. The uncertain- phfltt,d a,, a tmwtion of lim_" i, _evoud_, wdh the actual
ties in rA_2and r are st.cn to hc minimum at periapsis, but time |)f 'sllt't'¢"s'si/t' pcri'q)4s l)._x_a_cndt'uotcd bx xcrti('al
the Iln('ertaintv ill z' is ina.%ilnllln.Thc ln;,Ixiiillllll 'k_.Of( l.lr_, nile's,. I)n.dwicd l)ur_.:psis p,lXS;L_t' time, ar,' ,hoxxu bx the
at periapsis because of in-orbit downtrack errors in the t rossn_,lrk,, o, tl,' vxh.nth'd _d.M,._l) posilion bars Th.'
trajectory in the periapsis rt'gion, where the erroneous .uappin_ unct'rt,dntv ix h,_s thau I s .d'tcr one n'xoh.tion
accelerations caused by uncertaintws in the gravity field .rod withiu 2 s ath'r txxo rt.xolutious. (;raxitx solutitms
are maximum, tram tlu. simulatud data h.d to smalh'r ,olution th.x i.dions.

.t_ ptudich'd teem the vmari,uw_, ;malxsis results

2. Predicted orbital period. The h'ast accurate pre-
dicted orbital t'h'ment is the orbital period. If the csti- F. Orbit Determination Solution Strategy for the Satellite
mated spacecraft state is integrated forward in time, past Phase of the Mission and Expected Accuracy
the region of available data, for several rcvolutions and

The rt'sulls of tht' prt'-tli_hl covari,mce ,u_,dyses andcompared to the actual trajectory of the spacecraft, the
position error between the two can grow in the down- simulation studies led to tilt" following definition of the
track direction. Such a position error results from the solution strategy:

actual trajectory being perturbed by the unknown p_,r- (1) Using a batch-weighted, least-squares estimator,
tions of tile gravi_" field so that the actual period a _d solve for the state (position :rod veiocity_ of the
times of periapsis passage change in a manner whicl, is spacecraft from a singh, revelution of tracking data,
not predicted in the estimated trajectory; i.e., the actual omitting the data within an hour of periapsis, which
orbit moves "'out from tinder" the estimated orbit. The are most sensitive to the gravity errors. Use the
geometry of this error is illustrated in Fig, 9, where the partial-step algorithm for convergence if necessary.
constant initial position error caused by the node error is If severe convergence problems arise, shorten the
shown w,ctor-summed with successive position errors, data span, and work up to a full revolution of data,
which lie along the instantaneous velocity direction. These as illustrated in Fig. 4.
successive position errors result from the successive peri-
apsis passage time errors, and their contributions can (2) Accumulate several successive revolutions of data.
dominate the total predicted periapsis position error after Then, using the conditions arri, _ at in step (1) as

initial conditions, solve for th, ,.,ate plus low-orderseveral revolutions. The in-track predicted position error
can be approximated by the formula Vt,,._Tp,where Ve is gravity coefficients.

the magnitude of the velocity at periapsis, and ATe is the (3) As more data become available, resolve for the state
error in the time of periapsis passage, from a single revolution ,ff tracking data, with the

gravity terms obtained from step (2)placed in the

E. Simulation Studies spacecraft trajectory integration model.

The final and most important step in the pre-flight The three steps listed above are referred to as the pre-

studies was the fitting of simulated data in a simulated gravity sensing mode of operation, the gravity sensing
operations environment. The desirable method in such mode, and the post-sensing mode, respectively.
studies was to apply the OD strategy, observe the esti-
mate behavior over several revolutions of data, and cot- The predicted uncertainties of the local and mapped
relate the observed behavior with the results of the estimated position at l_'_'riapsis, based on the pre-flight
covariance analysis, A number of such studies were con- simulation and covarianee analyses, are summarized in
dueted as part of the pre-flight analysis; the results of one Table 7. The predicted uncertainties are compared with

i are presented here. Several revolutions of data were gen- the accuracy requirements. The uncertainty in the mapped
erated for a simulated tralectory with typical sample time of periapsis has been corrected to an approximate
coefficients in the gravity field. The spacecraft orbit was downtrack position error by multiplying the time of peri.

t determined from three successive revolutions of data. The apsis uncertainty by the velocity magnitude at periapsis.
12_ JPL TECHNICALREPORT32.1S86 ,
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The results _hown ill Tabh" 7 dlustratc the most unporia,ll _ hcu tie' .";uu E,ulh- M,u_ an:_'h _.p. I Ol &'e. ,m,I I1.'

dla, ach',i._tiv o[ the M,ui,wl 9 ._at,,llih, orbit dch,rmina ,vzn,d path pa_,cd x_lthm hnu ,ol.u _adn _,t the 'gin

tiou lm,bh,m: tllat tiw high degree oi O1) accuracy n'-

quircd by the MM'7I I'rolect would Iw met on]_ alter The data tlom tl.. i)SN statures _,_,elcsellt ovt'l teh'tvlw

multirm'olutmn ,a_lutions lot the gra_ dv iiehl of .Mars to the S0acc I"ilght Olu'rat.m_ I,'aci]lts _SI:()F'_. ,_ hi're

they vcere stored on high speed maRnt'tzc drum,;. I)ala

were t|R'll written on magnctzc tape by the N_'t_vork
_.,d_.l. Tc,uu 'l'z.:ckm_: _;v,mp ,_ ze,lm'_h'd b_ the .Na_z-

III. Mariner 9 Data and A Priori Astrodynamic _,a,,,. l'e.un "l'lwsc talU'S toni,urn'd, m addltum to t_o
Constants _,_ dopph,r ob_cr_,d_h's, row- ,rod tluct'-_.lx dOpl_h'l

c,mnt. \It' i.m_mv., and ,uz_ular ob.m_abh'_, all at _1w

A. DSN Data cdic tmu,,, _u,u.dh l-ram _amph'O, ,_ utl,',,,'er h'equt'm',,.
tl,lll,,mltter ou/ott tmu',',, and r.m_m_ adlll,,t c_ellicient,,

1. Two-way doppler. Almo._l all of the satelhtt' orbit .u,I data quaht_ mdwatm',,.
_olutions for Mariner 9 were computed on the basis ot

two-w;.|v doppler nR,;.lsureint'nts only. l)urivg the 11_'-'
The Navigatimz Team processed these data tapes on

months Mariner 9 was in orbit, ow'r 3(XI,(R.I) two-way the I.'NIVAC II0S computer. The orbit data editin_

doppler measurements at I-rain t'Otlllt times were re- _O[)E_ program was used to re[ormat the data and to

corded. In the first 280 revoluti,ms, two-way dopph'r eliminate all of the mmsed data types, such as angular

tracking data were ol_t:dm'd in a n,'arly contimmu, fashion data. The output of the ()I')E w;,s then processed by a

by deep space station (I)SS) 12,at (:oldstone. California, medium-.wcuracy (')D editing program, the tracking data

DSS 41 at Woomera. Alzstralia; and ])SS 8_ at Madrid, editing orbit determinatiotl (TBKEI) _ progratn. The

Spain. As the Earth-M:zrs distance increased during tilt, printed and plotted output of this progr:un was ,lll;I-
orbit plzase of the mission, the signal-to-noise ratio ot Ivzed to locate and eliminate poor data. Data were corn-

the spacecraft communication link decreascd. In March, pressed to 10-min interval,_ for regions of time at least

increased data noise rendered the °f-m-diameter antennas 2. h away from a periapsis passage. Individual edited .'rod
izwffeetual. Consequently, after revolution 280, only the compressed data n'cords were merged wdh lwevioudy

(M-m ante,ma at I)SS 14 was used for tracking the space- l'roeessed data records and stored o,z tape to pmduc,"

craft. Figures Ila and b show the time history of the complete satellite data records for use in the orbit estima-
respective antenna eh,vation angh's ow,r a l-day iqterval

tion computations.
on November 15, 1971 (Fig. llal, and again on May 5.

197:?, (Fig. 1 lb), when only DSS 14 was tracking. Times

ofhwal periapsesand apoapsesare marked on the figures. Dr,ringthe period of time in which allstationswere
tracking, radiometric data were obtained 24 h per day

by the DSN. After revolution :280. a 10.h pass of data

Figure 12. illustndes the evolution of the accuracy of venten'd around periapsis was taken by I)SS 14. Thc rate

the doppler data by showing the rms of the doppler resid- was genendly one point every 80 s. During most of the

uals plotted against time through October 1972. Indi- orhit phase, the Satellite OD Group processcd data two

vidual rms vahws have been obtained from short are fits or three times per week to fulfill science or DSN requests
to the data. Also included on the figure is the magnitude for updated orbits.
of the Earth-Mars distance showing its increase from

about 1.:! X 10' km at insertion to about 4 X 10' km after 2. MU ranging data. Navigation Team support of the

600 orbits, it can be seen that, as the Earth-Mars distance n,lativity experiment required the processing of Earth-

approached 3 "_ 10_ kin, the noise observed at the 26-m spacecraft range measurements. Two-way time delay mea-
antenna increased markedly, whereas that at the 64-m surements, which are proportional to station-spacecraft

antenna increased only slightly, range, were obtained using the MU ranging machine at

Coldstone throughout the mission. _aage measurements
The quality of the doppler data during the month were acquired several times per week f_om November

around superior conjunction was degraded sharply be. 1971 until August 1972, at which time the frequency of
cause of the elh,cts of the rapidly varying quantities of independent range measurements was increased to several
charg,xl particles along the signal path because of the measurements per Goldstonc pus. In all. a total of over
solar corona. The rms of the doppler noise actually 1300 individual range measurements were acquired dur-

t reached a maximum of _ Hz on the day of conjunction, ing the satellite phase of the mission. Mint of the_
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nwasuremcnts wcre ohtained in th,, 8 wceks bracketing l"igure._ 13a, h, and c dlush,dc Ihc i)RVil) data for
superior conjunction. The ranging ineasuremcnt_, which p,lsst'_ bcginlfiutt on Augur, 20. 23. and 25. rt'spccti'_elv.

are mutually precise to a few n'tett,rs, werc perturbed by Cltrvt,s which show the Icast-squarcs-tit l_olynomial ale
charged particlcs in the transmission nwdia, which re- Sulwrimpo_cd on the actual data. On the days drown, th,
tarded tilt" signal and thus contributed to a larger time variation ill t_l_scrvet't ral|gt' (';lu'.;ed bv t'h,lrgcd i_;u'tich's
delay than that predicted from tilt, true coordinate range, in a singh' pas_ was a, high as 3IX)m. _ ith ,I maxitmm_
As the signal path for Mariner 9 neared the Sun, both the .slope of 75 m h.
amplitude of the steady-state charged particle content
and that of the stochastic variations along tilt, sigmal path

B. Spacecraft Dataincrcased, tlowever, the effect of the steady-state content

can be modeh,d, and so it caused fcw l_robh, ms (Ref. 8/. i. TV images of surf:we landmarks. Tim radio orbil

At closest proximity to tilt' Sun on September 7, 1972, the ,olutions of ,Marint'r 9 wcrt, COllfil'nlt'd I'Dy solutions hascd
average electron content of .the signal path through the on TV imagcs of tilt, Martian :;urfacc. Thc imaging svstctn
solar corona was at its maximum, which caused a time on board tilt, Mariner ,9 spacccraft cousists of a wide-
delay of about 20 its (out of a total round-trip light time angle, iow-rcsolution camera and a n;,rrow-angh', high-
of some 45 min). l_t'call,se I its of timc delay corresponds to resolnliou camera m_lunted on a scan platform with two
about 150 m one-way range to the spacecraft, the maxi- th'grecs of frecth)m, which can bc positioned relati_c h,
mum corona effect was some 3000 .n in range. On the the spateeraft. The wide-angle camera has an effeetiv,.,
other hand, the stochastic variations in the corona induced focal length of 50 mm and a field of view of 11 "< 14 dog
a tango uncertainty that is difficult, if not impossible, to with a surface resolution of 1 km at a slant range of
nmdcl, t)n a scah, of 1 day. tilt. ciicct e,m bc scvcral approxim,dcly 1750 kin. The narrow-angh, camera has an
microscconds, effective focal length of 500 mill and a fiekl of view of

1.1 "-_1.4 dog with a surface rcsohltion oi 100 m at the

3. Differenced range vs integrated doppler technique same shmt range of 1750 kin. The basic landmark observ-
calibrations. The differenced range vs integrated doppler ahlcs consist of picture coordinates of images (line, pixel
(DRVID) technique, discussed in mort" detail in Ref. 9, Ioc,dious_ mcasurcd _m S _ lO in. photoproducts.
was used to calibrate charged particle activity in the sig-

nal path for small Sun-Earth-probe angles and to provide The criterion used for selection of pictures from the
corrections for orbit compotations. Raw DRVID data available collection transmitted by Marincr 9 whih. in
prtwith, a time history of the observed range differencc mhit was based on redundancy of observation of some
from the initial range observation in a continuers pass well identil_able surface features. The du._t storm obscu-
minus the integrated rang_"rate from tl,t, doppler data. ration of the planet &_ring the first 2 months of orbit left
The data measure twice the round-trip range change dur- only the south polar cap and the volcanic prominences in
ing a pass because of charged particles, but they do not the Tharsis region visible. Consequently, the TV science
indicate the total group delay, interests were focused on these regions, and it was pos-

sible to get data from these early pictures. Because the

DRVID data were obtained by way of two modes of areas were photographed through the haze created by
of'ration: (1) the ,_11,!ranging machine, bccause of its dust in the Martian atmosphere, a large portion of the

mechanization, output DRVID data automatically due- early data was of poor visual quality. However, the pie-
tures were still usable. The b, dk of pictures received after

ing any single range acquisition, or (2) the data were the dust storm cleared in January were taken for the pur-
constructed externally from counted doppler and indi- pose of mapping the planet with a minimum ebserva.
vidual range acquisitions. DRVID data spanning entire tional redundancy. Thus, data became available only
passes were generated, using primarily the second mode, during special picture St_luences, when the TV camera
for the periods of August 10 to 25 and September 16 to w'ts trained on the south polar cap and on the volcanic

" October 12, 197'2. Data nearer conjunction could not be prominences in Tharsis, namely, Nix Olympica, Pavonis
obtained becat, se of poor doppler quality. Data further Laeus, and Nndus Gordii. The data for A_'aeus Lacus

from eonjunc',ion are now being processed. The data are were scanty and of poor quality, and were not used.
least.squares tlt with a polynomial of the lowest order, Figure 14 shows the distribution of the total usable pie-

: which retsonably represents its structure, The coelBcients tures relative to time of periapsls passage, the target
:_ of this polynominal are used to adjust the doppler and sighted, and the type of camera used. A very large por-

range data in the spacecraft-orbit fitting software, tion of the data is made up of wide-angle pichlres Of the
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,south polar rt'glolt, all taket_ 30 rain heft re periaosis. This first nwthod of pr_cessing. It was noticed during early
part of tilt, data allows observation of the south p_4ar eap hmdmark data fits that there was a sit_nificant disconti-
from a nearly fixed position in space while the planet nuity in the data residuals wht,never the cameras were
rotates tmdetnt'ath the spacecr;_ft at the rate of 9.5 deg switched; i.t,., tht, narrow-angle camera residuals were
per orbit of Mariner 9. The 13 landmarks sighted are ohserved to be offset from the wide-angh' camera resid-
shown in Figs. 15a, b, and c. uals. The obvious reference was that the model for point-

ing errors needed an additicmal three degrees of freedom

2. TV pointing data. The accuracy of OD solutions in the platform coordinates to describe the wide-angle
based on optical data is dependent on the acquisition ot camera offsets in relation to the narrow-angle camera
data which yield the inertial pointing of the target raster optical axis. When these additional degrees of freedom
at the time of observation. These data are processed by were introduced, the discontinuity was notitwably re-
two methods. The first consists of processing the engi- duced. In addition, a set of three fixed offsets of the
heering telemetry data, which contain quantized read- narrow-angh. TV target raster, relative to the scan plat-
outs of the scan platform gimbal angles in tht, cone and form pointing defined by the first-stage estimates, were
clock axes, readouts of the pitch and yaw angles from the estimated. Superimposed on these was a random corn-
Mill SUIIM)I',.rod the star sensor readout of the roll a_,_h" ponent modeh,d its being in the yaw, pitch, and roll direc-

Figure 16 shows a sample plot of the yaw, pitch, and roll tions of the spacecraft. Thus, a total of nine parameters
variations in the vicinity of a picture shuttering over a were estimated to adequately describe the "true" TV
100-s time interval. Because of a wide variety of situations orientation with respect to the celestial reference made
arising from the spacecraft attitude motion and the re, up by the spacecraft-Sun and spacecraft-Canopus direc-
sponse of the attttude control system, it was necessary to tions. (Arcturus was not used as a reference star for the
examine all the data available to determine the switching data span included here.)
condition of the spacecraft attitude control system and.
thereafter, to fit an appropriate segment of the data in In addition to the above-mentioned discontinuity, there
the neighborhood of the shuttering instant. This proee- was another source of error stemming from the sun sensor
dine was adequate dnring the high-data-rate transmis- regulation problem. It was noticed, in fitting some close-
sion, when the engineering data samples were obtained range landmark data, that the data re,_iduals were enorm-
every -t.2 s. However, an appreciable portion of the pie- ously large in comparison to the expecttxl measurement
tures were taken when the engineering data sampling rate error in the pictures shuttered within 20 rain from the
was four times slower than the 4.2 s sample rate. At this periapsis passage of the spacecraft. It was determined
rate, it was not always possible to correctly deduce the that this behavior was assoeiatexl with the design of the
trend of limit-cycle excursions within the allowed dead- sun sensor preamplifier circuitry. It was also found from
band. Such data were therefore carefully examined to some symptomatic behavior of the attitude control telem-
determine the nearest two data samples containing the etry that the sun sensor went into an anomalous state
shuttering interval, and the readout was obtained by wheneverstraylight from Mars became sul_ciently strong
linear interpolation. In addition, problems were ocea- in intensity. The incident stray light from the planet ren-
sionally encountered in obtaining the cone and clock dered the voltage-reguiation mechanism of the acquisi-
gimbal-angle readouts, Because the sampling rate for tion sun sensors ineffective. The primary mn sensors were
these readout5 was 42 s/sample, there were situahons in dependent on this same mechanism for voltage regula-

which the scan platform was in the slewing mode when tion. The result was a floating voltage and an unknown
! the telemetry channels were sampled. In such instances, scale factor for the primary sun sensor output whenever

the gimbal angle readouts were not available from the the problem occurred. Because the sensor telemetry was
channels, but they were obtainable from the command rendered meaningless in these situations, data taken in
values. The "open-loop" TV ra_ter orientation had appre- the vicinity of periapsis passage could not be used for
ciable errors associated with its construction. Hence, a OD. This resulted in elimination of the high.resolutiov.

"closed-loop," second-stage determination of the "IV. data, The alternative to the first method of processing,
camera pointing errors was essential to obtain consistent i.e., corrupting the covariance to solve for the camera
solutions, pointing direction, was not very successful in these situa.

tions because the a prior/uncertainty was too large.

The second processing method consisted of solving for
" the most probable camera orientation at shuttering t/rues 3. Noagravitatlnnal aeceleratlom. The problem d de-

. using the estimated direction o! inertial pointing from the termining the history of thrusts caused by leaks from the
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cold-gas attitude control sysWm becamt more ditficult in h.ak tl c. mat_mtude tmu'n dur,diont It,t, ,tls_ Iwcn ph,th'd
the orhital phase than it was in tilt, crl|i:,e phase, as dis- and is tlc_i_natt'd I,_ -_
tussed in the precedmg section. Tilt, insertion maneuver

required a hum which expended a c, nsiderable mass of 4. Spacecraft mass. "l'ht, mass ot NI;.rlnt'r q wa,, deter-
propel]ant, causing the t_'nter of mass of the spacecraft mined from telemetered itfformati,,m, which yielded the
to move closer to the center of tilt, roll-axis jet couple, propellant expenditures of the various mam,uv¢.r burns.
This reduced the degree to which torques, caused by roll- The values of tilt' spac,,craft mass for the pre-trim 1 and
axis jet leaks, were cross-coupled into the other axes. In post-trim 1 and 2 phases of the satellite mission are listed
addition, the effects of gravity gradient torques near below:
periapsis produced periodic signatures in the pitch and
yaw axes, which had to be separated from any cross- _1) I're4rim 1, .5¢t'3.77.5kt_.
coupling effects. The net result was that the cross-coupling
effects of roll-jet leaks were below tilt, threshold of detec- (2_ Post-trim 1, 580.201 kg.

tion in the satellite phase of the mission. Therefore, the (3) Post-trim 2. 551.890 kg.
OD Group had to rely on assumptions of histori._al con-
tinuity. In particular, because the roll axis continued to

exhibit occasional bursts of torque in the same direction 5. Solar radiation pressure. The spacecraft reflectivily
as those seen prior to Mars encounter, it was assumed coel_icients which relate the soi;tr _ diation to the pres-
that the same roll iet was continuing to leak sporadically, sure acting on the spacecraft .v_r,.' determined from
Thrust directions were assigned on that basis, analysis of the cruise data. The respective values of the

coemcients which were used in the satellite phase of the
mission were GR _ !.2275, G, :- 0.04(O. and G, =

The computation of the roll-axis torques was also corn- -0,0436, (Set, the preceding section for definitions of
plicated by the motion of the instrument scan platform these parameters.)
because tile reaction torques were large and the task of
reconstructing them from the scan platform position
telemetry was difficult. As a result, a,ty gas leaks that C. Observer Location and Transmission Media
occurred during the periods of scan platform slewing Calibrations

could not be effectively detected. The tracking system analytic calibrations for the satel-

lite and cruise phast.'s of the MM_'I mission were corn-
Figure 17 is a plot of the angular accelerations in each prised of calibration coefficients for timing, polar motion,

of the three spacecraft axes over a span of two orbits and tropospheric refraction, supplied by the DSN. A dis-
near the h, ginning of Decetn&'r 1971. Uncertainties in cussion of these calibrations appears in the preceding
the acceh'rations are denoted by the height of the tmxes section.
bracketi,g each plotted value. A typical roll-axis leak can
IR' seen bt'tween 10t= and lit: h. The cross-couph'd
torques in the pitch and yaw axes, which were quite dis- Station locations used during the satellite phase of the
tinct in the cruise phase, are indistinguishable here. The mission were determined on the basis o| Mars encounter
torque signatures in the pitch and yaw axes. in which the data from Mariner 6. These station locations arc given
angular accelerations are positive over most of each orbit in Table &
but become negative near periapsis, are caused by grav-
ity gradient torques. The large uncertainties in accelera-

D. Martian _trodynamk Constantslion over the period of 2 to _ h prior to each periapsis are

due to the slewing of the scan platform. 1. Gravitational comtant. The mats constant atsoci.

ated with Man which was used tluroughoutthe satellite

The start and stop times and the magnitudes d the OD operations had a value of 42,8,28.44 lan'/s'. Th/s
imh were e_imated by mdnll acceleration promm like value wus detm'mined by Null (Paef. 3) from mmly_ d
tho_ shown in Fill. 17. Figure 18 is • plot of tim Slate- Mariner 4 tr•cking data. It is in good •greement with
craft _le_Rtm_ mused by !_ lesi= over a typical valuta from Mariners 6 and 7, and is comisteut with •

i period in mid.December 1971. Because the t/me scale C,aussian gra,dtatiomd conmnt k = 0.01_ and •

o_the plotmakesthe dunmomd the vadm=baits dill. velocity ol lisht value ol ¢ - _.5 fan/s, Slvea In
" cult to compare, the integrated velocity effect ot each Rd. 10,

IN JPt. TY.Ct4Nle.m.HPOm la.lON
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2. (H_latene_,. Th., a priori Martian ob]atem'ss coelfi- IV Pre-trim 1 Orbit DeterminationHistory and
cient, ]:, had a value of 1..o7"_ l0 ', which was deter- Support of Trims 1 and 2
mined by Wilkins (Ref. 11_from long-term observations

,,f the .Martian satelhtes. The corresponding mean radius A. Initial Orbit Convergence
of Mars for _ravity scaling was taken as 3389.1 kin.

As stated in Section i, the first real-time duty of the

3. Spin-axis direction. The directian of the Martian Satellite O1) Group was to obtain a conw'rged orbit solu-
tion from data acquir,'d during tit,, first rl.volution ofspin axis used at the beginning of the satellite operat,ons

can be stated in terms of the right ascension and deciina- \l,u'im.r .9 ,,b,,ut Mars. Tht pr,,-tlit.r.ht _tudw_, t',.portcd in
S,'_'fion il. h'd to the conclusion that the partial-stcption value of the pole dircction in the Earth mean equator

coordinate system of 1950. These values are algorithm would possibly Iw necessary to solve the prob-
lem of nonconvergcnce during the initial probe state

,_ ::;16.$53S 0.(_.F,_)'I" determination immediately following ,Mars orbit insertion
(MOIL

5:]. IX)66 0.05C-,6T
I're-tti,.z,id _tudw_ ,lifo sl,ox__'d that tit,' mission ()1) _,di-

where T ts it, Julian centuries past 19_)._._ Th- value.,, _are r_'quin'd th,' fidl,_x_in_ capabihti,'s to meet the i,,,-
were derived by de Vaucouh,urs (Ref. 12) as an un- sibh, error contingcncies that could arise during initi:d
weighted average of the results of Burton (Ref. 13), orbit convergence:
wllose values wt're th,ternlint,d from Earth-based ob.ser-

rations of the motion of Deimos and Phobos, and from (1_ Rapkl near-real-time multiph, iteration of the least-
squares fitting-procedure.

Camichel (Ref. 14), whose values were determined from
Earth-based observation of the motion of surface lea- (2) Immediate on-line visual output of the results of
tares on Mars. each individual iteration

Prior to the flight of Mariner 9. it was thought that the (3) The ability to wait in a "holding pattern" betweenany given Peration whih' the uscr answers the ques-
direction of the pole was known to an accurat T of 1 deg. tion of whether he has convergence or needs to con-
Figure 19 shows the pole solution obtained by various tinue the iteration.
observers using surface markings and orbits of Phobos
and Deimos since 1877. These solutions were taken from (4) The ability to execute the appropriate response

Bef. 12 and mapped to the 19,50epoch. The pre-Mariner 9 depending on the user's answer to (3).
adopted value was obtained by averaging the two Burton
values and the single Camichel value shown in the figure. Therefore, these capabilities and the partial-step algo-

rithm were added to the existing TBKED program, as
well as to the ODP. The resulting version of "IRKED

E, Planetary Ephemertdes was certified for mission use during the course of the pre-
The plant, taD, ephemerides used by the Satellite OD flight studies.

(:roup during operations were all recent, differentially

corrected versions of the ]PL Planetar v Export Ephem. The computer time necessary to complete a typical
DE.B9 (Ref. 15). The first of these versions, DE-79, (initial orbit phase) iteration was about I0 s for TRKED,

included Mars radar time delayed data from June 20 to as compared to 2 min for the ODP. This order.of.magni-

September I0, 1971. The second version, DE-80, was tude im_ovement in speed was due to TRKED's dmpli-
available on December 28, 1971, and included time delay t_ed models and computational shortcuts; the trade_

measurements to October 11, 1971. The third ephemeris, was the difference in precision. Compared to the expected
DE-88, was available on September 18, 1972; it was bused state knowledge uncertainties at the initial pedapsis (as
on existing radar and optte_l measurements to October discussed in Section IIi., this diflertmce was fmmd to be

II, 1971, plus 88 "normal points," or reduced range meas. small: under 10 Inn in rss position, with a _g
_ts of Mariner 9 itself. _ in velocity. Thus, the ODP could convene

oa the_ _ of data_th twoor three"k_-toninl¢
The values of the _ unit (AU) and solar ltenfl_mus using _s __ sta_ _o_ as

I / for each ephmm_ are g/yen in Table 9. initialconditlom.

_ _ _lI 131

L
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Initial state c(_n_er_,enceand re|in_,mcnt during the _4_l,_,l_L._lt_ I,od_ p,.llod L)t I"_ _) h i_ C_lm_,d,llt h,
tirst actual orlut about Mars tol]owm_ the MOI mare,u- 1:2h ,_-_mm '_.! s.
ver was perform,'dillthe follow,trigm,Lnm'r.The data

fittedwas tw_)-wa.v,l-,undopph,r._xhichb,.ganmllm'dl Followm_ themltlal"['I;KEI)conxcr_'nc_,,111,,rt,suh-

ately afh'r the occultation period t'nded. Thus. the fitted in_ snluti,.m xx,lsu'.'d as a priori st,lh, tol rcconvergin_
data sqT,rh.d approxinl,fle]_ 66 rain after the initial peri- m'er the .,,amedata span _ ith the SAT()I)I'. TI,i.,,yie]d(,d
apsis, which was cho:a.n to I)," the cpodz |or all of tit' fits Ill," solutiun and uncertaintic,, compiled in Pr' °-h data
perfi)rmed durinR this first orbit. For ,,ach t'as.,, the last ,ire section of Tab[,' ]0. The Iwt rss po,.itlon ch.m_,, be-
bestestimat,,,iv,dl,zbh,_atperiapsisx_asused as the twm.n TRKED and SAT()I)I'_olutionsisabou' I0kin.
nomma[ state;succcedin_fitsimproved thisstateesti- thisdilIerencuvectorliesalmostentirelyillthe install-

mate...S,#rioriSl_Cln;l_used forallthefit_w,'re'_50km tam'ousplaneofsky ,rodhasa inagnihzdeconsidt,rahlv
forthepositionaluncertaintiesand I(X)m sfortheveloci- withinthe corrcspondin_izncertaint_ellipsoid.After

th'. The _r;t fit after tilt. M()I was l,_lsedml approxi- enouRh ti.r. had elapsed to allow an accumulation of
mat,'h "_h _t d.lt.I and included 1.36points cmcrin_ the. about 4 h of data. th,. SA'I'()I)I' was u_,'d to fit this
time span betxsecnNo_embcr 14. !,071.0l h 4Srain .32• expanded arc. startinR with the _-]l solution as the _
.Ind(}4h '2,(Iinin.3_s. /)rioristate.Tillsprocedurewas rt,pe,_tt,dtwo more timt's

withthe SATOI)P duringthe firstorbit,onceafterS h

rI;KEI)_s.lszz_t,,lh_rtln,,inlh,dc_)uxer_,'ncecase.uld of datahad bt'enaccumulated,and againafterI0.5h.
was run innear-rea[-tinw,i.e..itwas excel:tedimmedi- Tahh, [0 summ,zrizesSATOI)P pos,tionsoluti_mhistory

att,lv after the last data point to I)e fitted was received for this first orbit. Convergence was obtained with tw_
and included on the proper OD data file. This initial full-rank iterations for each of the four data art' solutions.
convergence was oomph,ted in essentiaih' two iterations The computed sigmas in the tahh. are based on !mm s
and was notable only for its h'iviality. The cruise phase random data noise, and lilt, consider sigm,ls are deri_ed
OD solutiolls;,;id theMars insertionitselfweresoaceu- from the harmoniccoelllcit,ntuncertaintyreporhxlill

rately t,xecutt'd that the TBKED convergenet, yielded a Section I:.
state whose position moved from the initial a prior/state

hy only 28 kin. Thus. TRKED's extended partial-step If the four converged states from T'bh, 10 art, differ-

solution and its full-rank solution (which was computed enced, it can he shown with the proper c_,rdinate trans-
only for reference) art, identical for each iteration of this formation that these difference w'etors all lit, ahnost

ease, because the total correction necessary to the a priori en.irely in the plant, of sky. Because most of the state

state values were well within the linear region of con- estimation error lies in the plane of sky, it is dear that
vergenee. The conclusion is that, because the mission was the inclusion of additional data in the fits of the first orbit

so near the expe_ed standards, the p::rtial.step algorithm decreases and perhaps reorients this plane-of.sky error.

was not actually necessary; it s_"asonly a safeguard. The Figure 21 summarizes the first orbit solution history in
t_luality of the two different solution techniques can he terms of positional plane-of-sky deviations resulting from
seen ih Fig. 20. which is a photocopy of the results of fitting the data arcs. which are increasing in length. The
TRKED's tint two iterations as seen on a remote terminal location of the squares (TRKED) and circles (SATODP_

screen during the execution of the program on Noveml_.r shows r_fl coordinate mow.s relative to an arbitrary zero
14. 1971. The number of data points used in the fit is ordinate value. The inscribed 0 or I indicates the itera-
._1(: 156). a_al OLDPEB a,d NEWPER art. the imtan- tion number yielding that particu!ar value of r_f/. For

taneous two-body peritxls in hours before aml after the example, the (D appearing beneath the _-h abscissa point

iteration, respectively. PS-DQ and FR-DQ are the partial, corresponds to the r,,_fl value resulting from the Ol_P's
step algorithm and full-rank corrediom to the state com. first iteration on the 4-h data.arc fit. The time evolution

puted for the particular iteration and are in the order of the data noise (computed) and consider 1-_ curves
x, It, z, _, !1," in units of km and Ion/s. The two solutinm resulting fro., fitting the different data ;_rt'sart, sho_n as

art. identical. The position state has moved from the a functions o/the time of the last data point for cempadm_
pflod values _ 825.0, -2438.7. and -403&0 km to 838.1,

2419.7, and -4050.2 kin, with c_mnnputedsigmasof Figure 22 similarly presents a summary of the toluttom
._19,12,and 87 iun. (The coordinate system is the Mars. history in terms of the computed anomalistic orbital

centered mean FArth equator of l_JO.) Similarly. the total ix_rkxl (e_psed time between sut_essive perial_is i_-
m move in velocityis seento he less tlum3 m/s. "the sages)."Fla. zero ordinate point corresponds to a period

111_ ,WL 11Ct4mC_k II[POlff lUbl_
!
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,d 12 h ,rod _; mm TI.. ti_u,'._ d,mo._trate Pr,)l_urtl,,s Tlr_ trajectory from the' lone-arc fit _,,,asus_':l to phm
of the .,,att'llih' orbit convur_,t,nce pr(w_,dur_, which ha_' the first orbit trim man_,uvcr. This first mam'nver was

I_,_,. im,sc.t throu,4hout the, hi_torx of the' _atcllit. ph,l.,_' desigm.d to trim down the, I.c,d orbital period [n,m 1:2h
.t ft.' mi_,(m, l l_ th,' tir-t ih'latio..oluh,m co,'_'ct_ the' 3,5rain to l I h 5S rain. Th,' Irim controlled P.' period in
i)riullt,ltlo.I of t}l_' orbit in the"Eartll's plane of the sk_ the revolution P, to P to within an error of 1 s.
c_z_to it_ final x,du,' _ hih' tl,' orbital p,,riod is dr;v_'n to
an crroueo.s value', a,zd (:2_tl.' se:'o.d iteration solution

usu,dh corrcct_ th,' p-riod to it,, final value, All _ub_'- D. Conclusionsof the Pre-trim Solutions

,lU_'nt soluti(m It,.'r,ltlo:ls ill subs_,quent r,'vohltions of thu Tile pre-trim orbit determin:).ti(,n was SllCC,,Ssftl]]ycar-
_at,'lliu' ml_iou w_,r_,pt,rform_,d x_ith the' full-sh'p al_o- tied out, but, as indicated by Fig. 23, when compar_'d to
_ithm mth,' ()I)P. ,rod c_m_ert_.m',' _as usualh ol)taim'd Fig. 10. the following unexpected characteristics of the
_ ith t_. ,,o[,it.m itt.ratiou_ OD process and of the Martian gravity ,'nvironment were'

observed:

B. Single-RevolutionState Solutions
_l) TI.' dlsp_'rsion :ff successive p_.rial)sis lX_,,iti_,'.('_ i-

After the initial orbit solution was conw, rged, the major mates in the plane of the sky was three to fuur
task of the Satellite OD Group was to determine a pre- tim_,s lar_,r thau pr_'(licted (m th,' basis of pr('-flit_ht
dieted orbit on which to base the first orbit trim maneu- gravity uncertainty estimates.

vet, This frst mawuvcr was planned near the periapsis
passage at the enc. of the fourth rev,)lution, P,. To allow (2/ The prt-dicted times of periapsis passage, were three
ti_e for data editing, data fitting, trajectory generaqon, times more inaccurate after a few r_'volutions P an
maneuver computation, and generation of the spacecraft expected.
commands, the predicted orbit had to be determ;ned on
the basis of the first three revolutions of tracmng data. (3) The harmonic cocflicient estimates from the 2'_-

revolution long-arc ..oh,tion were approximately
four times larger than expected.

Three successive single-revolution fits were made over
the first three revolutions. The consistency of the thnw

solutions is shown in Fig. 2'1 in the same format as the It. OD Supportfor the S_:ond O,'bit Trim Maneuver
pre-flight sinmlation fits pr_ented in Fig. 10, The actual
trajectory is not pictur_ d in the fig_,re because it is ob- The first maneuver pedormed in the satellite phase
viously unknown. The disix, rsion of r,,.x_l is. howev_.., trimmed the anomalistic period in revolution 5 to I1 h
approxinmtely 40 km instead of the 10 km seen with the 58 min so that the orbital timing wo.ld be synchronized
simulated data. aad predicted periapsis pass.'_ge time with Goldstone. The period of the Marim.r 9 orbit, how-
mapping is poorer than with the simulated data. F'rom ever, did not remain constant.
the data fit in the first revolution, the time of periapsis
passage one revolutim, lawr, at P=. is in error by 3 s, The gravity stru_._ure of Man accounts for the vine-

whereas the same fit mist_timates the periapsis passage tion in the period. This rough structure is characterized
at P, by 8.5 s. primarily by two strong gravity regim.s on opposite sides

of the planet and two co_JLztent,weak gravity _'liiom
removed 90 deg from _he strcmg regions. These strong ,

! C. Multi.Revolution Solutions
I and weak gravity rt_mm were manifested in the coe_.

Became d the incomistency between pmitinn e.ti- cient mlutiom as large values of C:: and S,.
mate.aadbetwee__ aadlxedieted]p,,..zSetimes.
the NsvJgatimzTeui _ to zc,z_ the lpraqty _]¢] Because the oddta] i:_rlod d the z]p_eeer_t was ap
lmmec_tely. To ck t_, a ¢l_te plm K,¢o¢<1.and third- Woxt_tely 1¢-h a_! the period d p]aneCuwrot ;,mb
delipreecoe_ctent solution was nulcle o_elr the _umt2_z _.A_, _ the I]_'ec_t at pe_]p_ _Juled almolt heel' t_e
revohztinm d dlt¢ The ][mcttt_ d this ]o_-Ixe _tJ¢_. same Iprmmdfe_twe o_ the planet on crecy other z_,vo_-
,bow, o, Fill. ¢_, _ _ the ,pm,d d th_ __...,_k.- tim..nd the grav/_ b, lg_ c,,,ed by C.. mt S.. t_.m
mmluU_ _utlom. The times d ix.riaix_ ixuml[m m'e exertt.d a pumping eEect _ the pIm_ocmtn.: oz_lal
¢ombt,'_ with thorn whk:h am ioml to t_ dal_-mvolu- _nlff aad. _. oa tbe mbital pedod. This _
tta, ml,t_.-, (_.cum_ to 0.1s). _t., wht., the ml, tto, aoa.calk.dremmae_,caabe int,ittveb,lllmt_t_d by the
ismapped½revo]utkmto .".. dialPrmmin Fig.S4.
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The figure presents a diagranmmtic view of the planet Confidence in the gravity model increased markedly
spacecraft geometry from along the Martian spin axis fo_ when longer-arc solutions, containing many revolutions
four successi_v points in time. The first _iew (a) shows of data, confirmed the g_avity model from the first pre-
the periapsis occurring directly above the tesseral bulge, trim 1 fit. The accuracy of the single revolution fits also
Thus, the perturbation is perpendicular to the velocity improved as gravity models were included in the trajec-
direction, and no pt'riod changes occur. Because the rota- tory generatmn model. This improved accuracy is easily
tion rat,' of the planet does not quite keep pace with twice illustrated by an extension of Fig. 23 to include fits made
the orbital rate of the _pacccraft, .",few revolutions later after trim i. This is shown in Fig. 26, where the fit con-
the spacecraft at periap:is is ahead of the gravity bulge, slstencies are presented in terms of rla.q, art,, and Az;, (see
as shown in (b). Now the Davity perturbation retards the F_g. 6).

ncrgy of motion, l:',lling the orbital period down. In (c),

the probe periapsis has advanced to a point above a gray- The first four revolutions are the same as those shown

ity valley, and the period levels off. However, ;n (d), the ;,a Fit_. 23, and were processed with only the pre-fli_ht 1_.
spacecraft periapsis is approaching the opposite bulge; wdue of 0.00197 in the gravity model. After the orbit trim
hence, the energy and period are increased. This alternat- was executed at P,, the remaining revolutions shown in
ing push and pull on the spacevraft resulted in an actual Fig. 26 were processed with a fourth-order gravity model,
oscillatory period histc,: for Mariner 9, one cycle ot determined from a solution over the first four revolutions,

which is shown in Fig. 25. The period oscillated in a included in the trajectory integration. The solution devia-
quasi-sinusoidal manner with an amplitude of 40 s and a tions in all of the state components are consistent with the
wav_lel_gih of 37 orbital zevt,lution_ or 18:'_days, the time error magnitudes predicted from the covariance studies.
taken for the spacecraft to cover the entire Martian sur- The position estimates made after P, agree with neighbor-
face. The high-frequency variations in the period curve ing estimates much more closely than those made before
can be attributed to the effects of third- and higher-order P,, which indicates the extreme importance of in-orbit
gravity coefficients, gravity modeling.

The first orbit trim was performed when the period of With the increased confidence in the gravity model
Mariner 9 was near the top of the cycle shown in Fig. 25 and, hence, in the mean period of the orbit, the OD
but was falling by about 3 to 4 s per revolution. Sin_ the Group performed a single-revolution fit from data in revo-
mean period (as determined later)was then some 40 s less lution 93. This fit was used to command a second trim
than the controlled period in revolution 5, synchroniza- maneuver in revolution 94, which readjusted the mean
tion of the spacecraft periapsis passage with Goldstone period of the orbit to synchronize with Goldstone.
view was not properly achieved by the first trim.

A difference between the local period in revolution 5 V. Martian Gravity Analysis
and the mean period was suspected prior to the com-
manding of the first orbital trim. However, confidence in A. Gravity Solution Description
the estimated value of the mean period was low. Although
the local period drift was observed, the determination of It was concluded from the findings during the pre_trim
the mean period involved extrapolation of the orbit with OD phase of the mission that the gravity sensing mode
a gravity model determined from only 2_z revolutions of of the OD strate_, would be a very important part of the
data. Because the high values of Sz2 and Sz_ dominated entire OD system. This conclusion certainly proved to be
the model, the accuracy of the determined mean period true for the duration of the satellite operations. Hence,
was almost totally dependent on the accuracy of these it is important to include a discussion of the characteris-
two global coefllcients, which were currently estimated tics of the gravity field solutions.
from orbita I motion over only 65 of the surface of the
planet. A 105 change in the magnitude of the C_2, $22 Many harmonic coefficient models were determined for
ettect-/22-would result in a 4-s mean period change, as Mar_ throughout the mission to meet the navigation re-
would a lO.deg change in orientation, A.,_.Because the quirements. These models varied in the length of the data
confidence in the values of C_2and S._2was not at the 105 ares and estimated parameter sets. Pre-flight covariance

level, it was decided to take the local period estimate as analyses indicated that estimation of the spacecraft state
the predicted mean period when comptlting the desired and harmonic codtieients through the sixth degree with

-, trim maneuver igaition time. data from four to six orbital revolutions would be useful
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for na.'igat_on purp,,_'s. (_onsequcntlv. a total of 19difl'er- the / ternl c_,'r,'.spoml_to a gras itahonal bulge ,u_mld
cut ..,ixtlL-urdcrrcsmiam'c models over ,,_'p,lrah' data inter- the .Martian equator, which tn _smmetric about the Mar.s
val_ were obtained durin_ the tirq tcx_ month,,, of the _pm axis \Vhcn (',, and ,";:, comlum,, the_ pl_duce d

-," ilailonal bul,_, at the Martian _,qmdox. which ismissv_n. The.se modcl_ _t'l_' o.wd for the d O't !it< ,:::ti! _..tx •
around rt,vohdion I(X),aml they w¢'z't'also u.,,cfid for con- sup_,rimpos,'d on the ]. bulge but is _xmmetric ,,bout a
',i._tencv ch 'cks on the x,dues ot imli_ idual harmonic plato' in which the _pin axis lies. lh'nce, the gra_itv lml_e
coe_eients, caused by C::. S,: can Iw thought of a,,placed .n the front

and b,K'k el the plain't, with gravity xalh,vs on the sides.
Ih,c.m_,, :_,_orbital rc_duhon_ (19 dax_/ were n'quucd

fi_r the periap.qs point to cow r 3f_) de_ in longitude with Third-degree terms, (',_, S,_, C,., and S,,, have also
r¢'_pcctt_ tl.e \l,u'tz,m sm'lace, this tune sp.u, wa_ a na.tu- shou,'ttrelati_e consistency.
r,d one to u._ein the .solutions for ]mrmonie coellicieut_,

"l'uo such :_S-i¢'_olution llts x_t'r¢'made _.nt'i_hth-de_re¢' The harmonic coefficient values for the tenth-degree
harmonic model wa_ _¢'m'rat¢'d by l.or¢'ll .rod l,aint_ harmonic mode] are given in Tabh' 12 It i_ einphasized
(lh'f 16_of the Ccleqial .Mech.mics "l'c.:m _xer r_'xolu- that only the aforementioned stable terms (C .... C:,. S::.
tiom, I to ,12 [.ah'r. a tenth-de_ree harm_mic model o_cr C,,. S,,, (;,,. and S,,'_ arc m.,-mi,_gfnl _n .'m individual :.
n'xoluti_,n_ 52 to 90 was _Z_'m'rated hv the Navi_atiou basis, llowcver, the enscmbh' of cot'lllcients has worked

T_.am. well for navigational purposes for the Mariner 9 orbit.

Because a model based on 38 revolutions was valid for The gravitational structure of Mars. as represented by
all subsequent groun tracks, it was sufIieient for st,bse- coefficients, whose values are given in Tabh, 12, is char-
quent real-time navigation. On December 19, 1971, the acterized bv an equipotential surface with a large equa- _-
eighth-degree harmonic model based on revolutions J, to torial bulge, whose height at the equator is approximately
42 was made availabh, to the Navigation Team. This 18 km above tilt, polar height if a mean radius of 3394 km
model was used for short-arc fits from revolutions 10tl is assumed. Superimposed on this equatorial bulge, the
through 250. On March 28, 1972, the Navigation Team tesseral h'r,us combine to form a 1.2-km Imlt_t, aboxc

completed the tenth-degree model over revolutions 52 to the mean equatorial surface in tilt' Tharsis regio_ of the
,90. This model was used for all fits beyond revolution ZS0. planet (ll0°W longitude3. A corresponding high bulge of

approximately (1.5 km ('lct,lll'SOil the opposite side of the
Table 11 lists all gravity models generated during the planet in the Svrtis \lajor re_ion (2S0eW lon_dude), and

satellite phase of Mariner 9. low valleys, 0.6-km deep, are located at 30 and 180°W
longitude. "

B. Physical Description of the Gravity Field of Mars

The estimated vahws of the coefficients of the respee- C, Consistencyof Gravity Solutions
tire gravity models have differed from solution to solution
because of the presence of higher-order unmodeled grav- Figure 27 illustrates the disl :rsion range of all har-
ity coefficients, planetary, ephemeris errors, and attituBe monic solutions as a traction of degree and order of all
control gas leaks on the spacecraft. However, solutions for coefficients through four. The values have been divided
several of the lower-order coefficients have be_,n relatively L/ their respective a priori uncertaintie_ as deriw,d by
consistent for all t,stimation lists and data intervals, extrapolation from the Earth's value. The vertical lines

cover the range of values of the sixth-degree solutions;
The solution for the second-order zonal coefficient, C:0, the white circles indicate the tenth-degree fit, the dark

is (1.96 ± 0.01) × !0 -s, which is in good agreement with circles the eighth-degree fit. The results for C,,0are shown
the value determined from Earth-based optical observa- as a deviation from the pre-flight value. The dashed line
tions of the Martian satellites and from Mariner 4 data. represents 1-o variations in the estimation of the coeffi-
The direction of the Martian spin axis has been estimated cients based on the extrapolated values for the Earth. As
simultaneously with the gravity coefficients; hence, the can be seen, many of the solution values are three to live
values of the coefficients C_, and S_ are very small, tlow- times greater than pre-flight expectations. Note that C._.,,,

: ever, the values of the resonance tesserals C_ and S_ C., S_, C., S.,. Css and S-., all appear to be reasonably
are -5(±0.5) × 10-_ and 3(-*-0.5) × 10-s, respectively, consistent but that estimates of the higher-degree coeffi-

i which are approximately four times larger than expected cients are unstable, This instability is due to the fact thatfrom extrapolation of the Earth's potential. Physically, the eEects of many of the harmonics have similar signa-
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tznt'_ lU il.' dopph r d,d,I ('ozb_,_'g,.'zztb,,tlz_'.',_'_ot'lli_'z_'zzl', _.L',dt'._'ldl_'d in St'_'izozzIII I_ ,lr_' d,'noi_'d h_ tht' X_'l
'All' hl_hlx t,ollt,i,it_,d ,llid, to ,I _l_'_lt'l' Ill•t'l_,li.lbh' tit',l] b.n_, Tile' Oldln,lt_' ',_',d_' I', the' ',,n,z_' ,l', tluzt ' .

I:i_ ]7 Although thl_ n/od_'l ti.l_ ,l It'l,ltitt,!_ ,lu,tll _'t[_'t'i

Oil .I, lli_" t'll,ilil_t'• lit lit.ill'. Ot the' !il_,hl,l-tlt,_lt t' lt'llll•
D. Error Sources for Gravity Field Solutions

,,_,_,llznzolt, ',i_lHtit'.znt It'l,ltl_' to the' ,l',,,um_'d . priori

P_l_t-tli I'_'•idll,i]_ tit tht' _l.irlii_'l 9 dlil_ph,r d,it,i oh uiit't'il,iilitil',_.
t,iilll'd li|lt'r llrbil iil,_t'rliOll ;Ill' liilt" Ill t%%ll (irtll'i• il| ill,l X-

liillldt' !,ii,!_l'r lh,ili til_' lion' tlt rl'_idii,il• hoin tht" t'l'lil_' _1. i']ilJil'ilil'rillt'_. Tht' i,ili_'li_, ill lillil' d<'l,l_, ili,',l•ull'-

llolllon ot tli_' iiil_,_itni I:uilh<'iiiioit', lli_' rt'•idlial• .ittl'l ill,'iil• ilidll',ilt' th,it tht" t'ilht,iiil'iid_'s ii,_t'tl hi ,in.ib,'/t' thl'

ol'llif ili_t'rtion Sll¢iXll t'I_',ll •lllit'tllit', _,•|lt,<'l,iilx for tl,il,i _" Iliicr t) d,il,I in _t't'IiOll Ill All' Ill t'rltlr ill the" I_],lrlh

,ltll,illit'tt lit,,ir l_t,rilil_i_ ll,i,,•A_t,. (]llll•t'qlil'lilb.'. thl" h,ii ,i,ii,_ tllll't'li;,'il llv ,_l'_.t'i':i] kilollWlt'r_ l"i_lill" :]!l illu_-

iiIOlilt' ililidl,]_ _t,llt'r.ih,d Ihu• I,ir h,ivl, ih,|it'i_,iit'h,• !llllil h',lh',_ tht, t,th'ci,_ o! _lit'h t,rltil_ till lhl, t,,,llili,itl'_ lit lhl.

fl'Olli tht, ilOili| tit x it,xt ill •l'i"_ Ill_ ,i• ,i ii,1%i_illillll llltll ,llld h,illllOlllt" t'o¢,itlt'it,lli•, whl,lt, Ill(, dittt,lt,llt't,• lll,Iwt,t,ll two

<if iit'hlliih niodt'hil_ lht' _i,lxilx ii_'ht _,t ,_llir,_. "l'h_' C,lii'_l' h,iiilltllilt' /'_l_'l]i<'i_'lil •_'I•, dl'll'lliuiil'tl U•ilitt I)E 7_1 ,uid

of thi_ th'tlt'il'iit v t.ii]• iiilo tlliir t,,ilt,_llrit,,_ whit'h ,ill' the- I)1'] ,_(i i_,•l_,l,l.,i,ix ' ,li_' d_'iioh'd 11_lht' _'itil',il ll,ii• ,i•

t'li'%_;t'(l lit'lOll%'. I11 I"i_ ]_, I'h_' txx_l _']lh_'lll_'lid_'• dilttT llx .Ibolll _ kill

.ilill li_ liilli • ill thl' i41irlh-,i%|iir,_ r,lii,_l' ilild r,iligl' r;ill'.

l. l,inlitiitions of the llllrnlilllii" ex|)illl_iOll. Thl' ._i)ht'ri- rl'._llt,ch_.l,])'. (lot,lilt,it,hi ._lliulioii dit|l'rt,n_,t's ilrC nlll._llv

c,i] hlirnlllliit' i,\ll,lll•ion u•,'tl hi rt,ili't,,_t,iil tilt' ._l,ir_ gr,ix ity _inaih'r lh,in tilll_l, t..iust'd llx till, _,i• h,,ik_. ,inl] hl,lit'l'
llOh,litial nliisl ll_, lrulit'_llt'd, ii,_u;illv ,ifh'r the tlrst tt,w they show the hiwt'r ,_cusilivitv of thl, (',411nlih',_of tit"

|l'll_ lit |l,rlll,_. In _t'llt'r;ll, iht, t'||'t't'lk ll|" MIch Ollliti('tl tt'rln,_ h.irnllllllt, t,ot.t|it,it,llt_ l(i tlii_ order of t'llht'lllt'ri,_ (,frill'+ Th¢'
,ire p,lrtly "'all,,illrllt,d" llv otht'r t'Oilllllillt'llt,_; ill lhl" iliOdt'], Iwo d,il,i ,lrt'_ tof Figs. _S :lnil _,,0w(,. , ili|[I,rl'nt; thu,,i, thl"

%V]II)_i' ('Ol't[it'lt'ill,'_ t,lkl' lill t'Olllilt'llS,lllll'V %,ihll't. Thlls. lht" SO]llllOll_ for tht' IlJl_llt'l-(lt'gl'l'l' t'llt't|it'il'llt,,_ rill llOl ill_rl't'.

_,,ihw ill thl' hariliOllit" t'ot'|ti_'it'lit._ oblliint,d ilia p_il'lit'ul_ir

_oliilion will dr,lit'fill both on tilt, s|l,iii of liiilli li,_l'd lind 1. _lation h_aiions. Anollit'r _(liil't'_, of lliOtll'l i, rror i,_

Oil tli_, nunibt'r of h,l'ii'.,_ rt,t,ihlt,d ill tit, h_il'lilonie t,\lllili- ililiodut't'd by tll_, iin,l'l,l'l,ihilit,,_ in tit' _t,oet,nlric lo_l-

_;io11. llll'ith data froln linlv (lilt' Sll,lt'l't'l'ilft orliit iivtlillillh', tions ill trilt,kin I Stlltions, whit,h ;irt" on lht, oriler of 3 in

Ill;In)" h;.illilOliit' t'ot'|tlt'it'litS ]l'_lv_' similar Si_ll,i|lirt's ill the" in Iongituth' {ill the s)'st<'lll dt'thlt'd llv tht" planetary
d;itli, whit,h t'illl_t,s ('t'rt;,lin t,olnllin;itions of t'ot't[Jt'it'nts tO epht'lnl'ridt's) iinil 2 ill in distllnt'e l'ronl Ihl, I.]arth's spin

lie nl,arlv Iinl,ariy dt,ill,nth,nt. It in:l)" lit, possiblt' to alh,vi- :lxis (nl,f. IT). Thesl" i'rrors, lleing diurnal, are highly cor-
till, this ilrolih, ln lw adding difft,rt'nt data types, Sllt'|i |IS related with those Of tht' lllOtt¢'],_ uted to describe the

]anltlnlirk illi(l n_ltllril] slltt,llih, obst,rvations, and dili,l l,llt:t,ct._of the Eiil'th's 3tlnospht,r¢, illltl iono,_llht,re on tht,

frolil the ot'('iilhiliOll t,Xllerhiil,nl, liropligiltioll oie tht, lrllcking signal. An:ilysl,,%cspeciaU)" of
the t'l'ui_e data, .'lrt, liein f lindt,rliikt,n to rt,tlll_,'l, this I,rriir

2. Gas leaks and radiation pressure. Sporadir" gas h,.ik_ _tilll't,t,.

iu the attitude control svsteln produl, ed a('ceh'rations on

the order of i0 " to 10 ': knl ,s_ Such ]cak;; are cxtr_,nlely Vl, ScienceSupportOrbitDetermination
ditcnlt to nlode] accurately, lind engineering dahi on

theln hiive been re_ned only for revohltions prior to History
trim '2. Studies over this region indicate that unmoduled

I. Solution Procedures
gas leaks art; an insigmificant factor on the harmonic

eoettlcient solutions compared to other model defleien- The great bulk of orbit sohitions which were gener-
cies. The unmodeled part of the solar radiation presstlre, ated by the Satellite OD Group were in support of seience

together with Mars reflected and reradiated energy, pro- sequence planning and science data-reduetion efforts.

,-- duces an acceleration which is somewhat s,naller than Prt_liciion trajectories had to be providt_! to locate the

that caust_] by the gas h,aks. Ire'dieted Mars periapsis position of the Sl_lcecraft to lln

_it_'iiriit,v of 1() kni iii the Mai'lilln lll,ule of the ._ky for

The effects on the estimates of the harmonic eo_ttlcients a pt,riod of 1 week into the [uture. These trajettorit's
of unmodelc,cl gas leaks are illustrated in Fi I. 28, where were used to align the scllii pliltforni prior io sensing the

: tho differences between two coetcient models deter- Martian snrf,.lce, Therefim', the predk'ted trajectoryre.
mined from the same four-revohltion tl,'itri arc, one with no quirenlent _ ils iini_lsed lit all tinles lit which st'all phit-

gas leaks modeled and the other with gas leaks modeled forth nililil,llvers were innilhient. The 10-kni ill_llrliev
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It'tlilllClll_'llt I', t'on',tsh'nt xx Ith ,t IIl,{klllllllll ',,t'lcIICt' IIIStlll l)ortdnt'(" to _ciellt't', tht' discnssit)n _)t the ;.It'('IIFIIL'V ()_ bot]l

mcnt pt)mtin_ m.'.'ltalntx ot ().._dt'_. ['",lll_ tilt' lUt'thctcd the prt'dlt'ted and smoot]_ orbits will be limited here to
tlal_'ctolit's SUplhCd I)x tl., ,';,dt'lhtt' ()1) (;ro.p. the' nus- tl.' p.,,.t._n .lcc,m..x .it p_,liapx,,. Th,' I_n'-fll.'.h! ,.t,tdt_".
,,l_., ol_t,m..d ,I t.t,d ot m_ut, th,m 7(Mk)T\ iln,l_t's, ,50.(1_10 indicated that the error ill the .,,p:tcccr;dt estmlah'd posi-
( V spt'ctr.c :2(.(H_) I1{ spcctra, and i(_) S-I_:md occult,t tion at pt'riapsis is comprised almost cntin'lv of tht' w'c-
t._n m_'asurt'm,',,t,, _)t the \larti,m snrl.tcc tor sum _)fthe local position _,rror which lesults from tlw

unpreeision of tht, dt'termincd lon_zitude of node in the

Prediction orbli _,wer," gt'neratt'd on the basis of short- Earllfs plane of the sky and the mappin_ error caused hy
are data fits ,1,:_.ed I)v tlu' strategy (liseussed in See- an t'rroneous pre(lieted tim_. of periapsi.',. These two posi-
ti_ui I!l. i)ata wt.rt, tit c_p.ct,or twice iw," week in actor(l- tion errors, denoted respectively by rs,A_._and v_,._xT_,,thus
ante with mission needs. Whih' tilt, 26-m antennas were will be used as criteria fro" judging the accuracy of local

trac,.ing, the basic strategy was to process a sin tile revo- and predicted orbits.
lution of data. These fits contain enough data to minimize

the eflreets of data noise and still yield accurate state solu- Because a local timt' of peri;Ipsis passage (i.e., a time of
tions. After the spacecraft went out of rangt, of tilt, 26-m periapsis either withhl or near the ends of a processed
antennas, many of the short-are fits contained data from span of data) is determined to within 0.1 s. the errors in
two successive revolutions, which provided enough hffor- the predicted periapsis times art' easily measured bv
mation for adequate orbit determination. The_e single- eomparison with updated passage times determined after
station, tavo-revoh,tion fits. however, are not as accurate as local data are availabh'. Thus, values of .-xT't,.the peri-
the single-revolution mulii-station fits. During the entire apsis passage time error, were easy to compute for all pre-
satellite phase of flw mission, approximately 190 short-arc dieted trajectories at any future periapsis. Errors in _ are
fits were performed in support of mission objectives, more difficult to assess because the true wdue, or a mort'

accurate value, of _ is not availabh,. For purposes of indi-
It was also necessary to provt.qe final trajectories eating the accuracy of the _ value for a I'articular esti-

throughout the regions in which visual images and spee- mated orbit, the concept of the _'verage or mean fl will be
tra were obtained. These smooth trajectories were deter- employed. Thus. the node error, -x_r will be referenced to
mined from local doppler data and involved extrapolation a mean f_ value, which has been determined from averag-
only a few rc'.,oluti,,._s beyond the data interval. The time ing many P. solutions made throughout the satellite mis-
of periapsis passage was held to a maximum allowable sion. Values of .x_I, then, do not necessarily represent the
errt_r of 0.1 s throughout the extrapolation, rendering the actual error in f_ for a particular estimated orbit but indi-
p.-error the dominant position uncertainty. The trajee- cate only the ,leviatim_s from average.
tories provided the final best estimate of the spacecraft

position at science data aequisitior times, and thus they 2. Short-arc fit summary. A partial list ,. (l_t, short-arc

were used by the science experimenters in the reduction fits which were computed during the satellite phase of the •
of the instrument data. mission is given ip Table 13. Included in the table are

deviations from a mean orbit at periapsis in the deter-
Smooth orbits were generated from multi-revolution, mined position, which lies almost entirely in the Earth's

long-arc fits to the data. Early in the satellite mission, plane of the sky. The mean orbit is determined from all of
most of these trajectories were derived from data fits the short-arc fits. Values of the ft deviations in degrees
which had been originally used to generate harmonic are also given. The _ error is related to the position error
solutions. As the mission progressed, state-only fits, with by rr, the distance of the spacecraft at periapsis from the
a proper harmonic coefficient set in the dynamic model, Mars-Earth line of sight. The evolution of rr throughout

proved suitable. Most long-arc fits were determined over the satellite mission is presented in Fig. 30. Also included
six revolutions of data until revolution 191, after which

one or two revolutions of data proved adequate because of in the fi_re is the evolution of the component of the
the availability of a more complete harmonic model. The Mars-spacecraft vector at periapsis along the Earth-Mars

line z_,.long-are fit activity was suspended after revolution 277.

Deviations in the plane of the sky position may also be
B. Solution Summaries and Accuracies related to in.track and out-of-plane positiondeviationsby

1. Accuracy criteria. Since the accuracy of the location using Fig. 31, which shows the evolution of the ratios of
of the spacecraft in the _Jeriapsis region was of prime im- the in-track and out-of-plane position deviations to r_,lfl.
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'xlou.d r_,xolul.,. 2,%0.tl.' x._ ('ttor vontnbuted almost 5. Prediction accuracy. As the time of prediction in-
.xclu.tx_.lx to .m m-track po_it,m error, xsl,h' .u'omld creases, the in-track _,r liming errors dominate those
_cxtfl_d,,i :Lg0.tl,' l._error h'll .,tirelx out ot the orbit caused by errors in t_. Figure 33 is b'pical of the error
pl.m., Xt tl._ p,u'ttt'ul,tr lmlt', the E,uth xi_,xx_'(ltl., growth for I", for tlw tentiHh'gree ]l,trnlonic ln(xle]. It
Mariner orbit "'edgt'-on." (The O-error vt,ctor never has a was generated by performing a short-arc fit and solving
component in the local .,ltitude d_.eetion.1 for stat. only. The resulting solution was integrated for-

ward in time. and the predicted T. w'a_ e,mq_ared with
Tabh' 13 includes a cohmm which lists thenumber of more accurate values obtained from numerous short-are

revoh.tions for which flw predicted tilne of permpsis was fits throughout the subsequent tracking data. The error
accurate to within 2 s. Since the velocity magnitude at exhibits a 19-day periodic variation, indicating a defi-
perial)sis was 3.8 km s, the 2-s error toh,rance corre- cit'ncy in the evt'n-orch'r tesseral harmonics. The aecom-
spontls to an in-track position error of 7.6 kin, which is panying secular error is attributed to errors in the gravity
close to the flight accuracy requirements of 10 kin. Thus. field combining with errors in the initial state to yield an
the number of mapped revolutions for which the ATp is incorrect mean period.
h,ss than 2 s corresponds roughly to the number of revo-
h,tiqms h,"which the prcdi,,t,d orbit was satistactm'x for Another manifestation of in-track errors is seen in
_.Cl¢'llt.c_,t,(lll('llCC(,ollllll,llld R('m'ration. predictt'd dopph'l residuals. Figure 34 shows doppler

residuals associated with a one-revolution fit and the sub-

3. Long-arc fit summary_ Table 14 is a complete list of sequent 20 revolutions of prediction. The prediction re-
siduals exhibit peaks in the periapsis regions which followthe, long-arc, or smooth-orbit, estimates, which were gen-

erated by the Satellite OD Group. As in Table 13, values a secular trend and reach a maximum of 50 Hz, equivalent
of the position deviation rj,A_l and the angadar deviation to a 5-s error in Tj,. As can be seen from the insert, the
.xf_ from the mean of the long-arc fits are giw.n. Also in- residuals within the fit also have a systematic structure
chided in the table is a cohmm for the periapsis to which of about 0.1 Hz, reflecting model deficiencies.
extrapolation of the fit was allowed; i.e., the tolerance of
0.l-s time-of-pcriapsis passage was not violated for the Figure 35 shows the mappino accuracy history of the
per;apsis listed, short-arc fits in terms of the number of revolutions for

which the predicted time of periapsis was accurate to

4. Local position accuracy. Figure 32 displays the time within 2 s. The plot is taken directly from the vahws in
Tabh, 13. It is important to note that the feasible predic-history of the deviations in II from the mean values of fl

for the short-arc solutions of Table 13. The values in the tion interval increased nmrkedly as the sixth-degree gray-

figure are taken directly from the table. Little sensitivity ity field was replaced by the eighth-degree field. The,
of the consistency of the f_ selution to the degree of the average number of revolutions that could be predicted to
gravity coefficient model can be seen in the figure. How- with:.n the 2-s tolerance rose from 6 te, 14. The commence-

meat of the use of the tenth-degree field, however, coin-ever, when only the 64-m station was tracking, the two-
cided with the loss of the 26-m stations, and no noticeablerevolution, apoapsis,to-apoapsis data span fits were not as

accurate as the single-revolution, three-station fits. prediction improvement was achieved. Later in the mis-
sion, as solution procedures were somewhat refined, the
prediction capability increased, so that predicted orbitsThe rms local position error from the mean was approx-
were accurate to within 2 s for as many as 40 revolutions.imately 5 km, while both the 26- and 64-m tracking sta-

tions were receiving data. After the loss of the 26-m

stations, the rms position error roseto 8 kin. VII. Perturbed Orbital Motion of Mariner 9

The rms local position deviation from the mean for the A history of the Mariner 9 Kepler elements relative to

long-arc or smooth solutions was slightly less than 2 kin, the Mars true equator of date is analyzed here to deter-
which indicates that the long-are mode of processing mine the short-period and long-period characteristics in
yields the more consistent local position estimates. The the evolution of the orbit. The short-period variations are
mean position estimate from long-are fits agreed within found by performing a one-revolution fit and integrating
l km with the mean position from short-arc fits when the that solution for one satellite period between two succes-
averaging included all fits made between trim 1 and sive apoapses. The long-period orbital element variations
trim 2. The difference between the respective mean posi- are obtained by sampling short-are OD solutions once per
tions, based on fits after trim 2, was just less than 2 Inn. satellite revolution at periapsis and apoapsis. Only the

l
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apoapsis histor,:' is shown since periapsis results were _ F(a,c,i_noisier because of the interaction bctwt'en short- and _k(t_ _ C - I(' ,,_m_(t/ _ cm_'lt_][',.
hmg-pt'riod effects. Thc Keph'r elements discussed span '"
\l,um_'r *)oibits 5 thr.ueh 5(1"2t,q_pr.ximatelv 250 dax s_ (21_

where
A. Theoretical Considerations

The perturl_ations in the M;_riner 9 orbit arose from the _, (I 2pl,_, _(I- 2p _ q) 3"/ + m(_..'. _/ (22_
noncentral properties of the Mars mass distribution and

_llid
from disturbing eqects of the Sun, solar radiation pres-
sure, and other planets. Although these perturbing effects
were small (at least 500 times h,s:: than the inverse attrac- _ (t) = ¢ (t,,) _ i (t - t,,) (23t
tion of Mars), each inductxl a distinct variation in the

orbital elements. In order of importance, the m,jor per- The terms in Eq. (21) will gcocl'att' ncarVy periodic wlria-
turbations were: tions in the orbital elements having the characteristics

shown in Table 15. Since the orbital rate of Mariner 9 and

(1) Mars gravity the rotation rate of Mars art' nearly commensurable (2:1),

(a) Equatorial bulge, C.,,. a resonance condition exists. In the notation of Eq. (211,
- the commensurability of the rotation rates is

(b) Equatorial ellipticity, C::, S......

(e) Other resonance harmonics, m even. • 3"1

(d) Other tesseral harmonics, C_,, S_,, C_,, S.,_. (P"- 0__ - --2 (24_

(e) Higher-order harmonics.

t21 N-body lWlturi_ations Because Mariner 9 was very near cr,tical inclination, the
argument of perifocus rate was w,ry small relative to the

(a) Solar gravity, other rates; hence, it is assumed to be zero for tiffs calcu-

(b) Solar radiation pressure, l_ation. Using the commensurability condition and setting

(c) Other planets (Jupiter, etc.). ,_ = 0, the following relationsl'.ip is obtained:

The time dependence induced in each of the Kepler r(l-2p4q)- --_-m.],(! _ 0 ('_'5_
elements by these perturbations is given by the Variation L 2J

of Parameters Equations (Ref. 18):
For resonance,

dk

_- = _ F (a, e, t) [Ca. cos ¢ + S_. sin _1 m
_,.. (l - 2p -_q) : _ (28)
, i,,,. (19t

Any tesseral harmonic in the gravity field fulfilling this
where k is the six-vector of orbital elements; ko' fc_, mad relationship generates a resonar perturbation in the
ksu are the solar gravity, Jupiter, anti solar radiation pres- orhital elements (Ref. 18). Using these concepts from
sure perturbations, perturbation theory, an analysis ot the orbital element

variations can now be performed.

= [(l - 9.p),,+ (l - 2p + q) M + m(n - 0)]

: (20) B. Analysisof Orbit Evolution

1. Short-l_riod effects. The short-period variations in

1, m, p and q are dummy indices, and O is the siderer.! the orbital elements of Mariner are shown in Fig. 36.
time. Using _st-order perturbation theory, solutions to These variations cover one orbital period as measured
these equations can be approximated. If only the varia- from apoapsis to apoapsis. Because the orbit has a highly
tiom arising from the Mars noncentral gravity are con- elliptical shape, the short.period variations are all conce_-
sidered, the following solution can be postulated: trated in a region very near the periapsis (T_ -+-100 min).
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These sh()rt-l)eriod variations resu)t from a sup('rposition ma)()t ,txt_ a,,. Th(' diitrJvn_' in l_'l_)_! _,._._'d !)x (' , _
of all flu' harmonies in the Mars !,raxitv tiehl. The short- )()m,1 ._ t_)ll()_
period variations in scl_fimajor ax,s of : :21 and - 24 km

e,,rresp,md to o,c,,lations i,, the pe:iod ,,f 105 and 120 s. [ 1 1 -]
Th(, associated short-p('riod variations in ec'e('ntricitv eor- ..xl' 2- L_( _

(:27
J

respond to local changes in th(' perial)sis height ()f7.5 and
8.0 kin. The trends associat(,d with (,ach of the ori(.nta- _ hvrc

tion angh,s (i. _.),,,,) are due to the perturbing ('fleets of the

z(u,al icrms in the Mars _r.wity and V-hetty perturbation_ • _;-
(2S_

11,, _ (i.

2. l,ong-perlod effects. The h)ng-period osculating orl)it

elements of Marin('r 9 arc ilhlstrated in Fig. 37, (a) show- [3 (ll):l:'_c(,_'i I1 1ing tilt' in-plant, elements (a,e,P) and (l)) the orienta- t) , I ]-C. _ S I (:.), 7 (:2,q!
tion angles (i..... _2). Each part shows the variation in the

orbital elements from an epoch value. The s(,mimajor axis The value of the difference ill the period is 4.4 s.
and anomalistic period variations are referenced to an

epoch value at apoapsis 5. Since the second trim maneu- 4. Reson;uwe effects. The rt,sonanee condition induced

ver was perf(lHned ill orhit 94, the remaining elements, I)y the tessoral harmonics ill the Martian gravity field
e, i..... and _.).are referenced to two different epochs to generates a periodic pelturbation in each of the orbital
show periodic _':_ri._ti,mson this scale. From apoapsis .5 ele,nents. Since all evcn-order tesseral harmonics satisfy
through .q4. they are (lilh're)w('d from ap(lapsis 5. x_hereas theresonance relationship, they superimpose to generate
from apoapsis 9,5 throt,gh .502, they are differenced from the 39-revolution periodic effects obsen'ed. Analysis has
values at apoapsis 95. It can 1)(, noted directly from tilt, shown that 90'¢ of tilt, resonance variations arise from C..:

figures that the second trim mant,l,ver increased the mean and S..:, the equatorial eIliptieity terms. To illustrate this
value of the s('nfimajor axis about 16 kin. point, ,m anah'tical traj('ctor.v gt'n('r,dor (lh'f. l,q) was us('d

to predict the mean anomaly at time of periapsis passage
The discontinuities experienced in each of the erich- for one wsonanee cveh'. Three gravity models were em-

tation angh,s are a manih, statilln uf both gravity model r)loyed in this study:

errors and observability problems associated with ft,,(_. (1) Equatorial oblateness only (C:,,).
During th(' early phases of the mission, very preliminary
gravity models were used, and. as a result, adjacent solu- (2) Triaxial (C:,,, C::, S.....).

tions did not ex'trapolate continuously. As the mission (3) Complete eighth-degree mod,'l.
progressed and improved models were obtained, the ex-
trapolation quality of the mcdels markedly improved
until loss of the 28-m antennas. The observability prob- Figure 38 shows the errors in mean anomaly and Tr using
lem previously discussed projects onto each of the orien- these three models. As can be seen, the triaxial model
tation angles relative to Mars equator, reduces the errors by a large percentage. The addition

of higher-degrt_, harmonies (throt,gh degree and order
eight) provides enough resonance harmonics to reduce

3. Effects of oblateness. Because the gravity field of these errors to 0.01 deg and 9_s, respectively. The reso-
Mars possesses a large oblateness term, a regression of nance harmonics induce a periodic variation in the anom- ¢

' both the argument ot perifocus and ascending node was alistie period with an amplitude of 40 s and an associated
experienced by Mariner 9. The results for _ and Aft, pre- variation in the semimajor axis with an amplitude of 8 lan
sented in Fig. 37, have had a rate (approximately the (see Fig. 37). This corresponds to an in-track position vari-
first-order sect, lar rate of C2,,)subtracted. The values used ation with an amplitude of 1000 km.
in this calculation are given in Table 18.

5. Effects of nonresonance tes_rais. Analysis of the
The regression of the ascending node was the largest variation in the orbital elements reveals that high-

and most dominant perturbation affecting the orbit (about frequency oscillations are superimposed on the basic reso-
0.16 deg/day). The presence of oblateness caused a differ- nance cycle. The effects are particularly noticeable In the
ence between the observed anomalistic period and the semima|or axis and anomalistic period variations. These

" equivalent two-I_My Ia'riod bast_! on an average senti- variations (shown in Fig. 25) are generated by the odd. :
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ordered tessrral harmonics, principally C.. S., and C,. The rather subtle effect of solar occultation can be seen
S,,. At a nlaximum, th('s(, terms imluce variations of 0.5 km in Fig, 39, where the error in mean anomaly and tim(, of
mtl., _rmimalor axis at apo,q_sl:, alld period ch,mt_rs ot periapsis passage are shown fur an analytical ephemeris
2 ._ _ generator, which does not model the etfects of solar radia-

tion pressure. An epoch st,du vector at per,apsis 95. the

6. N-body effects, The long-term trends exl_erienced Iw ,'it_hth-dr_rre h,u'mo.ic mode, and the correct aw'ra_e
• mean motion uere Sul)plied f ', the ,malytical program

the o .ital eh'nwnts e. i..... _t ar(' dur to ,V-body twrturba- "l'he stairs u rr¢' Own obtaitwd at perial_sis times t_atl..red
rio.is solar ,'adiation pressuru, and thr et[ects of t_ravitx from local t)l) solutions over revolutions 1(15to 505. The

coefficients. To separate these effects, the perturbations fi_vrr shows that tlw error in T, is small and oscillates
of the Sun, Jupiter. and solar radiation pressure have been
numerically integrated and art" shown in Fig. 37. For the about zero until tlw spacecraft enters solar occultatio.
case of each of these ,rhit parameters, the N-body effects at about rrx olution 2S5. after which the rate increases
are indicated by solid lines on the figures. Assuming that _teadilv. This chan_e in the mean period of the orbit
all other perturbations are negligible, the difference be- is reveah'd Iwcause the analytical program makes no
tween the N-body effects and the value of the osculating attempt to model solar radiation effects. After solar ocrul-
elements at an)" point is the variation arising from the tation crevolution -102) the m, an rate of error _rowth in
Mars gravity field. A large amount of the long-period 7", ])econws constant, indieatin_ that the _paeeeraft mean

orbital iwriod was again constant.variation experienced by the orbit elements is due to

N-body effects. The solar gravity and radiation pressure
perturbations are near-periodic, with a frequency propor- From the slope of the error growth in M after solar
tional to a Martian year (1.8 Earth years). Solar gravity occultation, it is l_ssibh, to compute the ch.,ge in mean

perturbations are an order of magnitude larger than those period during solar occultation,
of solar radiation pressure.

A31 I'ad
- 0.135 \ lO '--

rev rl'v
The change in apoapsis height o,er revolutions 92--502

.was computed to illustrate the, long-term effects of all and
perturbations on Mariner 9. The long-term change in

eccentricity over this period is Ae : -0.9 × 10-'_. The AM rev = 0.0154 min :_ 0.924 s
corresponding change in apoapsis height is n rev rex''-'7

.xr,,=aAe: - 11.4km
where n :: 0.873329 X 10 : rad rain is the average meal_
motion.

To calculate the long-term effect of the Mars gravity
field on the apoapsis height, the N-body effects were sub-
traeted from the osculating eccentricity. The resultant Hence, solar occultation increased the mean anomalis-

long-term change in eccentricity was At = 0.375 × 10-' tic period by approximately 0.9 s. Equivalently, it changed
the mean semimajor axis a byor Aro = 4.7 kin. Corresponding calculations result in a

long-term inclination change of ai = 0.1 deg. These naAP

changes in e and i result primarily from the interaction .xa = _ ---0.185 km
effects of sectorial harmonics C:_ and S:: in the Mars grav-

ity field.
The above results may be verified analytically by aver-

aging the planetary equation for semimajor axis given by
7. Effects of solar occultation. The solar occultation

( .-:,)period, which occurred between values of eccentric da 2 Sesinf + a T (30)
anomaly of _t0 to 277 de& aim caused a perceptible dt = n _ r
change in the energy of the orbit, which is manifested in

a change in mean semimajor axis and anomal/stic period, where
For the orbits during which the spacecraft was in full
sunlight, the change in energy caused by solar red/at/on S = radial component of acceleration caused by solar

; averaged to zero over the period of the orbit, radiation pressure :
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T t.mgenti,d component of ,wt,,,h.ration c,m'.'d by and in im're.Lscd lih'tin." tor "_lariher ,9. The eft'eel of
solar _adiation pressure occultation on t]," other orbital element.,, i_ sn,al]. For

.\amph'.
4,vvra_m_ Eq. (30_over the lwnod .xMds

_X,,, (I (X)S(h'_

21; _r 1.1"_.............xa --: [.k cm E B 1 _'=sin ',, _.....

" /:_I' VIII. Confirmation of Doppler-Determined

where Orbits With TV Imaging Data
During the satt'llitt' mission, the Mariner ,9 spacecraft

I"A compont'nt of solar radiation acceleration in transmitted over 7000 pictures covering the t,ntire planet.
direction of pt'riapsis A sch'ct s,bset of these picture data has been processed

with a vivw to improving t'xisting knowledge of the physi-
FB compont,nt of solar radiation accch,ration cal propcrtit's of Mars, as well as verifying the knowledge

normal to perial_sis direction of the topoeentric position of tht, spacecraft itself.

The magnitude of the solar radiation force for Mariner O
ts approximately 4.5 \ 10 " km s:. Evaluating Eq. (31) A. Data-Processing Method

yields The seh'cted subset of observed landmarks was used to

xa 0.186 ", 10 :kin rcv differentially correct tht' orbit of Mariner 9 in the first
191 rc_olution_ ol thc satt'llitt" pha,st, of tht' mission. "l'he

hmdmark data processor made use of radio-determined
or solution segments as a priori orbits throughout the 176-

•Xaro-r.u,= 0.19 km revolution interval. These a priori solution segalwnts were
selected from 'he harmonic coel_cieut solutions reported

This value corresponds very well with the value eom- in Section V and the hmg-are solutions in Section VI.
Because none of the r:ulio-detemfined solution segments

puted earlier from the observed period change, indicating
that the solar radiation force model for the Mariner 9 contained extrapolated orbits, t_ was the only orbital

spacecraft is quite good. From Eq. (31). it is seen that eh,mcnt for which lilt, various st'gmt'llts were int'tmsis-
there is no net change in a if the orbit is always in full sun. tent. ih'nce, t! was the only spacecraft orbital ch'mentwhich was corrected from visual observatim_s of the

If a similar averaging procedure is carried out for planet surface.
eccentricity (detailed in Ref. 20), the result is

The chosen optical data span wits covered by a total of

Ae _ -F _' 1 - e_ 1 A_r I - e2cos 2E (32) 10 probe cphcmt,rides g,'nerated from the long-arc and
an 2 4 harmonic coefficient fit. Most of the segments wore gen-

eratt_l from tracking of less than 8 revolutions. The only

Evaluating Eq. (32) for the period of occultation yields The data filter used to process the landnmrk data was
more general than the weighted least-squares algorithm

•lere,r^t. = 0.71 X 10 " used for radio data during the satellite mission. The solu-
tion list for the landmark proct_mr includes

The change in radius of periapsis is given by
(1) A constant correction to the node in the plane of the

at, = [aae + e._] sky associated with each probe ephemeris segment.

.xrp = 0.214 km (g) The right ascemion and declination of the Martian
spin axis referred to Earth mean equator and equi-

Consequently, the period of solar occultation from revo- nox of 1950 coordinates. (Secular variations are
lutiom 282 to 402 resulted in an increased mean energy assumed known.)
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_q, '_roc.uhw I,mt.dt' ,rod hm_itud_', ot ¢'ach laml- P P P A_I.A.PA_ ' R_ ' AP _meas,rement
mark. a,d the r.:dius of .Mars rt'fm'r_'d to tlw planet updah' of
center of mass at each ot the landmark locations, covariancet

(351

(4_ TV pointing errors made up of
,, ,, K (z Ax t oq)date of

(a/ A set of thrt,t, constant offsets of the narrow- estimate_

,m_h, tarrier raster in the platform coor,lin,d¢' (36_ :
system described by the in(,reasing cross-cone,
cone, and twist directions. K P ._,_!AP ..U , li) ' u)ptimal filter

gain_

(h) A set of three c(mstant offsets of the wide-angle (37'

targt.t raster with respect to the narrow-angh'
target raster. (h.finr..I in the phdform coordinate Whenever a new trajectory segment is encountered.

system. P' P : IX)l)' (38)

(c) A set of three random variations of the scan and
platform with respect to the celestial coordi-
nate system descrihed in the yaw. pitch, and .xl._ : 0
roll direction.

In addition to the measurement update equations given
above, the final solution consists of the final values of the

The filter was then required to estimate a set of con- col|._tant paramt,tt,rs x and solutions y at each ohservation
stant parameters over discrete time segments made up by time, as well as the node correction for each probe ephem-
the length of each of the available probe ephemerides eris segment. The post-fit data residuals art, computed on
and, additionally, to model the discontinuity, in the tra-
jectory information by treating it as discrete process noise a picture-to-picture basis with these final values.

acting on _ between segments. B. A Priori Parameter Values

The measurement equation can be given, as in Eq. (ll), The spacecraft node for the various trajectory seg-ments has discontinuitits on the order of 0.05 deg. Thus,
by the a prior/ 1-o value was based on this state-of-the-art

z- Ax _ By : n uncertainty.

Although preliminary values of the right ascension and
where the vector y hen, consists of random but time- "lination of the spin axis of Mars were determined from
correlated variables of the solution vector and is modeled approach and satellite data and the values obtained were
by within an 0.05-deg spread, the a pr/ori value for the spin

axis direction uncertainty was left wide open at 10 deg.
ytt + At) =-e _at)y(t) 4 _ p-q (33)

The areographic latitudes and longitudes of observed

(_.) landmarks were relatively unknown; therefore, theirplat) = exp -- (34) a priori values were set at 10 deg (1 o), approximately
equivalent to a surface location uncertainty of 800 km.
The polar longitude uncertainties were set at 60 deg to

where q is normally distributed, uncorrelated random impart the same order of surface location uncertainty.
variable. In the limit that •---, 0, y represents random un. The radii from the center of Mars to the various observed

c_rrelated variables. If •--. _. y is a set of constants, landnmrks were emumed to he known to an accuracy of
10km(1 ,,).

The solution vector contains both x and the corre-

lated coefficients, y. Ddinlng esttnmtes and covariane_ The TV pointing uncertainties were described by (1) a
in usual filter theory notation, the Rlter eqtmtiom are set of constant offsets of the narrow-angle TV comera
stated as follows: optic axis with respect to an inertial reference and of a
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m.l_,lllud_' Id (11)_ d_'_ t l ,,]. t:21 .I ,tonI.u s_'t o I'lm,,t,ltit v,]l,'ll r_'duc,'d to I'qui_ah.nt _id,,-.m_],. r,.mdua],,, ar,'

,lil,,'t_ d_'._'rdml_ thv .zlz_],' b,.t_l',',l the' _z,h'-.zn_h' ,u,,l well llou,.h'd by the a pri_,n 1-,, valu,,. Thl. only ,.x_,up-

N,z,im_-.m_h, "]'V (',um'z.L oplw ,l\t',, ,,_' ,d ()()3 d,,_,. _1 ,,_. l,,.,,, tr,' ,d,_'r_,dzmz', ,zft_'t'h'd h,. t)l_' ',utz ',_'zz,,_lir_'_u],z-

.zw,t t:_t ,z ",_'!_lt r,u.hml _.llmtz_'l,, ill tl.' ,,p,w_'t'r,di _.i_. tzon dtt|iculti_',,, whi_'h ,u_.'dz,,cm;s_'d in S_'ctioh 111 Th_",_'

pitt'h. ,m(i r_d] ,l\v,, _]Ht'lz _ou](I i'om'_'t the' t_'h'muh,, ',1 data v,_,zl, (|_,h,ted from tl., data fit

I_',ldl)llt_, ()t till' %IlZl _('ll,()r ,lll(I (_.lll()])ll_ %('II'M)I', F('S,])l't'-

lix ,'h Th,' a I_rh.i _,llul", _;_'l'_'',,'t ,it 0.():'__l,'_ ( ] _rl, b,'m_ Thu rt'sult.,, indicah' that the ]andnhirk t'oor(]inatl',, .'ire

_'omp.ir,dd_' h, tlzl, q,i.mti.',di,m ',tvp hi tl,' ',t,iz" ',un,,oz ,d)t.im,'d to ,zlz ,wci,,.w_ ,it ().():_(h'_, i'qi,z_ ah'lll t,I I S km
il' idlq:t (l -) at thu nurfact'. These' vlihivs (_lnll)ar,, lraloral'ly with

ilu' wid_'-ali_h' ('illnerll rl',_llhillon Ihnit of :2 kill ,ll il slant

Tile data wt,rt' weighted i_ldl'pcndently for I'il('ll of thl, /'ilngl, (if ill)(}lit ,g_._:)Okin.
variollS lalldlllarks _iglltcd, On('-siglna ml'asilrl'lilent Iin-
t'ertaintil's are ]ish'd in Tabh' 17. To obtain t'orrt,laiion l)('tlst,t,n sOlll!ions resultinR from

landmark data and those from oc('llltation, planetary

radar r,m_ing, ultraviolet spectromett'r (t'VS1 pressure.
C. Corrections to the Mariner 9 Orbit and hlfrared radioing'try data. it is n('c('ssary to construct

Figure 40 shows it phit of the vari,ilion in 11correspond- the absohit_, radii of Mars in the vicinity of the observed

ing to each of the probe cphem_,rides, reh'rred to a mean lalldnlarks. Both planetary radar ranging data lind UVS

and contiuuous i,vohltion of the nod_', :is in Fig. 32. The pressure datii yield information on relative heights of

figure contaips both pre-trim 2 alld post-trim 2 regions of topogral-hie h,aturcs, wlwreas occultation data yield the

dllta, Dopph, r-only orbit sohltion diff,_'rences art, shown absolute radius both lit signal extinction and r_,,lcqnisi-

by a d;ished lint,, whih, solutions based on the inchlsion tion. Infrarl'd radlomet_" provides indirect inference of
of landmark data are depicted by solid lines. The spread slopes of topographic features from measured tempera-

of values is contained in the ±0.05-deg band, which was ture 9rofiles, which mav be integrated to obtain relative

chosen as the 1-a a pr/or/knowledge uncertainty. As de- height information.

scribed earlier, the covariance was corrupted at the start

of each tr:ljeetor}." segment, and a new sohltion for fl was Figure 43 (derived from longitudinal profih,s like those
sought. These solutions were added as corrections (solid in Ref. 21) shows a radar-based elevation map of Mars,

lines) to the vahles plotted with dashed lines in the figure, and Fig. 44 (from Ref. 22) presents the UVS pressure map

The a po,vteriori variations in the node solutions for each calibratt_l to show relative heights. Both figures have

of the probe ephemeris segment are listed in Table 18. oc,cultation positions plotted in arcographic coordinates
(Ref. 23). By matching occultation values of the radii of

The landmark solutions show slight improvement in Mars at each of these positions with the nearest interpo-
the consistency of the "letermined values of fl within the lated contour value, it is possibh' to calibrate the contonr

a priori orbit segments. The rms _ deviation is reduced maps to sho_ absolute information on heights instead

from 0,022 to 0.018 deg before trim 2, and from 0.03 to of relative height information. This procedure yields

0.022 deg after trim 2, More important than the improee- .3393.4 km as the zero contour vahie in the UVS map and

ment in fl discrepancies is the consistency between the :3'397.5 km in the radar map. Since both figures art" drawn
doppler-only and landmark solutions, which differ by on a large ,cale in comparison to the landmarks used in

0.017 deg before trim 2 and by only 0.003 deg after trim 9.. this analysis, the t_ntour values are assumed to reflect
Thus, visual observations appear to verify the doppler- base radii in the' vicinity of Nix Olympica. Pavonis Laeus,
determined orbits, and Nodus Gordii. The base radii are 3401.0, 3403.0. and

3402.0 kin, respectively, from the UVS map and 3402.5.

:]40&5, and :_4&'_.5kin. resp_'ctively, from the radar map.

D. Estimated Landma_ Locatlms in/Utet, riphi¢ The relative height from base to summit is available from
Coecdinatel a detailed UVS profile of Pavonis Lacus and from an IRR

The observed landmarks are shown in Fig. 15, and estt. profile of Nndus Cordii (Her. 24). These altitudes are
mates of latitude, longitude, and radii for each are listed shown in Figs. 45 and 48, respectively, Direct comparison

in Table 19. TV line and pixel residuals corresponding to of values for the main caldera (identified as _ in Fig. 45)
each of the landmarks in Pavonis Lacus, Nodus Cordii, in Pavonis Lacus shows that the estimated radius is within

Nix Olympica, and the south polar cap are shown in 05 kin of the combined UVS occultation val,e, and within

Fig. 41, and the temporal distribution of all data residuals 1._ km of the combined radar occultation value. Slm/lar

is presented in Fig. 40. The 1-=, values of these residuals, comparis_as for Nodus Gordii show the estimated radius
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to be within 2.5 km of the combined UVS occultation ' 1. Comparison with pre-Mariner 9 values. As stated in
infrared radiometer (IRR) value, and within 3.5 km of ,he Section III, tilt. adopted values of the pr_.-Mariner 9
combined radar occultation IRR value. The formal 1-o Martian spin-axis direction were derive(! from an average

un('ortaiutiv_ are giw'n in Tabh. 19. Fitture 15a shows a of the Laplacian poh's of Deimos and Phobos. determined
map of the south polar region bounded I)y the 65_ lati- by thtrton (Ref. 13), an(! a spin-axis direction derived by
tudc band. As shown, the exit occultation position labeh'd Camiclwl (Ref. 14).

414x is the closest point to the south polar landmarks.
Comparisons of radius values to that of 3383.9 km show It is known that the dynamical oblateness effect of Marsthat the estimate at I,M66 is within 0.5 km and at LM661

on its satellite orbits causes a precession of the orbits

within 1.2 km. The associated formal uncertainty of 2.0 km about the maximum axis of inertia of the planet. It can
1 ,r) appears quite representatiw'. No comparisons are be shown that, in the presence of significant solar pertur-

available for Nix Olympica. bation of the orbit in addition to the dynamical oblateness

efftct, the precessional axis (Laplacian pole) is moved
The landmark elevations obtained from Mariner 9 towards the celestial pole (defined by the normal to the

visual observations agree with values from other data ecliptic) along the great circle connecting the spin axis
sources to within 2 km. It must be pointed out that the to the celestial pole (Rcf. 11). It can further be shown that

accuracy limits of the various data types were not con- the magnitude of such a separation, deooted I, is cal-
sidered when making the comparisons, and that the culable from

values were obtained by combining tile occultation radii
with relative height information from radar, UVS, and (C, /C:) sin 2,/

1RR wherever available. Although no comparative vahws tan 2I -_ 1 _ (C_ _C..)cos 2-/ (39)
exist for Nix Olympica, landmark data for this region indi-

cate an absolute radius of :3419.:2±2.6 km at the summit where C_ and C,. are constants associated with the solar
ealdera, which is equivalent to a relative height of 18.2 km perturbation and the dynamical oblateness effect, respec-

to the summit from the base. tively, and _, is the inclination of the equator of Mars to
its ecliptic. It can be shown that the ratio C,/C,. is pro-

Various pointing offsets were determined simultane- portional to the fifth power of the semimajor axis of the
ously with the landmark and spacecraft positiom. How- satellite orbit. Thus, the solar perturbation effect is more
ever, no comparisons are available in the absence of pronounced on the orbit of Deimos than on the orbit of

simultaneous stellar imaging. The corrections are limited Phobos. In fact, the calculated separation between the

by the a pr/or/uncertainty of 0.03 deg for the narrow- Laplacian p¢l,, of Deimos' orbit and the planet spin axis
angle offsets and 0.05 deg for the mutual offsets between is 0.89 deg, and 0.0093 deg for Phobm' orbit.
the wide-angle and narrow-angle cameras. These cor-

rections would Ix. applicabh' after ground and inflight It apl_ars that an offset was introduced :n the pre-

calibration. Mariner 9 spin-axis direction angle values by not account-
ing for the fact that the Laplacian pole of Deimm is

E. Mars Spin-Axis Direction 3oluttons sc'parated from the Martian spin axis by 0.89 deg as a
result of the signfllcant solar perturbation on the orbit

New values for the direction angles of the Martian spin of Deimm.
were determined from the landmark data. The new

values of the 1950 right ascension and declination relative

to the Earth mean equator of 1950 are Figure 47 shows the spin axis of Mars (in the _°o-plane)
referred to the respective Laplacian poles d Phobm and
Deimm. The larger of the two circles in the dmgram

a = (317.3 _0.15deg) - 0.101 T r%-resev_s the retrograde path of the instantaneous angu-
lar ng.,a._ntum vector d Deimm' orbit, with an inclination

a = (52.7-,-0.15 deg) - 0.057 T of i.8 deg to its Laplacian pole, completing one period
ap,_mximately every 54.36 years. The mudler circle draw=

where the new angle rates have been derived using the sim;'_ details for the orbit d Phobor, wh/ch lure an ineli.

Marin_ 9 value d the Martian h. nation d 0.9 deg and a period of _ years.
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It ma_ bc ,)l,,crv,'d that the Hun axi, corresponding to IX. Determinationof Normal Pointsfor the
the i,,q_lacian pole of l).,inm_, whose inclination is nu'a- RelativityExperiment
_urabh" to greater pn,cislon from I':arth-bascd h'h'scoplc
observations than the mm'r satellite IPhol,_J_ inclm.fli,n, A. Definition of Normal Points

Mariner 9 landmark dJ.t.i ()nt, would hi,pc to see the The rt'lati_its' _'xperlnll'l|t is ba.st'do!| Manner .9fr _ck
Lal_hlci,m pole of I'holx_scoincide _flh the spin-:ixi_ solu- ing data ,wqmn'd hv tl,e DSN and processed b_ the
tions. Compared to the I)_,mlo_ location, however, the Satdlite OD Croup. The data consist ef dopph,r mea-
1,aplaci,m pole of Pholr_s. as determined by Wilkins. ,,urements proportional to the tracking _t.flion-spaceeraft
appe,lrs _ff,_ct bv 0.4,3 deg in a direction normal to the range rate, and round-trip time-del,p, tnrasurrmrnts pro-
great circh' containing tin. ceh'stial pole and the spin portional to the ._tatlon-spacccraft r,ulge. Ideally, the
axis of the planet. If the reasoning thu_ far reflects the tot,d combim,d data set of range and range rate Irlt',i_l:rt'-
truth of the' situation, one may expect to st'e a correction ments could b,' proce,,sedsimnltaneoz,s]vto estim:lte t]r,
to the orbit (ff Phobosfrom Mariner .qdata. This confirma- relatzvity parameter.,,:dTe,ling both the radio signal and
timz ha_ I,.cn ol_t.dm'd trom detaih'd anah'sis _t all the motion of the ,_pacccraftand planets llowever, since

.Marsis gravitationally very rough, with secoad-order tes-i'hobos pwtun' ,,lat.ztransmitted "l'h_.com'lu_ion i_ ira-
send harmonics four to five times larger than expectedplicit in the dz_cu_ion presrnted in Ih'f :25
befiu" flight, it is dil_icult to ('onstruct a gravity model

with a finite number of parameters which is ac zrah'
"I'l.. _,_rk of Sim.l,ur _lh,t' '26! pm_ides a smdlar cruz- enmzgh to integrate the probe motion ow'r hundreds oftl,'mation ,,ince the orbit_ of Phobos a'ul l)eimos ar,'

revolutions. The computer e,q_ense of such regression
ref_'n'nccd h, a H_in axis ori,'ntati(._ x_hich .uzr,'es cl,_eh analyses is also a limiting factor, th'nce, a data compres-
_ ith that d_,h,rmim,d from ima_i'z_ data _iven earlier in sion scheme has been employed to alleviate the accuracy
thi_ _ectim_ and cost ditficulti_.'s of a direct estimation approach. The

compression scheme consists of first _,sing the doppler
2. Determination of the spin-axisdirection from other data to _olve for the spacecraft orbit and to relate the

Mariner 9 data. The direction angh_ of thc Martian spin spacecraft position to the c, ' 'or of mass of Mars, and then
axis have becn determined from several types of data combining this remdt witl ,'w statio_spacecraft range
from Mariner 9, Two values of the direction of the spin measurements to obtain measurements of the Earth-Mars

axis have been determined from analysis of the doppler distant.,. "mws:c Earth-Mars pseudorangc ,neasurements,
data. Data from o-hital revolutions 4 through 10 were called normal data points, contain virtually all of the
reduced with the p _ramcters for a sixth-degree harmonic information in the imlividual time-delay nwasurcments

mc,del, and data from revoh,tiom 5 through 42 were re. and "he local doppler data which is pertinent to a detailed
duced with the harmonic model increased to the eighth knowledge of the Earth-Mars motion. The Earth-Mars

degree. These fits were reported in Section V as harmonic angular information content of the doppler is weak be-
coefficient fit numbers 3 and 21, respectively. Two optical
solutions were generated from approach data. The first cause of uncertainties in the locations of the tracking sta
solution was obtained by viewing Deimos against the lions on the Earth, and it has not been exploited.
6xed star background during plam_ary approach and
relating the estimated inclination of the orbit of Deimos B. Computation of the Normal Points

relative to the Earth equater to the Deimos Laplacian The station-space, craft coordinate range p (see Fig. 61
pole and, h,_g'e, to the spin axis. The second spin-axis
direction angle valu_ were obtained by viewing surface is related to the Earth-Mars coordinate vector B by the
features in the :outh polar cap region during planetary exact exprt-_ion
app.r_..ch.

= In -_n.,,.- n.! (401
The various new solutions for the Man spin.axis direc-

tion are shown in Fig. 48 as they lie on the Maxttan celes, where the vector lt,:_ is the phmet-_ent_ed coordinate
trillsphere. All o_ the recently determined spin-mob values, vector o| the _p-c,'_'raft. which is determined from
with the _ d the approach hndmark value, agree doppler tracking. The qtmntity !_ b the accurately
to within 0.05 dell in Hght arcemdo_am] 0.15 dell in dealt- imown, Earth-centered coordinate vector o_ the station.
mUo,.Alld thenewvaluesdllbrbya_tdy 0._ Equation(40)m,..be writtenin the followingappro_

': dell from pre_Martner 0 (1964) values, mate form, sccurate to 0.1 m, for the Mariner 0 geometD':

1411 _ _gll, _ lll.ll

_ il ....
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] pl,mctarv t'l|CI)lll]lCl's I'111 pd",[ \lariln,r II11','..IOI1',., the' (rror

p !{ :' h 211 Itrsin" h.,'/ _rco_t.+ t. t• ' in the d_,,hmvvof tip' ',t,dtot| i.oll) the' l'_,u'th",vqll.|lor i',
the. only h'rm _hwh cl_..::d)utv,, more lh,m l0 m t_ Ah

x_iwr_'='. r, .rod _._arc det!nt'd as in S_'vhouII and de,;i_- conhdmh, h',,,, than 10-m error,,
uah,d hen, .p, vslmdrical coordmah's of the position of
the ,,p.u'ccr,dt rl,lative tq, Mar,, at the tim,, of r:ltl_(, obser- "l'hl' rvm,umnK _'rror,, in l':q ( t-l' art' du., to llw nnccr-
vatlol| Co._11"jol|,,nt,;o[" the ,,l.llion ill the' E,|rth-t'entered I,llntV nl the doppler-deh'rmin,'d spac,'cr,lft lmgtlon rela-
cart,,'si,m _,_o,'dmah,,,,,sh,m dvtm,,d in l:t_. t3are h: h,,, ID.I, to Mars. The co_'tfit'h.nt._of the error,, of tin" sp,lvc-
and h l':q,udioo (,It' can ])t' ,;olved directh" for tilt, Ee_rlh- vraft l:osition it) th,, l":arth'spl,nu, ()f _k_.,Ar ,rod r±p.. are
\far5 distam'c R from a m,'a.sured_:dne of the station- of the ()r(h'r of 19,,. Thus, Eq ill can I,, reduced t,,
_pace(,raff c.or(lin,de tim_. (',elan. usinK the t'xpr('ssion 'he form

r,, • r, • p __i{ Ap. __hsin8 .._:' (10 '_ar _10 " rA_._,'xI p _l .,Imln - - _12
r • r P

' _- ll)-mtcrm,, ,15 _

_,' :-- 1-13 "l'h_'prc-lh_ht prcdwh'd ,,'cur..ch,_ o! : , r. ,rod _._a_
' gwen m Sect,u) il. apd the consistency ,)f solutions fi)r

these c_ord;uates is shown in Section IX,', Tilt, effect of

wh,'re r,,. and r, are _oordinate (list.races representing t]',, errors in :'. r. and p. on tit, errors of the computed normal
Sun-ohserver distance and the Sml-sp.lcecraft distance, points i_ (liscu_,,,edin Ref. 26. A summary of this iLforma-
respectively, to conw'rt to ranK("p. tion i_ given in Tahles :20and 2.1.The I-,, tm,'ert;_intiesof

the coml_-.,tlts of position, r, rl_.,and :', along with their
in practice, an initial vahle (d R is chosen f om the respective contril)utio'_s to the t,ior in tilt, Lorm.d data

cum'ntly employed planetary ephen)t'ris, and the differ- point R, art, listed.
ence l-_'twcen the observed and predicted val,es of t' is

then related to a differential correction in R. The correc- I)rt'-tlitzht _ah,t,s, actual pre-gravit.x-_,'n_in_ re_;,Its tn,n

tion is then added to the initial vahw, yielding a pseudo- revolutions l through -1.and post-gravity-st,nsing results
measured vahw of R at the time of tilt, spacecraft ranging, from hoth the thret'-st.'_tion uld singh,-station tracking
Equation (42) is then t,sed .')gain to m)nvert R into a

confibnmdions are shown in the tables, along with the
relativistically consistent pseudo-observable in terms of maximum uncertainties caused hy the stochastic _lar
coordinate time c,xt. It should he noted that ./is set nomi. corona near s.perior conjunction. Contributiom from
nally to unity in this computation, but that tL,, charged r.Xt!and _xrare seen to !_, negligibh, throughout the mis-
particle delays are includ(xl in the value of c_t. sion, h.aving the contributions from ,x=" the only space-

craft position error of importan_-t.. Equation (45_ van then
C. Nol'n'llllPoint _curKy be further rt_ueed in the form

The error in the determined value of R ('an be related

to the error in the range measurement Ae, the error in -%R: .Zp -_ .%1_sin 8 - _z" 4 (< lO-m terms) (46_
the station Iocatiom (...@_,,.._,, .%h,), and the error in the

doppler.dt:-rmilwd spacecraft position relative to Mars where neither the contributioas from the measurement
(.%z',.lr, r,.%fl)by the following approximate expression, error .1e nor from the spacecraft position error _ are
which is accurate to 0.1 m: highly correlated in time. The station location error .%h

is a constant.

1

a/I = ae -_ ah. - a:' - _ ((r - h. to, n - h. sin_)ar O. Normal Point Residuals

+(h, sinfl-h, cml})r._fl) (44_ The local orbit of Mariner g and tbe values of r. O, and

:' have been estimated from the doppler data for virtually
Sln,._e the distance of the station from the E_rth'_ spin every revolution in which range ::_'asurt_tentg have bee_
axis and the station longitude are known to within an acquired. These orbit estimates have been uged to
tmcertainty of 10 m from analysis of data acquired during values of e. Observed residuals in the o_'ed ,, have

j _ _ _ lgl-lll_ I .I
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beta related to values of R and, hence, cat at the times of The effects of the charged particles due to the solar

the range measurements, corona were observed in the 8 weeks bracketing superio:
conjunction. The apparent two-way time delay increased
to a value near 20/_s. In addition, daily variations of scv-

Residuals of the normal points over the 11 months of eral microsccc,lds can be observed which appear to be
the mission are given in Fig. 49, where the elements of the almost as large as the steady-state delay itself. The insert
orbits of both the Earth and Mars have been fi" with the in the figure illustrates, on a larg('r scale, tile normal point
normal points obtained prior to July 31 to yield planetary residuals before and after DRVID corrections for the time

ephemeris DE-82 (Section III). The dashed line indicates period from August 23 to August 25 (Section III). Drifts
the apparent drift in the DE-82 extrapolated ephemeris, in the residuals of almost 2 s are seen on August 24 and 26
The sampled rms of the normal points is 0.1 s in the three- if DRVID corrections are not applied, but the total re-

. ,1 ,- . - a- t" . •

_tation pr_r_lq_c'"t;cn....... rcg_c_ and C2 _ _i, _i....... _,a,t,l, _idual spread u_ a _mgle pa_s i_ _a,,iLet,'"" _ "_oC.5 t_s by tlic
region before July 31. application of DRVID corrections•
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Table 1. Approximate areocentric oroital elements of Mariner 9

Initial parameters, Po,t-trim 1, No_. 16 Po_t-trim 2, Dec. 31
Orbital elements Nov. 14 to 16 to Dec. 31

Semimajor axis a, km 130.3.-3. 12¢_.31. 12(_47.

Eccentricity e 0.63 o.62 (1.(_0

Mean orbital period P, h 12 62 11._)7 11 _)
Longitude of ascending node afL deg 12:3 _2.1 34 2

Argument of periapsis _, deg 24 _) 24:3 26 o
Inclination i, deg 6 _ 6 64 8 64 4
Height above surface at periapsls" hp, km 1.396 1.387. 1641.

Latitude of sub-periapsis passage ep, deg :22 3 :21 0 2:3 3

"Keplenan elements referenced to Mars true equator of date.

hMean radius of Mars used in computing hp = 3394 km.

Table 2. $_tellite OD Group staffing levels

Task descriptions Sta_ng level, Table 4. Standard deviations for Mars harmonics
men based on dimensional analysis

Satellite OD Group coordination activities I

Zonal Tesseral 1-o uncertaintyDii ection and coordination of Group harmonic 1-o uncertainty hamlonic
activities, assessment of solution accuracies,
certification of probe ephemeris tapes, C2o 0.22 × 10 -4 C,ol, $21 0.233 × 10 -4
interface with Navigation Team Chief and Cz2, See 0.111 × 10 -4

science users. C._o 0.202 × 10 -4 C:_1, S_1 0.828 × 10 -5

Data handling 1 C.t2, S_2 0.250 × 10 -5

Refommtting of doppler and ranging data C,_:_,S:,., 0.107 x I0 -,_

for navigation team use, editing and Cl0 0.130 × 10 -_ C41, $41 0.410 × 10 -5
compressing of data, storage of data on C,_, S42 0.960 × 10 -6

FASTRAN files. C4._, S4a 0.258 × 10 -6
Orbit estimation 5 C44, $44 0.910 x 10 -7

Data fitting for both smooth and predicted

trajectories, trajectow generation, gravity

and Mars spin-axis direction sensing and
assessment, generation and maintenance of

FASTBAN files of astrodynamie constants, '

gravity models, nongravitational forces,

Tracking System analytic calibration

(TSAC) data, etc. hie 5. Comparison of unmodel_l acceleration
Normal point generation 1 magnitudea at 0edal_fls

Maximum exp_t_l

Type of acceleration and total unmodeled
magnitude, km/s 2 acceleration (poriapsis)due to each source,

km/s 2

Table 3. Error source standard devlMions for Mars gravity
encounter OD results Central mass forc.* (2 x 10-s) 5 x I0-'

Noneentnd gravity forem 2 × 10 -r

., Error source Standard deviation (2 X 10-_)

Range-rate data noise 3 mm/s Environmental
Mass constant of Mars 0.I i_ns/s= Solar radiation 3 x lO-t=

/ Man, ephemeris errors (Brower, set III) 10-: Drag 2 X 10 -to :
Nongravttation acceleration (constant) l0 -_ km/s_ per axis Spacecraft
Tracking station longitude 5 m Propulsion 5 X 10 -t_

i Tracking station radius 3 m Attitude control 1 X I0-:=
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Table 6. Local position and extrapolated period error caused by low-order gravity coefficient errors

State, second-degree State, second-degree and
Estmmtmn list, data arc State, one re_nhltlon harmonic_, two third-degree hannomc_.

re_()]uttons b.vo revolutions :

1-(r total p(_sitlon error at penal)sis, km (i.O 6 0 3 0

l)erturl)ati¢)ns caused by

Second-de_ree gravity coefl]cmnts, km 5.0

Third-degree graw_' coefficients, km 3.3 5.4
Fourth-degree gravtt3" coe_cients, km 1.2 0.6 3 0

1-a period error m first mapped revolution, s 1.1 0.11 0.04

Perturbatmns caused by

Second-degree gravity coefficients, s 0.94

Thtrd-degree gravlt3' coefficients, s O.12 (I.08
Fourth-degree gravity coefficients, s 0.05 0.03 I).04

Table 8. Approximate station location values for MM'71
satellite mission

Parameters Station location values

Spin-axis radms, km
Table 7. Pre-flight required and predicted OD accuracy summary DSS 12 5212.05

(pre-gravity sensing/post-sensing) DSS 14 5203,99
DSS 41 5450.20

MM'71 Pre-flight DSS 62 4860.82
requlrenlent results

Longitude deg
Local position _ncertainty, km 10 10/5 DSS 12 243.1945

Mapped time of periapsis 2 (14) 106 (14)/2 (14) DSS 14 243.11(15

uncertainty, s (revolutions) DSS 41 136.8875
DSS 62 355.6322

Mapped position uncertainty, 10 (14) 400 (14)/7 (14)

km (revolutions) Distance from equator, km
DSS 12 3665.63

DSS 14 3677.05

DSS 41 --3302.24

DSS 62 4116.91

Table 9. Values of the AU and GM used with Earth-Mariner

planetaryephemeris

Ephemeris AU, km GM, kms/s =

DE'79 149597894.00 132712502083.05

DE-80 1495,07894.38 132712503061.83 :
DE-82 149597891.01 132712494095.18
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Table 10. SATODP first orbit convergence history

Data arc, h Data point_ Dsq Interval, (l, h, hi. s State. km Com_uted o, Con_ider o,
Kill kn_

2 156 14 14, 1, 48, 32 _ 14, 2, 24, 32 839.0 39.7 39.7

12 14, 2, 39, 32 _ 14, 4, 29, 32 --2410.0 125.6 125.7
--4055.2 66.7 66.8

4 238 1.t 14, 1, 48, 32 -_ 14, 2, 24, 32 831.4 23.4 23.5
12 14, 2, 39, 32 _ 14, 5, 58, 32 --2434.7 78.4 78.9

--4042.2 40.3 40.7

8 4,t7 14 14, 1, 48, 32 _ 14, 2, 24, 32 823.7 1.11 2.36

12 14, 2, 39, 324 14, 6, 55, 32 --2459.3 3.08 7.13

41 14, 7, 25, 32---, 14, 9, 58, 32 - 4028.8 1.99 0.35

10.5 564 14 14, 1, 48, 32 ---, 14, 2, 24, 32 82"I.7 0.58 1.84

12 14, 2, 39, 32---, 14, 6, 55, 32 --2445.5 1.89 6.4

41 14, 7, 25, 32_ 14, 12, 15, 32 --4036.2 1.01 3.3

Table 11. Mariner 9 harmonic solutions

Description of
Model Orbital fits harmonics, Date available

number resonance order

1 P,,-P+ 4th 11/16/71

2 P,,-P4 6th 11/17/71
3* P_-Plo 6th 11/24/71
4 P Ir,-P;:, 6th I 1/24/71
5 PI_-P=_ 6th 11/29/71

6 P_r-P._I 6th 11/30/71
7 P'_l-P _r 6th 12106/71
8 P._r-P4; 6th 12/10/71

9 P_z-P_,; 6th 12/28/71
10 P_._-P51 6th 1/19/72

I 1 P4_-P._4 6th 1/20/72
12 P._'.'-P,.4 6th 1/23/72

13 P_,,_-PI 1= 6th 1/26/72
14 P,_+-Pr.. 6th 2/01/72
15 Prz-Pr,, 6th 2/04/72
16 Pt I.-PI2o 6th 2/05/72
17 P12z-Pl,,_ 6th 2109/72

18 P_o-P_,; 6th 2/11/72

19 P_-Pg_ 6th 2/16/72
20 Pla,,-Ptlql 6th 2/16/72
21=, b P*-P4 = 8th 12/19/71

22 P._2-P_., lOth 3/14/72
23 b P_=-P.. lOth 3/28/72

; .Solution list includes Mm spin-lxb direction anldm.
hDetermined over one re_nence cycle.

I
| ,
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(11d.,1
I 'h',41rr

0 1 2 3 ;

0.82880823 ". 10 " 0.5.1865648 \ 10 _
2 0 19637601 \ lg _

0 383897-12 \ I0 " 0.313-12373 ,\ 10 .4

0.263511573 ',, 10 ' -0.54675236 ',. 10 :' I)..188:]11-155 ",, I0 .',
.] 0,16702033 ",, 10 4 11.281-11315 ",,, 10 _ 1,).26696797 "., 10 ,_ 0.37141632 '., 10 r.

0.35286608 \ 10 ._ 0.113796-11 × 10 ._ 0.51197116 _ 10 _ --0.14152993 × I0 :
•| 0.53.110858 \ 11`)_

0.(i-1779191 \ 11`1" 0.15689-129 \ 10 ' 0.8111626-1 × 111: -0.27fi8-1856 × 10 -_

0,89319295 x 10 '; -0.2-1889816 \ 10 '_ 1`)22608158 \ 10 -_ -0.56199295 × 10 -r
5 0.2311i-1585 \ 10 '

0.(')3512161 \ 11`)" 0.5912,5099 "., 10 '_ 0.63012291 × 10 : -0.20601205 × 10 r

0.57621fX33 ",, 10 --_ 11.58842912 ",, 10 " 0`1430-1231 ", 111'; 0.53615922 ),, 10 -_
6 0 11245375 \ 10 -_

0.417{17502 x 10 .' 0.1.12827111 \ 10 .' --0.1407.1199 x 10 ,; 0.24952(}49 × 10 :

0`68380163 \ 10-' 0.22617700 \ 10 ._ 0.25555787 × 10-: 0.32078534 "< 10 -r
7 0.19117505 × 10 :

0.-13256804 × 10 " 0.25320829 × 10 _ 0.25738-1.1-I X IO '; 0 143q2185 X !0 -r

0.7539.1716 \ 10 ._ 0.24985728 \ 10 -r' I).17253395 "( 10 -_ 0.26615292 ',( 10 "
8 0.22-160446 _, /0 _

0.30335715 \ 11`)._ 0.33521262 \ 10 ,_ 0.97131307 ,x, 10 : 0.47830983 × 10 r

0.741177120 \ 10 ' 0.C_)035209 x 10 : 0.19482533 × 10-a 0.11-1820,'10 "( 10 -s
9 0.45438015 \ 10 4

0`99596139 "., 10 _' 0.18427201 x 10 ,_ 0.59156130 × 10 -s 0.21146237 x 10 "

10 0.12146101 × 10 4 0.10605017 ",, 10 4 -0.39758291 × 10 -s 0.32582780 × 10 " -0.71218218 × 10 -s _.
-0.75161187 \ I0 :' 0.736655-14 ,k 10 s -- 0.37591059 X !0-: {).55"791204 X 10 -t°
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Table 12. Coefficients for the tenth-degree harmonic gravity model (C/S)

Order

5 13 7 8 9 10

--0.71092fl42 × 10 -_'

0.47087929 × 10 "

0.12473048 × 10 ,_ 0.86275381 × 10 9
--0.30622927 x 10 -s -0.34340824 × 10 -_'

0.13389(170 × 10 -s -0.30652077 × 10 9 -0.41013469 × 10 Io
-0.42902814 × 10 " -0.43898135 x 10-9 0.39439971 x It)-"

-0.38899155 x I0-_ -0.28403351 x 10 .9 0.43473828 ",, 10 it 0.12291580 x 10 -II
0.1438926,.5 X I0 -_ -0.18637042 x 10 -9 0.43212145 × 10 -1° 0.54898644 × 10 I1

0.27036240 x 10-" -0.13687388 × 10-9 --0.11)366049 ",( 10 -tt 0.37252880 × 10 t_ 0.12034184 ",<10 -I:
0.48277638 x 10 9 -0.20504467 × 10 -9 0.19875240 "( 10 49 0.11827967 X 10 _1 -0.43508199 x 10 -1=

-0.94126357 ',( 10 -9 -0.80089751 × 10 -1° 0.3356110(:1X 10 it 0.11016688 × 10 -_t - 095379180 × 10 -t3 0.16796570 X 10 -_'
0.31033001 × 10-9 -0.11008738 X 10-9 0.55400811 × 10 -11 -0.23091272 x 10 -t-" 0.13343572 × 10 -t= 0.821836"17 x 10-"
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Table 13. Short-arc solution sun,maw

Number of \umb,,r ot
] IdrlllOIIIC c F¢'_ O]lltlon• 11arlllOlllC' r(,,, (ihltloll,

()rlut• fit model r_L _from .M._ trom rv_L_ from AH trom
number mr,an, km mcam deg for _ h.'h Orlut_ fit model h. _ hwh..X'/';,_ a, number meaTi, km mr,an, _1_,_ -Yl'r wa_

wffhm 2 • wtthm 2 s

I',,-t'. 2 0.86 0 013 12 I', -I' 0,01 I).()l ! 13

I',-IL, 2 1.38 0.018 10 I' ,-I": _ 7._.3 0 1 i:' 9
1"1,,-I'11 _, - 1.29 0.060 6 I' I' , 1 1,17 0.207 12
I'_, -I' I . '2 3.50 0.015 3 I'- ,_-I' _., 1. lfi 0 015 33
I' ,,-I' _ 3 ,3.26 0,0.12 -1 I'.,, I'_,, 1,95 0.096 2.I
t' ,,,-I' : 5 ,1.45 11.(157 7 I': ._-I' ,_ 1 87 0.038 38 _ t,
t ,_-I _. ,1 1.35 0 018 6 r.. _-I.., :3.38 1;.,t67 .10 t t.
I' -I' :1 ,3.19 0.039 o I'. _-I', 6.76 0.136 2,1
I' I' 5 7.(12 0.086 6 , ,-I , 21 8.56 0.175 10

I' --I' 6 1.15 0.014 9 ._,., -A,, oo 3.-16 0.053 2:3

I'::-I'r 5 _ o- I' ,,,-A ,,,,.~:) 0.(127 8 - 3.09 0.128 15

1'. '. . 21..-I .,, 3 0.12 0.1;05 10 A ,.-A :,, - (:.26 0,046

"P ' I..-I .., I 1.52 0.083 5 _., A ,,-A 3 10 0.('51 1 I
I',, ,-t',,. 5 - 2..lfi 0.029 7 . _ ._-A.,. 12.19 0.281 11

t'_,,,-P,,,_ 5 - 1.93 0.013 ._ _, ,.,-A ..... - 3.21 0.081 31

t'_,,.,-PI,,: , 1.50 0.023 13 k:,-A :: 2.02 0036 15
P, _,-P_, 21 - 7.28 0.079 25 _t.,,,-A .... 24.36 0.558 9
P_..,-I'_ ,_ 21 7.71 0.(_J4 37 + _ A_,,--I_ ,,, 0.744 -0.055 21

P_::-1'_ :. 9 4.-18 0.057 9 . ___:A __. 22.88 11.3.15 8

P_ ._.-P_ 5 5.72 0.072 8 ._, :,,-A _:, 6..14 0 078 13

P,,,-I'_,, (I - 623 -0.070 8 A_:.-._ ,,, 0..19 - 0.016 21

I',,..-P:_,. 21 -5.21 -- 0.059 324 -_ .t,_ ,-A,., -4.03 0.084 32
P_ ,,.-/'.. 3.56 -0.039 13 .4,_:-A_ 7.94 0.089 17

P_,,.-P), , -6.fl9 - 0.080 30 A_,,-A.,, 0.87 --0.009 21

P,:,,-/',:, - 16.82 --0.205 12 A, ,,-A,.= 1.05 - 0,008 42

P_:t-P,:_ -3.53 -- 0.036 26 A_:,,-A+: t 6.97 0.070 28
P_::-i'_:. 2.67 0.045 30+ _ A,,_-AI.. 1.39 -0.035 32

PI,_-P_,. 3.29 0.014 23 A_,_-Av, ' -6.27 --0.093 46+

Pt.r-P_.. - 1.f13 -- 0,013 14 A ,..,-A_., -7.44 -0.108 19

P_._-P_,,., 0.90 0.105 14 A.,:,,-A.,:_ -5.80 -0,088 42+
P.°r-P_.. 3.19 0,053 44+ b A. +:-A_+, -4.18 --0.069 38+
P,:,,i-P.:,,, -3.33 -0.1141 32+ _ A._,,-A,,,_ 0.49 -0.017 44+
P..,..-P: .... -9.49 -0.131 38+ A, .-A.,,. - 12.03 - 0.159 8

P-'__-P':r: - 12.99 --0.184 5 A._ ,-A,,,t 0.84 --0.005 58
P.r-P=_, 2.19 0.050 ':1 A, ,.-A,,,_, 4.01 0,037 45+

P,_._-P..,._ 1.64 0.042 35+ h A,,_,_-A,,.,_ 2g 8.37 0.073 40+

• Predicted trajectory information beyond this Ixfint was not available |_Pt,illl$¢, ¢)f the secomt trim n|ill|l'llVt'r i_,rfi)rmed at P,_.

hPredicted trajectory information based on this fit was not avail,.ble |_.yond this ixfint.
' As defined in Table 11.

t
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Table 14. Long-arc solution summary

Orhit._ fit l),.., tqq....t fit r_ from mean, km _': from :.can at
periap_is, d_,_ ATv "-_0.1 s to

I', -I'_ :_t,tt_. lth ,,nh'r I_ _.t,.'.t 4' -

I'_-I'_,, %tab' (';th-_rt],'r r_'_...mvv 6.67 0 0"_3 I'_,
I',,-I'_. _,tat,' lth-.r,h,] r_.,.m,.,,.,, 3.30 0 017 I' r
l' I - t'_ , ,_tat, (itli-ul(h'r r('_oli,Hit t, _ 0.90 (},()05 I)z,,P -P

_,, - :. - 1 91 0.019 I' .

I' ,:-I', _ 1,09 0.020 I ('
I' _-I' : 2.82 0.013 I'

t' :-1'_ -- 2.55 00.13 I',
I'. _-1' , 1.86 0,013 I'.._
t'_. -1' _ 2.08 0 036 I'...
I':-l',.j 0.15 - 0008 p,

P,. _-P7 : 4.54 0.0.15 I': :
I': :-I':. - 1..13 -- 0.027 I'.,,I' I'

-,,- .... --2.97 - 0 046 !'..
P..-P,,, _,t,tl_, fith-.nh.r n'_mam.. " 2 99 -0.046 p.,_

P,,,-I',., bt.tte/h,lrm.mt m-del .] 3.03 0.036 p..

P,,_-Yl .... .%l,lt_'' 6th-ord_.r n'_ml;tm,¢. 2.58 0.031 l',,,,
I'_,,:-I'_.,. [ 2.59 0.031 p,
P_,,.-I'_, I - 1.68 -0,017 I' t _,,

111

1'_-I',_,., _ -3,77 - 0.041 l't-. _
Pt ...,-/'_ :. - 1.32 -- 0.013 p_ ._.,
!', :,,-r, _,. Star,. _ (ith-_)rd('r r_'_uzhH_c._. --1 61 --O.t,16 p_,,

!'_ _.-Pt i_ State/harmonic o,odel 7 1.42 0.019 p_ "..'
t'_ ,,,-I'_ ,,, State/harmonic model 8 3.27 0.042 1'_ ,.
Pt'.,,-t'_,._, ._t,,t¢ • 6th-order resonance 0.09 0.003 !'_,,:

I',,..,-/', :, State/harmonic model 12 - 0.51 -- 0.005 t', r.,

P_ : _-P_-, St._te/harmonic model 22 0.06 0.003 p_ .-. '

Pt. ,-Pt .,, State/harmonic model 22 0.02 0.002 p:,,,
P_. _-P_ .: State/harmonic model 22 0.54 0.009 p_..

P.,:,-Pv,r State/harmonic model 23 0.78 0,012 P'.'lr
P..,,,,-P ,, _ State/harmonic model 23 0.43 0,007 P '.'t
P" .,-P.'-' t State/harmonic model 23 0.06 0,002 p.:,:,

P,: _t-P,.._. State/harmonic model 23 --0.79 --0.013 p:,:
P..,_.-P:,,, State/harmonic model 23 -0.04 - 0.010 p.-_
P....-P.. _ State/harmonic model 23 - 1.31 - 0.023 p=..

P._.r-P:_, State/harmonic model 23 --1.80 --0.029 p._,
P:r:-P;r. State/harmonic model 23 -- 1,05 --0.030 p.:..,

TIIIIIo IlL Charll¢_dstJcs of p41dodlc varhlllom; TIIIIIo 16. Iklcuhlr _ radii

Term Type Period Apoapsm (5-94) Apo_pses (95-502)

(/_lip + q)M Short-period 12 h or leu _ = -0.406 x 104 _ = -0.235 x 10-'
m (fl -- #) Medium-period 24 h or Ires fl = --0.349 x 104 fl = -0.358 x 10-_
(i - S_)t, Lons-pe_ Yem

m=0 t
(i -- _lp) = 0 Secular (Constant
(| -" Ip + q) = 0 rate)

JR. lrI_NNCAL_ 12-1Ill 1117
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Table 17. One-sigma measurement uncertaMttes for Table 18. Variation of _! relative to a mean continuous
observed landmarks node evolution

Narrow-angle Wide-a,lgle A priori A posteriori
Landmark camera camera Probe

Al_o average, _l_ average,
identification Pixel me Ptxel Line _egment .Xlh_,:leg deg Al'. deg deg

6 20.0 20.0 3.0 3.0 I'_,_t-tn,n 1
68 -* -* 3.0 3.0 1 0.05 ¢ 0.020 4 0.035 + 0.025

061 -', --" 3.0 3.0 2 0.03 + 0.006 + 0.035 + 0.025
49 _a _a 3.0 3.0 3 0.00 -0.024 -0.005 --0.015

9 10.0 10.0 3.0 3.0 4 I).05 + 0.028 +-0.015 + 0.005
2 I0.0 I0.0 5.0 5.0 5 0.04 _ 0.010 --0010 --0.020

201 5.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 6 0.00 -0.024 0.005 --0.015
202 3.0 3.0 -" -I 7 0.00 - 0.024 _ 0.000 --0.010

3 5.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 A_erage 0.024 + 0.010
51 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 Rms 0.022 0.018
53 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0
54 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 l'_st-tri,n 2

8 0.00 - 0.005 + 0.000 --0.008

"Ob_rvations of the indicated type were not made. 9 0.03 _ 0.025 + 0.040 + 0.032
I0 0.05 + 0.045 + 0.030 + 0.02_

11 0.03 + 0.025 + 0.03,5 + 0.027
12 0.03 +0.025 +0.010 +0.002
13 --0.0'2 -0.025 + 0.000 --0.008
14 -0.04 -0.045 - 0.0iS --0.033

15 --0.02 -0.025 -0.010 --0.018

16 -0.02 -0.025 -0.015 -- 0.09,3
Average + 0.005 + 0.008
Rms + 0.030 + 0.0°,.2
Combined + 0.0'265 + O.(FJO_
11115
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Table 19. Elevation results from landmark data processing

Combi,:ed UVS and Canal,reed radar and
I.andmark Identifi- I.,d,lud,, ' I o, W 1,,n_ltud,. ' I o. R,.hu, ' ! a. occultation radius, _.,'ultati'm radms.

catmn ,I,.t_ d,'t_ k,,, km km

South polar 6 -86 02 + 0.01 357.11 ' 0.14 338 | 67 ' 2 0 Exit occultation value at Outside hmit.s of
cap -78.8 ° latitltde and Earth-based radar

3 |6.6°W Iongitltde is ob_erval>ihty
3383.9 km

9 - 8.1.!2 + 0.01 57.69 * 0.11 3382..1 | ' 2 0

6fl -80.22 +0.03 :]51 11 *-0.10 :1383.11 * 2.1)

661 --81.00 :_0.02 t41.,12 ' 0 11 3382.71 +2.19

49 --76.97 +0.03 1.33 *0.11 3381.97 +35

Pavonis Lacus 2 1.50 + 0.0.1 113 17 *0.03 3.110 81 + 2.5 3.111.5 3412.0

201 1 58 _{}.1)3 113.00 +_0.03 3413.07 +-2.4 Neare._t available value Nearest available value
is 3417.5 is 3118.0

202 0.28 + 0.03 113.96 + I).03 3414.95 + 2.3 Base 3403.0 3403.5

Nodus Gordii 3 -I0.25 v0.0.3 120.82+ 1)03 3-I120.5-*2.3 Base3402.0 34035

3-114.5 3-115.5

Nix Olympica 51 17.21 +0.03 133.73 +0.1)3 3.119.20 + 2.(t Base 3401 0 3402.5

53 17.91 + 0.0.3 133.70 + 0.03 3116.22 +-2.7 No relattve information
availahle

54 17.77 +0.03 133.45 +-0.03 3418.51 + 2.fl No relative information
available

Table 20. One-silP_a uncertlin+.ies in Mariner 9 positionwhen ranlin I it tim

Actual pre-gravity Pat-gravity senstnli Post-gravity sensing Post-gravity senttn 1
Position Pre-flight so.mini, ( 3 stations ), ( I station), (conjunction region)components revolutions I-4 revolutions 4-28{) revolutions

r_, km 30 120 5 I0 < 30

W, m 100 400 20 _0 < 150

as', m 50 200 20 80 < 150

TiJe 21. Efflt ,# imdUon_ ¢mF.wU_bm m_mnmwl

Aet,_I gm,-t_vity I'o.t-tnwitv _ l'_t.gtavi_
PodtJm he-Ilisht (3Jt_om). (1stance), l'mt-lrsvityJeedn8

rm_ut_m 4-11gO nmd_

r&O.m 3 15 0.5 1 < 3
At, m 0.01 0.04 0,0_ 0.0(16 < O.OlS

As'.m SO J00 lJ0 00 < IS0

Jq. TltCHNIC_ 8ttPONVlll-l_ lib
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I

Maneuver Analysis
R. T. Mitchell. G. R. Hintz, and G. Preston

The maneuver analysis for the Mariner 9 mission, both accuracy and reducing velocity-correction requirements.
pre-launeh and in-flight, was different from that of Additional changes were made as the scientific objectives
previous Mariners because of the requirement to insert evolved and became final, thus changing trajectory re-
the spacecraft into orbit al _ Mars and to trim the orbit quirements and delivery accuracy specifications. The loss
to an unprecedented accuracy. The most apparent dif- of Mariner 8 at launch, leaving only one spacecraft with
ferences were in the spacecraft design, the software de- which to perform the Mariner Mars 1971 (MM"[I)mission,
velopment, and the maneuver strategy required for each also led to significant changes in the manner in which
phare of the mission. This section describes the analysis maneuvers were designed and implemented. The selection
that was performed and the software that was developed, of the final target values for the orbit about Mars was
with emphasis t,n the maneuver strategy and actual in- completed about 2 months after launch, when the final
flight results, t'M_erimenter inputs became available.

Initially, the two missions were identified as A and B,

_" I. Strategy Evolution with target values of 1250- and 8,50-kinperiapsisaltitude,80-and 50-deg inclination, and about 12-and33-h per/ods,
The development of the maneuver strategy began early respectively. The apsidal rotation, defined as the angle

in mission planning and extended well into the inter- between the incoming asymptote and the elliptical periap-
planetary flight. Initial strategies were varied because sis direction, was specified as 130 and 155 deg, respee-

, analysis indicated different techniques for increasing tively.

_'_.
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The urigina] plan for iuterplanetnry maneuver l;_rff_'ting peri_q_sis _dtitudc was within toh'r,mcc. The Marim,r 9
wa,_ to select aim points that wouhl yield an orientation spacccratt was laura.hurl and the first midcour_e maneuver
c,_rresponding to the desired inclination, therclLv allow- performed unch'r these gr(mnd rules.
in_ the orbital maneuvers to be planar, and to giw' B-

magnitudes for minimum insertion velocity requirements. Tlu tinal decision on the desired orbit was made by the

Previous work indicated that mlt-of-plane errors caused CXl_'rimentcrs in July 1971, 2 months alter laum'h. 1"he
by orhit determination (OI)) and maneuver execution periapsis altitude requirement w;ts changed to allow any
errors we:e within specifications and would not require ,altitude in the range of 1200 to 15()0 kin, and the desired

correcting. The insertion was to be targcted directly to the apsidal rotation was fixed at 140 deg. B_lsed on this, a
desired period, orientation, and periapsis altitude. Since value of a 1350-kin periapsis height was chosen to mini-
post-insertion trajectory errors were expected to be large, mize the likelihood of requiring a post-insertion altitude
primarily bee:rose of OD uncertainty on the approach correction. Changing these two target parameters also
hyperbola, two trim maneuvers were planned. The first slightly changed the optimum B of the approach hyper-
wa_ to correct periapsis altitude and orientation. The I:ola from that in effect when the midcoursc maneuver

remaining period error would then e'.',_lsethe periapsis was performed, llowcver, a fortuitou,_ comhination ot
passage time to migrate into the Goldstone view period, execution and OD errors at the time of the first maneuver.

A second trim would be performed at periapsis when the plus an update of the Mars ephemeris during flight, re-
desired timing was achieved. This second trim would sulted in a near-optimum spacecraft trajectory. Conse-
adjust the orbital period to about 12 h, thereby causing quently, a second mideourse maneuver was not needed.
every other periapsis passage to occur near the middle
of the ('oldstone view peri,,d. The orbit would then be

• "synchronized" with Coldstone, maximizing the data re- Additional details on maneuver sm_tegy as it relates to

turn capability, as discussed in the Introduction. actual maneuver implementation may be found in the
following discussion of the design and performance of
each maneuver. Further descriptions are also presented in

The first change in this plan came early in the analysis. Ref. 1.
when it was observed that by biasing the target period at
insertion to a larger value than was ultimately desired,
two benefits could be obtained. First, ..xV requirements
were reduced because the probability of needing to restore II. Maneuver Mechanization
energy to the orbit with a trim after removing too much at
insertion could be reduced from _ to nearly zero• The The planned maneuver sequence for the Mariner 9
second benefit came from the fact that nearly synchronous spacecraft was a gyro warmup period followed by a roll
post-insertion orbital periods would require more time to turn, yaw turn, and burn. Turns could be made of either
get into proper phase than thost with larger period errors, polarity and for durations exceeding a complete revolution
since the Periapsis migration would be slower. When about either axis. The duration of the _.urnswas controlled
starting with periods well above the synchronous v,due, hy counting a specified number of pulses, each 1 s in

the trim sequeqce would proceed much more rapidly and length, tlence, the computed turns to implement a cor-
efficiently. Details of the actual implementation of this reetion h_ld to be quantized to an integer number of
strategy are discussed later in this section, seconds in duration, and could not be mechanized pre-

cisely. With a turn rate of about 0.18 deg/s, the maximum

After the failure of Mariner 8 at launch, a mission re- resolution error was 0.09 deg about both the roll and yaw

design took place to maximize the data that could be axes. A similar situation existed for controlling the magni-
obtained with the single remaining spacecraft. The final rude of the velocity correction. An accelerometer was
orbit selected had a periapsis altitude of 1300 kin, a period used, which issued pulses for each 0.03 m/s (0.96 m/s

for insertion), corresponding to a maximum resolution
of about 12 h, an inclination of 65 deg, and the maximum error of 0.015 m/s (0.48 m/s for imertion).
achievable apsidal rotation (¢), whic_ was a little over
142 deg for this orbit. It was determined that the delivery
accuracy of the in-plane orientation of the orbit after Two degrees of freedom existed, which allowed the
insertion would be acceptable for meeting the mission effect of these resolution errors to be minimized. One was :
objectives. This increased the overall mission reliability to alter the time of motor ignition, thus chang/ng slightly
by requiring only one trim maneuver, which would correct the pointing and magnitude requirements. The second

-, the period, in those cases where the post-imertlon was to modify the direction of the maneuver in such a way
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th,Ltcril..'.d tar_rt p.,r.mwter,, wrre unch.m,_,.ed,and rt,>o- _ith thr li\rd rrror,,, Thr 3-_r r\rrut.)ll errors i. both
lution errors werr m,q_ped into h'_simport,mr par,mwtrrs. ,,i.i_,.tud,' and poi.ltmg i.)r Marinrr 9 ,m' ..]iov,'u iu
l"or th(' tirq mi(h'oursr mm.'uver, the s(,n_iti_itv oi the 'l'.d)]r I.

m:mruvrr par.mletrr,, to motor i_nition time v,'a,, so ,_]i_ht
that llo ,|d_,_|nt',L_c',, cotild 1)(' obt3in(,d wilhou! rh,m_hl_
i_mtion lime to th,' p()int th;tt it ,df('ct('d otht'r operation,d Ill. ManeuverConstraints
col_,,iderations. The accm;ir)" x_ith vclm,h the B-vertor 'x tmmlu'I ot con.,tr;d,t,, rxi,,h.d on the de,,l_n of earh
m.lgnihldr x_l_ cont,oth'd v.,I,, improved, however, by of el.' m,mruvr,'_ prim,_Hlv ml t1., h,rT_,,th.lt couM hr
alh'rin_ the arr_,d time so thai the acceh'rometer resolu- pvrhumrd mid o. I1.' Im_mK of lhr m,meuver_ Turn
t.._ wa_ eliminah,d The errors c_msed l_y quantizalion .'onslrai:fls urrc dvh'rmim'd by el.' need to h,_e down-
of lhr insertion maneuver p.mm.,h,r_ were ne._ligibh, link communir.fl.)n_ durin,_ the _uolor hurn. ,rod the
when comp.m,d with expected execution and orbit deter- rr, lUU('mrnls that r('rt.dn of th(, instrum(,nts not l)('

ruination errors mzd, hence, were sin)ply rounded to the pointe,I t. el., Sin., I':arlh. or .Mars. Figure 1 indicatrs thr
n(,,_rcst i.t('ger pul_,'. A further motivatio_ for doi_),_ this m,u.nrr in _ ]rich xiolation ot turn co.str,lints x_5 ch('ckcd.

was the tact that the tar tr,et paranwters were interrelated B_ superi,.po5in_ on this fig,ure the trac(" ()f the Sun.
in such a m;mm'r th._l it was not l_o_sible to absorb errors l':arth, or Mars during the turns. ;m al_l_ropriate set of
into a sinff,h' one ot them. The sensitivity to igq)ition time turns trom amon_ the right possd)h, could be (h-ternfined.'
f¢)r th(, trim maneuvers was ]arE(, enough thai ignition

tim(, ch;mgt,s were use(1 very effectiv(,ly both to reduce Sp('citic inslrmm'nts which impos:'tl constraints were
resolution errors and to a('eom)t for lat(' oh;rages in the the infrart'd int('rfer()meter spectrometer (IRIS), TV, and
orbit estimate. Can()lmS sensor sun shutter. The constraint imposed by

tit. latter instrument was precautionary because the pur-
A number of ahernatives existed for controlling the start pose of the ,dmtter was to protect the Canopus sensor from

,ff motor burn. all of which involved use of the computer lift,hi sources such as the. Sun. rhe precaution was neees-

,tnd/oi sequenct'r on board the spacecraft. For the mid- _arv I,ecau,;e. if el.' shutter f:dle¢t either in the open
course and trim maneuvers, when an aborted maneuver positi(,n and th,' sensor was damaged by being exposed
did not mean mission failure and was preferred to an t()direct sm)litr.hl ()r in the closed positi(m, the spacecraft
anomalons maneuver, the spacecraft was operated in wouM I)e unal)h' In maintain its star referenee. C(-.nmuni-

the tandem mode. In this mode. the computer and se- cation constraints, which required that the appropriate
(lueneer eounted down simult;meously and aborted the ;mtemm be directed, with varying tolerances, to the Earth
maneuver if the count was out of synchronization. A direction, were satisfied by incorporating this factor in
ground command (DC-52) was issued to initiate the the maneuver strategy at the outset. The aim points at
countdown for the tandem maneuvers. This flexibility launch an,1 first midcourse were biased for the first and
was not .'wailable for the insertion maneuver because an second midcourses so that, if the second midcourse were
abort meant total mission failure. Instead, the spacecraft not needed, the bias wouM not have to be removed. Addi.

was operated in a parallel mode, wherein both the eom- limml det_dls on this biasing seheme are given later in this
puter and sequencer counted down to molor ignition section. The medium-gain antenna was mounted so that it
without a fail-safe cheek, and either could initiate the was aligned with Earth when the spacecraft was in the
burn. This countdown was initiated by a stored onboard necessary orientation for insertion and for a phasing
eommand, maneuver to reduce the period, in accordance with the

orbital strategy discussed earlier. The only maneuver,
The execution errors associated with the meehaniza- based on the fin.d strategy,, with pointing requirements

tion of a maneuver may be classified as proportional to that wmfld not allow use of the medium-gain antenna, was
the maneuver magnitude, and fixed, and therefore inde- an apoapsis maneuver to lower periapsis altitude. Had the
pendent of the magnitude. Resolution errors, caused by need for this maneuver arisen, the low-gain antenna would

: the quantization of commands, are included statistically have been used. Spacecraft orientations in which neither
i antenna enuld have been used existed, bnt never would

J _Two independent rnll/y:_w turn sets exist that will achieve the have been needed for the strategies employed.
l desired thrustpointing direction,although,in general,the space-

craft orientation'after implementationof each set would be dlf-

J ferent. By taking different combinationsof turns, including the The constraints on maneuver timing were that eaeh
long way around ( > 180dell), eight differentturnsets are found maneuver be completed over a single tracking station and
whichyieldtherequiredthrustpointing, that near-Mars maneuversbe performed over the Ig-m
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.mtenna ,it (;old'_ton_'tor ]wth'r h,h,metrv d,tt.I. % thv,d burn tm each I_unl ot tit' input ht_x uqn_ mnnt'zk',d

vonshamt, which applied only to the |n'.,.tm,mCuvt'r, wa,. mh,_.tation and ,,upplied, a,, prm,'q_,d outlu.t. (h'hverv
|h.|| lh(' lll,l_Hilll(]t' ('\('('t'd _ {'; limb, "]'l|i'_ ('t)liSlr,lillt W:I'_ slati',ti("_ 011 !111' posl-ltlst'rtion orbital oh,meats and ,is_o-
iml_,,_'d tt) peovidv proper pnq_elLml ,,ettlin_ and n.hwa- vialed total _.ehwiiv statlst,"_ to thi._ poitd m the mission.
hon of the ._.p, bubbh' wflhin tlw hladder Iwc.m,_e flu'
,,p,wccr,dt _.v, "up,,.h'-dt_wn'",d l,mnch. C. Designand AnalysisTrim

Two I)& _ trim pro_ram_ were developed, one to
,m,t[x/t' onc-t,im _trat(,_i('_ an(1 thu other for two-trim

IV. Maneuver Software ,t,-.,!,,_i,,,,. Both pro_ram_ accepted as input the vehwitv

"['h,,(,nttn' sottx_.u('package for th(' .Mariner 9 ntis,don, and deli_('rv statistics from the in,_(,rtion pro_r:zm and
includin_ that for preflight ,m,dv_is and ill-flight opera- u,,'d two-b(uls conic equ,dion,_ and impnb,ivt" in_Hl('tivpr
timz,;, ('on.,,i,,tedot many pro._ram,_.The pr_,tli_ht (h,_ign mo(h'l_ to d(,h,rmine vchwitv requirement,;, final delivery
and ,m,dx _i_(I)&A/pro_r:m_ were u_ed for exaluati(m (ff ,,t,ltistk',_,and opti,nmn ,,trategie.rin the pr(,st'nt,e of time
variou,_ ,,tr:_.h._ie,_and con,_tr.fint,_, dt,tt.rmin:dion of ('m_,,traint',and rt,quin'ment_. The,,e pro_ra.n,_t'onl:zined
iu-opell,ud-h),zdin_ lequirelnent_ and delivery cap;d_ility, ,,,q_hi,_ticah'd,d.Koritl,msfor trim tnanenver ..malvsisaiR|
and for providinE m'fiKht to potential problems durin_ opti,ni/ation..rod provided :zva]ualde insight to the over-
operation,, ()per,dion,_ pro_r,m_r were placed in two all trim probh,m. Their utility wa,_limited, however, after
cah,_orie.,,: cateEory I pro_ram,_had a fi_rm:dcertification the ,,iml_]i[it.d ,;trah,_v was (h'velou_'d follov¢in_ the loss
and (hwument:dion _cheduh' .rod ('on,;ist(,dof the main ot M;zrinerS.

programs i|,_(,(! for deci',ion-makin_ and _eneratiorl of
comm:in(lal_h, quantities. ('at(,_or_"I[ pro_ram'g whi('h D. Command Midcourse
w(,lit through an equ:dh" th(wough, though les_ Formal. T:,e command midcourse program was used for the
xerifi(',dion process gem'r,dlv were smaller programs used c;dcuhdion of the m;|nt,uver parameters for the inter-

for checks, gem,ration of _upl_wting data and plots, print- phmclary trajectory corrections. It requin'd :m intcrface
ing of magnetic taws. etc. A brief (h,seription of the I)&A with e'.wh of the foll.wlng pr.gza..s, also used in olx'ra-
and category I program_ follows, tim_

A. Design andAnalysisMidcourse (I) I)oubh, precision tr,flectory program (I)VFRAJ).

The I)&A midcourse program used the seh'cted sam- _2) Orl)it determination program (Ol)P_.
piing technique, rather than Monte Carlo. for generating
statistics. The program had the capability to analy_,e two (3_ Double pn,cision analytic partials (DPAP).
successive maneuvers and satisfy the phmetary quarantine

constraint by adaptively selecting aim points according to (4) Ite_ative search package (SEARCH).
a specified strategy. Three sneh strategies existed with

differing criteria for optimization. All execution and OD (5) Telee,mmunication performance (TPAP).
errors, and velocity n'quirements were computed in three

dimensio-s, except that the seeoml maneuver corrected (8) Trajectory monitor (TRAM).
only the B-plane miss resulting from the first maneuver.

The principal ot,tput frmn this program was a three- The t,omma,;.I midcourse program computed the pre-
dimensional histogram on B" B. B" T. and velocity require- else maneuver parameters required to achieve the desired
ment. Single variable histograms were obtained by sum- encotmter, including compensation for the aeeelerometer
ruing along the other two I_,rpendieular axes. resolution error, and printed other data required for off-

line analysis of constraints and turn resolutlo_ error

B. Design and Amdysis Inted decisions. An impulsive burn model was used with the
results verifie,I by a finite bnrn simulation using DPTRAJ.

The D&A program for insertion studies used the three-
dimensional histogram, or box, from the D&A midcourse E. CommandInsert
mancuvcr program as input, and processed each entry,

: along with its associated probability, to detennine The command insertion program performed a similar
: insertion velocity requirements and delivery accuracy for function for the orbit insertion maneuver. The interface

the insertion maneuver. The program simulated a finite with other programs was the same, except for the addition
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of the propulsmn subs_qcm operations pr_l.un _pSOi'_ "11.,_eh'_lmn _t thr _Hlut'cl_on had h_ I., m..h' m _m'h
needed tor the t!nite burn modeling, and a ditfcrent search a m,lm.'r ,l_ t_,_.ltl_t_ H.' t_4h,_ in_ c, fleria:
r_utitu' to alh_xvnonsquare searchesto be per|ormed. The _1_Th,' low ._am ,._lenna of t}w ,,p.wucr.dt mu',t br
nommi(lm, c(mvrt'Kence problem s_.ls h,mdh'd Iw a poll||ld m tit' _,,uth',v,ud hrlnlsphrre ot the '.p.w_'-
wei_hh'd ]t',Ist-.,qu_.lre,_criterh)n cr,|It to .it']11¢.'_(. acq111slhOno| siK11.d.

F. Command Trim _:21The po,,t-,,rp,u'atlOll ol'ielflati,m ot the .,p,zcrcr.ztt
UHl',t ])t' ',11t']Ithat the ,_i111i,, acquired Ir,|Ole If,'

The <'_nmand tl im p1o_r,un wa_ _imil.u" to the m_cthon ,,p.,.'ecr.dt enter', the l'_.mh'._ql.u|ow, it 1"_.bh',

pro,_ra111111o_erall ,,lrtlCtltrt' .tad intert,u'es. A ,,Op]li,_ti- _3_"['llt, o1"h.nl,ttlOlZnzu,,t 11ot¢'.t11'_¢'tht, ,_1111track 111
cah'd strategy tor _eh'etionof tarKet vahu's wa,, developed ,,p.w_'cr,zttc_._l'di.,It_ _ to pa',',through the TV fu'ld
v.ithin the pro_r,mz,but it wa_ used onh' mmim,d[_ ,,vith oI _It'X_durm_ Sun ,wgui.',itiou
the fip,,d strate_.vselected.

_-1_"1"o_,fli_t_ the pl.mrlar_ guaranline con_lrainl, the
medium-_aiu .lllt('tm.I plu._ must uo_ be ejected
from the _p.wecr,fl't into _ tr.qech_ry wt_ich wdl

V. Injection impactMar,_.

The lam,.'hvehiclewa._,,,uffieientlvaccurateatinje_,,tiou _31The,maximum h11'1fi1_K.mKh'betvq_'I_the 1,umch

that. after the aim l_int was biased to satisfy navigation xehic!e ]ou,c,itudin,d .ixi., .H .MECO and at separa-
eonstraint,_, the spacecraft orientatiou for the first m,mc,_- tion mu_t lu. about ,_X)de_ to eusure that the launch

w,r wa_ not random. As a result, it was possibh, to select a vehicle k not _lill turnin_ at ,_epar.ztion.
launch trajectory which would satisfy ,ill the imposed

constraints (discussed below_ and lead to a mideourse The hnal value for a wa_ cho,;en b.v tur,in,_ the launch
maneuver with a prefi,rred spacecraft orientation. A de- vehieh, uose-down _ deg frmn its .MECO attitude in the
tailed description of the injection targetiug proet,ss will tr,qector_' pl,me, which provided the best lmssible geoln-
iudieate how this was .'weoml_lished. etrv for eriterim_ _1_ suhject to (5), and was entirely saris-

f:ietory for (2) aud (3_. The me,ms of satisfying criterion
The target selection process included Sl_'eificatiou of {4_will he discussed later.

the launch vehicle orientations for launch vehieh'/spaee-

eraR separation, launch vehieh, deflection, and the de- Constraints governing the seh,etion of b were:
sired post-sepwdion encounter parameters of the

t l_ The launch vehicle must !_, turned far enough fromspacecraft, subject to a number of launch vehieh,, space-
craft, and mission-relattxl constraints, its separation attitude to ensure that the deflection

thrust &_,s uot accelerate the 1.umch vehicle into

A review of the near-injection sequence of events will the spacecraft.
prove helpfifl at thi_ point. At main engine cutoff 12_ The humeh vehieh, orientation at deflection must

(MECO), when the Imlnch vehicle/spacecraft was on a prevent exhaust gases from impinging on spacecraft
trajectory to Mars, the launch vdficle began to turn to a optics.
prespecified direction for separation, commonly referred

to as the -,-direction. Separation occurred at MECO plus (3) The launch vehicle must not be deflected in a direc-tion which would bring it within the fieh| of view of

95 s. At 250 s after _paratlon, the spacecraft ejected a the Slmeet'raft Canopus sensor.radiation-ab_rbing plug from the medium-_ain antenna.

Snn and Canopus aco.uisitiom o(_'tlrred soonafter separa- (4) The deflection direction should map as nearly as
tion. The launch vehicle coasted on a ballistic trajectory possible, subject to criteria (1), (2), and (3). along
for 480 s following separation, maintaining its inertial the negative gradient of the probability density
attitude along a. At this point, the vehicle began to turn to function of the injection error distribution, thus
a specified direction for a deflection maneuver designed minimizing the risk of impacting the planet.
to ensure that it was placed on a trajectory with no chance

, of impacting Mars. The deflection maneuver, whose thrust (5) It is desirable to prevent the launch vehicle and the
i direction is commonly referred to as the b-direction, wu ejected antenna plug from colliding.
i initiated 95 s after the beginning of the turn to b, with a (6) The maximum turn from the separation attitude
! duration of about _DS. should he about 90 deg.
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Thu _'nuomdcr col,dH,o;i. '_,_I.' t,lr_,'t,'d i(. at ml,'ution Io l_'quhe ,,li S-m/.. l".arth h,w m,ui_.uver at laum'h phi'.

wt'r¢' ch't¢'rmu,'d b_ tht' toll¢_wilJ:4 ¢'ousi(h'ratioll_: ,5 d.w,,. Figure 2 indicates the B" R aud B'T parameters

Ill TIw ¢'ol',,tr,fint mu,,t Iw placed cm dr' _,i)ace¢'ratt a,_ a hm¢'tion ¢_t time thr(mghout the I,umch opportunity,.

'_.',t¢'m thal the. ttr_t maneuver magnitude be ,d The bi,z_ in arriv.d time. not sho_n ill Fi:¢. '2. wa,, about
:2.11, ]ah'r than the desired i_oq-maneuver encounter tim,'h'aq 5.6 m/s. as metdi(med ,dr),,'e.
for ,,at'h (]as in the I,um('h iwrio(t. Figure 3 show.,, the

[2_ The pn)b,dfilit.v ot imp,wt a.,,,,oeiatvd _itl) the .,,e- lwrtiu('ut targ('tiug data tor the actual Mariner 9 laun¢'h
h'-'tt.d('m'(.u,terpar,mlt,ters,uomlfiucd with tlw (l,lt¢'olM.w30. 1.971.

r_'liabilitv ol t]."sPa¢'e¢'r:dt m:meu_ er system, muq

satisfs the Pl.m¢.tar._ qlhirantitw eonstraitd.

(3} The targeling _hould lw mwh thai the maneuver vl. Interplanetary ManeoYer$
re(iuin'd to remove th¢"bias imFosed Iw eon,idera- The lar_(,lin_ I)arameter_ to be controlled Iw the one

lions (l) .rod [:2} is orie,.:t,.',.] t:._!ninimi/e the _'tfects or more mld¢'ourse maneuvers are the B-vector magni-

of execution errors on the more critical enc_mnter tuch., the im'lh_:,hou of the aplWo,wh hviwrbola, and the

p,munet¢.rs time ot close.q apl_ro,wh. The primary criteria for selec-

ti_ll (}fthesel_aramett'rsare:
14} The nonmm] maneuver tor_.movcthe hias.or ]tny

.,,tatisticallylikelychspersed maneuvers, must not (II Seh,ctvalues which will be optimum for the in-

violatea.v constraintson tilt.firs_maneuver In serttonand trimstrategy,includingmaximizing the

particular, it is ch.qral_le to hias m such a way as to likelilmod of not needing more than one trim.
provide favorabh, communi_,ations during the first
maneuver. (2) Satisfy the planetary quarantine constraint.

(3/ Bia._ the first maneuver aim point in such a way that

Pre-launch statisticalanalysesof the launch vehicle thesecond maneuver will

injectioncharacteristicsindicatedthat a nominal bias (a) llavcthe effectof minimizingexecutionerrors.
velocityof .'if,out 8 m/s shouldsatisfythe requirementof

(1) to the 99% level. Since the low-gain antenna and the (b) I lave fa_'orahle antenna pointing.

nozzle of the propulsion system are parallel, a lnan(.uver (c) Not have to be performed It) remove this bias. if
which accelerated the spacecraft along the Earth-to-space- not needed for other reasons.
craft direction would exactly align the antcnna axis with
the Earth. Further. it was determined that all statistical Based on the mission requirements at the time of the first

dispersions about this nominal velocity, caused by injec- maneuver and on the data of Fig. 4, a target value of

tion dispersions, satisfied all first maneuver constraints. 8200 km was selected for B-magnitude. This value would

The sra_tial miss correction in the B-plane associated with yield a ¢ near the maximum, with a very low probability

an 8-m/s maneuver along the Earth direction was larger of ff being less than 138 deg, and a high likelihood of

than the bias require! in that direction for planetary achieving an h, near 1300 kin. The plan was for the baser-

quarantine, thus satisfying the requirements of considera- lion and trim maneuvers to lie in the trajectory plane of

lion (2). in fact. the required aim point at launch for such the spacecraft, thereby minimizing maneuver velocity

a maneuver was sufficiently far from the planet that. for requirements. Accordingly, a hyperbolic inclination of

even the most unfavorable spacecraft orientation at plug 05 deg, equal to the desired final orbital inclination, was

ejection, the plug could not have been put on an impact selected.
trajectory (see item 4 under _lection of a). Because, for

Mariner 0, pointing errors were the dominant source of A number of considerations governed the selection of

execution errors, (3) was optimized by having the nominal the target arrival time. The first was to bias the first

maneuver lie in the plane of the gradients of the miss maneuver aim point to provide desired characteristics for

parameters. The garth direction in general does not lmssess the second maneuver. The magnitude of a second maneu.

this property. However, over the MM'71 launch oppof vet, pedormed within 30 days of encounter to correct for

tunity, the Earth's _mgular distance away from this plane orbit determination and execution errors at the time of

was relatively smalL, and the encounter parameter semi- the first maneuver, was small, the _ upper limit being
ltvities at the first maneuver were not appreciably de- less than 0.75 m/s. For maneuvers this small, the fixed

graded by performing an Earth-lino _ver. Come- magnitude execution error dominates the Wolmrtlonal

, quently, the injection tx,rgeting parameters were selected errors. It will be shown hter that the we-insertion arrival
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tmr, can vary up to -'-30 rain and he t'OmlWn_,dcd for !)_ B-_ct t,,i, ol ilz the mt liuatiou direction. This is a desirable
the orbital strategy with very litth, effeet on final de- ',ltlmtiotL _,inct,B-ma_llitudo control had a tighter require-
livery errors or on the one-trim l_robabihty. For thi_ m,,)d that)iIwIm;|tion.
r('asorl. ,i strategy that wonld direct the fixed ina_l)itu(h.
error along the flight time direction is desirable. Tile need The e_timated (h'liverv result,; arc _iw'n ii) Tabh' 3.
for _uch a str:de_Zvi_ demonstrat:,d by noting that a 3-tr

The a priori (h,li_er'_ statistic_ _hown art, based on fraying
error of 0.1 m/s on a maneuver al_pliod in tho gradient Iwrformed only one manvuver, and the estimated delivery
plane of the miss parameters (eritieal plant,/30 (lava before x_,tstaken from ()1) solutions made within 2 weeks of the
t'n('ollllt('r rosults in a miss of m.'or 0_0 km. The same error

nlall('llvt'r to :ll](llv st'par;di(m of the n|ilnellver execution
perlwudicular to the critical plane Inonerit)eal direction) errors from such lit,ms its ephemeris updates and non
results in no miss and a change in arrival tim(, of h'ss than _ravitatimml forces. For this reason, these statistics will
!.,5 rain. By desitr,nin_ a nlaneuver with a large component differ from other solutions shown elsewhere. The esti-

along the noncritical direction and the required projection mated malwuver paramcters are presented in Tabh, 4.
,nto the critical phme, the component of the fixed error It is important to note that the turn error estimates are not
projeetmg onto the critical plane e:m be m,.le arhitraril_ estimates of actual errors in performing the turns but
small. This is illustr:m.d in Fig. 5. There is a limit on how rather a measure of the total pointing error expressed in
far such a process can he takt,n advantageously because, equivah,nt roll and yaw errors. They therefore in(lude the
:is the magnitude increases, the proportional errors in- effects of such error _ources as limit-cycle position and
crease. For a maneuver nearly along the noncritical diree- tr,yro drifts.
tion, the pointing errors, which map onto the critical plane.
are most significant. Figure 6 illustrates the technique

used to determine that w,loeity compon_ nt along the non- By the time a second mideourse maneuver would have
critical direction which gave minimum execution errors in been performed, about a month before encounter, the
the critical plane for an in-plane component of 0.75 m/s. A final orbital requirements had been set. The previous
parametric analysis indicated that the minimum point of values of maximum apsidal rotation and a 1300-kin periap-
about 2 m/s was quite insensitive to variations in the sis, on which Fig. 4 was based, were changed to new
in-plane component, and accordingly, a bias of 25 rain. values of 140 deg of rotation and an altitude of 1350 kin.
eorresponding to 2 m/s, was introduced in the first These new values increased the optimum value of B-
maneuver target arrival time. Based on these accuracy magnitude to a little over 8200 km and allowed some
considerations, there was no prefer ,nee for biasing late or savings in insertion velocity near this value, as shown In

early. However, because a second maneuver to decrease Fig. 9. The change in orbital requirements had very little
flight time gave favorable antenna pointing, the first effect on the interplanetary delivery target. Because the
maneuver was targeted for a late arrival, first maneuver was executed quite accurately and erred

in the now preferred direction of inere_ing B.magnttude,

Two other consideratiom for selecting the arrival time it appeared that little was to be gained by performinga
were the requirement of the orbital strategy that the first second maneuver, especially in view of the risk atten&mt
periapsis after insertion occur about 2.5 h before Cold- in performing any maneuver. Nevertheless, a more quantt.
stone zenith, and the fact that the unbraked hyperbolic tative investigation was performed, with the results shown
periapsis time would occur 10 rain prior to the first ellip- m Fig. 10 and Table 5. The criteria for determining the
tical periapsis. The determination of a target arrival time need for this maneuver were (1) how it affected the p_rolm.
based on these three considerations is illustrated in Fig. 7. bility qf requiring only one trim and (2) _ts Impact on the

trim velocity budget. The result of .omidering (o.) is
The necessary maneuver parameters were calculated to presented in Fig. 10, where the trim velodty requirement

correct the trajectory from that achieved at injection is shown as a function d the post.insertion period, with
(Fig. 3) to one that would meet the target values given and without the second maneuver. The discontinuity
above. The magnitude, after compensation for the at'eel- around 13 h is due to the fact that, at about this point it
erometer resolution, was 6.731 m/s. The computed turns would be desirable to allow pertapsis to migrate com.
and the choices of comnmndable turns _e shown in pie(ely around the planet with the lois d one revolution

Table 2. Figure 8 demonstrates the rationale behind the rather than to force a direction revertml in perlaptis timing
decision to go to the next.larger turn in both roll and yaw, to achieve synchronization. It is apparent that no appre-
where it is seen that this combination gives not only the ciable reduction m velocity requlromontt could be

- minimum m_ but also a m_ nearly Imrpend_lar to the achieved by a seco_ maneuver.
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Tabh, 5 indicates the changes that wnu](l he m;_dernd w;l_ mlr_duu,,d up to a maximum of B4_F for a bias of
the resl,ltin_ trim probabilities if the second maneuver about 2.5 h (_ls shown in the fi_ureL with a vahw of ,5.q_
were performed The diffi'rence of 0.4 h in TBIAS (the for the bias of 2.1 h auhieved as a result of not performing
differetwe m time between the first post-insertion periap- the. second midc'ourse tn;mel,ver. If no timing bias is
sis and Coldstone/enith/it due to the 25-rain bias intro- present, the prob_lbility of needing no trims is less than
duced _lt the first mide(mrse, and the different target lg:

periods uompensate for this bills. The total .qocTcvelocit.v
requirement is the same in either case, since the savings TI,e near-(.ncom,tur _eometr). il,cludin_ the Earth and
for insertion and trims, if the correction is made exactly, Sun directions, motor thr,st direction, ;_nd relative orienta-

(.,incith,ntallv equals the ma_nituth, of the second maneu- tirol ot the h.xperbola and ellipse, is shown in Fig. 12.
ver. The trim probabilities are. for practical purposes, un- A more dut,dh'd near-encounter sketch is presented in
ehap,_,ed. Based on these data and the risk factor men- Fi_. 1.'1.
tioned above, a decision was made not to perform the
second maneuver. The deliv_ rV accuracy of the l_)st-insertion ellipse is

determined by the execution errors associated with the
iusertion maneuver, and hy the OD errors associated with

VII. Orbit Insertion Maneuver estimatin_ the approach hyperbola. Figure 14 indieates

In the earlier discussion concerning the evolution of the delivery statistics on period, periapsis altitude, eccen-
",_ the maneuver strategy, mention was made of the fact tricity, and r_tation based on the execution errors of

that an orbital strategy had been developed which re- Talkie 1. OD statistics on arrival time, and parametric in
quired that the insertion be targeted to a lx,riod larger B-ma_nitu(le ;rod the uncertainty in B. Sensitivity studies
than the final desired wdue. The advantage of this is best not shown indic;fled that. for values of ,_, greater than
described by explaining a graphical technique that was about _5 kin, insertion deliver' statistics are determined
developed for analyzing and ,.inderstanding this strategy, alnmst entirely by how well B-magnitude is known.
The ordinate of Fig. 11 is the d;fference between the time
of periapsis and Goldstone zenith, and the abscissa is the For reasons of reliability, Project policy stipulated that
number of revolutions the spacecraft has made in orbit, the orbit insertion maneuver commands were to be loaded
For convenience, the periapsis nearest insertion is defined m the spacecraft at h'ast 24 h before the maneuver was
as the zeroth periapsis: thus, the nth periapsis occurs after performed, and that these commands were not to be
the nth revolution is completed. The box in the figure is updated subseq_,ently unless the trajectory estimate
Imunded on the ordinate by the requirement that the final changed so drastically that it would not be possible to

periapsis of the synchronized orbit occur within the time trim the post-MOt orbit to the final desired orbit with the
period from Goldstone zenith to zenith plus 1 h, and a propellant remaining after execution of the MOt corn-
final synchronizing maneuver made near periapsis must mands currently on board the spacecraft. This policy re-
be made wi|hin, or at least very close to, this time span. quired the maneuver calculations to be performed well
The abscissa indicates a Project-imposed constraint that before the spacecraft was close enough to the. planet to
all trim m-meuvers he pedormed between the fourth and allow the Mars gravitational attraction on the spacecraft
16th periapses. The one exception allowed is described in to providt an accurate trajectory estimate. As a result, the
the neat subsection. The time of periapsis is indicated for B-magnitucle uncertainty at the time of the maneuver cal-
each even-numbered revolution, with a trim made at the culations was about 100 km (1 o).

sixth passage. Although the ordinate is defined only for
integer values of the abscissa, lines are used on this type Table 6 shows the estimate of the approach trajectory
of figure for added clarity. A horizontal line indicates no at the time the maneuver was calculated, at the last pos.
change in passage time relative to Colclstone zenith with sible time a Change could have been made, and the final
increasing revolutions, i.e., a synchronous period. Lines post.flight result. The errors shown are dmse which would
sloping upward to the right correspond to a less than result from applying the calculated maneuver to the later
synchronous period, and lit. _ sloping down represent trajectory estimates. Figure 15 illustrates the expected
gre_ter periods. To achieve a synehronmm period with trim situation by applying the calculated _ver to the
one trim maneuver, it is necessary that the line repr_ trajectory estimated at the last time the _ver could

senting the period achieved at insertion ImU through the have been updated. Although the nominal trim time was

i box in Fig. l 1. The a priori likelihood of the line inter- now on the fourth periapsis instead of the sixth, this was

. j secting this box ranged from _1% when tm timing o/fset an acceptable result, and the errors d Table 6 were mudl

i
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_ompan,d to the t,xi_ ctcd 1-,,crror._,dtcr m:,crti_m, there- pr¢_i_nq._, the ,m_h' _' _and cqldv,d_.ntl_.', the' .tr_,mnent
fore,thede'cisionwas made tonotupdatetheparameh'rs, c_fperiapsis,,awas controlh.datinsert;ontoanacceptable

aceur,l_')',andHiein¢'lina!i{miofthe_rl_ilwas adeqnah']y

Tlw _}rhitalxahlt'sa.'hievedl_ytheinsertionm,mt'u_er _',mtmlh'dlw the'mid¢ourst'm.menv_'r.('i_cn_:and iand

an.shown inTal_h.7,tog(the.rwithth,"t'rrorsin(h,livcrv the.hyl_,,rl_(_licapl)machRt'om('try thelongitudeof the

and theira prioristatistics.The factthatthe errorsan, a_c_'ndinRnode _.Lwhichwas nniq1,el.vdctermim'clhased

nearlythosepredictedha._,,(lnn the finalhvperl_olaof _m a_'oplan,lrinserti(m,was ('omph.t_,l._satisf,wtorv.
Tahh. flindicatesthatthe spacecraftperfi_rmancewas

near nominal, l:,_r |he' n(,('('ssarv l_,_ram('t('r (.orr(.ctions. one. two. or
three trim., ,uhl have hccn required.

The estimated spacecraftp¢.rformaneein implementing

the inscrtion maneuver is shown in Tahh, 8. It is important i. No h_,.correctivc sequences. The insertion m,meuverto note again that the estimates of the turns shown are
equivalent turns, which account for all sm_rees of pointing was tarReh'd fearan {_rhit having h_, = 1.350 I<m to maxi-

mi/c the prol_alfilit,v th.it no/b,-correetive trims would hc
error,and notestimatesof the.turnsthatwere actually n.quircd."l'lwdeqn.d initialperLq_sistime and mean

l_'rf°rmed' ,_rlfitalpcri,_lwen.eh_sentomaximizetheprofitabilityof

reqniringonlyone trimmaneuw'r atl'_.riapsistoachieve

thefinal_rbit.[ftheinitial[_,riapsistime,rodperiod

VIII. Trim Maneuvers l)r(_ln('ed a timing ('nrve that int,,rseeted the'outlined box
A. FirstTrimManeuver inFiR.II.corrc,spon(lingto a l_'riapsisoccurringsatis-

fact_,rilyoverC,ohlstonc,onlyon. trimmaneuver ss'ouhl
The objectiveofthetrimmaneuverswas tocontrolthe l_em,eded,

l_,riodand periapsisaltitudeof th. pa,,craftorbitto

withinspecifiedtolerancesand _ satiJ:eonstraint_on
A [_'riapsistimeand periodcnmhin:=tionthatmissed

thetimeof_'riapsispassage.Itv.._,.." .a[r_letohavethe
theboxwouhl requiretwo l_'rio<l-ehangctrimmaneuvers.

spacecraftmake two revolutionsaroundMars (:oreach Thesemisseseonhlbe
passof Mars overtheGo]dstonetrackingstation.With

appropriateperiapsispassagetiming,thiswould allowa
(I)To the h,ftresultingfrom too largea periodat

taperecorderloadofpictmestobe takenon the nadir
_.nsertion(pre-insertionprob:_bihty= 18_'_).

passand playedhackearlyon thezenithpass.Anotherset

would thenhe takenand playedbackduringthezenith
('2)To therightresultingfromtoosmalla period(pre-

pass,leavingthetaperecorderreadyforthenextpicture. MOI probability= 18%).
taking sequence on the nadir pa_. This requirement was
satisfied by synchronizing the orbit with the Cohlstone

view period such that every other periapsis passage would The expected pos!-insertion errors for periapsis time
occur between Goldstone zenith and zenith plus 1 h. Alti. (", _ 0.25 rain) were much less titan the expected post.
rude correcti_t=s were required only when the altitude was insertion period dispersions. Therefore, "n computing trim
outside the 1200- to 1500-km range, probabilities, the "zeroth" periapsis time dispersions were

ignored. The initial period was assumed to be a normal

The trim maneuver strategy was designed to attain _andom variable.
the required objectives while satisfying the maneuver
constraints discussed earlier. According to this strategy, a 2. With h_,ovreetive saquenees. If the post-insertiou
sequen_ae of up to three orbit trim m-,neuvers was to be height at periapsis had been greater than 1500 km. it
performed to remove planned parameter biases and the would have been necessary to correct it down to 1500 km,
effects of OD and maneuver execution m'rm_ remaining and if less than 1_0 km, up to 1200 km. Hence, it was he-
after the insertion maneuver. The sequence of maneuvers eessary to consider those cases in which correction of this
and the planned pro'anger biases determined by the trim parameter was required.
sUmtegy=rediscussedbelow.

the pert=l-dmngemneuversd_x_l above
The mtssk_ requhements were such that only orbit=d are most efficiently made at perlapsis,it is impolmtbleto

period, peri=psisparolee time, sad possiblythe height at correct /,, by a nmmeuverat this Ioestlou. l= fact, the
• ped=p_ req_ed correctionby orbiturlw. As _ most efficientfoe=tin=foromeeting h, is at aposps_
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The manpllxcr_e(|llenc{,se]e('t,'dtom('etthe ItI,require- I_,,I,_,_,(;,4d_hui,,.q,i_itll,oI_,,trimc<,uldb,'performed.it
merit c_m',i,,tt'd of ont. or txvo (as m'eded) period-ch'a,t_,' P. ,! I_. ";1 p,.ri_,,I " 12 7fl h ,_r ,u,' c',,uld b,. per-
manem, er,,. follm,,'ed by an h_. correction at lhe 19th h_rmed,d !'. d 12.'3.3¢ ,)eriod " 12..1.9h.

;g_o_q),,i,_p,l,_s,_(' _,tter in,_erlion. This situation w. the
one ,.,¢c_.ption allmv,.d t_, the. et,l,straint th,lt :dl trims b,' .'_n imp_rt,mt fq_erat,on,,l con,,id,'r,fli,m '_v.lstin. need to
pert,_rm_'d hv the 16tl, re_4ution. The peri,lpsi_ mane,,- us_. the latest ()I) u4uti_,h l_ t'alenlate the m,meuw'r

_'rs i1_ this s_,(l_l_,Tl('_,ar:' the _ame 'as throe dist'u_sed p,mun,,h,rs. After the sp;_t'c(raft wa,, inserted into orbit.
ab_vu. _'xc_'pt thai it is neces_ars to _mhcip,He the t'ha_e.e tra('kin_ d,fla were processed t_ predi('t the orbital
in p,,r_od caused bx c',_rrectin_ hr,. This m,&es it t,,.'ces- i_aramelers at the lime _,, ,e trim maneuw'r. The tollet't-
,,arx 1o i_troduce a lua,; in the phase time with respect to m_ and proces,,it_y¢ ot traekin_ data wa,, t_ continue
(;_ddstom, _,enith experienced :fl I',.. and in the orbital du,',n_. _.nd subsequent to. the calculation of the trim
period. The final trim maneuver at the 19th apoapsis i_ maneuver, lh'nee, it was expected that the spacecr,_ft
then eu'euted t_ simult,.neously correct h_,. correct the' orbit estimate would be updated afte, the time when a
orbital periled to I1.9S0 h. and adlust the phase tim,' to manem,'e_ had to be 1,_dt'd into the spacecraft onboard
within the acceptabh' interval, emnputer. The desirc'.i period correction for aehieving a

(:old_tone-synchronm,_ orbit might therefore eh:mge
As mentioned above, the neeess;_ry corrections to subseq_,ent tomaneuw'r loading.

achieve the final orbit could haw' required one. two, or
three orbital trims. Figure 1t3shows the number of orbital It was important to use the updated OD ,;olution be-
trims that would h;_ve been required as a function o[ cause i_ ".lid not require predicting as far ahead to the
po_t-insertion period :rod ht,. It should be noted that maneuver 'ime ;_s the original solution. Predicting far
reRion,; of hi_,h period and low hp disp_ rsions (and vice ahe;ul c'oul,! result i_ significant OD errors because of
versa) in Fig. 113art. (11no concern because of the high the I,u_,,' u,_certainty in the .Mars gravity field as it was
correlation between the post-insertion period and h_. then known.

Figure 18 also indicates total veha.ity cost c_:n!_.,rs for in loading the. maneuver into the spacecraft, three
the trim maneuver seqnenee. For example, if the post- maneuver parameters (the velocity magnitude, the roll
MOI ix'riod and h_ values had been 12.13h and 15_) k ._, torn. ;;,;d the yaw torn) had to be sweified well in
respectively, then 30 m/s would have been needed 'o adwmce of implemenung the maneuver. The maneuver
execs,re a three-maneuver sequence. The determination of _equence was then started by receipt oi a ground corn-
the probability that only one trim maneuver would be re- mand {!)C-52). llence, the capability to intreat" or de-
quired for given predicted or estimated values of period, crease the period change resulting from the trim, based
h,, c,t,,and _,_t,was made as follows. It was assumed that on updatcd orbit estimates, had to be achieved by adjust-
the post-insertion period and h, had a lmsitive unit corre- ing only the maneuver start time. ttowever, because a
lation, ltence, the set of possible period and h, values lie ix,riod correction can mint efficiently be pede:'med at
along a line in period vs h, space. A transparent o"erlay, lx,riapsis, adjusting the start time of a maneuvcr designed
consisting of a line with slope 100 km/0.40T h ,= 245.7 for periapsis can only decrease the resulting period
km/h, determined from a knowledge of the sensitivities of change. "therefore, it was decided that the maneuver

period an_i a]*itude with respect to B errors, was con. would be computed for a point neat. but not at. periapsis.
structed. "l'tJ _verlay was superimpmed on Fig. 18 to It was determined parametrically th,3t the point 20 rain
determine the ,x, viod values at the points of intersection prior to the desired periapsis would give sufficient flexi.
of this line with the boundary lines in the figure. For the bility to update the required period change without
line shown in the figure, the probability of requiring only paying a significant velocity penalty for performing the
one trim is equal to the prohebility tlutt the period (a maneuver away from pe.'tpsis.
nonml random variable) would fall between 1_.11 and

1_._ h. The probabilities of requiring two or three trims The capability to chtnge the orbit il period by merely
were determined in a similar; Inner. adjusting the maneuver sequence _iart timr (equivalently,

the ignition time) is illustrated in Fig. 17. For a velocity

The probability of requiring o_ily orJe trim •t P, or P, t_t o_ 18 m/s and fixed spacecroft ortent•tton, it
was determb_ by Integrating the pm_bi!lty demlty was pmsibJe to decrease the period by •bout 1.,5 rain, or
over the interval for which ooe such trim could be per- to increase it by up to :3.5rain. Figtue 17 also shows that

loaned. Fm• time of perlal_ds pwsase •t P. of 2.1 h there are two tgnttinn times _pm_ling to • desired

E
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l)t'l%d ()_an_,e. This fact provided a backup capability deseril)ed aboxe. OD data up to a few hours before the
})ecaust_ it was possible to send a command for the motor maneuver were utilized in computing thi_ updated start
to ig,nite at the second point if it had not already done so c, :nmand, which was sent exactly 1 rain earlier than the
at the first. The effect of early or late meter ignition is value previously planned This 1-min adjustment was
shox_n in Fig. 18. reqnired to produce about a 15-s change in the period

correction (see F)_. 17).

Finally the knowledge of the sensitivity of the orbital
parameters to maneuver parameters, shown in Figs. 19 to B. SecondTrim Maneuver
22, was used to demonstrate that performing the maneu-
_e, 20 mi;_ !-ef3re p,:ri_p_i_ passage would not produ ,' The delivery accuracy of the first trim maneuver was
unacceptable values for other parameters (h_..... i, and _). very good a_ shown in Table 10, and was well within the
Therefore, the point 20 min before periapsis pas3age was mission requirement. Normally, the objectwe of pe_forrn-
selected for the opt':mum maneuver ignition time. The ing only on(' trim maneuver would have been satisfied.
information presented in Figs. 19 to 22 also proved useful However, as the mission progressed, it became apparent
in other situations while the trim strategy was being de- that a second mancuver would be needed because (1) the
ve ) )ed and studied. Tl,e velocity coordinate system used presence of a dust storm made it necessary to extend the
in ,hose figures is dr:fined in Fig. 23. planned 90-day orbital mapping mission, and (2) the un-

expected nature of the Mars gravity field caused the
period of the orbit to behave in a sinusoidal manner, with

Very precise period control was achieved by using the a m,,an period 25 s smaller than the desired synchronous

grotmd-based maneuver-start command. The period was period. As a result, the periapsis time was moving through
the main orbit parameter of interest because period errors the Goldstone view period and would have been well out
would accumulate in periapsis timing errors. Motor igni- of the required time zone before the end of the now-
)ion for the first trim maneuver occurred on November 16, extended missmn.
1971, at 02:36:53 CMT at the spacecraft, with a burn
duration of 6.25 s. The commanded velocity correction Based on data obtained in the first part of the mission
was 15.25 m/s, corresponding to a discrete pulse count of and on the fact that a second trim was required anyway,
506. The spacecraft turns required to acbieve the pointing the scieiicc team decided to raise periapsis altitude to
for implementing the computed velocity vector were a roll 1650 km. The most efficient technique, in terms of /_V

of 34.49 dog and a yaw of 128.76 dog. These turns were expenditure, for adjusting both period and periapsis alti- ,.
quantized to a commandable roll turn of 34.443 dog and rude is to perform two maneuvers, each parallel to the
a commandable yaw turn of 128.732 dog. The maneuver local spacecraft velocity, one at periapsis and one at
performance for the first trim is summarized in Tables 9 apoapsis. The apoapsis maneuver corrects the altitude and
and 10. The maneuver parameters are presented in will change the period. The second maneuver at periapsis
Table 9, which gives the commanded values and estimates then adjusts to the desired period. With this technique,
of the actual values for each parameter, together with the corrections planned for the second trim would have
associated errors and statistics. The achieved orbit ele- required about 22 m/s. An alternative method was to

• ments are shown in Table I0, together with associated perform a single correction at either of the two points of
; errors and statistics, intersection of the current and the desired orbit, which
b

would require a velocity change of about 42 m/s. Because .
The actual maneuver parameters were estimated by re- of the _tandard perfon_._ance throughout the mission, there

i constructing the maneuver from the best OD estimates of was ample aV capability remaining at this point. There-

the i_re-maneuver and post-maneuver orbits. The OD esti- fore, a decision was made to use the singh-impulse option
mates were computed some time after the performance of for reliability reasons. •
the maneuver, utilizing the best data and model available.

Again, turn estimates are to be interpreted as equivalent An _nalysis of the geometry involved indicated that the
turns accounting for the total pointing error, maneuver would have tn be performed at the second "

intersection (true anomaly > 180 deg) to prey/de for

OD data indicate that the important orbital parameter, communications. By adding a small out-of-plane corn

the period, was achieved to within I s of the desired value ponent to the manexJver and rotating the target orbit

. (Table 10). This precision was produced by adiusting the slightly, it was possible to align the axis of the medium. ;
maneuver start time by a ground-based command, as gain antenna along the spacecraft-to-Earth direction for
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excelleut eomnumieatio,_. The ._tr,d,'gy employed for mis IX. Contingency Insertion Planning
maneuver it he,t exl)lamed l)_ u-tillg that in-plane per- To su¢'c'e_sfullv implement the insertion mant-uver, it
pendicular ,Ind colm,ar cemponel_ts of the mmledver

Wit',;necev,,;;.lry to transmit the maneuver parameters to the

velocity relative t. the local spacecraft velocity map spacecratt from the ground. An unlikely but possible
independently to altitude and period eh,mges, respec- fail.re mode cf tilt, spacecraft could make it impossible to
timely. Further, _ince the desired changes were about
250 km in altitude and 79 s in peri,,,l, the maneuwr would transmit such commands at some time during the mission.

To ensure the maximtm, probalfi]ity of placing the space-
be, essentially, all in the perp,"ndic, lar direction. Accord- ¢'raft il: t)rbit, the decision was made to load a set of
iugly, the maneuver was designed so that the ;.nertial

ilist'lti(Jl_ Illdllen_er commands in the spacecraft soon after
spacecraft orientation would both align the medium- tilt. first midcourse maneuver. These commands could be

_ain antenna with Earth and orieot the spacecraft updated as required when the +raiectorv estimate changed
thrust vector perl)endicular to the local velocity at the " -
intersection of the pre- and post-trim orbits. Thus, or _ubsequent maneuvers were performed, if command
small wlriatious in the ignition time, allowing the local capability were then It)st, the loaded maneuver would

accomplish an insertion-tho, lgh perhaps significantly dif-
velocity tt, rotate, would give the required proiechon of ierent than desired-f-ore which "le mission could be

the correction ,'"loeity onto the local spacecraft velocity salvaffed it command capability were later restored.
for the desired period correction. By incorpo:eting last- Table 13 indicates the maneuver commands that were first

minute OD data in the calculations of the ignition tim,' loaded and the time history of their updates. Because
and u_in_ the ground command capability, this technique command capability was not lost, this contingency plan
resulted in very good de!ivery accuracy. The ge_'metry of "• was not used.
the second trim. and its etfects and impleme_ ration arc

_hown in Fig. 24. Tahles 11 and 12 indicate spacecraft The implications of the planetary quarahtine _on-
performance and delivery accuracy, respectively, for the straint on loading a maneuver in the spacecraft motivated
._econd |rim. a study to ensure that this constraint was indeed satisfied.

Three possible failure modes during cruise which could
1,,ad to possible impact were identified as (I) motor igni-

By mid-March ot 1972, thc planned mapping mission tion while the spacecraft was in the cruise attitude,
was completed, :,lid the spaceeraft was still performing (2) motor ignition after performance of the commanded
essentially as planned. However, by this time, the Earth- turns, and (3) motor igni_.io,_with the spacecraft in any
Mars-Sun alignment had changed to the point that the random orientation. Each of these modes could be further

high-gain anten,a could ,o longer transmit data t¢ Earth subdivided into cases wherein th_ stored AV magnitude .-
while the spacecraft was Sun-oriented; furthermore, the was implemented and in which the fuel was burned to
instruments could no longer view Mars with Canopus depletion. However, the_e distinctions proved unnecessary
used for the spacecraft roll reference. The latter problem hecause the computed AV magnitude was greater than
was solved by using, at various times, the stars Vega, 9_ of the remaining capability. The three failure mode
Arcturus, and Canopus as the roll reference. To extend the cases defined are discussed individually below:
mission data return after mid-March, spacecraft turns
were performed to align the antenna axis to Earth to (1) Case 1. It was determined that a motor ignition at •
play back the data now made available by the different any ti.ne from the first midcourse to encounter with ,
roll reference. One or the other of two turn sequences, the spacecraft in the cruise attitude would not re- _,

suit in an impact trajectory.either a roll-yaw or yaw-roll, would have been able to

give the desired orientation. However, a constraint on the (2) Case 2. There existed a small region near encounter
turns that could be performed was the need not to turn where an impact trajectory would have resulted if :.

the solar panels too far off the Sun, which would eause the loaded turns had been implemented and the
the spacecraft to draw too much energy from the battery, motor ignt,._d. Very few quantitative data were
By using a roll-yaw-roll turn sequence to minimize the available on the probability of such an event occur-

required magnitude of the yaw turn, or equivalentl-/, the ring prematurely, and estimates provided by the
angle of the panels off the Sun, satisfactory spacecraft Spacecraft Team ranged from the most pessimistic

, orientations could be found. This technique was used of 10' down to "impossible." Assuming that the
13 times between March 23 and October 17 to permit data occurrence of such an event was equally likely at
playback. Thus, the useful mission duration was extended any time after the commands were loaded until

by about 7 months, encounter, the probability of its taking place within
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tile time span in which an impact would occur along tile spacecraft v,'locity can deflect the space-
times 10 ' gave a fin'd impact worst-case prob- craft into the planet, anti a AV approximately along
ability well qelow that allocated to insertion, tile negative spacecraft velocity will slow the space-

craft, thus increasing the capture area and leading
(3) C,se 3. Frnm tile first maneuver time until al)out to impact. Figure 25 indicates the pointing direc-

10 da:. s before encounter, a premature burn would lions relative to the incoming asymptote that would
have required a specific pointing direction with cause impact, and Fig. 28 illustrates the probability
tight tolerances to achieve an impact trajectory. By of achieving these pointing directions, assuming the
dividing the area that this pointing cone traces out pointing to be uniformly distributed over a sphere.
on a unit sphere by 2r steradians, the probability By multiplying these prohabilities by the likelihood
is shown to be well below the constraint level, of a random orientation and motor ignition occur-
without any allowance for the likelihood of such an ring, conservatively estimated at 10-_, the resulting
ev,'nt occurring. Near encounter, two po.ating probabilities are found to be well below the con
directivns can lead to impact. A ,xV applied nearly straint level.

Reference

1. Mitchell, R. T., and O'Neil, W. J.. "Maneuver Design and Implementation for
the Mariner 9 M_ssion," AIAA/AAS Astrodynamics Conference, Palo Alto, Calif.,
Sept. 11-12, 1972.
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Table 1. Maneuver-executionerror statistics,3 _ Table 2. I(,eal and commandable turns

Midcourse Insertion Trim Turn Comi* mdable Ideal Commandable

Proportional mag,aitude, % 0.15 0.1:3 0.12 Roll, deg - _4G.g.q7 - 140.88 - 140.806

Fixed magnitude, m/s 0.1 0.84 0.1 Yaw, deg - 4_ .90_ - 44.79 - 44.725

Pointing, mrad 23.8 20.2 22.8

Table 3. Interplanetary deliveryresults

A pr/or/ Ratio of error
Target Achieved Error 1 ,*• to e

B-direction 8200 km 8281 km 61 km t,'g) km 0.2

Inclination 05 deg 84.2,_ deg 0.77 deg 3 deg 0.3

Time of closest 11/14 11/14 2 min, 9 s 7.5 man 0.3
approach 00:29:00 00:31:09

•Based on one-maneuver statistics.

Table 4. First midcoursemaneuver performance

Maneuver Estimated A pr/od Ratio of error
parameter actual value Command value Error I • to ¢

Roll turn - 140.717 deg - 140.806 deg -0.089 deg 0.289 deg 0.31

Yaw turn -44.725 deg -44.828 deg 0.097 deg 0.289 deg 0.34

AV 8.723 m/s 6.731 m/s 0.008 m/s 0.036 m/s 0 22

Table 5. Secondmklcourlm maneuvertradeoffs Table 6. Pre-inNrtion ODresults and predictederrom

Without midcour_ With midcome Calculation Decbion Final
Parameter maneuver 9. maneuver o

Results

TBIA$ (T% - Te.), h -o..1 -2.5
B, Ion 8209 8235 8281

MOI" target period, h 1o-.43 12.,50
Inclination, deg 63.87 64.02 64.23

AV tots] 99% high, m/s 1661.n 1661.0
Time of elmmt 00:31:07 00:31:03 00:31:09

Rotation angle -,'3 ¢,deg 140.0 *.2.4 140.0 --+2.4 approach, GMT
Iadiaatleu +3 _,,.,, dell 04.3 *-2.7 65.0 ±2.7

Predicted errors
Trlm probabil/t/m, %

_P, min:s 7:24 14:b2

One _ 59 68 qShp.itm gl 40
One 1=6trim 15 15

_$, deg -0.1 -0.1
Two Irhm 119 30

Thnm u_nm I*- 7

•Mm orbit

i _ JPL TECHNICAL It4_q)llT _12-1M16 :
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Table 7. Insertion results

A pr/or/ Ratio of error
Target Achzeved Error 1 ¢ to u

Period 12 h 25 rain 12 h .q4 rain .qrain ]7 m_ 01__

hv 1350 km 1898 km 48 km 89 km 0.69

140.0 deg 139.7 deg -0.8 dog 0.8 J_- 0.5

Inclination 64 ] ,__ 84.80 deg O.g8 deg 0.8 deg 0.33

Table8. inse,_'-_,qper/urmance

Maneuver Estimated Commanded A priori Ratio d error
parameter actual value value Error 1 ¢ to ¢

Roll turn 42.591 deg 42.785 deg -0.174 deg 0.273 deg 0.837

Yaw turn 125.220 deg 124.898 deg 0.322 deg 0.278 ,:leg 1.18

4V 1800.647 m/s 1800.50 m/s 0.147 m/s 0.733 m/s 0.201

Til u,GMT 818.00:17:89 318,00:17:89 _ - -

Table 9. Firsttrim performance

Maneuver Estimated Commanded A pr/od Ratio of error
parameter actual value value Error 1 u to ¢

Roll turn 34.482 deg 34.443 deg 0.019 deg 0.985 deg 0.087

Yaw turn 128.807 deg 128.732 deg 0.075 deg 0.285 deg 0.288

AV 15.28 m/s 15.25 m/$ 0.01 m/s 0.038 m/| 0.263

: T,p, GMT 320,02:38:53 820.09-:38:53 0 - --

l Teble 10. Flint trim multm

i
A_ _d_

Target Achieved Error I ¢ to •

Period I I h 58 min 48 s II h 48 mln 49 s I s 8.5 n O_

Hp I_7 Inn 1887km .-4) 0.8 km ,-0

@ 140,8 deg 140.8 _ ,,,,0 0.08 dq ,.,.,0

heUnaum 84.37des 64.S_des --0 O.OOdes .-.0

_ ItPOM re.IN6 E_
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Table 11. Secondtrim performance

Maneuve- Estimated Commanded A ;)r/or/ Ratio of error
parameter " actual value value Error 1 u to o

Roll turn 33.748 des 32.990 des 0.75o des t1.2_5 des _..63

Yaw turn 118.730 des "18.255 des 0.475 des 0.285 des 1.07

_V 41.,q25 m/s 41.81 m/s 0.115 m/s 0.041 m/s O80

TL_,,,GMT 384, 21:48:59 364.21:48:59 0 - -

Table 12. Secondtrim results

A prior/ Ratio of error
Target Achieved Error 1 o to a

Period i ! h 58 rain 58 s 11 h 58 rain 52 s -0 s 13.2 s 0.45

h, 1050 km 1850 km 40 0.3 km _0

-20.09 des -28.02 des 0.07 des 0.1 des 0.7

Inclination 84.43 des 04.40 deg -0.08 deg 0. I deg 0.3

Table 13. Continpney Insertion maneuverde_

O_¢[nalimertlon
Parameters maneuver eommanchl First update Second update

Trajectory eiUmate

Approximate date Mid-June Mid-July Early October

B.R, km 0011.4 0064.8 0081.5

B.T, Jan 5643.0 5@10.8 15621.4

B,Im g_.O _.S S2Sl.6
Time of clmest approach, (GMT), 80:58.4 30:55.8 31:16.4
Nov, 14, 0 h, min:s

Maneuverparameten

Roll turn, deg 41.32 No change No change

Yaw turn, des 125.57 No change No change

AV, m/s 1017.18 1821.94 No change

Tip, (GMT), Nov. 14, 0 h, rain:8 14:41.4 IS: II. I 15:9,4.0

I 208 JPLTICHNIC.ALItlF.aORY_t.llN
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TrajectoryDescription
W.A. Webb

I. LaunchPhase +8 s, a launch-time-dependent yaw command was issued.
The magnitude of the yaw maneuvers was measured in

The Mariner 0 spacecraft was launched by an Atlas/ yaw index units. A unit positive value of yaw index indi-
Centaur launch vehicle (AC-23) on a direct-ascent tra. cated a main engine cutoff (MECO) position 56.69 km
jectory from the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) (188,000 ft) to the right (looking downrange) of a typical
launch complex 36B on May 30, 1971. Liftoff occurredat nonyawed (planar) trajectory. The yaw index for the
22 h 23 min 04.5 s GMT, slightly more than 6 min after Mariner9 launch was -0.34.
the opening of a 60-min launch window. The vehicle rose
vertically for approximately 15 s, during which time, a

After rising above a significant portion of the atmo-programmed roll to a launch azimuth of 92.74 deg was
performed. After the initial vertical rise, the vchieh, sphere, the Centaur insulation panels and nose fairing,
guided by the open-loop Atlas autopilot, began to pitch which protected the vehich during ascent, were jettisoned
over into a zero-lift trajectory. The first of three main at 22 h 20 min 20.5 s and 22 h 27 min 0o,.0s, respectively.
powered phases was terminated by booster engine cutoff The Atlas sustainer phase was ended normally by pro- i
(BECO) at 22 h 25 rain 35.5 s. After the Atlas booste: pellant depletion at sustainer engine cutoff (SECO) at

22 h 27min 07.5 s. The Atlas sustainerstage was separatedengine package was jettisoned 3 s later, the flight con-
tinued under the power of the Atlas sustainerengine and fromthe Centaurat 22 h 27 rain 10.5s.
guided by the Centaur guidance system operating in a
closed-loopmode. After a 10.7-s coast, the main engines of the Centaur

were ignited at 22 h 27 min 21.2 s. At main engine start
Because of an unusual launch geometry situation for + 4 s, the guidance steering loop, which was interrupted _

the Mariner Mars 1971 (MM'71) launch opportunity, it at SECO, was again closed. No additional yaw maneuvers
was possible to hold the launch azimuth constant during were performed during this phase. Centaur MECO was
each daily launch window. However, a small yaw "dog- commanded by the Centaur guidance system at o.o.h
leg"maneuver had to be performed so that the veblcle 34 min 46.9 s. Centaur MECO occurred at 702.4 s after

_, would attain the correct departure direct/on. At BECO liftoff.

21a .IPLYECHNICALRPORT32.11101
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I

Alh'r .MI':C(). :hi, C(,nt:u,r guitla,-.'c s_sh'nl initiated a lug plan(' is tilt' arcoc(,ntric plane nonnal to tile incoming
turnin_t man('uvcr to brintt th, enk'h, into ali_nm('nt asVntl_tot(,el thc apl)roat'h hvlwrl)oht. Th(' paranwtcr B ix
xv,th the l_rcd(,tcrmincd s(,ixtrat, direction. A spring lit(, miss distain'(', and the angh' 0 spee'ifics its orientation
(h'fl<'chon _ i_arated the spa('ccxatl from tim ('(,ntaur at in th(' ;dining 1)lane.The aiming i)lan(' coordinate system
:2:2h 313rain :22.6s. and Marin(,r 9 was injected into a ixdt'l)i('t('d in Fig. I.
\lars tran,_f_,rtrai('('torx, l,a_mH_ phase (,v<'nt times arc
_umm.n'i,'q,din T,d)h' i. Tiw (,urrcnt h(,st (,stimatcs of the "flu, hun,('h umintr, point wa_ biased farther from tb_'

H_a('t,cr.dt'st.;0,ot.t,niri(,orl)it:d (,h,mcnts at inic('tion arc planet than flu' final rcquin'd at'tual aiming point to
pt(,_(,ut(,din T.d)h, :2. ,,,dislv Ida,lt'tarv quarantin(, and other requirements. Tlw

particular lfiasing direction chosen was dictated l)y space-

Shor0v l)efor(, separation from the C(,ntaur. ,d :22h traf[ ,rod prol_ulsion svst(,m constraints and a desire to
35 rain 47.5 s, Marin(,r 9 ent(,n'd the shadow of the Earth. minimize the post-midcourse trajectory dispersions, as

Solar pare,I dcl_t,)ynwnt was oomph'ted at 2:2 h 4:2 rain was discttssc(l m lit(, pn,ccding _ectnon, which would
I)2.9 _, and flu' spacecraft began Sun acquisition at 23 h r(,sult from injection errors. The bias x_asth(,n removed
08 rain 46.0 s. when it exit('d the Earth's shadow. Sun Iw th(' mid-(.oursc mancuv(,r.
a('quisition was achieved at 23 h 15 rain 59.8 s. At this
time, spaccc'raft power was being supplied entireh' by The Slwciti(,d injcl'tiotl aiming point selected for the
the solar panels. Marim'r 9 sp,w(,craft was B" R = 2,5,072.0 km and B. T =

35,596.0 kin. The scl(,ctcd close,st approach time was 23 b

Upon acquiring the Sun, the spa('e(,raft wa_ fully stabil- 33 rain 00.0 s on N(wcnd)er 14, 1971. The actual injection
ized ill pit('h and yaw and was drifting without a refer- aiming lmint achieved was B*R = 19,869.5 km and
cncc for the roll axis. The search for Canol)uS, the roll- B-T = 26,389.4 kin. Without a midcourse maneuver, the
rcf(,ren('c star, was initiated hv turning on the Canopus (,hlscst al)proach time would have been 19 h 37 rain 11.7 s
s(,nsor. On the first roll, Achernar was acqnired instead on November 14. 1971. Figurc 1 shows that the Atlas/
of Canopus, as expected. A ground command was trans- Centaur launch vehicle would have delivered Mariner 9

, mitted to disacqt.ire Achernar and continue the sc',rch for only 10,600 km (well within specified tolerance) from the
Canopus. At 02 h 25 min 10.2 s on May 31, 1971, Canopus specified injection aiming point.

i was acquired. B. Midcourse Maneuver

The midcourse correction maneuver was performed 6
II. InterplanetaryCruisePhase days after humch on June 5, 1971, to remove the injection

m Approximately 24 h after launch, on May 31, 1971, at :timing lx)i,d bias and to deliver the spacecraft to the
22 h 31 rain 01.0 s, the scan platform, on which the science proper aiming point for insertion into orbit about Mars.
instrume:,ts were mounted, was unlatched from its stowed The aiming point, determined by the desired orbit about

position. The unlatching involved the releasing of corn- Mars and the orbit insertion criteria, was BoR = 0106.4
pressed nitrogen, and the resulting velocity vector change kin, BeT = 5472,9 km. The selected time of clmest ap-
slightly altered the spacecraft trajectory, proa:'h was 0 h 28 rain 58.6 s on November 14, 1971.

Several hours after scan unlatch, a propulsion system The engine was ignited at 00 h 22 min 06.0 s for a 5.1-s 1 -
engine vent sequence was initiated. At 01 h 28 min 29.3 s, motor bum to provide a _V of 8.723 m/s. 'the resultant i ;

, on June 1, 1971, the main engine valve of the propubion change in the spacecraft trajectory is illustrated by a i
system was opened for 2 s to allow undesired gases c_mparison of aiming point coordinates: BoR was now _ :

: trapped upstream of the valve to escape to the vacuum 8085.9 kin, B,T was 5587.5, and closest approach time
of space. The spacecraft trajectory was again slightly was 00 h 31 min 8.554 s on November 14, 1971. The !
changed. The best estimates of the post-engine.vent gee- acenracy of the maneuver was better than 0.5 • based _ "

centric orbital elements of the trajectory are presented in upon a pr/or/statistical estimates, sufficient to eliminate 1
Table 3. " the need for a planned second midcourse maneuver,

which would have been performed about a month behn

A. AimingPoint encounter. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the desired
and actual injection and pmt-mldcourse aiming points.

.! The aiming point at Mars is typically defined by the The best estimates of the pmt-mldcourse heliocentric q ;

._ polar coordinates B and 0 in the aiming plane. The aim- orbital elements are given in Table 4.

TIF._4NICALRIWORT_l-lIN |ll
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After leaving tilt' _icinitv of the Earth. Mariner 9 moved ti,,,t ot th,'ee ilrt'progra,n_,wd science sequences, which
alonR an .'q_proxim,dely elliptical path about the Sou until were sehedoh'd to be performed before insertion into
ttreachedtilt'vicinityof Mars.Initi,'llly.the spacecraft _rbltabol,tMars,These sequencesmclu(h'dwldc-and

moved aheadoftilt,Earthahmg itsorbittowa.lMars but narrow-angleTV picturesand spectraldata from tilt:

graduallyslowedandwas passedl_ytilt,Earth.The hello- ultravioletSl_et'trometer(UVS_,the infraredilderferom-

ceutriccentraltransferanglewas 129.12deg (Type I eh'rspectrometer(IRIS),and tilt'infraredradionwter
trajector._),andtheflighttimewas 168days, _IRR_ instruments,which we.' nlountedon tilt'scan

Ill,dfonn.

A projectionof the tr.'u)_fertr'ljeetoryin theecliptic

phuw is shown in Fig. 2. Figures 3 to 5 show several perti- During pn,-orl_it science sequence 1 (POS-I),
nent characteristics ,ff tile transfer trajectory presented as narrow-angh, TV pictures of the full Martian disk were
a function of calendar date. Tilt' parameters presented are taken on 62-rain centers. Five narrow-angle pictures of
ceh'stial latitude aml longitude, and tilt, getu,,entrie, hello- lilt, satellite l)cimos were taken by ground command trom
centrie,and areocentricrangetotilespacecraft, theEarth.Allofthesepichlres,pillsspectraldata.were

recordedoo tiletaperecorderaboardthespacecraftand
Iransnlittcd back to Earlh via tile Goldstone 64-m-diameter

III. Encounter Phase .ulh'nna. ()n November 12 and 13, 1971. tile next science
'_CtluencetPOS-2_ was taken. This sequence was similar to

()n November 8, 1971, Mariner 9 was only 2 million km P()S-I, with 24 pictures of Mars and 6 of Deimos. As the
from Mars and proceeding toward an encolmter with the pictures from the first two sequences were received, it
"'red" pl.'ulet with an areocentric speed of :llrmt 3.2 km/s. l_'calne clear that. unfortunately, the surface of Mars was
l)uring tile near-encounter phase, the spaceer:lft trajec- ol)scured hy a massive atmospheric storm.
tory may be characterized by '_hyperbohl with the center

of Mars hwated at tilt, focus. Tilt" approach direction at The final S_luence (POS-3) consisted of 23 wide- and
Mars nlav be swcified by lilt' vectorial difference between narrow-angle pictures of portions of Mars taken at 2-h
tilt, heliocentric velocity of Mars ::nd the heliocentric interwils designed to produce a mosaic of most of the
velocity of the spacecraft near encounter. As Mariner 9 phmet. Five more pictures of Deimos and two of Phobos

approached Mars along the incoming asynlptote, the Sun were also obtained. Thcse pictures and spectral data were
was approximately 70 deg behind and to the right, and rccorded to be played back to Earth after orbit insertion.
the Earth approximately 25 deg behind and to the same

side. The near-encounter geometry for the Mariner 9 On November 14, 1971, Mariner 9 was maneuvered (roll
trajectory is illustrated in Fig. B. The best estimates of the and )'awl to the correct attitude, and at 00 h 24 min 22.0 s,

areocentric orbital elements of the near-encounter trajec- the main engine valve was opened, causing the hypergolic
tory are presented in TableS. propellants to ignite for a planned burn of over 15 min.

This motor burn produced a velocity vector change of
On November 10. 1071, with Mars still over 1 million approximately 1800 m/s, slowing the spaet_raft and plat-

km away, the spacecraft onboard computer initiated the ing it into the proper orbit about Mars.



Table 1. Mariner9 launchsequenceof events Table 3. Post-engine-ventgeocentricorbital elements

Event Time from liftoff, s Orbital element Best estimate

Liftoff,_ 0 Periapsis radius, km 6,532.8

Cut off Atlas booster engine 151.0 Semim_tjoraxis, km -43,495.8

Jettison Atlas booster engines 154.0 Eccentricity 1.1502

Jettison Centaur insulation panels 196.0 Inclinations, deg 28.80

Jettison Centaur nose fairing 238.1 Argument of peri_.psiss. deg 127.63

Cut off Atlas sustainer and vernier engine 243.0 Longitude of ascending nodes, deg 45.20

Separate Centa,lr _tage from Atlas 216.0 Time of periapsis passage, CMT May 50, 1971,

Start Centaur main engine 250.7 2°, h 35 rain02.87 s

Cut off Centaur main engine 702.4 ,With respect to the Earth true equator and equinox of date.
Separate Centaur/spacecraft 798. I
Begin Centaur tank reorientation 1'258.3

Begin Centaur retro thrust 1353.3 Table 4. Post-midcounm helincentdc orbital elements
End Centaur retro thrust 1873.3

Start tank blowdown 1702.6 Orbital element Best estimate

End tank blowdown, energize power
changeover 1953.0 Periapsis radius, I0_'km 150.63

Semimajor axis, 10_km 180.80

SAt 22 h 23 rain04.5 s GMT on May 30, 1971. Eccentricity 0.1926

Inc|inaUons, deg 1.29

Argument of periapsiss, deg 164.71

Longitude of ascending node', deg 68.64

Time of periapsis passage. GMT May 16, 1971,
06 h 19 rain 04.26 s

*With respect to the true ecliptic and equinox of date.

Table 2. Geocentric orbital elements st injection Table 5. Arencentricorbital einments at encounter

Orbital element Best estimate Orbital element Best estimate

Periapsis radius, tun 6,544.9 Periapsis radim, km 5116.4 _

Semimajor axis, km -43,358.3 $emlmaJm axis, km -4112.Z

F,ccentziclt,/ 1.1509 Eccentricity _.1441

Inclinations, des 28.79 Inclinstloos, dell 64.65 :_

i Argummtd p_apsis,, dq 127.45 Arsumento_pm'imsis',dq 311.S7
Longituded ascending node', des 45.89 Longitudeof _ nodes, dq 4Z.50

Tiara d l_'lal_Sis psssqe. GMT May _I0,1971, Tints d l_tsl_S _ GMT Nov. 14, 1971, _"
22 h 64 mln 47.94 s 0 h 31 main0_ s

sWith respect to the Earth true equstm and equino: of date. aWlth respect to the Mm true equator and vm'Mi equinoz. :
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Science SequenceDesign
• P.E. Koskela,W. E. Bollman,J. E. Freeman,M. R. Helton,R.J. Reichert,E.S. Travers,andS.J. Zawacki

I. Introduction II. Software

The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1971mission The Planetary Observation Geometry and Science
was to study the characteristicsof Mars for at least 90 Instrument Sequence (POCASIS) system of programs2

days. The missionwas highly successful in that 70 to 80_ used for science sequence planning and design wu com.
of Marswas mappedduring the first 9,_ revolutions.The prised of POCASIS, POGASIS plot, Libr,_/ POCASIS

_ extended mission later brought this coverage to nearly Program (LIBPOG), SCOUT, summary programs,
• 1009& POGASISplot driver, and POGASISdata paekase driver.

A description of the major functions of each program

The activities of the following membersof the Naviga. follows.
tion Team are recmded in this section: the Science Se-

' quence Design Group, respomible for lxelmrtng the final A. FOGASI$
: sdencesequencedesigns; the Advance Sequence Planning The POGASIS Ff_pam is a dngle-prechdon Fo_Im V

Group, respom/ble for sequence planning; and the programthat wag used to _te the Marinerg obacva-
Science Kecommendation Team (SRT) representatives, tional geometry. INX_ASISformed the basis of all sckmce
respomible for conduct/aSthe necessarysequence design sequence design computations. The pmlpam operated

. | intedaces with the teams durin8 the mimk_ The int_- on the UNIVAC 1108eomputor.

" i [sce task included sc/mk_ mppoct in both advsmce pimp.
, nin8 _d d_ly opemtiam. The L_s S_lUa_ dedpM I_ASIS comput_ tlw _mdt o_oit eflhor by 1_.
•' dm_ timmUs_ m ,dindismuedinthk,ect/ou. ceming•nmnedmllytntesmtedeltmn_ tapethatIm

Nq. _JNION. mPONYm.lgN FZ
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lwen generated by the double precision trajectory pro- the sp:Icecraft tune/clock grids, made SCOUT u_eful for
_ram (1)PTRAJ_. or by using a two-bo&" orbit modified design purposes, and it_ ability to immediately produce
to inch,de genera! perturbation expressions tor the major plots on thc Tektronix made it invah,aldc for rapid itera-
perturbative effects of solar gravity and Mars oblateness, tiw' design work.

All traj,,ctory-relatcd quantities of interest can lw corn-
puled, inch,ding spacecraft maneuver attitude informa- E. In-flight Enhancements
tion. occultation parameters of Sun and Earth. and look ,t,_ orbital operations progressed, a series of auxiliary
angles to Earth-based tracking stations. I,Iograms wen, dcvclol)ed to autom,lte the more routine

comlnfler-related activities. These programs were de-
The instrument se:m _,.,ometry portion of POGASIS. sign,,d initially In help the POGASIS engineers dwck the

.,4iven the pointing directions and times, projects the ,,utpl,t of the coml,uter runs, and later, to assist in the
images of up to 10 onboard instruments onto tho surface generation of input for the POGASIS runs :rod plots. This
of Mars. It also computes the pointing angles and times ;u,tomation ,,liminated much tedious manual checking

necessary to satisfy specified observational criteria. This and input preparation.
portion of POGASIS computes all instrument-related

quantities of interest. I. Summary programs. Several summary programs, use-
ful for checking output, came into use soon after orbital

B. PO6A$1S Plot otm,ratinn_ began. Their purpose was to pinpoint problem

The POGASIS plot program provides graphical repre- areas immediately. The output from these summaries was
sentation of instrument viewing geometry for all instrn- generally printed on the Tektronix screen by the POGASIS
ments. The program uses a data tape generated by forecast engineer as soon as the computer run closed and
POGASIS or LIBPOG as input, and outputs graphical before printout was delivered. They enabled the forecast
data in mercator, orthographic, cartesian, or conical pro- engineer and the SRT Representative to cheek picture
jection form. The plots could be viewed on the Tektronix shuttering times, slew times, and cone- and clock-angle
T4002 (and hard-copied if desired) or directed to the limit violations. Another summary program formatted
Stromberg-Carlson (SC)4020 plotter, outpttt exactly like the sequencx, generator (SEQGEN)

outpnt. ThiS helped validate the POGASIS data package.

C. LIBPOG 2. POGASIS plot driver. This input generator came il,to

LIBPOG was used for post-processing by the Science use after orbital operations were well under way. It elimi-
Data Team to pro_ _:lehigh-precision da_a. The program nated manual preparation of the inpnt n_cessary for each
is equivalent to POCASIS, except that it has no triggering plot by extracting data from the POGASIS output adap-
capability. Program input data are modified by the Scan tire mode planning system (AMPS) tape. The plot driver
Platform Operations Program (SPOP) to reflect all known aided both the POGASIS forecast engineer and the
biases to the pointing angles, including the platform limit POCASIS data package engineer in creating orthographic,
cycle. Spacecraft position and planet position are obtained tonic, and mercator plots. The plot driver results corn-
from the probe ephemeris tape and the planetary ephem- prir_! the input to the POGASIS plot program.
eris tape, respectively.

3. POGASI$ dam package dd_. This input.formation i
D. SCOUT aid came into use about two-thirds of the way through

the primary mission, eliminating the tedious coding of
" L The SCOUT program rapidly computes and illustrates input for POGASIS data package rum. The driver also

spacecraft viewing geometry for an instrument mounted automatk_zlly set up the correct input for a ]POGASIS
on the scan platform. Its prb_ry application was in the case when provided the slews, camera potnUngs, and eof
advance sequence design process. The Ixrof_m operated responding times from SEQGF._I.
on the UNIVAC1108computer,and it could produce

plots on the Tektronix T 4002 or the SC _ plotter, The ultimate rdinement in POGASI$ data package _-.
generationwasdevelopedintimefor the extendedrob.

TheprogramcomputedJpeeec_t pmittoa,usingmean don.ThisprogramreidtheSEQGENoutputtape.The
dements _ed for Mars obhtteneu; this aplpe_Jm- data package engineer no Ioni_r had to manu_ type ha
ainu proved to be accurste enousJl fro'pJannJng purlMllm, the 8]ew la_d picture shu_ datl. W|th th_ dklver to

Its various seen-pointing and plotting opllems, Jndudln 8 set up the P(X_ASIS case _ the POCASlS pint drlve_r
_].

JPL _ _ 32-1908E
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to set up the plots, the data package engineer could at The Mission Design Team was responsible for produc-
times prepare the data package in ½ h, as opposed to the ing the basic 20-day-eych, mission plans. These plans had

6 to 10 h typically required at the beginning of orbital to refh,ct not only tilt. experimenter.s' dr,sires but also the
operations, constraints itsdictated by the various Project systems. Th,e

phms specified the number and order of the vltrious
st.ience sequence links, their science objectives, the struc-

ture of each link, plus system guidelines from the space-
Ill. Procedures uraft and mission operations representatives. The Mission

The procedures invob,'ed in preparing the sciencc st,- Design Team meetings were attended by: (1) SRT mem-
quence designs for Mariner 9 are gb:en below, hers, (2) Mission Engineers responsible for spacecraft

operatinR characteristics and constraints, (3) Mission

For several weeks prior to encounter and orbit insertion, Operation System (MOS) Representatives with implemen-
tentative operations procedures were tested by the tation guidelines, and (4_ the SRT Representative from the

POGASIS group of engineers and SRT representatives. Navigation Team
Some of these readiness tests encompassed the entire

Navigation Team, while others were conducted within the The SRT Representatives were expected to provide
POGASISgrouponly. trajectory-related informati0 , including vie_qng char.

acteristies, constraints an.'{ capabilities, in support of
Base cases for the TV sequence designs were prepared advance planning. As the science desires became known,

in advance for the first 40revolutions. Decisions regarding the SRT I_epresentatives. along with members of the

the TV science beyond the first 40 revolutions were post- Advance Sequence Planning Group. would design }_asic
poned because of the uncertainties resulting from the sequences to satisfy these requirements, and then present
dust storm. It was intended that, during the first 40 revo- them to the Mission Design Team. The Mission Engineers
lutions after encounter, TV anti spectral science sequences would prestnt the spacecraft constraints in conjunction
and base cases for sul_sequent revolutions wmtld be pre- with the proposed science sequences. Upon final iteration
pared as the requirements of the : ?ientists became known, of the SBT desires and system constraints, a mission plml,

with the basic science seqnenee link structure for a 10-day
Upon insertion into Mars orbit, the sequence designs cycle, was prepared jointly with the Mission Engineers.

for the first 40 revolutions were changed entirely because When approved, this mission sequence plan would go to
of the dust storm. New sequence designs had to be pre- the Mission Sequence Working Group for implementation.
pared in near-real time. An example of such a sequence plan is shown in Fig. 1.

_' The Advan,.'e Sequence Planning Group worked closely
with the SRT _'epresentatives and helped prepare advance 2. Advance Sequence Planning Group. The Advance
detaih of the TV-selence sequences; the Science Sequence Sequence Planning Group worked closely with the SRT
Design (POGASIS operations) Group handled everyday Representatives and, on occasion, with the experimenters

to work out Sacluem'e designs that would meet the obfec-
operations, along with unexpected problems and requests tives of each science cycle. The end product was an lnttnr.
requiring immediate action, related collection of science sequences, which were then

translated into POCASIS program input. This POCASlS
A. Advance Phmning standard (or base) case often required only minor changes

I. Sden_ _ Team R_s. (for exam#e, in cone and dock angles or surface paint
The SRT Representatives responsible for preparing unified locations), when used for daily opemt/om by the Sc/en_
requests _or science data based on a _0-day-cyele mhmiou Sequem,¢ Design Croup.
plan,wereinvolvedwitha varietyoffuncttmsandinter. •

faces, requiring a working knowledge d the various Preliminary design studies w_re generally started at
Mariner 9 systems, partictduly the spacecraft. Because least one entire i_D-daycycle in advance. Both the SCOUT

the SRT Representatives had to interface with each oE and POCASIS programs were ttmKl in this ittmtt/ve ,
the scientific experimenters m their representatives, they proceu, along with the Tektrm_ video display termil_ i
also had to understmtd t_ ob_c_ves o_ the vmtoug e0f The SRT Ik_m_,_tatives were the f_tes4_e _ the
pertments. During the ptimsry mimlon, 3,5 men were Advance Planning ,_qumme Group tad the SRT. Clumps i
neceasary to mppmt this fimeti_ 7 days Imr we_ were ramie until t sstidsctary fired desllpt wu tdtinved.

i
Jet. VZClOWCALIttlPOItt g_.ltlm _ :
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Once the final design for two revolutions was ,'omplete, was submitted to the SRT Representative for
the POCASIS standard case was compiled. T_ final step double-checking and orbital sequence plan sub-
was to make the actual POGASIS run for the first day mittal.
(two orbitai revolntions) of the new science cycle as a final
check for design flaws and also to effect a smooth transi- (3) Mission Sequence Working Group. This group con-
tion between _'cles and the two P(')GASIS groups. Pre- sisted of representatives from the various mission
liminary work on the next science cycle was then begun. Ol_.:ations teams such as the Spacecraft Team, SRT,

and the Navigation Team. Actual implementation

At times, the Advance Sequence Planning Group per- of the daily science SC_luences began in this group.
formed design studies on a phase of the mis_it,n more when the science sequence plan was reviewed and
than one cycle ahead. This work affected fnture and, on :lpproved for execution.
occasion, current planning and often served to shape the
science objectives of a cycle. 2. Science Sequence Design Group (POGA$1$ opera.

tlons). The Science Sequence Design Group handled the
B. Daily Operations everyday tasks associated with the Mariner 9 POGASIS

activities. The Olx,rations task was divided into three
I. Science Recommendation Team Reprel_2ntaflvem. specific tasks, pedormed by the forecast engineer, the

The :_RT Repre_ntatives functioned on a daily basis ss data package engineer, and the duty engineer. Each of
the interlace between the Science Sequence Design these positions was manned 7 days a week and approxt-
Group, the Minion Sequence Working Group, and the
SRT. They coordinated the daily preparation of an orbital mately 12 h per day. The tasks were rotated among the

members of the group every 8 days. A description of each
sequence plan that reflected the SRT desires and satisfied of the POGASIS operations tasks, and their principal
the operational and spacecraft constraints. The interface
and orbital sequence problem-solving function made this duties, follows:
a full-time endeavor, partially became d the sequence
redesign necessitated by the dust storm and the failure of (1) Forecast engineer. It was the responsibility of the
AMPS, which led to handwritten orbital sequence plans, forecast engineer to begin the d_fly sequence de-
These interface functions are listed below: sign process by using the POGASIS base ease and

inputting the science requests. It typically took 8 h
to accomplish this task of designing sequences(1) Science Recommendation Team. This group con-

sisted of the science experimenters of the various which did not violate any constraints for a pttr d
disciplines and Instruments and their repnag, nta- revolutions.
tives. The SRT stated the daily science sequence
requirements for every data-taking revolution, in- (2) Data psc -/rage engineer. Data packages were dis.
eluding the Sl_eifl_tlon d the target and/or cover, tributed the day of playback, and it was the re.
age for every spectral instrument scan and "IV sponslbllity of the data package engineer to meet
picture link In the sequence plan for • pmloalar that schedule. The POCASlS run emtatmd in the
minion cycle. The SRT Relaesentattve advised the d_ta package represented the best a pclo_ model of
SRT d the daily target viewabillty as a hu_dem ol the sequences executed by the simeKnr_. Part.way
revolution.The finalproductd theSilTmeetings throughtheprimarymission,pmlmtmswm_wrinen
was an orbital seqmmee plan. with the science re. that simplified the im_duction d the data imdmgm
quests specified for • pm_icular rvvolutlon link. (see Subsection liE).

(_) _ se_ _ c_. Thisgroupcon- (3) _ _. it wu the_ d theduty
sisted of the POGASIS opemtioe eugfneen, who engineer to ideut_ all foee¢_ inMmm amd, ff
_.re rmpmabb_r c_qn_ _ d_ _ n_ammy,toemnp_ theaqummdm_ la_m
sequmemin_ withthesrr Lpmmu- _ the_remm_ by_rk_ _h timsin'
utti_, _ _n they ree_'ed tl_ _ _ _ in m _Umlt_ to dlmtmto
quem. Auy _ that aplmu_ dung ths prebbam, In sdditfoe, the duty emlbJe_ _mm re- ,

: mqum_dm_up_emmqu_mscmm_Umout, quid to pm_a m_ _autau mdk that
dde the Narration Tram wen handled by dm ndsht srbe. He 81so scted ss s focsl pofnt for
srr l_JmmamJv_ Upm _ of tim POCASmamvtUmmulmmthem-du_im_d

" a_ummdm_ _ thePOCASlSkmm_tnm theS_m S_qum_Dm_ Omup
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C. Evolutionof a Zenith/Nadir Orbital Sequence computer rur.s were made before one was obtained

that fully satisfied the science requests. In some
'['he complete science sequence design process is shown cases, the science requests were impossible to satisfy

in Fig. 2. It is assumed that a mission plan for the subject because of some spacecraft or geometrwal con-
20.day cycle has been formulated. The plan would specify straint. Spacecraft constraints included scan plat-
the general science sequence structure, including all data- form viewing limits and slew duration limitations.
taking (D/T) link times, picture link drscriptions, slew Such problems were described in a note to the next
times, grot,nd-commaoded picture capability, and the day's duty engineer: the note was left with the
flexibility allowed for sequence structure change requests, output from the last POCASIS run ,nd copies of all
A POC.ASIS base case modeling this science s(quence plots.
strncture would have been prepared by the Advance

Sequence Planning Croup. The procedures used for pro- (6) The folh)wing day. the duty engineer and the SRT
dueing an orbital sequence plan follow in chronological Representatiw, reviewed any problems encountered
order for a typical zenith/nadir revolution pair: the preceding day by the forecast engineer. If no

(1) The SBT representative attended the daily SRT viable strategy or solution could be found, the SRT
meeting to diset,ss the targeting for the science Representative brought the target or sequence
sequences to be taken 8 days later. The science re- problem to the attention of the Mission Sequence
quests were recorded on the orbital sequence plan Working Croup. The group, consulting with the
forms (see Fig. 3). When filled out. these forms SRT Representative. ,'r_;posed an SRTtargct change
contained the detailed sequence design information or :t sequence structure modification. These se-
te be _mplemented by the Spacecraft Team. quence amendments could be proposed throughout

the day if the responsible working group individuals

(2) The SRT Representative then attended the Mission were available. Otherwise. the amendments would
Sequence Working Croup meeting to review the be proposed at the 4:00 p.m. meeting. The proposed
orbital sequence plan brought in by the SRT Chld. change was then brought back to the duty engineer.
Any foreseeable implementation problems (e.g., who made the necessary changes to the POCASIS
MO$ or spacecraft) were resolved at this time. After cast, anti checked the feasibility M the revised lr
approval by the Mission ,Sequence Working Group, sequence. The rest d the day was used for flnbhlng
copies of the sequence plan forms were made, and the sequence design and producing plots for all the
the original was given to the SRT Representattv..,. ._,quences.

(3) Next, the SRT Representative presented a copy of (7) When the duty engineer completed the POGASlS
the _lUence plan fonm to the forecast engineer, forecast run containing the required sequences
along with any necessary explanation _mg (usually the following morning), it was given, with
the science requests, the plots, to the SRT Representative to donble-

check to ensure that the science requests and all

(4) Once the g'tence requests were understood, the system constraints were satisfied. These system
i fol'ecut _ kmcled the POGASIS _ ¢,am constraints included: (a) uam platform limits, (b)
i into the computer and modified it (using the text slew duration lindtatinm between link& (c) mini-

i edllm mode at the Tektrocdx) to model these re- mum picture link timing scparatlmu, and (d) the
quests. Additioml item, the fmecmt _ had ultraviolet spectrm_er (UVS) "rip" problem. The
to tneluda pdar to his tint eemimter nm were: UVS zap problem was not known bdme encounter.
(a) the calemlilr date and day d year d the _ The constraint was impmed that the UVS imtru.
ular revoluttom; (b) the da'5 automation_uhaystem merit, _hen operath_ never be dewed from black
(DAS)re[eree_timeforthemrevehtS_hem spaeeo.to theillmm.,d limbd theplaintbe-
B-_me sum _ _ by the Si,,x.cmft caused its.endUvaytomehan abrupt _,__re
Team; (c) the number d the latest ix_obeephemerb to UV radiation,
taw, withthe dlfferemx_betweenuntvemdand

.m _, _ amplk-a_. (s) uvs _4Pd_uas wasa_m by theswr
tauve in _ wiredw d.ty ,s_h.w. l'w-

(5) Mt_ ,m_Ulm, theFOCASlSo.qm wa. _ .p_i_ _ (with__m md _
by the _m_mt mNIlnmr. Tyldeally, II nmnbmr d gdds) d the phmet at &mla intm,vab m Ipm-
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vi'led by tile Adwmce Sequence Planning Group IV. ScienceSequences

for thispurpose.All,4ew,_in a wqu,'ncew,,r,, M,inm'r9 wwnc(,sequencedesigncan be discussedin
checked for Imtentialviolations.SCOUT and lhn,_,diih'n'ntphases:(I_the pre-insertionplanning,
PO(-:ASISwereusedtocheekmarginalcases.Ifa

whicht,okplaceafterthelo_sofMariner8 becauseofa

violation was detected, a sh.w strategy to prevent I.u,,wh vehich, failurr, (2) the post-insertion planning and
tit. zap was devised, which might include slewing ('han Res n_.cessitated by the dust storm; and (3) the se.
t.arlier or later, or lx)ssiblv incorporating an extra quem'_'s .'is they :wtuallv were taken.
slewintotheseqnencetost w ".roundtothedark

side of the planet. A. Pre.insertion Planning

(.9_Afterthecheckingwas ('omph'ted.theSRT Repre- The,launehfailureofMarinero led,othefirstofsev-

senhltivefilh'dont;heorbit'scqilenceplanforms ,,ralrt,desig,sof thescienceseqnences.The two phasesof

withthedatafromthefinalPOC,,ASISforecastnm. theMarint'rMars 1971missionrepresentedby Mariners8

The dillyengineerassistedinthis,ifre(inired.The and 9,i,achwithitsown scienceobjectives,ha,ltube corn-

dataprovidedon the formsincludedthepicture bincdintoa singh,compromisemis-;on.Thisrevisedrots-

link tim_.s, all con,. and clock .'ingles. floating slew _i_m had to _;ati_fy the minimnm r_tolrt-i,wnts of each
strategies and times, and periapsis ttmes. (See sci,'ntifie disciplin,., while receiving about one-half the
Fig. 3 for a sample orbital seqnence plan for a data that would bare been available from the two separate
zenith revohltion in mapping cycle III.) spacecraft.

(i0) The SRT Representative then attended the daily An example of the tradcoffs made 'n r,'de'_gning tht
4:00 p.m. Mission Sequence Working Croup meet- nlission was the selection of a 65-deg-inclination orbit.
ing to s,bmit for approval the prepared orbital Tiff, representt.d a compromise between a high-inclination
seqnence plans for the _ienee sequences to be orbit, which would have provided excellent south polar
taken 4 days later. After review and Working coverage, and a low.inclination orbit, whicl', would have

Croup approval, the st,qnences wept to the Space- provi4ed heater variable feature observations near Marthm
craft Team for implementation, high noon. The orbit period was cho,.en to be approxi-

mately 12 h to t_,aximize the amount of data return. The

(11) If no unforeseen implementation problems ap- plannt_! ai_.idal orientation was 140 deg and the pertai_b
peared, the next step was Initiated llA to 2 days altitude. 1300km.
Ix.fore the .u_iuence D/T, when "EQGEN output.
combting of the actual times and cone and clock Communication requirements dictated that the science
angles that were loaded into the central computer data be played back through the 84-m-diameter antenna at
and sequencer (CC&S). was available. The data the Goldstone Deep Space Station. The orbit period was
package engineer usrd tlk,se values to construct a synchronized as closely as puaible to the Goldsaone vww
POGASIS input case, which would model the pt-,ind to maximi.'-Jethe data return. The time period when
spacecraft _lnences using the precise times they the science instruments could view the planet was dapew
would be executed. A final check of the IYVS zap dent on the instrurne_: platform scan constraints. The "IV
problem wu also included in this last lq3GASIS data and high-rate spectral data rece_c'd during the
case. This check was made early enough m that Goldsto_w nadir paws had to be played b_ during the

commands could be sent to the space- following zenith pare. In Klditiou. rcal.thne hish-rate
craft if a _ IWOll,m was detected. Plots were spectral data could he recei_,d d,trk._g the zenith l_m.
comtnteted on the SC _ plotter with the final A total of 30 TV I_tUres. the ;ape reemdtqr capacity, were
run. The IdOlSwere labeled and the data peckaM plannedf_ eachpus.
was marbled, reproduced, distributed, mad ,esdy
for.se befc,Teph_-k _n To followthisseq.em.ed ev.,,.. theSl_en_ was

tobe..me.veredinto_ orbltwithspertndwhkhrain-
The _ ixrocedm_ wet,- '_. a continuing state ol rained the _ pmsq_ ol ever/ other revohdtm :

thn_hont the n,t_ Ohm. _ (or a l_t.h period)clme to tL,e time d a._th d t_
cvcle had hegtm, the pmeedm_ wmdd evedap m rhea. Goidhaone rk,w peqrlod._ en the mmltant mblt
during mw one dsy, three data-takinll _lUenem were laSdnd follou_ tobit imertlm_ one or mere orbit trim
bein8 warked m. nunenvers _ere I_ to _ s_tiae with

190 JPL TID4mlC_ NIP08V I1.11ki8
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the Goldstone view period. The first science data-taking number of low-resolution pictures required to map the
cycle was to begin after the final orbit trim maneover, planet could be held to about 10 per orbit for the first
Subiect to when and how many trim maneuvers would bc two 20-day cycles and 12 for the last cycle.
needed, various science instrument calibrations and simple
mapping sequences were planned for the period between The amount of scan platform slewing required during
orbit insertion and the final trim. the mapp;_.g was also dependent on the periapsis altitude;

!.e., the higher the altitude, the fewer the number of slews

A fortuitous situation existed in that an orbit period needed to get forward-lap with the low-resolution camera.
synchromzed with Goldstone zenith would result in a

shift of subspacecraft longitude between successive zenith Because the spectral experimenters desired as few slews
or successive nadL" passes which permitted contiguous TV as possible during any link of picture taking, an effort was
mapping with the low-resolution camera. About 20 days made to minimize the number of slews consistent with
of orbital operations were necessary, to complete one cycle the other requirements (e.g., keep:'ag the view angle to
of mapping swaths arpund the planet. Because mapping less than 20 to '25 deg). If the periapsis altitude was about
of the Martian surface was one of the prime science oh- 1650 km, only two slews would be needed during a map-
jectives, the science sequence planning cycle was tied to ping swath. Therefore, to raise the periapsis altitude from
the mapping cycle. P,i._r to orbit insertion, detailed mis- 1390 to 1650 km and to correct the orbital period to adjust

the shifting of periapsis passage time with respect tosion desisn plans for the first mapping cycle were com-
Goldstone zenith, an orbit trim maneuver was performedp!eted. This plan accommodated a final orbit trim maneu-

ver as late as revolution 16. on revolution 94, prior to the start of the first mapping
cycle on revolution 100.

Four mapping cycles were planned to cover the Martian Mission plans redesigned after arrival were greatly
surface from a latitude of 65"S to about 25* N. In addition influenced by the limited capabilities of mission opera-
to this TV mapping, various other kinds of data taking, tions. Sequences that had been fairly intricate before
both "IV and spectral, were a part of the first cycle, as arrival were simplified by maint_dning the same sequence
indicated in Figs. 4 and 5. Time ticks relate the position of design throughout a mapping cycle. E_ochs (measured
the spacecraft to periapsis passage. The approximate time from periapsis) ._Ltwhich the science links took place were _-

_ periods during which the instruments would acquire data fixed for every zenith orbit and for every nadir orbit. Also,
are shown as planned for the first cycle.= the epochs and the number of scan platform shws to

_: accomplish the science links were held constant for each

i B. Post-insertionPlanning orbit. Then the sequence design was optimized from thestandpoint of the science objectives. Determining where
Upon arrival of Mariner 9 at Mars, the mission plan was to point many of the links became a daily activity based

changed again because of the planet-wide dust storm. The on inputs from the SBT.
start of the mapping cycles was delayed, and a recon-

naissance mode of operation was initiated instead to seek Assuming that no maneuvers to change the attitude of
areas that were clear enough to photograph, the spacecraft to point the high-gain antenna at Earth

would be executed during the primary mission, the three

Dining the reconnaissance cycles, advance studies were mapping cycles had to be finished by early March 197_
performed to accomplish the primary science objectives because of degraded communication capability. This
after' the dust storm ceased. For example, a minimum d consideration dictated a starting date early in January for
40 days was determined as the time period required to the mapping mode, which was compatible with the ex-
eontiguously mapthe planet from 65"S to45"N. However, pected subsidence of the dust storm to the point that :.
almost all available pictures would be required to aecom- good pictures could be taken.
plish the task, and all other "IV requests would have to
be ignored, which was untenable. The spectral experi- As can be seen from the sequence designs presented in
reenters also had competing desires, which influenced Subsection IVC, there was a variety of "IV science ob|ec-

the science sequence design. Further analysis indicated tires, including geodesy, atmospheric sequences, variable
that, ff the periapsis altitude were raised _,om the sudace feature geology, and Ma_,tan satellite astronomy. _
achieved value of 1300 km to about 1_0 lan and the In addition, the sequence designs included scans made i :

_ mapping cycles extended over 00 days (three cycles), the specifically for the spectral experimenters. !
i
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C. ScienceSequence Summaries 4. Recommissance II (revolutions 64 to 99). Reconnais-

sance of the planet continued, with a new science se-Tiw Mariner 9 _cience data thr_ugh revolution 262 were
,wquire(! in eight m.qor cveh,_ &description of the _eienee quence begimling with revolution 64. The plan was simi-
uvch,s and the rev_duti_,ns included within each cych,, and lar to that h)r reconnaissance l, i.e., global coverage with
a brief outline of the _hjectiw':: of each cycle follow, eight A-frames on each revolution and a series of B-frames

• to inw,stigate dust-free areas. On each zenith revolution,
Figure 6 provides a key to aid in reading Figs. 7 through
20, which contain comph, te s('quent.t, summaries for the there were two tetrads (four Bs) anti on each nadir revolu-

lion, a tetrad, a triad (lhrce Bs), and a dyad (two Bs) for
nadir and _','nith revolutions for each cych'. Sample ortho- high-resolution limb pictures. Polar coverage continuedgraphic plots for TV pictures taken on a zenith and nadir
revolution for each cycle are presented in Figs. 21 through with dlree BA pairs on each revolution. Near the end of

this cycle, it was determined that a periapsis altitude of
.3,5.A eomph,tt, _t't(ff orthographic and/or mercator plots, 16,50km would facilitate the mapping objective and also
and numerical data for every TV picture received during allow an orbital period adjustment for periapsis synchroni-
the first 262 revolutions arc"provided in Ref. 1. 7ation with Coldstone: therefore, a second orbital trim

!. Post.orbltal insertion mapping, calibration, and maneuver was ordered for revolution 94 (no 'IV science
phase function cycle (recolutions !-15). The planet-wide data taken). For two revolutions preceding the trim, and
dust storm to which Mariner 9 was exposed at arriwd had for all revolutions following the trim to the end of the
a profound effect on the original science plan. Whih, work cych', BA mapping was substituted for the standard re-
progressed on replacement science sequences, a series of connaissance II format. (See Figs. 11 and !2 for nadir and
mapping sequences, taken near periapsis, were initiated zenith revolution sequence summaries).
t_ fill the gap h'ft lw the abandonment of the original
plat These mapping sequences, consisting of narrow- 5. Mapping cycle I (revolutions I00 to 135). The dust
angh, (B-camera) :rod wide-angle (A-camera) pairs, were storm that had delayed Mariner 9's primary mission of
relatively ineffective because of the dust storm. An orbit mapping the surface began to abate during reconnais-

trim mancuver was performed on revolution 4 of this first sance I and reconnaissance II. By revolution 100, the
cych, (no TV science data taken) and a calibration and surface was clear enough to begin the surface mapping

phase fimction sequence on revolution 7. (See Fig. 7 for a with mapping cycle I. Each revolution in the cycle had
complete sequence summary.) two mapping sequences. The first began at approximately

P - 19 min, with one A and three BA pairs. The second
2. Interim cycle (revolutiom lO to 23). While advanced was at aFproximately P - 10 min, 38 s, with one A and

planning continued, an interim sequence was adopted fi,,e BA pairs. The first mapping sequence was taken at
which afforded more possibility for planetary reconnHs, a cone and clock angle such that the fourth A-frame was
sance than BA mapping. This sequence consisted of a directed vertically, and the second sequence, such that

combination of two orbits from pre-insertion planning the third A-frame was vertiep.l. In addition to the mapping
sequences, one nadir and one zenith. The same sequences sequences, each revolution had five global pictures and a
were repeated continuously from revolutions 18 through tetrad of mixed A and B frames. Each zenith revolution
23. Figure 8 contains a complete sequence summary, had a pentad of two AB and one A, and each nadir revolu-

tion had two dyads of one AB pair and a tingle B-frame,
:, 3. Recon_nce ! (revolutio_ 24 to ,q3).The new scl- dubbed "TLB." This cycle was marked by one of the

enee plan was implemented on revolution 24. T e primary few hardy, are failures on Mariner 9. Near the end of the
feature of this cycle was the global coverage afforded by cycle, the fi|'er wheel on the wlde-angle camera failed to
10 wide-angle pictures on each zenith revolution and five step. Analysis showed that the filter wheel was in lxmi-

on each nadir revolution. Specific targets in relatively tion 5. a polarizing filter, for the remainder of the mission.
dust._.lear areas were identified in these pictures and Figures 13 and 14 present the nadir and zenith revolution
were subsequently examined with two groups of four sequence summaries.
high-resolution picture, in each orbit. Each revolution

also included a pair of overlapping high-resolution limb 6. Mapping cycle ii (revolutlo_ 139 to 177). Surface

pictures, covera3e of the south polar region with three mapping continued at a higher latitude band with map-
BA pairs, and two or more BA pairs with the last A-frame ping cycle II. Each revolution again had two mapping :
vmtical and I0 deg from the terminator. (See Figs. 9 and sequences. The first was at P + 2 min and the second at ;
I0 for complete nadir and zenith revo]uUon sequence P -I- 13 rain, 54 s. The first sequence had one A, four
summaries). BA pairs, and or_ B, and the second sequonee, five BA :
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pairs. The first sequence was taken at a cone and clock begimfing of the cycle, and 10 near the end. To increase
angle such that the fourth A-frame was viewing vertically, the playback to an average of 22 pictures per day five
and the second sequence was such that an imaginary sixth high-gain antenna maneuvers were planned every" 2 days,
A-frame would have been vertical. Again, each revolution _tarting on revolution 246. On the maneuvert t zenith
had a tetrad of mixed A and B frames and, in addition, revolution, the sequence was constrained to straight map-
each revolution had a dyad of one BA pair and two Bs, ping with limited slewing. Each zenith and nadir revolu-
and two single B-frames. Each nadir revolution had a tion was divided nominally into five triads, three with
triad of one AB pair and one B. and three single B-frames. three Bs and two with a B and one AB pair. These triads
Figures 15 and 16 contain the nadir and zenith revolution were not constrained in time, and, in addition, provision
sequence summaries, was made to insert several ground-commanded sequences

for special purposes. Two-thirds of the way through the

7. Mapping eyc!e Ill (revolutions 178 to 217). Mapl,..,g cycle, CC&S checksum errors prevented taking data for
of the planet continued with mapping cycle III. Surface _everai days, while the failure was investigated. Data-

features located at higher latitudes than those mapped on taking resumed on revobltion 259, and ended on the only
mapping cycle II were observed. Again, each revolution maneovered revolution, 262, as the spacecraft entered
had two mapping sequences. The first was at P - 2 min, solar occultation. This marked the end of the planned

I 12s and the second, at P + 30 min. On each zenith revolu- mission. (See Figs. 19 and 20 for nadir and zenith revolu-
I tion, two A-, one B-, and four A-frames were taken on the tion sequence summaries).

first sequence, followed by three AB pairs on the second
sequence. On zenith revolution 206 and nadir revolution The sequence summary tables show at a glance every

207, and all mapping cycle III revolutions following, the TV sequence and picture taken during the first 262
B-frames in the first mapping sequence were omitted, revolutions and represent an orbit-by-orbit summary of
In addition to the mapping, each revolution in the cycle the orbital sequence designs. The frame numbers (con-
contained two tetrads of mixed A- and B-frames, one secutive picture numbers) are in the upper left-hand
dyad of one AB pair, and one dyad of two B-frames. In corner of each "box." These frame numbers correspond to

addition, each zenith revolution had a tetrad and a single the frame numbers found on the sample orthographic and
B-frame, referred to as TEC, between mapping sequences, mercator plots shown in Figs. 21 to 35.
Each nadir revolution had two additional dyads, one con-
sisting of an AB pair and one of two B-frames. Toward The orthographic plots, representing a perspective view

the end of this cycle, the increasing distance between from infinity, are obtained by projecting along lines paral-
Mars and Earth and the movement of Earth away from lel to the central optic path of one picture. The middle
the high-gain antenna boresight caused a continued low- picture of a sequence gives this projection (viewing) direc-

ering of the signal-to-noise ratio, forcing selection of tion, whereas its time defines the subspacecraft point, the
'lower playback rates. This had the -fleet of decreasing the terminator, and the solar subpoint. Any portion of the
number of pictures that could be played back from ap- limb within a picture's field of view is also drawn. This
proximately 30 on each revolution at the beginning of the generally differs from the outline of the globe. The ortho-

.cycle to approximately 20 at the end of the cycle. Figures graphic plots provide an overall view of the geometry at
!17 and 18 contain complete nadir and zenith revolution the time the picture or sequence was taken. The termina- :_
sequence summaries, tor is denoted by a line of asterisks, the subsolar point by

S, and the subspacecraft point by +. Each plot is pro-

8. Extended mlsdon phase I (rm_olutlons 218 to _2). vided with a science link title, which has the numbers of

With the end of mapping cycle III, the major mission the pictures contained in the plots in parentheses. Pictures
are also numbered on the plots themselves.objectives were completed. However, with the exception

of the inoperative A-camera filter wheel and an ever-

dwindling supply of attitude control gas, the spacecraft
continued to be in excellent condition to acquire data. The V. Accuracyof TVCamera Targeting
mission progressed to the extended mission phase begin. An analysis of Mariner 9 targeting accuracy is presented
ning with revolution 218. At the start of this cycle, approxt- in this subsection. In general, targeting was determined -:
mately 20 pictures could be played back on each zenith 5 days before initiation of the spacecraft science instru.

revolution. By revolutlov 9,42, this number had decreased mcnts to allow adequate time for reprogramming the _.
to approximately I0. For each nadir revolution, approx/, spacecraft CC&S. Despite this time delay, adequate tar-
mately 15 to 16 pictures could be played back at the geting accuracy was achieved.
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Targeting is defined here as the process of determining angle. The limil-cvcle deadband may be reached more
the scan l)latform pointing nece,;sary to l)rovide ('overage often during times ot high sh'w ac'tivilv. Much lesshkelv
of a de,;irt,d arel. The accurat'x attained must be suffi- and more mfr('(lUent ar(- ('ontrollabi]itv errors. Tlu,sr
cientlv high to t'ns, re ('overa_e of hi_zh-resolution ph(_- errors are caused l)y system hysteresis, control calibration.
togral)hy. The degree of accuracy attainable was limited .m(l mechani('al errors which Ill,IV total 0.2.5 deg ill clock
by the tollowing items: and cone angle. Al_l)roximately 34e/_of oh)ok and cone

angles slrwed for TV pi('ture data were ill error l)x 0.:2 (leg
(1) Spacecraft position with respect to the planet ,_r ,,ore I,,,rau_e of limit ('vole and ,:ontrollal)ilitv, aud h'ss

Position in orbit (time from periapsis)* than lr_ by 0.4 d,'g or more. Th(' difference between the
Orbital definition desired and achiev:d,h' pointing dirt'cti,,ns (q,,antb, ations !

ill commanding mechanization) could be as large as (I.1'9.,5
(2) Pointing direction de_ ill clock and cone angle.

Pointing direction within limit cycle (:_-0.25 deg)*

Controllahility (±0.25 deg)* Tilt. error in the planetary rotational axis of approxi-
Achieval_le pointing diretfions (*-0.125 (leg)* mately 0.5 deg on the celestia _ sphere could involve a

pointing direction error of about 1 deg in the worst ease
(3) Planetary model for surface feature targeting. This case would occur at

Pole direction* periapsis about 12 h out of phase with the 24.6 h of Mars
Mean radius and planetary oblat('ncss rotation from a reference position. If surface features are
Local height variation targeted for times close to Mars rotation intervals, the

targeting error caused by the pole error could be taken
(4) Camera shutter time into account. A description of latitude and longitude

Reference time definition corrections for the new rotational pole with the longitude
Spacecraft DAS dock time drift ( -0.146 s/12 h) reference consistent with the old pole is given in Bef. 9,

A mean planetary radius of 3887 km was utilized for the
Th_ asterisk indicates the items which have the most entire mission. This value may differ by 10 km from the

significant effects on targeting accuracy. A discussion of actual radius, and the resulting maximum pointing error,
each of these items follows, which wot:Id (x.cur at periapsis with a 90-deg viewing

angle (limb view), would be about 0.3 deg.
The lack of a good definition of the detailed Martian

gravitational potential early in the orbital phase limited A camera shutter time error would contribute a maxi-

the accuracy of the determination of spacecraft position mum pointing direction or at periapsis. A time error of
within its orbit and, consequently, time of periapsis pets- 1 s at periapsis would ,-respond to a pointing direction
sage. The periapsis time error was the most significant error of about 0.13 deg. The reference time could be in

item affecting targeting accuracy. Its the mission pro- error by 0.8 s if the DAS clock is reset before engineering
ceeded, the gravitational potential became better defined, data are received. However, most camera shutter refer-

and more accurate periapsis time predictions were enee times were predicted to less than 0.1 s even with a
achieved. The targeting periapsis time error was reduced DAS clock reset.
to less than 10 s on every orbit after revolution 157, and

to less than 2 s (with a few exceptions) after revolution Three examples of B-frame targeting are. shown in
186. A periapsis time error of 10 s, when the spacecraft is Fig. 38. The frame marked "target" is the planned target
at the periapsis position, would result in a 1.3-deg pointing coverage, with symbol T representing the desired tm6et
direction error, and a 2-s error would cause a 0.26-deg point. The target frame utilizes the desired cone and clock !:
pointing error. The probe position errors due to out- angles as computed 5 days before the execution of this

or-plane (inclination and nodal position) errors were picture. The probe ephemeris data used for probe positionusually less than 2 km and therefore had a relatively small definition were, therefore, more than a 5-day extrapola-
effect on targeting accuracy, tion, The "predicted" frame was made 1 day before ox_mt-

tion, with the same cone and clock angle as the target _
_ _ The _an platform pointing direction is another source frame, but usually with updated probe ephemeris data.
: of error. The possible pointing direction error caused by The "processed" frame reflects the actual coverage

the limit cycle (the deadband boundaries of spacecraft (accounting for pointing direction corrections), with a
attitude stabilization) may be 0.25 deg in clock and cone final prqbe ephemeris. The final probe ephemeris co.eta
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the probe's position with respect to periapsis from an nent data for the examples shown in Fig. 38 are listed in
interpolated fit consisting of probe position data before Table 1. The pointing on revolution 157 represents a
and after photographic execution. The "new pole" frame worst-case targeting because of the periapsis time and
indicates the processed frame latitude and longitude grid, pointing directio]J errors. Revolutions 173 and 175 repre-
with the I_rovisional Mars pole _s given in Ref. 3. Perti- sent more typical performance.
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Table 1, Data for narrow-angle frame targeting

Time from

Ih'xo- pcriapsts 'l'argctframe Predicted frame Deha Delta
htt_on pcriapsts timc periapsis time cone, clock,

h rain s error, s error, s dog des

157 -0 {4 ,38 -24.94 -1.18 0.48 0,00

173 -0 13 47 2.96 0.52 0.16 0,24

175 -0 1,'3 42 0.25 0.25 0.01 0.37

t •
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1_4 1-, • , 4 1 4 1-, 5-4 I14 I_2B'S

lazget larg_l H's Iatgtt H • I .igor B'_ lazget 2B Target H'• 215on hulb ]_.rgcl 1 2 [Jte_I B";
Tetnld No ] _2 9 97 _ 82,62 7(, 6h _ ;_. h'; 57 5 41 8h 6, 21 _50_ 71 _._ lar_ct _. _ s. 13
(2B I_B) -32m 18_; - ' 76 8,7i _, 25!{2 t_ 70 84 3 ;_ [argot _ 86 2, I _(_ 4_

838 68 larger _. _42 53 50 40 88K 351 _.4 g2
70. h8

_-6 5-6 5_6 5 6 5-6 5 6 5 6 5-6 3-4

T_rget ] atg_'_ Tatgct_ ]arget_ _. I Imb 5° Target_ 1azget_ Target, Fargo1 Ta_et_
Dywa ,No I (2B) -23m542 581.61 _ 8(1_ ,,4 ._:t ? 7"_.8.3 h-otto]elm -686.35_4 682 ;'_( _);_ 34_ (__1.M44 826 345

81 2, 72 84.2 74 8 4 68.5. _55 68 S, _4_ _0 _ 3_._, _1 7 ;;';$

SO¢,.tral Scan _22m24 s tA'S _ .,4,-........-- _ .e--- _"::':'g _ _ _ _ .

7-10 7-10 7-10 7--50 7-10 -10 7-10 7 1o b-8

Occul Point _arget Target Target Tcrge' 4B'_ In line 4B_ Alotxg _1atget 4H'_ Along 2nd B on

TeeradNo. 2t4B) _l|m|8 $ 258,196 415 8 245.19 21.5.105 23.343 between ._¢tt Man 383 3_07 %pc_t S_an 4(,2 31|:3l 6.3_66 3rd Bon trd B on
30 _. 335 5 39 _,,326 5 40.3, 319

11-17 11--17 11-17 lt-17 11_17 11-17 1-17 ;11 9_1,_ ,

(2A |B4k) -2m122 -30.19 30.8.8 30.3s9 5 30,350 2 -_30.341.! 30,331.9 30.323.2 _30 3142 30.305.3 -30.2_..

_" 111 1R 18 18 18 16 18 ,18 -- ' 12

Target Tattler Targtt Ttrget Targ.'t "Iarget T_get T_gel Tar8et Tazget *
"_C (10_ 6m$42 2.$. 358 5 5.5.358 -5.5,340.5 -8.1,335 -8.2.3M.? -8.6. 323 2 -I .q, 306.4 6.4.304 4.5. 294 4 9,275.7"

p+9 m p+l im

Sl_etrd Sctn 7m Spectral EveningMap ,.I.---- _ _ _ Spectral _ _ q)''- '_"_-

19 -24 10-24 19-24 It) -24 19-24 tg-_4 10-24 1_-_4 17-22

"rv ll_ll_iNJg NO. 2 _ I_t Ant .stl.----- "q"-- ,_21.7 _ -,e.--- ,4----- .e----- _(.tAB) , 29, _49.3 29, 340.1 29, 3"_0.9 29 2q, 312.4 29. 303 2 29. 294 27, 284 8 29, 275.6 29. 266..1

28'-211 2_--211 25-20 26--21_ 26--28 2B--2B 25--28 25--28 23-26
lit B on Mm CA Extend 2nd B on Extend 2ridB on Extend 2nd R on Fxtend Ist ""

Tetmd No. 3 (2AB) 39 m48s 63. I. 34"1 Mix. K A Mapping Limb Mapping Limb M_ppm| Limb M_tpptng Limb '

I

_-so _t-am _-am _-_o _-_o _-_o _-_ _ -am 2_-2a
OyandNo, 2 (lAD) 4_ul242 ~TO°N TMlet k ~ _ Limb -80oN AtM n ~70°N ~ 80ON

Min. CA at N. POM T_m Mi_. CA MIn. CA on l.h'ab Mitt.CA Mitt.CA 4)""- _"

Lynma _ i b,12m _k$4m411 lobs.m?3 Oh_0.ml6 OIt211.m0 0hl0.m66 22h37.mO* 3h39,m_4 4it: _._"
",. #$1_0 _ +!2°12_ _ "N_2°$9_ +l_ ° *38°47_ _47o37._ ,,(die

/

JPL TtCHHICAI. IKf_liT _i.lltl
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190 192 194 196 198 200 202 204 206 208 210 212 214 216 218I
_,_, ,,,, , ,::, I MLbr:llng %hr Murrain: ",tlr(L_t,t 'd,lrmne -ql..-- I _,t$l 't'|u[rtll;g

2 2 1 2 1-2 1-2
(,nd ¢ md B _ (,nd ( md ',B I .nd ( md II _ t,nd ( m,a II_ 4__',
_._,n "_, _ 7h _21, p txut 1, _ltl -i,-----
P 20nl P 2_m Ml:l. A

11;_ 1, 2 "S .................
71 2_+ larzet '_ _:, II 71t2 t5_ _tl "_215 _t_20 _47 311_ /409,2_ _,_ t 2_5 _6_ 27_ X2h 2h¢_

_14t _,_ 2g 71_.5 _t% _2t_ h_l 337 _3'_ 299 _4fI<. 2_ _4_,.2g_ _5 _.27_ 817.274
_,4 _2 7t2 ;_r_ _41 _21_ 857 29_ _21,29_ _1_ 2_4 82b, 27_ 842,27_ 81)_,276

5 6 3 4 _-6 3-4' 5 6 4 5-6 5-5 5 6 7-8

I 1argot, larger I argel_ Jarg_1, largct_ largtt largtt, Iarget _ I *rgcl [ark¢t_
3511 _lJ_, 34_ 62 I -_.4 4 _2 6 "_4_ t,_ _ _1_ 2 I_ 2 a2h 4 _8 7 :_35 2 84 _. _9 _7 t, 324 40 7. 2_7 _' r4 1 2¢_I

48 _(*t, _ SI7 3_ t_62 t217 65 5 _246 835 a3q _6a 313 ] _Sfi 257

Ill P 29 I1_

7 10 5-0 7-10 5 8 7 10 5 0 ;'-10
T_get 4B'_ Along 2rid Bon T_tget larger Target _argel
-3_3,_07 _pecl _n 4_2 3115 29._.2911_ _26 2827 _47 2749 40.2_92

Ird Bon g

4O 3. 319 "_

7p88m 7 8 5-6 !

p 8m p_8 m

D_ad 21; D_=d 21_ D_ad 213
3_.248 2 aS, 216, 27.5. 214.7 "

11--17 9--15 11--17 _-15 11-17 _ 15 11-17 7-12 7-12 9-14 )-14 9-14 7-12

30. 314 2 30, 305 "_ 30. 2_, 5 10 287 4 30. 278,5 - 30,269 1 30. 260.1 30, 25() 9 3fl. 241.7 30. 232.5 30. 223 3 30. 214 I 30, 2(14 9
18 16 18 16 18 16 18 13 13 15 15 15 13

TMget Target hrge! I argel I arget Fatgel larget I attica Target Targel Tcrtlet ] atget Tal'_t
64.31}4 45.294 49.275 7 0.4. 270 2 2. 260 3 19.2499 7.1.2454 2 4.2_18 8 3.2314 5 2.2149 g 4.20R 4 78, 192 1 1, 186.

p+9 m p+7 m

19-24 17-22 10-24 17-22 19-24 17-22 19-24 14 19 14_19 16-21 10-21 16-21 14-19

29, 284 8 29, 275.¢, 29, 266 3 29. 29. 247 9 29 233 7 29, 229 5 29. 220 2 29, 29, 201.8 2 29. 183.4 29

25- 28 23-26 25-26 23-26 25-28 23-26 25-28 20-23 20-23 22-25 22-25 22-25 20-23
211(I_ on I':xtend 1_t AB on Extend Ie AB on 1-xtend I _t&d on E_,tend Extend I-xtend I d A on Lxtend I e A on
Ltmh Mapping Limb Mapping Limb Mapping Limb Mapping Mapping Mapping 40, 185 Mapping 52, 177.4

2_d AJI _ll _dAII
................... i,i ii , , ....,,

29-30 ;17-211 27-2I 24--2I
~ _ Extend Extend

Mitt. CA _ _ _ Mapping Mapping

P"_I2m P+45m Pc46m12= P+'47m Pc46m12 s IP,_42m NSS

12hCLmOI .'.'3h$9m34 4h49_n.04 tOh30,ml9 3h39.m_ oh$!n./9 0hj 3m6_ 19hle m ohlflmo
+MIo4,/_6 ¢47o37,ll _oi$_6 +9o33,_6 +47o37_ +211o411,6 ¢4_0o27_ +730 ¢W---- _ +lgo _

Fig. 17. ZenRhrevolutions178 to 216, mapping cycle III
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I
Orbital Nominal Time 179 ISl 183 18¢ 187 189 191 193 ] 195 197 199

._:ience Link From Peru*p_._ I
IRR Itrm P 2b p 3h p _h p _h _R _trm

IRRScanNo I -3 h ] [ 1_1 ll_Gnd ( md BA ItNn 5_Jn

p 37m P 25

S Pole Ltmb

4 3 6 b 1

ra[get l_rgt t H _ [atget H _ larget 20 l,*r_et B% _nd H _,n 2 I_t 2 B'_

TetradNo. I 32miss 701.253t_ 80b,2t,5 818 2_15 79" ''()5 7IN 227t 74 t_ I_.97 larger B 3 •_9 9 258 81 I 25;2_ 8¢)b 217 73 223 trd B _,n '_8 8 180 ]af_et A
(2BLAB) 791 2_0_ 817 244 la.rfet A 71.215 754 1628 h7 Iq3

ST, 180

Morn ,',pe_ t _.p _tOm

5 6 78 56 56 56 6 _ 6 1 2 ) 4 5--6

Dyad No I t2b+ _23ms4s [arge_ Target,, Taget_ I,trget, Targets larget_ ]_get_ larger larger, Targets60.2335 746.22q5 7|8.212 _ 727 21(15 735 2127 748.21"-7 733.205 588.180 761 152 766.145_
75_ 2272 73.215_ 727 207 737 2'_9 74_._178 743.203"5 766 148 774.143

IP.R Scan No. 2 _22m24 s IRR Morning Morning
S_m 41------ _ "4--"--" _ Spectr,l _ .,I----- .,It------- Spectral

I
7-8 -lO 7-8 7-8 7-8 7-8 7 8 | 4 5--6 2-3 r-8

Dyad NO. _ (211) .__m3_ Tat|et Iarg¢i Tat|et target S Spot on I,t 0 o, I arget Target Target ] arget Target
395.2042 34 2, 187 -259,1837 345.1775 Limb 120 4W lamb 180W -25 8,1404 251.1316 352.1367 388.1197 372.1094

9 16 11-18 D-16 9-16 9-16 )-16 )-16 5-12 P-14 4-11 a 16
l_t A at

TV MaRPinB N°. I -2ml2 a -30, 129 8 30.1209 _ 30. 102 9
(2A IB 2A IB 2A) 30,1943 I - 30, 174 9 30,1656 30.1565 -30 '476 30, 138 7

17 -18 19-20 17-10 17-1_ 17-t8 17-18 17-18 13-14 I|-1| 12-13 _7-18
T_ B Tazlet B Tm_t B T_let B T_get B T_et B T_get A Target B T_ B T_|ct B rar|et B

Dyll No. 3 (AB) 1om24 s -5 7, 174.5 25,210 4).3, 164 3 13.1565 -176,133 -9, 120 -9.2, 120 4 31.1213 24.111.2 134,907 109.1046

Sam No. ) I I m 121 IRR IRR Evemzl| Morning Evening
Scan S¢lm _ _ SpCCII'al SpecUal _ Sl_ctral _

19 24 2t--24 19--24 19-;[4 19--24 19--24 10--24 18--20 17--22 14 -l_) Ig--24

(3All) 29, 164,8 29, 155 6 29, 146.4 29, 137.2 29,127 9 29,118 7 2 _ 29, IOO3 2 29, 81 8 29.72.b

26-_ 27-30 _-21 26-211 _-_ 2S-_8 |6-_ [?1-24 |3-2_ Z0-23 25-26
I_ Bon T_tlels I_ B on Extend Im Dolt Extead 2ridII on Ex_nd i_ AB Extend I_ AB

Tetmd No. 2 (2AB) 3gram s 56.4.163 $2, I$1 50,135 Mal_l_n8 41.2,109.8 _Pl_ Limb MIIpINa8 on Liatb Mipptn8 lerm-L_b

58,153 _llia, ' ,

iDlE Aon Aon -75ON L_b Aon78 TM : " TttpI A
DysdNo. 4(AII) 4sm24m Limb #';.., • IB, 110 Mm. CA Mia CA ltla.cA ¢ 80.0 .

p,42 m p,,46m P,NI2m Ira,,46m p,Msm '
NIIht Side

illt Sam NO. 4 46ml 2m IItlt 4----- _ _ _ _ b 4"---- _ _

(_._) _ hmmm .etelm=_lImm tam. i_lw/ofal, tml_tm_tnmmw=etotm:_*d.

FI_ 18. Nadir rmelutle_ 179 to 217, maiN)in=cycle III
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I
197 I_tl 201 203 205 207 209 211 213 215 217 219

1Del IB t IR_ ILu,_ I%_tK*_ IB 11414Icrm

2 1 2 S 2

ltlm _, _n Pho_, IB (,nd ( md B _ Gnd ( md BA
P 2b p Ih16 ni p 38m p 38m

S-I _-) lllll_l a 6 'a _ i i-4 l-I (_t 3 6
hl 2 B _ 1-2 Ifrill B'_ larlel B', 1_l¢1 B'_ T_gel B'_ It li'l , lilfl B's

3 i AB_ Pole 85 1315 799.141 841,116 825 925 3-4 781 83

Target A Limb ]crm 863,125 -793,136 834 11)3 814.84 3zrFctB 787.795
t_7 19] 85 9, 97 -80, 132 84 3, 92 82 I 78 5 83 6 82 79 4, 77 5

Morn 8p¢_i IRR S_an IRR S, an
p 3Um p t0 m p 30m

5-6 3 4 7L8 5-6

Targets larget_ [alger 1argot
766.145 S 79. 144 "_07. 12_ '9 514.804
774 143 783 139

', ..... • ..... I,

IRR S<an IRR Scan t/

p 29m P 29 m _

y 24 m ...... '_.
%lornlnI Morning _lolnln8

Spectral ._petiril Spiu_al ll------ _ 1I

2 ? I-8 1-2 S_$ 1_2 7-8 t_ 5-6 7-8 "_

Tag$_t Target Tarlet Tiale t rargei T/tlcl 1 irlet Tirlel Title t _ [.
388.1197 37 2, IOq4 226.1007 405.952 247 835 409,839 275.42 7 30 1.37 8 226.288 i_

o ,

_ •
1

4-11 9-16 3 10 7-1& 3-10 g-14 9 14 7-12 ?-12 7-12

,o._o_, ,o.'3T8 30_"C_'- _ "--- "-- "---- 3_,'%-=30._5 5 Omit l'l 10 ¢" 1 30 4"9
30 66 1

15 15 13 13 13

Single B ¢1---- ,m----- _ _ Even. Spect
75,488 P*II m 4.5,301 2.5,17,7 10.9.4 6 p+5m

89.334

12-13 17-18 11-12 16-16 11-12 16-17 4 ........ Ill
TuIeI B Tatiet B B on Limb latlgei B Tlr8¢t B _ Grid Cmd BA _nllle B

11,42 CA,KA of
s_ctlll

P+15m P m _tlnln 8

,.,,,, ,,

IRR Scan
r*i sm

14-tl 11-14 13-11 17-22 11-11 11)-11 11--;13 14-11) 14-11) 14-111 10-11)

29, 81 8 29. 72.6 29, 63 4 29, 54 2 , 19.45 29. 357 29, 26.$ 2t, 17.3 29, l.I 29, 358 9 36,9, _14.4

211-23 _-241 11)-22 19 22 2 ;13 dO-21 20 2 i ilO-'13 111-11
Extend IMAB t Xlltld Extend A of lit All -< iof hi AB I of Ill AB IM II on II11 ml
Mlplliql lelm-l,lmb Mappml Mlipplllll 41 I. 10 l q6 5, q 0 63 5, lil I 63 _. t48. I Sl, 321

Taqlm A _ . ., .• _ x_ . ,.. himsd

_.0 .t'' '" -. _, , , ....... _ _ ..... I .... ],. .: o : ,' Cmmm.., , , ....... -..........

I_$ In p,,,42m I_ m ip,,4lm p,*31tm li142m p,,411m

L
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r iOtoital 222 -, -, 240
Sctence Lank 218 220 224 226 228 230 .3. 234 236 238

_tdr | tnlb, l _rtll I ltnb l _'rlil ] itTfi, [ t itu [ 111111l t111£

Sp¢ctral Scan 0,._ ult,+t ,',,an .,,i- -- +_,m ',, a,_ ',_
p 60 I11 p hi) lh p h(J HI p f+ilT_l p edl III

,1 2 ; l

_llk_ { elld B_., k,l_d ( Bid %

p hpm p _¢rll ]
_4 It,2_ _f, 60

3 31 u 1 3 p_l_zl I 1 3 " -_--_I ,+ 3 b I ;l [1 3 ? 3

P 25 m P P3t2tlI P +2In P 12 II1 I' 2 ';111 p _tll p 12111 p l_ili p 22ii1 p _nl

1 arget_ larget_ I argt't_ I+*rgct_ lalet't_ largtt_ ] lr_, I I lariat, lar_d_ I Jig_t _ I ariel, I argt t
82_ 2'_7 87 2'_ 89'_ lOO _7 212 9_++ 171 hh4 201 7,i_ I +'_< 7,_';6

TrmdNo I liB) so.,260 801.2_' :,_, I_i,[ "4 212_ l

84 2SIll 7 _.4 2"q 837 2_, X_,I 24_ _.4 5_, 746 2tt _2_, 2;4 ";47 I_,_l _.7 " 2iIO _2 _ 1_7N] 1 2485 7115 247 82 tl 24. PIPit. 292 N_ I _I11 7%7 211 "I'_ 21" 71h lh_i _t) l IP,7 71 _, 15_

- l4 4 _ I
Ond ( md A .%_,dtal (,nd t md ll_ IRR %l,,r, IRR %t,_r,; , IRR

" p I_ III t._an _ p 24 m '_ltl tRR hpcdral .%an %all

q pi_k +illiib P 29 m _+4 IMi P 21 Ill P 21 rn P 4111

5 7 t 6 _ (p6m ;4-_ 4-6 in _6pS_rn 16 8 _'4-6"-+--6_-- 4 6 I 6 4

6

p Nnl p 27 P 4 m P 27 p _lr* p 21m p 6111 p 21111 p+ltUl p+f)m

] argel Target ] | argel I4rget 1 arget _ Target 1,ire, t, lalgct I Jrget_ Iarget _ largt t ] Jrgct_

i

Triadl_.2(._B) 292.1924 7t11.25361 44 1498 2_4.181 862 242 25_ 14 _1 117 121 72_ Iq 15 11i_,_ k84 162 72. N71 73 857

852 .*42 11 _ 121 4 14'_ 108_ 8hq. IGX 69,_4

6 (_)

_,_4 _ BA IRR Morn IRR M,tp Grid (rod %
P 20 m pRR h, an p+lgma4 m -%,m p 2ore

_1) 5,2585 p i_i m t). M

r[I 10 9 11 -9 r79 7'9 9-11 911 9 9-11 7'--9 7 9 7 9

P +6m P 5 m P+4m p+sm P 12 m P+?; p+6 m P+4m P +6m P+5 m P+24 m P+I t111

TII_I I_O+ J kt B on l_t B on Target 2rid B tin kt B on l'atgct lalgel [atget BK 2rid B on hi B o_ qq'.t R'_ lagel

lib lAB) 263,1876 238,191) 44+1504 56,1505 ]25,1508 9_.1214 14.9+130 t11.1128 .44 IO,"15 11, 1057 f.¢_62 7 85,6

Mil Slew Max Slev, Max Slev* Max Sle_ Max hl¢'_ Ma'.. Sle_ 3 8. I I I S Max t, le_ Max .%it'_*, __ 7+ 61 9 Max Slev.

11-1l

10-11 Ill Map IRR Mat,• Grid ( md BA IRR Stan IRR ._itall (,nO ( md 8/ p+26tll P+' 5
P+ 13 m p+ _ill P+gm P+ I 5m

2,165 1BI I
13-I_ 12-14 lO--t_ 1O-|i _O-12 t_ 14 I12 li tO-HP !2--14

p+24 m p+.5 m p+l,+ m P+12 m p+2 m p+lf/m p+20 t p+19 m p+2+l m

2rid B on 2nd B on I_t B on Target B'+ 2nd B on T_trgcts Iaget 2H 1.grit, s lirlet

Triad No. 413B) 152,1793 3.161 164,1339 6,151 95.1215 174.1259 14q. l_i f) 4, 1129 242.97.5

Otherdo_ 56.1506 N SOvetlap 18.125'4 lastB 03,1127

a. Posmble 5.1503 189.125 2 |_1+133 I 0£1125

13-14 13-14 12-16 .... _, fO [_

Grid fred BA IRR ¢_a n (,nd ( md B_ (,rid ('rod 3A Gnd (mdB_

P @P+23 m p+27 m Start +11 m P+32 m
i Target B 11 2, IO4 2 I nd +4 Im 50, 63

!6 _, ] 38 8 All 3tI °_
16-18 1§-17 13-1_ 13-16 15

P+3t m pelt m P+26 m p @�0�mP+26 m

Tril No. 5 TuIeI A I IBon T_let Tuget B's I_t Bon

(IBIAB) 36,155 I ,t31.7 382.1407 22.132.2 179,1257 /

23 4. I.q )e-.,,, {_I

: 11"20 Morn Scan IS-ll !'iS-lY ...... 1S-il IRR Scan

Gnd Cmd BI Gnd (rod 3A ;_d Cmd 3A P+27 m Niht S_le

" L_.3#m it-r1 Slut + 33 m lilrt +37 m Sl_dhll

B on Limb Gild Cmd 4,_ I:M + 55m Em _¢5m _t- _ [yen Scan
1_32 m tO i I tO P+'40m P<+3Km

p¢lh47 m p ¤$��8�_p+I h48 m _ pilh4# m,.,-,,-o o"..-o .,,_._ o 2,,-o,,,,,,,m.--- .__ ,>"..'o1++7;+"
+12 ° ill ° 0+73 ° 418 ° �,�o¢18 ° ¢?.t °

_--"_ II_tMtt Dill _tOWl tMll frmtet take.

_ I_t_m Dtta _ • nA --pi i_ IHI _! leqwn_.

TV Pic NR Dlbl dtowl BAD �2Atlken dultnll thil ilqllin D(11m h.mue ,or Udum.

T_ I*k'tem I_ta dml, t truly A-frtlm _im h_ i _

TV _ I_tl dtewl 12 fnlm_ lalt_ tm flil flt_httbn at mn_t eenl lad dodu

T_ _t'tm I_tt im)t qlA-tm_ of ,t.,= tim _ t_ _amt at emm.i mm _ cbdL

I)I,IX)I. ',.:.NtO,.U,.Om'n.m

!
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I r T ! ! ]
230 .3. 244 i 246 24:; 260 I

kin L %tiT/ ",11------- X, i- _ j_ R.II

-6,,'" L ,i........p hl_ Ill e ]hl I_llt

'2 ' 2 _ ............. "

_1 ( nlJ h _, GIhd ( hid %

_31)m p q m

laq:Lt I_ _ %1_ppum
-25 In I p ,JT p ,Ou _p3_m p 22n_ p _111

...................... 34
Iliad t21t_

:.'I .... 1 IRR M ..... j IRR ,l I P I'_t1' I
Iarett, 1%pc_t %_all

.n I I IRR ,p_,t,,d t I .......... L 61,7 _4, _l-21m ' l _ P 4mI' 21 m .,

_p6 in 6 8 4 6 _p61 4 6 4 6, 5 m P 6 m I' 2_ [11 �_"'P+_.m P+.m

el, I_r_tt ] _IR¢t, I argel_ Iatgcl 1,ir_,_l _ *ttl_ u'll*

$

C)I

IRR M,rn IRR Map t.nd ( md _ (..M ( md

",_,i n _t_n/ p+] _nl I p gill
p Iq m P - I NI m I ]atgtl

,|1 7 9 9 11 7 g 7 9 ] 91 71.6m p ..... p+hm p �@�P+24m p+ _m P _4m _ _) 9-- Irmd _BI

p+4[11 _'I"_t lar_ct BN !;alg_m lq It ,m Target B'_ I.trget largtl I ,t I_ _ __

-laX. S1¢_. 3 g, , I I 5 Max 'qe_ Max bier. 2:_ 7 6 t _ t, ia\ %I,'v. Max bier* _ _ IO 8, 3g8 3

10-11 E
UtS_,m IRR %an IRR Map IRR Map IRR Map ;t

-m p+_m (.nd ( [rid B _ p+_btu P+l _ln p+26m

p+l_m - _
J=

-14 tO 12 12-14 _,1 lO 11

l'20 m P¢I '_m P+2_ m I_ I)_ad (2B_

• 1 2B ]_rg_t_ Target _ p+l_ m

_.9.13_) 114. 1129 24 2. 97._ latgt't

_B lit, 1127 _ N, 34; *.
.1,1;_ t (1_.1125

- _3-_4 i'_-''_ _ ,o (-_ o':i"i.... 1 i¢..d(rrrJ._ (,r_( ._ 3^ (.nd(md,a I (;,_ ('md.a
p+27 m Start +V; m p+'i2 m ; P+33 m

II 2. 104 2 I'nd ¢41 m _(I, 6_ 5(1, 30
All 50°N

26 m 12 14lrlad (_B)
- _on _._nlP+._

_.9. I 2'_ ? 14;get

• ,h _) 16.4, 344.9 -_

IRR S_.ln 1 _ - 16

P+27 m Night Side _ I)',_ (_BI
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